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BOOK ONE

CROWDS AND MACHINES

TO CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS
" ^ ballmd, wrtcked old man,

Tkrmn on His savagi short far, far from home,

n '"'"^ '''"'' rebellious bnm,s twelve dreary moHlHj
. . . J lie end I know ml, it is all in Thee
Or small or gre^l I know not-hafly what broad /elds, what lands

. . .And these things I see suddenly, what mean they'?
AS ,/some mirack, some hand divine unsealed my eyes.
Shadowy vast shapes smile through the air and siy.
And on the distant waves sail countless shift.
And anthems in new tongues I hear saluting me."





CHAPTER I

WHERE ARE WE GOING?

the sky-the white steam which is thf h^ °l°"f
"^"'""^

life, the vast hurrying of our St anS thltf
° '".°'^^"

pointing toward L^en day a^^t '^\?T
''"'''

to my fireplace I Tlluf
^""^"^ '"^ '=°'"'"" »««<=k

wor/and Lun tLlam :„d"'tS ^^^^ ^ '
*°

outside the Court gathers it all urlh,l J t " '°^
tiny, summed-up w^ldTut th17^ i "f!L v"""""';my quiet windows while I sit and thTnk

^ ^'""''

And when one thinks of it a minute, it sends one



^
CROWDS

h«lf-fc«rfuUy, h»lf-triumphmntly bwlc to one's work—the

very thought of It. The Crowd hurrying, the Crowd's

Hurrying Machines, «nd the Crowd'* God, send one

back to one's work I

In the afternoon I go out again, slip my way through

th crowds along the Strand, towurd Charing Cross.

1 never tire of watehing the drays, the horses, the

streaming taxis, all these little, fearful, gliding crowds of

men and women, when a little space of street is left,

flowing swiftly, flowing like globules, like mercury, between

the cabs.

But most of all I like looking up at that vast second

story of the street, coming in over one like waves, like

seas—all these happy, curious tops of buses ;
these dear,

funny, way-up people on benches ; these world-worshippers,

sight-worshippers, and Americans—all these little scurry-

ing congregations, hundreds of them, rolling past.

I sit on the front seat of a horse bus elbow to

elbow with the driver, staring down over the brink of

the abyss upon ears and necks—that low, distant space

where the horses 'ook so tiny and so ineffectual and so

gone-by below.
, , _. „

The street is the true path of the spirit To walk

through it, or roll or swing or top of a bus through it—

the miles of faces, all these tottering, toddling, swinging

miles of legs and stomachs ; and on all sides of you, and

in the windows and along the walks, the things they

wear, and the things they eat, and the t. tags they pour

down their little throats, and the thtags they pray to and

curse at.i worship and swindle in I It is like being out

in the middle of a great ocean of livmg, or Uke climbing

up some great mountain-height of people, their abysses

and their clouds about them, their precipices and jungles

and heavens, the great high roads of their souls reaching

off". ... I can never say why, but so strange is it, so

full of awe is it, and of splendour and pity, that there are
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with .11 ,h|. .tr«,ge. fe.nul joy of life .bout me. within

rWy'.;.! , « r *?" °^ ""y '•"•
' "«'• »*«" f"

nXwec;"^;""""" "'""' '"*• "-^ ^""' "«-" •"<»

One of the first things th.t strike, .n Americ.n when

EefcS^^'heT/'r 'T y°"*' ""* """' •""""'- •'"O''"

suddenly. Inste.d of Bro.dw.y. Is the w.y things-thou«nds of thing. ., once, begin happening to him

him tr"r'*'*u "' "" """«» •'"'' "'« happening to

s rlT; r
*"'

"I'u*'"''''
*''' W'"" "tuples, the gfe.t

h,Z,\ M°^
•'«^'"' '" '••' ^''«*''' 'he things "[h^

S^r !, ^''u'^^u
""'* *° '"''' ""- ° his feet fnd h"

swimmine un ,

' "^^ '""^'"« "''°"«'' '"' ground and

SZ *^
,?

'''!"* °" '°P °^ » '»" through this hurc.glorious, yellow mist of people . . . there are all thethmgs besides that begin happening to his mind.
In New York, of course, he rushes along through the

a(raira,and drives on to his point, and New York does

"oVm n^'
'

H °^ "''^ very often-make things happen

I. hLf ; ". " ""' '" ^°''^°" fi^" """«»« before

hL TK *
"»*"%-''<'«' London does his thinking for

a te;J i"**"/^
**•' "'y '** '""' '° thinking, mile

after mile, m.les of comparing, miles of expecting.
And above the streets that he walks through anddrives through he finds in London another complete s«^ of

i'^lTT''''' '""= '''' greater, silenter'stree^o

the^i«r
"*'"'' °^ P^P'""' thoughts. And he reads

eLuT "T^^P*"' "'°'"= ''"^'^ highways on which the
lingiish people are really going somewhere. . " IVAete

stums' r"-^!" .
"•= ^°*' ^^"Sh the editorials, he^tumble, through the news. «

IVAere are ike English^le
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An American thinks of the English people in the third

person—at first, of course.

After three days or so, he begins, half-unconsciously,

slipping over every now and then into what seems to be a

vague, loose first person plural.

Then the first person plural grows.

He finds at last that his thinking has settled down

into a kind of happy, easy-going, international, editorial

" We." New York and London, Chicago and Sheffield,

go drifting together through his thoughts, and even Paris,

glimmering faintly over there, and a dim round world, and

he asks, as the people of a world stream by, " Where are

WE going ?
"

Thus it is that London, looming, teeming, world-

suggesting, gets its grip upon a man, a fresh American,

and stretches him, stretches him before his own eyes,

makes him cosmopolitan, does his thinking for him.

There was a great sea to still his soul and lay down

upon his spirit that big, quiet roundness of the earth.

Nothing is quite the same after that wide strip of sea

—

sleeping out there alone night by night—the gentle round

earth sloping away down from under one on both sides, in

the midst of space. . . . Then, suddenly, almost before

one knows, that quiet Space still lingering round one,

perhaps one finds oneself thrust up out of the ground in

the night into that big yellow roar of Trafalgar Square.

And here are the swift sudden crowds of people,

one's own fellow-men hurrying past. One looks into the

faces of the people hurrying past: " Where are we

going?" One looks at the stars: "WHERE ARE WE

GOING?"

That night, when I was thrust up out of the ground

and stood dazed in the Square, I was told in a minute

that this London where I wa- was a besieged and con-
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toT^f^- ..M
"" ""'" ^'^ "'=" "P '" ^ ''^y »"d saidto London

:
No one shall go in. No one shall go out "

the IZ^A u *K-
^^'''^ P'°"'^ "'^ ^' '*^'' 'he capital ofthe world, her b,g, new, self-assured inventions all about

With her long trains for endless belts of people goine
in and coming out, with her air-brakes, electric lights

to be told that her great stations were all choked up with

an invent on for making people good, like soldiers 1

And I stood in the middle of the ro.-r of Trafalgar
Square and asked, as all England was asking that night :Where are we going ?

" ^

And I looked in the faces of the people hurrying past.And nobody knew. ^

of fH^"t*!u"^'"
'^"^ ' "^^"^ ^^'"""Sh the silenter streets

of the city, the great crowded dailies where all the world
troops through and then the more quiet weeklies, andthen the monthlies, more dignified and like private parks •

and the quarterlies, too, thoughtful, high-minded, a little
absent, now and then a footfall passing through

And I found them all full of the same strange ques-
tioning • " Where are we going ?

" ^ ^

And nobody knew.
It was the same questioning I had just left in NewVork going up all about one. out of the skyscrapers
New York did not know.
Now London did not know.

I tho'^uStirbooi::.'
"'^' ''^ ^°"^"^'^ ^-^ ^^^ -^-'-.

I could not but look about—how could I do other-
wise than look about ?_a lonely American walking at
last past all these nobly haunted doorways and windows
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—for your idealists or interpreters, your men who bring

!n the sea upon your streets and the mountains on your

roof-tops ; who still see the wide, still reaches of the souls

of men beyond the faint and tiny roar of London.

I could not but look for your men of imagination,

your poets ; for the men who build the dreams and shape

the destinies of nations because they mould their thoughts.

I do not like to say it. How shall an American,

coming to you out of his long, flat, iiterary desert, dare to

say it? . . . Here, where Shakespeare played mightily,

and like a great boy, with a world ; where Milton, Keats,

Wordsworth, Browning, Shelley, and even Dickens flooded

the lives and refreshed the hearts of the people ; here, in

these selfsame streets, going past these same old, gentle,

smoky temples where Charles Lamb walked and loved

a world, and laughed at a world, and even made one

—

lifted over his London for ever into the hearts of men. . . .

I can only say what I saw those first few fresh days

:

John Galsworthy out with his camera—his beautiful,

sad, foggy camera ; Arnold Bennett stitching and stitch-

ing faithfully twenty-four hours a day—big, curious

tapestries of little things ; H. G. Wells, with his retorts,

his experiments about him, his pots and kettles of

humanity in a great stew of steam, half-hopeful, half-

dismayed, mixing up his great, new, queer messes of

human nature ; and (when I could look up again) G. K.

Chesterton, divinely swearing, chanting, gloriously contra-

dicting, rolled lustily through the wide, sunny spaces of

His Own Mind ; and Bernard E^I.dW (all civilization troop-

ing by), the eternal boy, on the eternal curbstone of

the world, threw stones ; and the Bishop of Birmingham

preached a fine, helpless sermon. . . .

When a new American, coming from his own big,

hurried, formless, speechless country, finds himself in what

he had always supposed to be this trim, arranged, grown-
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up. articulate England, and when, thrust up out of the
ground in Trafalgar Square, he finds himself looking at
that vast yellow mist of people, that vast bewilderment

llllT u
^°°\°^ '^' "'^' '=°'»'"g «"d g°i"g they

cannot say where-he naturally thinks at first it must te
because they cannot speak; and when he looks to thosewho speak for them, to their writers or interpreters, andwhen he finds that they are bewildered, that they areaskmg the same

;
aestion over and over that we in America

are askmg too, "Where are we going?" he is brought
abruptly up. front to front with the great broadside ofmodern Ijfe. London, his last resort, is as bewildet^d asNew York

;
and so, at last, here it is. It has to be facednow and here, as if it were some great scare-head or bill-

board on the world, " Where are we going ?

"

The most stupendous feat for the artist or man of
magmation m modern times is to conceive a picture or
v.s.on for our Society-our present machine-civilization-a common expectation for people which will make
them want to live.

If Leonardo were living now, he would probably
shght for the time being his building I .ges, and skimp
his work on Mona Lisa, and write a book-an exultant
book about common people. He would focus and
express democracy as only the great and true aristocrat
or genms or artist will ever do it. A great society must
be expressed as a vision or expectation before men can
ee ,t together, and go to work on it together, and maket a act. What makes a society great is that it is full of
people who have something to live for and who know
What It IS. It is because nobody knows, now, that our
present society is not great. The different kinds of
people m it have not made up their minds what they are
or, and some kinds have particularly failed to make up
their minds what the other kinds are for.
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We are all making our particular contribution to the

common vision, and some of us are able to say in one

way and some in another what this vision is ; but it is

going to take a supreme catholic, summing-up individualist,

a great man or artist—a man who is all of us in one—to

express for Crowds, and for all of u-. together, where we
want to go, whit we think we are for, and what kind of

a world we want.

This will have to be done first in a book. The
modern world is collecting its thoughts. It is trying to

write its bible.

The Bible of the Hebrews (which had to be borrowed

by the rest of the world if they were to have one) is the

one great outstanding fact and result of the Hebrew

genius. They did not produce a civilization, but they

produced a book for the rest of the world to make

civilizations out of, a book which has made all other

nations the moral passengers of the Hebrews for two

thousand years.

And the whole spirit and aim of this book, the thing

about it that made it great, was that it was the sublimest,

most persistent, most colossal, masterful attempt ever made

by men to look forth upon the earth, to see all the men
in it, like spirits hurrying past, and to anjwer the question,

" Where are we going ?

"

I would not have anyone suppose that in these

present tracings and outlines of thought I am making an

attempt to look upon the world and say v.'here the people

are going, and where they think they are going, and

where they want to go. I have attempted to find out,

and put down what might seem at fi>-=t sight (at least it

did to me) the answer to a very small and unimportant

question— " Where is it that I really want to go

myself ? " " What kind of a world is it, all the facts

about me being duly considered, I really want to be in ?
"

No man living in a world as interesting as this ever
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writes a book if he can help it. If Mr. Bernard Shaw orMr Chesterton or Mr. Wells had been so good as to
write a book for me in which they had given the answer
to my question, in which they had said more or less
authoritatively for me what kind of a world it is that Iwant to be m, this book would never have been written.
The book .s not put forward as an attempt to arrange a
world, or as a system or a chart, or as a nation-machine,
or even as an argument. The one thing that anyone
cat. airly claim for this book is that one man's life has
been saved with it. It is the record of one man fighting
up through story after story of crowds and of crowds-
machines to the great steel and iron floor on the top of
ttie world, until he had found the manhole in it, and
broken through and caught a breath of air and looked at
the light. This 1 ook is merely a life-preserver—that is
all; and one man's life-preserver. Perhaps the man is
representative, and perhaps he is not. At all events, here
It IS. Anybody else who can use it is welcome to it

The first and most practical step in getting what one
wants m this world is wanting it. One would think
that the next step would be expressing what one wants.
But

1 almost never is. It generally consists in wanting
It still harder and still harder until one can express it

This IS particularly true when the thing one wants is
a new world. Here are all these other people who have
to be asked. And until one wants it hard enough to say
't, to get ,t outside oneself, possibly make it catching,
nothing happens. ^

If one were to point out one trait rather than another
hat makes Bernard Shaw, for so brilliant a man, so
meffective as a leader, or literary statesman, or social
reformer, it would be his modesty. He has never wanted
anything.

If I could have found a book by Bernard Shaw in
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which Mr. Shaw had merely said what he wanted him-

self, it is quite possible this book would not have been

written. Even if Mr. Shaw, without saying what he

wanted, had ever shown in any corner of any book that

one man's wanting something in this world amounted

to anything, or could make anyone else want it, or could

make any difference in him or in the world around him,

perhaps I would not have written my book.

Everywhere, as I have looked about me among the

bookmen in America, in England, 1 have found, not the

things that they wanted in their books, but always these

same deadly lists or bleak inventories—these prairies of

things that they did not want.

Now, as a matter of fact, I knew already, with an

almost despairing distinctness, nearly all these things I

did not want, and it has not helped me (with all due

courtesy and admiration) having John Galsworthy out

photographing them day after day, so that I merely did

not want them harder. And Mr. Wells's measles and

children's diseases, too. I knew already that I did not

want them. And Mr. Shaw's entire, heroic, almost noble

collection of things he does not want does not supply me

nor could it supply at"' other man with furniture to

make a world with—even if it were not this real, big

world, with rain and sunshine and wind and people in it,

and were only that little, wonderful world a man lives

with in his own heart. There have been times, and there

will be more of them, when 1 could not otherwise than

speak as the champion of Bernard Shaw ; but, after all,

what single piece of furniture is there that George Bernard

Shaw, living with his great attic of not-things all around

him, is able to offer to furnish me for one single, little,

warm, lighted room to keep my thoughts in ? Nor has

he furnished me with one thing with which I would care

to sit down in my little room and think—looking into the

cold, perfect hygienic ashes he has left upon my hearth.
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Even if I were a revolutionist, and not a mere, plain

liuman being, loving life and wanting to live more
abundantly, I am bound to say I do not see what there
is in Mr. Galsworthy's photographs, or in Mr. Wells's

rich, bottomless murk of humanity, to make a revolution

for. And Mr. Bernard Shaw, with all his bottles of
disinfectants and shelves of sterilized truths, his hard
well-being and his glittering comforts, has presented the
vision of a world in which at the very best—even if it

all comes out as he says it will—a man would merely
have things without wanting them, and without wanting
anything.

And so it has seemed to me that even if he is quite

unimportant, any man to-day who, in some public place,

like a book, shall paint the picture of his heart's desire,

who shall throw up, as upon a screen, where all men may
see them, his most immediate and most pressing ideals,

would perform an important service. If a man's sole

interest were to find out what all men in the world want,
the best way to do it would be for him to say quite

definitely, so that we could all compare notes, what he
wanted himself. Speaking for a planet has gone by, but
possibly, if a few of us but speak for ourselves, the planet
will talk back, and we .shall find out at last what it really

is that it wants.

The thing that many of us want most in the present

greyness and din of the world is someone to play with
or if the word " play " is not quite the right word, someone
with whom we can work with freedom and self-expressive-

ness and joy. Nine men out of ten one meets to-day talk

with one as it were with their watches in their hands. The
people who are rich one sees everywljere, being run away
with by their motor-cars ; and the people who are poor one
sees struggling pitifully and for their very souls, under
great wheels and beneath machines.

'm
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Of course, I can only speak for myself. I do not

deny that a little while at a time I can sit by a brook in

the woods and be happy ; but if, as it happens, I would

rather have other people about me—people who do not

spoil things, I find that the machines about me every-

where have made most people very strange and pathetic

in the woods. They cannct sit by brooks, many of them ;

and when they come out to the sky, it looks to them like

some mere, big, blue lead roof up over their lives.

Perhaps I am selfish about it, but I cannot bear to see

people looking at the sky in this way. . . .

So, as I have watched my tellow human beings, what

I have come to want most of all in this world is the

inspired employer—or what I have called the inspired

millionaire or organizer; the man who can take the

machines off the backs of the people, and take the

machines out of their wits, and make the machines free

their bodies and serve their souls.

If we ever have the inspired employer, he will have

to be made by the social imagination of the people, by

creating the spirit of expectation and challenge toward

the rich among the masses of the people.

I believe that the time has come when the world

is to make its last stand for idealism, great men, and

crowds.

I believe that great men can be really great, that

they can represent crowds. I believe that crowds can be

really great, that they can know great men.

The most natural kind of great man for crowds to know

first will probably be a kind of everyday great man or busi-

ness statesman, the man who represents all classes, and

who proves it in the way he conducts his business.

I have called this man the Crowdman.

I do not say that I hav; met precisely the type of

inspired millionaire I have in mind, but I have known
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«^ rtatement of principles, an analysU, or a critidim,
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of public desire, this imperious challenge of what men

wan'! this standing-up prayer of 7-^0 one anothr
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where one tees the very dead (for once) crowded by the

living-pushed over to the edges-their gravestones

tilted calmly up against the walls. I stand and look

through the pickets and watch the children run and

•hout—the little funny, mockingly dressed, frowiily

frumpily happy children, the stored-up sunshine of a

thousand years all shining faintly out through the d»r

out through the generations in their little faces— Will

the Man come to me out of these?

"

The tombstones lean against the wall and the children

run and shout. As I watch them with my hopes and

fears and the tombstones tilted against the walls—as I

peer through the railings at the children, I face my three

religions. What will the three religions do with the

children? What will the children do with the three

religions? . .,, . .

And now I will tell the truth. I will not cheat nor

run away as sometimes I seem to have tried to do for

years I will no longer let myself be tricked by the mere

glamour and bigness of our modern life nor swooned into

good-will by the roll and liturgy of revolution, "of the

People," " for the People," " by the People," nor will I be

longer awed by those huge phrase-idols, constitutions,

routines, that have roared around me " Liberty, Equality,

Fraternity"—those imperious,thoughtless, stupid tra-la-las

of the People. Do the People see truth ? Can the People

see truth ? Can all the crowd, and can all the machines,

and all the cathedrals piled up together produce the Man,

the Crowdman or great man who sees truth ?

And so with my three religions I have three fears,

one for each of them. There is the Machine fear, lest

the crowd should be overswept by its machines and

become like them ; and the Crowd fear, lest the crowd

should overlook its mighty innumerable and personal

need of great men ; and there is also the daily fear for the

Church, lest the Church should not understand crowds
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CHAPTER II

THE CROWD SCARE

TIME was when a man was born upon this planet

in a somewhat lonely fashion. A few human beings

out of all infinity stood by to care for him. He was

brought up with hills and stars and a neighbour or so,

until he grew to man's estate. He climbed at last over

the farthest hill, and there, on the rim of things, standing

on the boundary line of sky and earth that had always

been the edge of life to him before, he looked forth upon

the freedom of the world, and said in his soul, " What

shall I be in this world I see, and whither shall I go in

it? " And the sky and the earth and the rivers and the

seas and the nights and the days beckoned to him, and

the voices of life rose around him, and they all said,

" Come !

"

On a corner in New York, around a Street Depart-

ment wagon, not so very long ago, five thousand men

were fighting for shovels, fifty men to a shovel—a tool

for living a little longer.

The problem of living in this modern world is the

problem of finding room in it. The crowd principle is

so universally at work through modern life that the geo-

graphy of the world has been changed to conform to it.

We live in crowds. We get our living in crowds. We

are amused in herds. Civilization is a list of cities.

Cities are the huge central dynamos of all being. The

power of a man can be measured to-day by the mile,
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the same principle running through them both. The
main thing in the philosophy of to-day is the extra-
ordinary emphasis of environment and heredity. A
man's destiny is the way the crowd of his ancestors
ballot for his life. His soul—if he has a soul—is an
atom acted upon by a majority of other atoms.

When we turn to religion in its different phases, we
find the same emphasis upon them all—the emphasis of
mass, of majority. Not that the Church exists for the
masses,—no one claims this,—but that, such as it is, it

is a mass Church. While the promise of Scripture, as a
last resort, is often heard in the church about two or three
gathered together in God's name, the Church is run on
the working conviction that unless the minister and the
elders can gather two or three hundred in God's name.
He will not pay any particular attention to them, or, if

He does, He will not pay the bills. The Church of our
forefathers, founded on personality, is exchanged for the
Church of democracy, founded on crowds ; and the Church
of the moment is the institutional Church, in which the
standing of the clergyman is exchanged for the standing
of the congregation. The inevitable result, the crowd
clergyman, is seen on every hand amongst us—the agent
of an audience, who, instead of telling an audience what
they ought to do, runs errands for them morning and
noon and night. With coddling for majorities and tact

for whims, he carefully picks his way. He does his

people as much good as they will let him, tells them
as much truth as they will hear, until he dies at last, and
goes to take his place with Puritan parsons who mastered
majorities, with martyrs who would not live and be
mastered by majorities, and with apostles who managed
to make a new world without the help of majorities

at all.

Theology reveals the same tendency. The measur-
ing by numbers is found in all belief, the same cringing
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having discovered two great ideals in the New Testament,
the service of all men by all other men, and the infinite

value of the individual, the Socialist expects to carry out
one of these ideals by destroying the other.

The principle that an infinitely helpful society can be
produced by setting up a row of infinitely helpless indi-
viduals is Socialism, as the average Socialist practises it.

The average Socialist is the type of the eager but
effeminate reformer of all ages, because he seeks to gain
by machinery things nine-tenths of the value of which to
men is in gaining them for themselves. Socialism is the
attempt to invent conveniences for heroes, to pass a law
that will make being a man unnece-jsary, to do away with
sin by frami.ig a world in which it would be worthless to
do right because it would be impossible to do wrong.
It is a philosophy of helplessness, which, even if it

succeeds in helplessly carrying its helplessness out,—in
doing away with suffering, for instance,—can only do it

by bringing to pass a man not alive enough to be capable
of suffering, and putting him in a world where suffering
and joy alike would be a bore to him.

But the main importance of Socialism in this con-
nexion lies in the fact that it does not confine itself to
sociology. It has become a complete philosophy of life,

and can be seen penetrating with its subtle satire on
human nature almost everything about us. We have the
cash register to educate our clerks into pure and honest
character, and the souls of conductors can be seen being
nurtured, mile after mile, by fare-recorders. Corporations
buy consciences by the gross. They are hung over the
door of every street car. Consciences are worked by
pulling a strap. Liverymen have cyclom-jters to help
customers to tell the truth, and the Australian ballot is

invented to help men to be manly enough to vote the
way they think. And when, in the course of human
events, we came to the essentially moral and spiritual
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mighty dead without Carnegie Hall and forty vice-

presidents. We remember our poets with trustees, and

the immortality of a genius is watched by a standing

committee. Charity is an Association. Theology is a

set of resolutions. Religion is an endeavour to be

numerous and communicative. We awe the impenitent

with crowds, convert the world with Boards, and save the

lost with delegates ; and how Jesus of Nazareth could

have done so great a work without being on a committee

is beyond our ken. What Socrates and Solomon would

have come to if they had only had the advantage of con-

ventions it would be hard to say ; but in these days, when

the excursion train is applied to wisdom ;
when, having

little enough, we try to make it more by pulling it about

;

when secretaries urge us, treasurers dun us, programmes

unfold out of every mail—where is the man who, guile-

less-eyed, can look in his brother's face; can declare

upon his honour that he has never been a delegate, never

belonged to anything, never been nominated, elected,

imposed on, in his life?

Everything convenes, resolves, petitions, adjourns.

Nothing stays adjourned. We have reports that think

for us, committees that do right for us, and platforms that

spread their wooden lengths over all the things we love,

until there is hardly an inch of the dear old earth to

stand on, where, fresh and sweet and from day to day,

we can live our lives ourselves, pick the flowers, look at

the stars, guess at God, garner our grain, and die^ Every

new and fresh human being that comes upon the earth is

manufactured into a coward or crowded into a machine

as soon as we get at him. We have already come to the

point where we do not expect to interest anybody in

anything without a constitution. And the Eugenic

Society is busy now on by-laws for falling in love.

What this means with regard to the typical modern

man is, not that he does not think, but that it takes ten
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thousand men to make him think. He has a crowd soula crowd creed. Charged with convictions, galvanzejfrom one convention to another, he contrives to^ive andw.th a sense of multitude, applause and cheers he warms

exhortT'd :•.
'^''" '"^^ ''^^^ ^- warmed enough heexhorts, dictates, goes hither and thither on the cr4h ofthe crowd, and places his crutch on the world, an.l prieson ,t, ,f perchance it may be stirred to some hing.

^
Tothe b gotry of the man who knows because he spe!ks forhjmself has been added a new bigotry on the earth-ttb.gotry of the man who speaks fof the nationVwho^ Jha more colossal prejudice than he had bef;re, returnsf^m a mass meet.ng of himself, and, with the effronte^hat only a crowd can give, backs his ooinions with£states, and walks the streets of his native town in theuniform of all humanity. This is a kind of fool that Jasnever been possible until these latter days. Only a veSgreat many people, all of them working on him at oncTand all of them watching everyone else^working at oncecan produce this kind.

^ '

and I Ur""^ ''! '"°°^ °^ '''' •^°"^- 'hat evfn you

r^L r I
'''^"' ^"^" '"""'^ ourselves for one briefmoment perhaps, in a certain sheepish feeling at be njcaught m a small audience. Being caught fn a smaU

aud.enceataIectureisnoinsig„ificantexpertenc W
You W.1 make comparisons. You will recall the selfcongratulatory air of the last large audience you had Jehonour o belong to, sitting in the same seats, buzz neonfidently to itself before the lecture began. The h"shof d.sappo,ntment in a small audience all alone wi h.tself the mutual shame of it, the chill in it 2
of which the lecturer is hired to warm through-
all these are s.gns of the times. People look at the
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Iw

empty chairs as if every modest, unassuming chair there

were sume great personality saying to each and all of

us :
" Why are you here ? Did you not make a mistalce 7

Are you not ashamed to be a party to—to—as small a

crowd as this 7 " Thus do we sit, poor mortals, doing

obeisance to Empty Chairs—we who are to be lectured

to^until the poor lecturer who is to lecture to us comes
in, and the struggle with the Chairs begins.

When we turn to education as it stands to-day, the

same self-satisfied, inflexible smile of the crowd is upon
it all. We see little but the massing of machinery, the

crowding together of numbers of teachers and numbers

of courses and numbers of students, and the practical

total submergence of personality, except by accident, in

all educated life.

The infinite value of the individual, the innumerable

consequences of one single great teaching man, penetrat-

ing every pupil who knows him, becoming a part of

the universe, a part of the fibre of thought and existence

to every pupil who knows him—this is a thing that

belongs to the past and to the inevitable future. With
all our great institutions, the crowds of men who teach

in them, the crowds of men who learn in them, we are

still unable to produce out of all the men they graduate

enough college presidents to go around. The fact that

at almost any given time there may be seen, in this

American land of ours, half a score of colleges standing

and waiting, wondering if they will ever find a president

again, is the climax of what the universities have failed

to do. The university will be justified only when a man
with a university in him, a whole campus in his soul,

comes out of it, to preside over it, and the soul that has

room for more than one chair in it comes out of it to

teach in it.

When we turn from education to journalism, the

pressure of the crowd is still more in evidence. To have
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Horace Greeley and Samuel Bowles and Charlcsi A.

Dana have passed from the press, and the march of the

crowd through the miles of their columns every day Is

trampling on their graves. The newspaper is the mass

machine, the crowd thinker. To and fro, from week to

week and from year to year, its flaming headlines sway,

now hither and now thither, where the greatest numbers

go, or the best guess of where they are going to go

;

and Personality, creative, triumphant, masterful, im-

perious Personality—is it not at an end ? It were a

dazzling sight, perhaps, to gaze at night upon a huge

building, thinking with telegraph under the wide sky

around the world, the hurrying of its hundred pens upon

the desks, and the trembling of its floors with the mighty

coming of a Day out of the grip of th*^ press ; but even

this huge bewilderin : Mle of power, this aggregation,

this corporation of loices, machines of souls, glittering

down the Night—does anyone suppose It stands by
Itself, that It is its own master, that It can do its own
will in the world ? In all its splendour It stands, weav-

ing the thoughts of the world in the dark ; but that very

night, that very moment. It lies in the power of a little

ticking-thing behind its doors. It belongs to that legis-

lature of information and telegraph, that owner of what

happens in a day, called the Associated Press.

1

If the One who called Himself a man and a God
had not been born in a crowd, if He had not loved and

grappled with it, and been crucified and worshipped by

it, He might have been a Redeemer for the silent,

stately, ancient world that was before He came, but He
would have failed to be a Redeemer for this modern

world— a world where the main inspiration and the

main discouragement is the crowd, where every great

problem and every great hope is one that deals with

crowds. It is a world where, from th first day a man
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and newspapers now, and it hat railroads; and if a man

proposes to do a certain thing in it, the telephones tell

the few, and the newspapers tell the crowd, and the

crowd gets on to the railroad ; and before he rises from

his sleep, behold the crowd in his front yard ;
and if he

can eet as far as his own front gate in the thmg he is

going for. he must be-either a statesman? a hero? or

a great genius? None of tnese. Let him be a corpora-

tion-of ideas or of dollars; let him be some complex

solid, crowded thing, would he do anything for himself,

or for anybody else, or for everybody else, m a world too

crowded to tell the truth without breaking something, or

to find room for it, when it is told, without breakmg

something.

This is the Crowd's World.

What I have written I have written.

I have been sitting and reading it. It is a mood.

But there is an implacable truth in it, I believe, that must

be gotten out and used.
. , ^ t „ .i.

As I have been reading I have looked up. I sec the

quiet little mountain through my window standmg out

tiiere in the sun. It looks around the world as if nothing

had happened ;
and the bobolinks out in the great meadow

are all flying and singing in the same breath and rowing

through the air, thousands of them, miles of them. 1 hey

do not stop a minute.

A moment ago while I was writing I heard the Child

outside on the piazza, four years old, going by my window

back and forth, listening to the crunch o her new shoes

as if it were the music of the spheres. Why should not

I do as well? I thought. The Child is merely seeing

her shoes as they are with as many senses and as many

thoughts and desires at once as she can muster, and with

all her might
, , ,-, a« ru»A ?

What if I wer« to see the world like the Child f
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about worlds. And it is only boys and girls who are

right.

I heard a robin in the apple tree this morning out in

the rain singing, " / believe I I believe !
"

At the same time, I am glad that I have known and

faced, and that I shall have to know and face, the Crowd

Fear.

I know in some dogged, submerged, and speechless

way that it is not a true fear. And yet I want to move

along the sheer edge of it all my life. I want it. I

want all men to have it, and to keep having it, and

keep conquering it. I have seen that no man who has

not felt it, who does not know this huge numbing,

numberless fear before the crowd, and who may not

know it again almost any moment, will ever be able to

lead the crowd, glory in it, die for it, or help it. Nor will

any man who has not defied it, and lifted his soul up

naked and alone before it and cried to God, ever interpret

the crowd or express the will of the crowd, or hew out of

earth and heaven what the crowd wants.

We want to help to express and fulfil a crowd

civilization, we want to share the crowd life, to express

what people in crowds feel—the great crowd sensations,

excitements, the inspirations and depressions of those

who live and struggle with crowds.

We want to face, and face grimly, implacably, the

main facts, the main emotions men are having to-day.

And the main emotion men are having to-day about our

modern world is that it is a crowded world, that in the

nature of the case its civilization is a crowd civilization.

Every other important thing for this present age to know

must be worked out from this one. It is the main thing

with which our religion has to deal, the thing our litera-

ture is about, and the thing our arts will be obliged to

express. Any man who makes the attempt to consider
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CHAPTER III

THE MACHINE SCARE

1HAVE had occasion nearly every day for the past

two weeks to pass by an ancient churchyard on a

great hillside not far from London. Most of the stones

are very old, and seem to have been thoughtfully and

reverently, flake by flake, wrought into their final form by

long-vanished hands. As I stand and watch them, with

the yews and cypresses flocking round them, it is as if

in some sort of way they had been surely wrought by the

hand of love, so full are they of grief and of joy, of devo-

tion, of the very singing of the dead and of those who

loved them.

When I walk on a little farther, and come to a small

and new addition to the churchyard, and look about me

at the stones, I find myself suddenly in quite a new

company. So far as one could observe, looking at the

gravestones in the new churchyard, the people who died

there died rather thoughtlessly and mechanically, and

as if nobody cared very much. Of course, when one

thinks a little further, one knows that this cannot be true,

and that the men and the women who gathered by these

glib, trim, capable-looking modern tombstones were as full

of love and tenderness and reverence before their dead as

the others were—but the lines on the stones give no sign.

One never stops to read an epitaph on one of them ;
one

knows it would not be interesting, or really whisper to

one the strange, happy, human things of another world
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faces of the living, the same two worlds that were in the

churchyard and on the hills seem to look at me out of the

faces of the living too.

The faces go hurrying past me, worlds apart. Most

people, I imagine, who read these pages must have

noticed the people's faces in the streets nowadays—how

they seem to have come out of separate worlds into the

street a moment, and hurry past, and seem to be going

back in a moment more to separate worlds.

There is hardly even a village footway left anywhere

to-day where one cannot see these two worlds, or the

spirit of these two worlds, flitting past one through the

streets in people's faces, and nightly before our eyes,

struggling •. ith each other to possess, to swallow away

into itself ...iman souls, to master the fate of man upon

the earth.

One of these is the World of the Hand-made ; the

other is the Machine-made World.

As day by day I watch these two worlds with all

their people in them flocking past me, I have come to

have certain momentary but recurrent resentments and

attractions, unaccountable strong emotions ; and when I

try afterwards to rationalize my emotions, as a man

should, and give an account of them to myself, and get

them ready to use and face my age with, and make

myself strong and fit to live in an age, I find myself

with a great task before me. And yet one must do it ; one

cannot live in an age strongly and fitly if one would

rather be living in some other age, or if it is an age with

two worlds in it and one cannot make up one's mind

which is the world one wants and settle down quietly

and live in it. Then a strange thing happens, and always

happens the moment I begin to try to decide which of

the two—the Hand-made World or the Machine-made

World— I will choose. I find that in an odd, confused,
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I that what is beautiful in the Hand-made World perhaps

/ is not these particular Hand-made things themselves in

f which I so delight, but the Hand-made spirit of the men

I
who made them which the men put into the things. And

/ perhaps what is full of death and fear in the Machine-
made World is not the machines themselves, but the

Machine-made spirit in which the men who run the

machines have made the machines work. Perhaps the

Hand-made spirit is pervasive, eternal. Perhaps it can
escape like a spirit, and can live where it will live, and do
what it will do, like a spirit, and possess the body that it

wills to possess. Perhaps the Hand-made spirit is still

living around me to-day, and is not only living, but is

living in a more unspeakable, unbounded body than any
spirit has ever lived in before, and is to-day before our
eyes, laying its huge iron fingers around our little earth,

and holding the oceans in its hand, and brushing away
mountains with a breath, until we have Man at last

playing all night through the sky, with visions and air-

ships and telescopes. His very words walk on the air

with soft and unseen feet.

' It is the Hand-made spirit that creates machines.

The machines themselves are still the mighty children of
the men who move and work in the Hand-made spirit

;

and the men who glory in them, the men who bring them
forth, who think them out, and who create them, and who
do the great and mighty things with them, are still the

Hand-made men.

This leads us up to the question we are all asking
ourselves every day :

" How can a machine-made world
be run in the spirit of a hand-made world?" The particular

form in which the question has been put, which is taken
from " Inspired Millionaires," is as follows:

—

" The idea that there is something in a machine
simply as a machine which makes it inherently un-
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thousands of men. As I went through the machines I

kept looking to and fro between the machines and the

men who stood beside them, and sometimes I came back

and looked again at the machines and the men beside

them ; and every machine, or nearly every machine, I saw

(anyone could see it in that factory) was making a man

of somebody. One could see the spirit of the man who

invented the machine, ^nd the spirit of the man who

worked with it, and the spirit of the man who owned it

and who placed it there with the man, all softly, power-

fully rur.ning together. There were exceptions, and every

now and then one came, of course, upon the man who

seemed to be simply another and somewhat different

contrivance or attachment to his machine—some part

that had been left over and thought of last, and had not

been done as well as the others ; but the factory, taken

as a whole, from the manager's offices and the great

counting-room, and from the tall chimneys to the dump,

seei. i to me to have something fresh and human and

unwonted about it. It seemed to bt a factory that had

a look, a look of its own. It was like a vast countenance.

It had features, an expression. It had an air—well, one

must say it, of course, if one is driven to it : the factory

had a soul, and was humming it. Anyone could have

seen why by going into his office and talking a little

while with the owner, or by even not talking to him

—

by seeing him look up from his desk. After walking

through several miles of his personality, and up and

down and down and up the corridors of his mind, one

did not really need to meet him except as a matter of

form and as a finishing touch. One had been visiting

with him all along : to look in his face was merely to

sum it up, to see it all, the whole place, over again in one

j
look. One did not need to be surprised ; one might have

I
known what such a man would be like—that such a fac-

j tory could only be conceived and wrought by a man of
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But while, like Ruskin, anyone can look about the
machines and see hell, he can see hell to-day, unlike
Ruskin, with heaven lined up close beside it. The
machines have come to have souls. The machines we
can see all about us have taken sides. We can all of us
see the machines about us to-day like vast looms, weaving
in and weaving out the fate of the world, the fate of the
churches, the fate of the women and the little children,
and the very fate of God ; and everything about us we
can see turning at last on what we are doing with the
machines that are about us, and what we are letting our
machines do with us.

It has cleared my mind, and at least helped me to
live side by side with machines better from day to day,
to consider what these two souls or spirits in the machines
are, and what they are doing and likely to do. If one
knows them and one sees them, and sees how they are
working, it is easier to take sides and join in and help.

It would seem to me that there are two spirits it.

machiner/—the spirit of weariness, weakness, of invent
ing ways of getting out of work ; and there is the spir..m the machines, too, of moving mountains, conquering
the sea and air, of working harder and lifting one's work
over to more heroic, to more splendid and difficult, and
almost impossible things. It is these two spirits that
are fighting for the possession and control of our
machine civilization. r watch the machines and the
men beside them and t , which side they are on. The
labourer who is doing as little work as he dares for his
wages and the capitalist who is giving as little service
as he dares for his money are on the one side (the vast,
lazy, mean majority of employers and employees), and
there may be seen standing on the other side against
them, battling for our world, another small but mighty
group made up of the labourer who loves his work more
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mow down their «ouU ? The firit thing; I have come to

mIc of a man, if he Is to be at the head of a machine,

—whether It is a machine called a factory, or a machine
called a Government or a city, or a machine called a
nation—Is, Is ht tired t I have cast my lot once for

all—and as It seems to me, too, the lot of the world—with

those men who are rested, with the surplus men, the men
who want to work more not less, who are st!.. and gentle

and strong In their hearts, steady in their imaginations,

great men—men who are not di Ken to being self-centred

or driven to being class-centred, wno can be world-centred

and inspired.

When one ^\s made this decision, that one will work
for a world In control of men who are strong, one sud-

denly is h-,' ught face to face with a fact in our machine
clvllizi-li> >ii which probably is quite new, and which the

spirit of man has never had to face in any age before.

For the first time In the history of the world, machinery
has made it possible for the world to get into the hands
of the weak.

The Gun began It—the gun in a coward's hands may
side with the weak, and the machine in the hands of the

weak may temporarily give the world a list or a trend,

and leave it leaning on the wrong side.

The Trust, for instance, which is really an extremely
valuable invention, and perhaps, on the whole, the most
important machine of modern times when it is used to

defend the rights of the people, is a very different thing

when it is pointed at them. We have to-day, not un-

naturally, the spectacle of perhaps nin« people out of

ten getting up and saying in chorus all through the world

that Trusts ought to be abolished ; and yet it cannot

honestly be said that there is really anything about the

trust-machine—any more than any other machine—that

is inherently wicked, or mechanical and heartless. Our
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hand about us, making his employees mechanical-minded.

The men have not been able to work without machines

to work with, and as they have been obliged to come to

him to get the machines, he has adopted the policy of

letting himself fall into the weakest and easiest w ly of

keeping his men under his own control. He takes the

machines the men have come to him to get, and turns

them back against them, points them at their lives, stops

their minds with them, their intelligence and manhood,

the very hope and religion with which they live ; and of

course, when men have had machines pointed at them

long enough, one sees them on every hand being mowed
down in rows into machines themselves—as deadly and

as hopeless to make a civilization out of, or a nation out

of, or to give votes to, or to have for fathers, as machines

would be, as iron or leather or wood.

In the meantime, however, we seem to have been

developing—partly by competition and partly by com-

bination and by experience—employers who are not

mechanical-minded, who have spirit themselves, and who

believe in it and can use it in others ; who find ways of

adjusting the hours, the wages, and the conditions of

work for the men, so that what is most valuable in them,

their spirit, their imaginations, their hourly goodwill, can

all be turned into the business, can all daily be used as

the most important part of the working equipment of

the factory. These employers have found (by believing

it long enough to try it) that live men can do better and

more marketable work than dead ones. If the great

slow-moving majority of our modern machine employers

were not mechanical-minded, it would not be necessary

to prove to them categorically the little platitude (which

even people who have observed cab-horses know) that

the living is more valuable than the half-dead, and that

live men can do better and more marketable work than

half-dead ones.

m
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But probably the more immediate rescue from the

evil or mechanicalness in machines is not going to come

from the employers on the one hand or the employees

on the other, but from having the employees in the trades

unions and the employers in the directors' meetings com-

bining together to keep in subordinate places where they

cannot hurt others all men, whether directors or em-

ployees, who do not work harder than they have to, and

who have not the brains to do their work for something

besides money. The men who are like this will of course

be pitied and duly considered, but they will be kept

where they will not have power to control other men, or

where by force of position or by mere majority they will be

able to bully other men to work as mechanically as they

do. Workmen who do not want to become machines

can only better conditions by combination with so-called

inspired employers—employers who work harder than

they have to, who dote on the great human difficulties

of work, who choose not the easiest but the most perfect

way of doing things, who are never mechanical them-

selves, and will not let their men be if they can help it.

I have liked to call these employers inspired millionaires.

I would rather have the machine owner or employer a

millionaire, because the more machines an inspired em-

ployer can own, the more he can buy and get away from

the uninspired ones, the sooner will the right of labour

and the will of the people be accomplished. When the

machines are in the hands of inspired and strong and

spirited men—men of real competence or genius for

business, the machines will be seen on every hand around

us as the engines of war against evil, against slavery, the

whirling weapons of the Spirit.

Even now, in dreams have I stood and watched them

—the will of the people like a flail in their mighty hands

—

this vast army of machines—go thundering past, driving

the uninspired and mechanical off the face of the earth.
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and attending to my business as I had planned, 6000

more men suddenly wanted something, brought me up

to a full stop one rainy day, and said that they had

decided that if I wanted to ride I would have to walk, or

that I would have to poke dismally about in a bus, or

worm my way through under the ground. As I under-

stood it, there was something that they wanted and

something that they were going to get; and while, of

course, in a way, they recognized that there might be

something that I wanted too. I would have to wait till

they got theirs.

I could not think of anything I had ever done to

them, nor could I see what the thousands of other good

people in London that I saw walking and puddling

about, or watched waiting twenty minutes or so with

long, hopeful, dogged whistles for cabs, had done to them.

A few days more, and my morning paper tells me

suddenly of some more men who wanted something—

this time up in Lancashire. They had decided that they

wouldn't let some two or three hundred thousand otiier

men go to their work until they got it. They hushed

cities to have their own way. Day by day I watched

them throwing the silence of the cities in their employers

faces, closing shops, closing up railroads, telling the world

it must pay more for the clothes on its back, and all

because a certain Mr. and Mrs. Riley of Accnngton,

North Lancashire, did not like, .: did not think that

they liked, the North Lancashire Trades Union. (Ihe

general idea seemed to be to have all the others join

in, everywhere— fifty-four million spindles and four

hundred and forty thousand looms—and wait and keep

perfectly still until Mr. and Mrs. Riley could make up

their minds.)
. r.

And now this present week, morning after morning

I take up my paper and read that 500,000 miners

want something. I look in my fire dubiously day by
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are always exceptions and special reasons to consider;

but, speaking roughly, it is fair to lay it down as a
general principle that it is apt to be the more common
kind of employers and employees who find it difficult to

think, and who need strikes to think with. When we
see 175,000 weavers striking in Lancashire, and the

Trades Unions insisting on the discharge of Non-Union
men, and employers being willing to recognize the Unions
but being unwilling to be controlled by them, most of us
find ourselves taking sides very quickly. We are often

amazed to see how quickly we take sides, and what
amazes some of us most is our apparent inconsistency.

We find ourselves now on the Union side and now on
the employer side in the dispute between Capital and
Labour. We never know when we take up the morning
paper, some of us, which side will be our next ; and very

often, if we were suddenly asked why, on reading quietly

sbout a new dispute in the morning paper, we had taken
promptly one side rather than the other, almost un-

consciously, before we knew it, we would not perhaps be
able to say at once. The other day I became a little

alarmed at myself at what looked at first like a kind of

moral weakness, an inability to stand still on one side or

the other in the contest between Labour and Capital ; and
I tried to think my way sternly through, and decide why
it was my mind seemed to waver from one side to the

other, and seemed so inconsistent and inefficient.

It seems to me I have just discovered a certain

thread of consistency, as I look back over many disputes.

As near as I can remember, I find the side that uses

force, or that uses the most force, invariably turns me
against it. If, as I read, I find that both sides are using

force, I find myself against both sides. I find myself

wishing, in spite of my dislike of Socialism, that the nation

had the power, when a quarrelsome industry turns to the

people in the street and stops them in what they are
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One cannot help' beLg a"g ^J^'
^"' '" -o- brains.'

knows that it is not only nofTremL T' ^'^""'^ °"«
cause of all incompetence and M J'

*"" '=' ''^^'^ the
Force merely heaps the "ncomn.'^""'' '" ''"«"'=«.
postpones co-operation dlfeat?.f"''

'"'^ ''""^""^
"P.

- the veo. suStance'oftJ e33%r'"''"*"«'*'''^^Fofce is itself the injury mountnf'""'^ '" " "«"°"-
which it seeks to cure.

"""""''"^ "P more and more.

The most likely wav to ^
"

would seem to be to have emor''"'
'"''"''"^' ''°"hle

foremen who have a genius fof'?^"
'"" ""'"^&«" and

l^heve in them. We "J /.!
"^ ™''" *° '™^t «"d

computing machines, and the ^l."^
smoke-consumers,

to be the employer who has ^h"^'""'"^^"*^* '"s going
who sees the%Lh ^^lue "ftul

"'^"''"^ ^P'"* ''"d
the market of genius for beint f?" ^l"""''

'^' ^«'"« "
P-P'^- —°n^arSrr^--;'S.;n^i.
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selves would say) stupid and negative things, and though

iKstter than nothing, as a rule merely postpone evil or

change symptoms. No one can ever really arbitrate for

anyone else either in industry or marriage except for a

moment. The trouble lies deep down inside the people

who keep needing arbitration. As long as these people

are still there, and as long as incompetent employers or

employees are there, there is bound to be trouble.

Turning out incompetent employers and incompetent

labourers is the only way. We are getting rid of them

as rapidly as possible. All business in the last resort

turns on brains for being huma- and understanding

people. Business, as people say, is partly business and

business is partly economics, but more than anything

else, in modern times, business is psychology.

Success is the science of being believed in. In-

competent employers and incompetent labourers are

already being turned out, and are bound to be turned

out implacably more and more, by the competitive

nature of modern business. Under present conditions,

if we have in each industry one single competent

employing firm, with brains for being fair and brains

for being far-sighted, and for being thoughtful for

others,—in short, with brains for being believed in,—the

control of that industry soon falls into their hands.

People who use force instead of brains are second-rate,

are out of the spirit of the times, and are going by. And

this seems to be the pnirit, too, which is to govern the

more efficient Labour Unions as well as the more

efficient Trusts.

If it were possible to collect the names in England

and America of the men in each industry where brains

were being personally believed in, we would have a list

of the leaders of England and America for the next fifty

years. Having a soul in business pays, not because it
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o™ri' r ^7 '"°."^' P*"*"- '"" '^«"« 't 'Words ,practical and conclusive method of driving the devil out

Indn,?'"'"; "" " "^'"^ '^"'"' °"t of industo-, one

it "^/l
'•*""': *'" "'" ^'^° S"=' °" better I^'thouthim

,
and this ,s go.ng to go on until the ability to do this-to crowd out the devil, to get the devil out of machineand factories, out of the machinery of organization-thc

power to keep the devil out of things and out of people isrecognized by everybody as the greatest, mosrsublllmost victorious and universal market-value in the worldThe men who can be believed in most will get the mostbusmess and. what is still more important, the men whocan make men believe in them most will be able to hirethe employees who can be believed in most, and will eeta monopoly of the efficiency of the world; and thoughhe men who can be believed in less may be able to

hei oTh r
'""' '° '° ''''" ^°'^ ^"'^ SO through allheir o d motions as well as they can, with all their oldlumbering, pathetic machinery of watching each other

uo onT-" K^T^ u^"'
'"" "ehting each other humped

llo V,""'''
'^'^ "'" """" •'"P^ '° -^o-^Pete wkhree-movmg. honest men. who deal directly and openlyand m a few words for their employees, jobbers ^on^sumers. and the public, without any vas machin;,^ ofsuspicion to bother with. It is a most curious iTcaVtemporary, back-county idea, the idea that, for sheer

.ndustnal economy, for simple cheap conclusive finance
there is anything on earth in business that will takehe place of old-fashioned human personal prestige-
*e^^^est.ge of the man who has a genius ''forcing

London cabmen is an instance of what is really the^sential issue in every strike. The bottom fact about
fte tax, chauffeurs, stated simply, was that they did no
believe m their employers. They believed that, if Z
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precise figures were known, their employers were getting

more than their share. On the other hand, the bottom

fact about the employers was that they did not and

could not believe that, if the precise figures were known,

the cabmen were not getting more than their share.

They insisted that the cabmen should publish, or make
known, the precise figures of their extras. The cabmen
declined to do it, and it made them look for the moment
perhaps as if they were wrong. But were they necessarily

wrong ? Was it really true that they had any more
reason to trust their employers than their employers had

to trust them ? The cabmen might quite honestly and

justly have said to the owners :
" What we want is an

honest, impeccable little dividend-recorder fastened on

the back of every owner, as well as on our machines and

on us. Then we will publish our extras."

The determining and important fact of economics in

the last analysis always turns out to be some human
fact, some fact about people. It is really true that just

now, in the present half-stage of machine-industry, em-

ployers should nearly all be compelled to go about in

this world with fare-recorders on their backs. Employees

too. This would be the logical thing to do ; and as it is

impracticable, and as every business must have certain

elements of secrecy in it in order to be competent, the only

alternative is to have in charge men with enough genius

for being believed in and for taking measures to be be-

lieved in—to keep employees believing in them, in spite

of secrecy. Under these conditions, it cannot be long

before we will see in every business the men being put

forward on both sides who have a genius for being

believed in. Managers and superintendents will be put

in office everywhere who see the cash value, the economy,

of the simple, old-fashioned power in a man of a genius

for being believed in ; employers with the power of

inspiring more sind better work fron? their workmen;
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Labour men with the nower nf i„ i

*

believe in them, of in'pK th,i
'-"'^ ""'"°'''" *"

money, stock, or profits on theirs T"^^"' '° P"* ?
workmen are capable of the tSh

"^~°" "" ^^'"^^ ">«»

hard work, loyalty Lrlt^ '"'!""" °^ '"''"•'""d =

common end. I hkve n r
'j '"'' '"'"' *°^«'d .

employer a millLna r" beTateIhe"
'''" •'" '""P'"''''

the more men he can emnl. ,

!"°"' "P""' ^e has
other kind of millionaire fhe^Kr"^ "!! """"^ "?'''">' the

or Labour, will bi'drn^^t^J'Snt/'"'''"-'' """"

iuncfr,^^: ^sytholorSl"!^'; '';' - ""•' 'P-a"
and the spirit of coDaS.v u'

^°' <="Partnership

touched
to%he?uiK;Te't''s'tH?er ""/'" -^"'

'"

one can sit still and almost hear thf ;""' * """= *•>="

a«= some of us who hTe thJi " think,_there

make out for copartnershin b^ 'A'"
•*'' "'«= '^'"e '°

will be of usetrthoirwhoa' r"^"''''*'
""'^ Labour

who for the moment find th°reE"f^M'°/°
"""^'' ''"«^

by men who have given un tr " '•'''' "* '^"O' point

We wish to put ouf elves L""/ '" """"^-^ "«'"«.
do believe in human ntueandT^' ""1'° ""^ *'«'' -«
that the inspired emploverir.' *! '^'''^'^ "°' °"'y
Crowd, but t'hat the cSd iX/t^ "^ "°'^^'' ">' *''«

ingoing to take sides with him^anHTfT ''''" *"«*

going to justify him, mak him Tucc ed tl """"' '"

h.s success its own success In othe^ ^. "^ *° ""''^'=

in heroes, crowds, and goodnes tl A"" ^^''^^

-who are fit and meet to interp'ret the n
^''°'' ^""*'

of crowds—who are ^reJl ^^ "'""^ ^'^ 'Jesires

spirit themselve° ^ """" °'' ^rowd-Men. crowds in

I would like to try to exDre« fh. .
man who, as it seems to m- ? t " ^^P^ °^ '"°''em

Ae real ruler of our mode ^^ "^^' 1° "'""^ ""'""^'f

Of what the crowdrshaTSk'lt
'hi

' ^"'"!. '"'''*"

^^'^-•^.oingtobeaman'Jamtkt^;;-.^;^:
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particular temperament, to whom we will have to look

in our new and crowded world for the crowd-interpreter,

or man who touches the Imagination of crowd*.

As our whole labour problem to-day turns on our

being able to touch the imagination of crowds, it may

not be uninteresting in the next chapter to consider what

a man who can do this will probably be like, and the

spirit in which he w"" do it.



CHAPTER V
THE CROWD-MAN-AN INVENTION ,,>,.. m VKIV.;

CROWDS SEE

WHEN Wilbur Wright flew arou,;d thr S».t„. nfLiberty in New Vnrt m- .u J
' ''- °'

tlic serious business of the worid ^ ^ °'

heavens close down around the !k .
"""^^'"8 ****

roads everywhere ouTtJ'lrNertT''"^,
''"'

a iittie superficial and runnyXt' itselZ A IVLS^do .t seems to think, is to snap its fingers at a ma„ 'fgenius anywhere on this broad world whiLr to him

a";Ser^^'^-'--p"-p^--a:2

.vetomZ"'" ?'^''*- ^'•»'- ^"iht would notpve two million people an encore, or even come back to

«all N w YorS r^'^"" ^°""' Tom one could« all New York black and solid on the tops of its roofs
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and houses looking up into a great hole of air for him,

and Wilbur Wright slipping quietly off down to Washing-

ton and leaving them there, a whole great city under the

sky, with its heads up I

A little experience like this has been what New York

has needed for a long time. It takes a scientist to do

these things. I wish there were some poet who would

do as well. Even a prophet up above New York,—or

seer of men and of years,—glinting his wings in the

light, the New York Sun and the Wor/d and the Times

down below, all their opera-glasses trained on him, and

all those little funny reporters running helplessly about,

all the people pouring out from Dr. Parkhurst's church to

look up. . . . It would be something.

Probably there are very few capitals in the world

—

Paris, Berlin, or London—that would not be p ""oundly

stirred and possibly much improved for having s^.iie man

suddenly appear up over them, who would be so in-

terested in what he was doing that he would forget

to notice whether anybody was looking—who would be

capable of slipping off quietly and leaving an entire city

with its heads up, and going on and attending to business.

There have been times when we would have been

relieved, some of us, if the North Pole could have been

discovered in this way and without large audiences tag-

ging. There are some of us who will never cease to

regret as long as we live that the North Pule could not

have waited a little. We would rather have had Wilbur

Wright discover it. One can imagine how he would do

it : fly gracefully up to it all by himself, and discover it

some pleasant evening, and have it over witli. and slip

back on his soft wings in the night, and not say anything

about it. It is this Wilbur Wright spirit that I would

like to dwell on in these pages. It socms to me it is a

true modern spirit, the spirit which alone could make uur

civilization great, and the spirit which alone could make
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thoughtless audiences pilfnj if'hT' °' P=°P'^' ^»^t.
Many people i„ A.neWcL Vn th

"^^'"^ " '^°^ "fit
about it, seemed to eeIt'ha Vh

'"'* "°"'^=' ^««ding
than the Pole; and when Captain^!'"

"°" '"P"'*-'
crowds of these same people'^'ai^ ^."^ "T ^'"=''' ^*^'
apiece for the privilege frleZ uT.u"'"'^

^ " ^"'"^
him. It was quite impossib^I^ .

^ '""^ '°°™ ^''th

feary in his attitudeTw 'S Z "T'^' ^^P'^"
Wright. There seemed tot and'tr'

'"' ^''"'"^

remain, a certain vulgarity in t'h. T ^"' ^'^^^^
wa.s discovered, and theX the \7^ """ ^°'"' ?»'=
-sard to it, and the cr^t ^e 'mVL h ' T" '^''^^^'^ '"

Peary's failure to be a VVilbur WHl'^Hr, " ^T""Pole to be a Crowd affair All fhl ^,
^"""^'^ the

about the country holdinrhisHle/JK-'" "' "'^ «'^"t
the planet we could not heln t "' °^ *''= "> °f
-ere in the Audience thit tS T^"^C

"'"^ °^ "^ -ho
u-s the man who had the Th " "'u"

'"' '^"^ ^f°ro
collected the North Pole woufd '1

'^ ""'"'' ^""^ '^^'^

snub us if need be a little' T m ,

"°'"' "^> -°"ld
these millions of peo"

i'"

"'hTh '^^^ *'"=^'= P-Pl=.
quietly on to the South pl 7 ^"^'^^ "P ^"d go
because there are thou ^^ds of" 1°"^^' ^l^^'" 't I
^ow Wilbur Wright felt when h?"r"'^°.""'^^^*^"^ i"^t
^ay in New York and eft the ent"' '"'^ ""^ °"'-
"P that we have every «!„ to ' ""^ "'"^ '"'^ ''^^'^^

» to produce great lelde s and'^^'f'
u^'' "'^ ""-'^

"-vd, great and humble in 'fHt 1%'" ^''''"'' ' ^^««t
'tars and the atoms and the m K

°'" ^°'' ''^'""^^ the

'" the meantime, ho.vevl; ,""";, '"' '^^"^^ ^t^^"^

*ld countless ^ouId'be I^V " '''°"' "-^ '"" tile

••"•"d perhaps not Tuite und f °J
"'^ "°-''' «ho

right felt that day'^en he :> /'^^ "^'^ ^^''"'"^

^-k and left the e.ftire c ty ^i JTs .'T '""' ^^
' witft Its heads up. Most
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newspaper men-men who are in the habit of writing for

aTrowd and regarding a crowd quite respectfully-w.U

have wondered a littlf why Wilbur Wright codd have

iet such a crowd go by. Most actors and theatncal

Sode would have stayed over a train or so and given

Tne moTe liUle performance with all those wistful people

on tteroof-topr There are only a very few clergymen

in England or America to-day who. with a great audience

Uke that and so many men in it, would ever have thought

of sloping off on the 3-25 train in the way W.lbur

Wt^eht dW. The ministers and the poht.c.ans of al

Sr es are still wondering a little-if they ever thought

ont-how Wright did it. The mo.t of the other people

°n the world wonder a little too, but I imagme that the

great inventors of the world who read about ,t the nex

morning did not wonder. The true scent.sts. m th>

Tun^^and in Germany and in France all understood

Tt h^w Wilbur Wright felt when he left New Yo k

whh its heads up. The great artists of the world, m

Utlratue in painting, and architecture; the great radroad

bui d rs he city builders, the nation bu Iders, the great

sta esmcn the great biologists and chemists, understood.

Tames J Hill, with his face toward the Paofic under-

Tng a hundred and seventy thousand people a day

through a hole under the Hudson-understood

And God when He made the world. And Ccjumb

when he discovered America. And Jesus Chnst when H

was so happy and so preoccupied over H.s v.s.on o a

::: world^'over inventing Christianity, that .t seem
J

very small and incidental thing to die on the Cro>.

He understood. , ^
Wilbur Wright's secret was that he had a v.sio.
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His vision was that a human being could he „,»=»

"'luT.ltt''
''' '^-'^ HadVv^'h'eteT^ir

most ordinary mZ iJnL ^"^''' '"^'''= ">«

wonder softly wh" he wJ,
' TT"' "' "'^'^'^ ^m

him-whowLthev? »T~?"'^ '^' P"°P''= «" «'«•"

what wou?d th y rLxtP "'The7?;'r
^'''"'' ^"'^

the wings was T thousand yea s U wa^/J't
°"

for a moment he saw at last fht i, ,
^ ''"'°^*

Histoo^. churches, LtoS on it " '' '''°"* '''"'•

cocoon at last—i , Kf u m r .' '''PP'"«^ °"f o*" ''ts

and sailinVuDon L •
°'^.;/'"^^'^- "^-^-down cocoon,

the church'es'^:thL retort' "f "T'
^"'""^ -'•>

human beina w- • ^ V ^"'^ * "^w size of

and built ITannt oTf .f
1'"'^^'^ °' i-possibility.

took a great strip oVof i"'"''
"''"*= ''^'^y '~''«=d

it softly^on to "he nln .'^',r 'u"^
""''" "'^^ *"<^ '""'ded

eyes For I ? *
*" "''= ^*y '°""d before their

r^roundl'thrrri::"""-'"r
-""^^ ^^^^^ "P «^ve

^ave' to sV sayinT^'I'ZrZ^TT ''""'^ --"«

-:•'S'J^H^-^"- "'-•-

-
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The modern imagination talces to impossibilitfes

naturally with Wilbur Wright against the horizon. The

Sg we next cannot believe is the next th.ng to expect

Nobody would have believed ten years ago that an

architect could be invented who would tell a man that

h house would cost him ^5000, and then hand h.m

backi;400 when he had finished it. But the man has

been invented—he invented himself.

He represents the owner, and does « *« °7""

would be done by if he did it himself-if he had the

technical knowledge and the time to do it.

Nobody would have believed a few years ago that a

railway president.when he had occasion to reduce thewages

of several thousand employees 1 o per cent., would begin by

reducing his own salary 30 per cent., and the salary of all

he officials all the way down . 5
per cent or 20 per cent.

Nobody would have believed some time ago that an

organizing inventor would be evolved who would meet

hs directors and teU them that, if they would have Uie.r

wok done in their mills in three shifts mstead of two

The men would work so much better that it would no

cost the Company more than ten per cent more to offe

the better conditions. But surh an organizing inventor

has been invented, and has proved his case.

Luther Burbank has made a chestnut tree eighteen

months old bear chestnuts; and it has always taken from

ten to twenty.five years to make a tree furnish its first

ntutl;: .same time that Luther Burbank had sue

ceeded in doing this with chestnuts a similar type of man

jSwas not particularly interested in chestnuts and wanted

To do something with human "-ture, who believed th

human nature could really be made to work ound --m "

staple article that everybody needs every day '" «
^^J^"'

„n 'rchv in the market. The producers were no. making

anything on it. The wholesalers dealt in it without a profi.
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ofm";;;oSi';rcttulrT ^ n>onopoly_a kind

He began by being trusted himself

the busine s who had ? f ^"'''"' ^''°"* "™ '"

ror being t^re^tilnd TLS'^LST; TTelse was shut out.
^ trusted

: everybody

(arJliCd^iy :rthfteT"T'^ '^^^ ^'^^^'^

business) enfed likeT^^:!''
'"'"'"' ''^^-"'^ °f the

"
• . .

the soundest lines of busine<!<! ,-;, f
fa.r profits, fair division of profit fairl' .?"'"'
service, do as vou won?^ k„

pronts, lair recognition of
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CHAPTER VI

THE IMAGINATION OF CROWDS

THE modern imagination takes, speaking roughly,

three characteristic forms

:

1. Imagination about the unseen or intangible—the

spiritual—as especially typified in electricity, in the wire-

less telegraph, the aeroplane: a new and extraordinary

sense of the invisible and the unproved as an energy to

be used and reckoned with.

2. Imagination about the future—a new and extra-

ordinary sense of what is going to happen next in the

world.

3. Imagination about people. We are not only in-

venting new machines, but our new machines have turned

upon us and are creating new men. The telephone

changes the structure of the brain. Men live in wider

distances, and think in larger figures, and become eligible

to nobler and wider motives.

Imagination about the unseen is going to give us in

an incredible degree the mastery of the spirit over matter.

Imagination about the future is going to make the

next few hundred years an organic part of every man's

life to-day.

The imagination of men about themselves and other

people is going to give us a race of men with new motives

;

or, to put it differently, it is going to give us not only new

sizes but new kinds of men. People are going to achieve

impossibilities in goodness, and our inventions in human

nature are going to keep up with our other inventions.
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IMAGINATION ABOUT THE UNSEEN

T^nJTJS.TZ:"'^"" '"'"^ '''^' -- "^p-
day and called down ShS f""'i'"

"^"* °"* °"«
that, power had always£"7 ""^ ''"^'"- ^^f^'^
ground. The more pTwe^",''"^

"P; °'- """P^d off the
'o get hold of the ground'TndT''.''

*'' """^ ^^ ^^^^

solid you were, the more h. V"' " ""'^ ">« "-ore
get. the more ^ou could o^""' ^J't

""'"^^ y"" '=°"'d
in this world wLre you wL 'edtS ^''^ '"'"^^ ^"""'^
to the sky, and turned power on itm U

"""'" '"'"^''

tliat the real and the soHrf /T ^''°^^' ""'' ''ecided

world was to he pu£ ^/h^t ^-Shte"""
'" ^"'"^

^a^'rr-rtt^nTr^-
°"^

-en he
power to be inVs^^' "^ ^^7^'' '"'= ="="'- °^ -"
to find how much more imJofrtleT' ' ^""^ '^^^'

«ere, and their whole litt^^l .'^^ '''^ *''='" they
The idea that that bfJb i' fiilT "'I''

'" °' "'^"' °" '^

-d with such crowds' o it ,e faiL'd^r
'™?'^ ">' ''^^

*as the real thing-the bi^fili !,
°" '" " ^" "'g^t.

and that they and the r ch^lu
""''

"f '™P°'-"'"t thing-
and nations should jus Zr '"J

P"*"^ ^'"^ Py^^-W^
y«rs like a mote inT sunlT ."' " ^°' """'"'^"^ °f
fi"t. But it did them Zh 7.

"' ""=''^ ''^^""g^ ^'t

t^P. and looking ^Zf:^y ri'^^^
"'^"' '^"^"'"-^

Ve^ sen arterwardsCoLbu'lSarged
upon the
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A , hv startinE the world toward very far things

same idea by i-tarting mc «
, .j^ sky nes, a

on the ground; and he b°r«=d thr^^^J"^; ^ ^ 3,^

thousand skyUnes. and spread the nations up
^^

Columbus was t»^\[yP''=='^, ^"'^l'"
"'"

w^'ters some-

invisible, the intangible ; and on t^^
B'^'J^^^ ,,, ^

where between Spam and
^fj/^^^Vuture Tense, the

and the new, Columbus d,s. -^^J^c *^„ ,,, „„,„own,

centrifugal tense, the to -.. -ha swe^
^^^ ^^ ^^.^^^ ^^^^

and gathers m. out "^/P
^^JJ^";^"^^^ ;table things, the

lives of men. 1 '^\'""'=;^'''"'
^1^ ^orld with Columbus,

mere actual facts, stopped tf'"B ^"^^ *^^''^^„ in, and to

and the air and the sky began t° ?<:/*" ^^ ^„d of

be swept through the thoughts ^'"d acts of ^

women. Then mh>ers,
'"«'"."^' J^^^,le cotton-

the impossible ^^-^'P'^f^^t^;t^s^t^^^^^ -<1

°^
'"on^u;;: the sky and the

fJ^^^^-t^T.^S
the future had been recogn«ed

^^^^^l^^^^,^ has

and in a rather patron.zmg way^
^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ u„e,

made a great, solid
^""''""^f^y ^"""^^^eHously. And

it begins to
'f^'^'^^)^^,^'°tZ^^^<^ ^h« ^^-^

so our Time has been fulfilled, wen

.,e; we
'^-^^fJ^^a^t nrskr^n -d sky

sky age, and the sky teiegrapi

,

/
^.^^^

ciL. Mountains of stone are b">l^ °"t of m
^_^^

Towers and sky-scrapers swing up out

up out of their hearts.

-Not long ago, as I was coming -^^ f-^Jfi^J^s
in the Boston Express, which was

-""'"f^^f^'^^'^^^V.
-

'^°"%^r: rh^rlVti^fioTr t:io:s:?toL''Ln

and the smoke came up through the carpet. V-
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the Pullman conductor who was passing through, and in
a second the train had stopped, and the great wild
roaring Thing had ceased, and we stood in a long wide
white silence in the fields. We got off the car-some
of us—to see what had happened, and to see if there
waa a hot box on the wheels. We found that the entire
underside of the floor of the car was on fire, and what
had happened? Nothing except a new impossibility
nothing except that a human being had invented an
electrical locomotive so powerful that it was pulling that
train fifty-five miles an hour while the brakes on the car
were set—twelve brakes all grinding twenty miles on those
twelve wheels

; and the locomotive paid no more attention
to the brakes of that heavy Pullman than it would to a
feather or to a small boy. all the way from New York to
Stamford, hanging on behind. As I came in I looked
again at the train—the long dull train that had been
pulled along by the Invisible, by the kingdom of the air
and the sky—the long, dull, heavy Train ! And the spirit
of far-off suns was in it

!

In Count Zeppelin's new airship the new social spirit
has a symbol, and in the gyroscopic train the inspired
^nilhonaire is on a firm foundation. The power of the
new kind and new size of the capitalist is his power of
keeping an equilibrium with the people, and the men of
real genius in modern affairs are men who have motor
genius and light genius over other men's wills. They
are allied to the X-ray and the airship, and gain their
pre-eminence by their power of forecast and invention—
their power of riding upon the unseen, upon the thoughts
of men and the spirit of the time. Even the painters
have caught this spirit. The plein air painters are
painting the light, and tlie sculptors are carving shadows
and haloes, and we have not an art left which docs not
lean out mto the Invisible. And religion i=. fuM of this
spirit and theosophy and Christian Science. The play-
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Wrights •!« touched by it
;
and the

«««"'>*'*r*.*''„JtlS
.11 on the .t^je. i. thrown out into the •?«'«* of the

audience. The play in a modem theatre i. not on the

^Z in the .tails. Maeteriinck, Ibsen. Shaw, merely

use the stage as a kind of magiclantem or suggestion-

centre for the real things that, out behind us in the dark,

•re happening in the audience.
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CHAPTER VIII

THE CROWDS IMAGINATION ABOUT THE FUTURE

T REMEMBER looking over with H. G. Wells one
1 night some time ago a set of pictures or photographs
of the future in America, which he had brought home
with him. They were largely sky-scrapers, big bridges,
Niagaras, and things

; and I could not help thinking, as I
came home that night, how much more Mr. Wells had
of the future of America in his own mind than he could
possibly buy in his photographs. What funny litUe
fi ms they were after all, how faint and pathetic, how
almost tragically dull, those pictures of the future of mv
country were I H. G. Wells himself, standing in his own
doorway, was more like America, and more like the future
of America, than the pictures were.

The future in America cannot be pictured. The
only place it can be seen is in people's faces. Go
out into the street, in New York, in Chicago, in San
Francisco, in Seattle. Look eagerly as you go into the
taces of the men who pass, and you feel hundreds of
years—the next hundred years—like a breath, sweep

v»,*" , X,'"'
'"'"' *" ''' forty-story buildings, iu

"ttle play Niagaras, its great dumb Rockies, is the
unseen country. It can only as yet be seen in people's
tyes. Some days, flowing sublime and silent through
our noisy streets, and through the vast panorama of our
towers, I have heard the footfalls of the unborn, like
Minshme around me.
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This feeling America gives one in the streets is the

real America. The solidity, the finality, the substantial

fact in America, is the daily sense in the streets of the

future. And it has seemed to me that this fact—

whether one observes it in Americans in America, m

Americans in England and in other nations—is what

one might call, for lack of a better name, the American

temperament in all peoples, is the most outstanding

typical and important fact with which our modern world

and our philosophy about the world have now to reckon.

Nothing can be seen as it really is if this amazing per-

vasive hourly sense of the future is left out of it.

All power is rapidly coming to be based on news-

news about human nature, and about what is soon to

be done by people. This news travels by express in

boxes, by newspapers, by telephone, by word of mouth,

and by wireless telegraph. Most of the wireless news

is not only wireless, but it is in cipher—hence prophets,

or men who have great sensitiveness; men whose souls

and bodies are films for the future, platinum plates for

the lights and shadows of events ; men who are world-

poets, sensitive to the air-waves and the light-waves

of truth, to the faintest vibrations from To-morrow,

or from the next hundred years hovering just ahead.

As a matter of course, it is already coming to be true

that the most practical man to-day is the prophet.

In the older days, men used to look back for wisdom,

and the practical man was the man who spoke from

experience, and they crucified the prophet. But to-day,

the practical man is the man who can make the best

guess on to-morrow. The cross has gone by
;
at least,

the cross is being pushed farther along. A prophet in

business or politics gets a large salary now ;
he is a recog-

nized force. Being a prophet is getting to be almost

smug and respectable.

We live so in the future in our modern life, and our
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rewards are so great for men who can live in the future,
that a man who can be a ten-year prophet, or a twenty-
five-year prophet like James J. Hill, is put on a pedestal,
or rather is not wasted on a pedestal, and is made
President of a railroad. He swings the country as if
It were his hat. We see great cities tagging Wilbur
Wright, and emperors clinging to the skirts of Count
Zeppelin. We only crucify a prophet now if he is a
hundred, or two hundred, or five hundred years ahead.
Even then, we would not be apt to crucify; we would
merely not use him much, except the first twenty-five
years of him.

The theory is no longer tenable that prophets must
be necessarily crucified. As a matter of history, most
prophets have been crucified by people; but it was not
so much because of their prophecy as because their
prophecy did not have any first twenty-five years in it
They were crucified because of a blank place or hiatus
not necessarily in their own minds, but at least in other
people's. People would have been very glad to have
their first twenty-five years' worth if they could have got
It. It is this first twenty-five years, or joining-on part
which IS most important in prophecy, and which has
become our specialty in the Western World. One might
say, m a general way, that the idea of having a first
twenty-five years' section in truth for a prophet is a
modern, an almost American, invention. We are tem-
peramentally a country of the future, and think in-
stinctively in futures; and perhaps it is not too much
to say (considering all the faults that go with it for
which we are criticized) that we have led the way in
futures as a specialty, as a national habit of mind ; and
though with terrific blunders perhaps, have been really
the first people en masse to put being a prophet on a
practical basis—that is, to supply the first twenty-five
years section, or the next-thing-to-do section to Truth
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to put in a kind of coupling between this worM and the

next This is what America is for, perhaps—to put in

the coupling between this world and the next.

In the former days, the strength of a man, or of an

estate, or a business, was its stability. In the new world,

instead of stability, we have the idea of persistence, and

power consists not so much in stolid brittle foundation

quality as in conductivity. Socially men can be divided

into conductors—men who connect powers—and non-con-

ductors—men who do not ; and power lies in persistence,

in dogged flexibility, adaptableness, and impressionable-

ness. The set conservative class of people, in three

hundred years, are going to be the dreamers, inventors

—

those who demonstrate their capacity to dream true, and

who hit shrewdly upon probabilities and trends and

futures ; and the great power of a man is coming to be

the power of observing atmospheres, of being sensitive

to the intangible and the unknown. People are more

likely to be crucified two thousand years from now for

wanting to stay as they are. There used to be the

inertia of rest ; and now in its place, working reciprocally

in a new astonishing equilibrium, we step up calmly on

our vast moving side-walk of civilization and swing into

the inertia of motion.

The inertia of men, instead of being that of founda-

tions, conventions, customs, facts, sogginess, and heavi-

ness, is getting to be an inertia now toward the future,

or the next-thing-to-do. Most of us can prove this by

simply looking inward and taking a glimpse of our own
consciousness. Let a man draw up before his own mind

the contents of his own consciousness (if he has a motor

consciousness), and we find that the future in his life

looms up, both in its motives and its character, and takes

about three-quarters of the room of his conscio!isness

;

and when it is not looming up, it is woven into everything

be does. Even if all the future were for was to help one
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CHAPTER IX

THE CROWD'S IMAGINATION ABOUT PEOPLE

I
WOULD like to propose, as a basis for the judg-

ment of men and events, and as a basis for forecasting

the next men and next events, and arriving at a vision

of action, a Theory of the World.

Every man has one.

Every man one knows can be seen doing his work

in this world on a great background, a kind of pano-

rama or stage setting in his mind, made up of history

pnd books, newspapers, people, and experiences, which

might be called his Theory of the World.

It is his theory of the world which makes him what

he is his personal judgment or personal interpretation

of what the world is like, and what works in it, and what

does not work.

A man's theory as to why people do or do not do

wrong is not a theory he might in some brief disin-

terested moment, possibly at luncheon, take time to

discuss. His theory of what is wrong and of what is

right, anr^ of how they work, touches the efficiency with

which he works intimately and permanently at every

point every minute of his business day.

If he does not know, in the middle of his business

day, what his theory of the world—of human nature—is,

let him stop and find out.

A man's theory of the world is the skylight or man-

hole over his work. It becomes his hell or heaven—his

78
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CHAPTER X

A DEMOCBATIC THEORY OF HUMAN NATURE

IF the men who were crucifying Jesus could have been

suddenly stopped at the last moment, and if they

could have been kept perfectly still for ten minutes and
could have thought about it, some of them would have

refused to go on with the crucifixion when the ten

minutes were over. If they could have been stopped for

twenty minutes, there would have been still more of them
who would have refused to have gone on with it. They
would have stolen away and wondered about The Man
in their hearts. There were others who were there who
would have needed twenty days of being still and of

thinking. There were some who would have had to have

twenty years to see what they really wanted, in all the

circumstances, to do.

People crucified Christ because they were in a

hurry.

They did what they wanted to do at the moment.

So far as we know, there were only two men who did what

they would have wished they had done in twenty year

there was the thief on the other cross, who showed The

Man he knew who He was ; and there was the disciple

John, who kept as close as he could. John perhaps was

thinking of the past—of all the things that Christ had

said to him ; and the man on the other cross was think-

ing what was going to happen next. The other people

who had to do with the crucifixion were all thinking
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say that they did. If you ask them what a sin i», they

will tell you that it is something you do when you krow

you ought not to do it.

But The Man Himself, in speaking of the most

colossal sin that has ever been committed, seemed to

think thit when men committed a sin, it was because

they did not really see what it was that they were doing.

They did what they wanted to do at the moment. They

did not do what they would have wished they had done

in twenty years.

I would define goodness as doing what one would

wish one had done in twenty years—twenty years,

twenty days, twenty minutes, or twenty seconds, accord-

ing to the time the action takes to get ripe.

It would be far more true and more to the point,

instead of scolding or admiring Mr. Rockefeller's skilled

labour at getting too rich, to point out mildly that he

has done something that in the long-run he would not

have wanted to do; that he has lacked the social imagi-

nation for a great permanently successful business. His

sin has consisted in his not taking pains to act accurately

and permanently, in his not concentrating his mind and

finding out what he really wanted to do. It woul.l seem

to be better and truer and more accurate in the tjemen-

dous crisis of our modem life to judge Mr. Rockefeller,

not as a monster of wickedness, but merely as an in-

efficient, morally underwitted man. There are things that

he has not thought of that everyone else has.

We see that in all those qualities that really go to

make a great business house in a great nation John D.

Rockefeller stands as the most colossal failure as yet

that our American business life has produced. To point

his incompetence out quietly and calmly and without

scolding would seem to be the only fair way to deal with

Mr. Rockefeller. He merely has not done what he would

have wished he had done in twenty, well, possibly two
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CHAPTER XI

DOING AS ONE WOULD WISH ONE HAD DONE
IN TWENTY YEAIIS

IF two great shops could stand side by side on the

Ma!n Street of the World, and all the vices could be

put in the show window of one of them, and all the

virtues in the show window of the other, and all the

people could go by all day, all night, and see the window-

ful of virtues as they were, and the windowful of vices as

they were, all the world would be good in the morning.

It would stay good as long as people remembered

how the windows looked. Or if they could not re-

member, all they would need to do, most people, when a

vice tempted them would be to step ov.t, look at it in its

window a minute,—possibly take a look too at the other

window,—and they would be good.

If a man were to teke a fancy to any particular vice,

and would take a step up to The Window, and take one

firm look at it in The Window,—see it lying the'e, its

twenty years' evil, its twenty days', its twenty minutes'

evil, all branching up out of it,—he would be good.

When we see the wrong on one side and the right on

the other, and really see the right as vividly as we do the

wrong we do right automatica'.ly. Wild horses cannot

drag a man away from doing right if he sees what the

"^'^

A little while ago in a New England city where the

grade crossings had just been abolishei and where the
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It is not too much to say that this way of looking at

evil and good—at the latent capacities of evil and good

in men, if a man once believes it, and if a man once

practises it as a part of his daily practical interpretation

and mastery of men, will soon put a new face for him

on nearly every great human problem with which he

finds his time confronted. We shall watch the men in

the world about us—each for their little day trying their

funny, pathetic, curious little moral experiments, and we

shall see the men— all of the men and all of the good

and the evil in the men this moment—daily before our

eyes working out with an implacable hopefulness the fate

of the world. We know that, in spite of self-deceived

syndicalism and self-deceived trusts, in spite of coal

strikes and all the vain, comic little troops of warships

around the earth, peace and righteousness in a vast over-

tone are singing toward us.

We are not only going to have new and better

motives in our modern men, but the new and better

motives are going to be thrust upon us. Every man

who reads these pages is having, at the present moment,

motives in his life which he would not have been cap->,ble

of at first. Why should not a human race have motives

which it was not capable of at first? If one takes up

two or three motives of one's own—the small motives

and the large ones—and holds them up in oneV hand and

looks at them quietly from the point of view of what one

would wish one had done in twenty years, there is

scarcely one of us who would choose the small ones.

People who are really modern, that is, who look beyond

themselves in what they do to others, who live their lives

as one might say six people away, or sixty people farther

out from themselves, or sixty million people farther, are

becoming more common everywhere ; and people who

look beyond the moment in what they do to another

day, who are getting more and more to live their lives
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partners, become irresistible by co-operation ; only
employers, employees, consumers, and partners who co-

operate better than they do can hope to compete with
them. The Trusts have already crowded out many small
rivals because, while their co-operation has been one-sided,

they have co-operated with more people than their rivals

could ; and the good Trusts, in the same way, are going
to crowd out the bad Trusts, because the good ones will

know how to co-operate with more people than the bad
ones do. They will have the human genius to see how
they can co-operate with the people instead of against

them.

They are going to invent ways of winning and keep-
ing the confidence of the people, of taking to this end a
smaller and more just share of profits. And they are

going to gain their leadership through the wisdom and
power that goes with their money, and not through the
money itself. It is the spiritual power of their money
that is going to count ; and wealth, instead of being a
millionaire disease, is going to become a great social

energy in democracy. We are going to let men be rich

because they represent us, not because they hold us up,
and because the hold-up has gone by—getting all one
can—and service—getting what we have earned—has
come in.

The new kind and new size of politician will win his

power by his faith, like U. Ren of Oregon
; the new

kind and new size of editor is going to hire with brains
a millionaire to help him run his paper ; and the new
kind and new size of author, instead of tagging a pub-
lisher, will be paid royalties for supplying him with
new ideas and creating for him new publics. Power in

modern life is to be light and heat and motion, and not
a gift of being heavy and solid. Even Money shall lose

its inertia.

We are in this way being driven into having new
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more danger there will be of collisions—collisions in

the dark and up in the great sky at night." And,

presto I man invents the wireless telegraph, and the

entire sky can be full of whispers telling every airship

where all the other airships are.

Some of us have decided that we will never have

anything to do with monopoly. Presto ! there is sud-

denly evolved an entirely new type of monopolist—the

man who can be rich and good ; the millionaire who has

invented a monopoly that serves the owners, the pro-

ducers and employees, the distributors and the con-

sumers alike. An American railway President has been

saying lately that America would not have enough to

eat in .2050, but it would not do to try to prove this

just yet. Someone, almost any day, will invent a food

that is as highly concentrated as dynamite, and the

whole food supply of New York—who knows ?—shall

be carried around in one railway President's vest pocket.
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NEW KINDS AND NEW SIZES OF MEN
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and should only speak for myself; but I can only bear

witness, for one, that every time in my life that I have

broken through the surface a little, and seen through to

the evil, and found myself suddenly and astutely dis-

couraged, I have found afterwards that all I had to do

was to see the same thing a little farther over, set it in

the light beyond it, and look at it in larger or more full

relations, and I was no longer astutely discouraged.

So I have come to believe slowly and grimly that

feeling discouraged about the world is not quite clever.

I have noticed it, too, in watching other people—men I

know. If I could take all the men I know who are

living and acting as if they believed big things about

people to-day, men who are daily taking for granted

great things in human nature, and put them in one

group by themselves all together, and if I could then

take all the men I know who are taking little things for

granted in one another and in human nature, I do not

believe very many people would find it hard to tell which

group would be more clever. Possibly the reason more

of us do not spend more time in being hopeful about

the world is that it takes more brains usually than we

happen to have at the moment. Hope may be said to

be an act of the brain in which it sees facts in relations

large enough to see what they are for, ^n act in which it

insists in a given case upon giving the facts room enough

to turn around and to relate themselves to one another,

and settle down where they belong in one's mind, the

way they would in real time.

So now, at last, Gentle Reader, having looked back

and having looked forward, I know the way I am going.

I am going to hope.

It is the only way to see through things. The only

way to dare to see through oneself; the only way to

see through other people and to see past them, and to

see with them and for them—is to hope.
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It naturally follows—and it lies in the mind of wcry
man who lives—that there must be other particular

things. And as nine men out of ten are in business,

moft of these particular things are going to be done in

business.

The Wilbur Wright spirit is catching.

It is as if a Lid had been lifted off the world.

One sees everywhere business men going about the

street expecting new things of themselves. They expect

things of the very ground, and of the air, and of one

another they had not dared expect before.

The other day in a New England city I saw a man,

who had been the president of an Electric Light Company
for twenty years, who h-J invented a public service

corporation that worked. Since he too!< office and

dictated the policy of the Company, every single overture

for more expensive equipment in the electric lighting of

the city has come from the Company, and every single

overture for reducir^ the rate to consumers has come

from the Company.

The consumption of electricity in the city is the

largest ^er capita in the world, and the rate is the

cheapest in the country ; and, incidentally, the Company
so trusts the people that they let them have electricity

without meters, and the people so trust the Company that

they save its electricity as they would their own.

Even the man without a conscience, who would be

mean if he could, is brought to terms, and knows that if

he refrains from leaving his lights burning all night when

he goes to bed he is not merely saving the Company's

electricity but his own. He knows that he is reducing

his own and everybody's price for electricity, and not

qierely increasing the profits of the Company.

It makes another kind of man slowly out of thousands

of m' 1 every day, every night, turning on and turning off

their lights.
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He had besieged a city with the shrewdness of his

iaith, and conquered a hundred thousand men by believ-

ing in them more than they could.

By believing In them shrewdly, and by thinking out

ways of expressing that belief, he had invented a cor-

poration—a public service corporation—that had a soul,

and consequently worked.
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CHAPTER I

SPEAKING AS ONE OF THE CnoWD
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The next point in our confession follows from this.

It is an awkward and exposed thing to say out loud to

people in general, but

3. Lim and I want to make over the earth.

4 Sitting down grimly by ourselves, all alone, and

believing in a world hard, with our eyes shut, does

not interest us. It is this particular planet just as

it is that interests us, in its present hopeful, squirmmg

st&tc

It does not seem to us to the point just now to

conceive some brand new, clean, slick planet up in space

with crowds of perfect and convenient people on it, and

then expect to lay it down in the night like a great, soft,

beautiful dew or ideal on this one. We want to take

this heavy, inconvenient, cumbersome, real planet that

we have, and see what can be done with it, and by the

people on it, what can be done by these same people,

whose signs one goes by down the street, with Smi h &

Smith gowns, with Clapp & Clapp, Butchers, with W. H.

Riley & Co., Plumbers and Gas Fitters, and with things

that real people are really doing.

The things that real people are really doing, when

one thinks ot it, are Soap, Tooth-brushes, Sub-soil Pipes,

Wa'.', Papers, Razors, Mattresses, Suspenders, Tiles,

Shoes, Pots and Kettles.

Of course the first thing that happened to us, to Lim

and to me (as anyone might guess, in a little quiet job

like making over the earth), was that we found we had

to begin with ourselves.

We did. _ . .

We are obliged to admit that, as a matter of fact,

we began, owing to circumstances, in a kind of rudi-

mentary way with the idea of getting people to take up

goodness by talking about it.

But we are reformed preachers now. We seldom

backslide into talking to people about goodness.
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CHAPTER II

IS IT WRONG FOR GOOD PEOPLE TO BE
EFFICIENT?

PERHAPS it will seem a pity to spoil a book—one
that might have been really rather inttresting—by

putting the word " goodness " down flatly in this way in

the middle of it.

And in a book which deals with crowds, too, and with

business.

I would not yield first place to anyone in being tired

of the word. I think, for one, that unless there is some-
thing we can do to it, and something we can do to it

now, it had better be dropped.

But I have sometimes discovered when I had thought

I was tired of a word, that what I was really tired of was
somebody who was using it.

I do not mind it when my plumber uses it. I have

heard him use it (and swearing softly, I regret to say)

when it affected me like a Hymn Tune.

And there is Non, too.

I first made Non's acquaintance as our train pulled

out of New York, and we found ourselves going down
together on Friday afternoon to spend Sunday with

M in North Carolina. The first thing he said was,

when we were seated in the Pullman comfortably watch-

ing that big, still world under glass roll by outside, that

he had broken an engagement with his wife to come.

She was giving a reception, he said, that afternoon, and he
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more kinds of people at once and for life, has ever been

invented probably than building a house. No man has

been educated, or has been really tested in this world,

until he has built a house. I submit this proposition to

anybody who has tried it, or to anyone who is going to

try it. There is not a single kind or type of man who
sooner or later will not build himself, and nearly every-

thing that is the matter with him, into your house. The
house becomes a kind of miniature model (such as they

have in expositions) of what is the matter with people.

You enter the door, you walk inside and brood over

them. Everything you come upon, from the white cellar

floor to the timbers you bump your head on in the roof,

reminds you of something or of rows of people and of

what is the matter with them. It is the new houses that

are haunted now. Any man who is sensitive to houses

and to people, and who would sit down in his house when
it is finished and look about in it seriously, and think of

all the people that have been built, in solid wood and
stone, into it, would get up softly and steal out of it, out

of the front door of it, and never enter that house again.

This is what Non saw. He saw how people felt about

their houses, and how they lived in them helplessly and
angrily year after year, and felt hateful about the world.

I gradually drew out of him the way he felt about it.

I found he was not as good as some people are at talking

about himself, but the subject was interesting. He began
his career building houses for people, as nearly everyone

does. The general idea is that everybody is expected to

exact commissions from everybody else, and the owner is

expected to pay each man his own commission and then

pay all the commissions that each man has charged the

other man. Every house that got built in this way
seemed to be a kind of network or conspiracy of not

doing as you would be done by. Non did not see any

way out at first, just for one man. He merely noticed
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enjoyed his business, the more he enjoyed it with his

wliole soul and body, enjoyed it down to the very toes of

his conscience, the more people there were who stepped

into his office and wanted him to enjoy his business on

their houses. It was what they had been lookmg for

for years-for some builder who was really enjoymg his

business. And the more he enjoyed his business m his

own particular way-that of building a house for a man

in less time than he said he would, and for less money,

not infrequently sending him a cheque at the end of it—

the more his business grew.
.

I do not know that there would be any special harm

in speaking of Non's idea-of just doing as you would

be done by—in more moral or religious language, but

it is not necessary. And I find I take an almost religious

joy in looking at the Golden Rule at last as a plain

business proposition. Al' that happened was that Non

was original, saw something that everybody thought

They knew, ;nd acted as if it were so. Theoretica ly

one would not have said that it would be original o take

an old platitudinous law like the law of Bupply^"d

demand, and act as if it were so; but it was. At th

time Non was beginning his career there was nothing m

the building-market people found harder to hire than

honesty. Here was something, he saw at last tha

thousands of busy and important men who did not

have time to be detectives, wanted. There did not seem

to be anyone very actively supplying the demand A

big market, a small supply, and almost no competition.

Non stepped in and proposed to represent a mans in-

terest who is building a house as literally as the man

A would represent his interests himself, i he knew all abou

\ houses. Everything has followed from this. VUat

Non's business is now, when a man is building a house^

is to step quietly into the man's shoes, le him pu o

another pair, and go about his business. It is not neccs
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touching Lplfat a h-''/ "'"'' '"' °' '°" ""' "
a book m2; llh.n ^T' "" "'^ ^^«k. writing

wordsirtole^hl^ .' "^^'^°^' ""'^ ""'« -'^ion- of

occupation fI ^"' '°' '"""'^ ="^^«"'y ^ very trivial

kaSoscop7tir."r' °" •"•
'

"'"' ^ p^^"y "«'« -feaoscope, holdmg ,t up, aiming it, and shaking softly

'Jl
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one's coloured bits of phrases at a world I Of course, it

need not be so. But there are moments when 1 thmk of

Non when it seems so.

In our regular Sunday religion we do not seem to be

quite at our best just now.

At least (perhaps I should speak for one) I know I

am not ^ i
• j r

/ Being a saint of late is geUmg to be a kmd of

homely, modest, informal, almost menial everyday thmg.

It makes one more hopeful about religion. Perhaps

people who once get the habit, and who are bemg good

all the week, can even be good on Sunday.

There are many ways of leaning back upon ones

instincts and getting over to one's religion or per-

spective about the world. Mount Tom (which is m my

front yard, in Massachusetts) helps sometimes—with a

single look.
, ,, ^

When I go down to New York, I look at the Metro-

politan Tower, the Pennsylvania Station, the McAdoo

Tunnels, and at Non.

If I wanted to make anybody religious, I would try

to get him to work in Non's office, or work with anybody

who ever worked with him, or who ever saw him
;
or 1

would have him live in a house built by him, or pay a

bill made out by him.
.

It has seemed to me that his succeeding and making

himself succeed in this way is a great spiritual adventure,

a pure religion, a difficult, fresh, and stupendous religion.

Now these many days have I watched him going

up and down through all the empty reputations, the

unmeaning noises of the world, living his life like some

low. old-fashioned, modest Hymn Tune he keeps whistling

—and I have seen him in fear, and in danger, and m

gladness being shrewder and shrewder for God, now

grimly, now radiantly, hour by hour, day by day getting

rich with the Holy Ghost I



CHAPTER III

IS IT WRONG FOR GOOD PEOPLE TO BE
INTERESTING ?

Pf°t^^^
arc acquiring automobiles. Oriental ruMr five-hundred-dollar gowns, more rapidly just „o^'than they are goodness, because advertisements In th^present generation are more readable than sermons Indbecause the shop windows on Fifth Avenue cTn at'tmctmore attention than the churches.

The shop windows make people covetous
If the goodness that one sees, hears about, or goesby does not make other people covetous, does ^ot mrke«i=m w,sh they had it or some just lik; it. it musTSbecause there is something the matter with t, o^s^me!thmg the matter with the way it is displayed
If the church shop windows, for instance, were tomake d«plays of goodness up and down the grUt Mora"Mh Avenue of the world-well, one does 'not know

he Goodness Display in the windows conTistine
largely of Things People Ought Not to Want

^
There would be rows and tiers of Not-Things piled

Ko Do!
"' """^ *° ^'- '""^ ^"'"S^ ^- f-Ple

Goodness displayed in this way is not interesting
Perhaps this is one of the reasons why the tordGoodness spoils a thing for people-so many peoole-rten it is allowed in it.

^ people—

!. *
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Poislbly it U because we are P?t to think of the good

^^rind of the people *;.o are Ulng good, as large y

^ We do not naturally or off-hand-any °f »»-* "l-^

of goodness as having much of a lunge to .t. It »

tired-looking and
f^^°^^^^'''' ^''^J^'^^l^-.'^Z

""•*
^r\elSe«^ttTnd WorT^anfSkto say

fr« I at'fhave^bsetd, He has not been paying

-^r::rs!;::raSrt->^^^^
u A.r^r others who have this same half-gmlty. half-

rarX^ -piousness .^^^^ what ^ple s.m

St h'is. «actly. LutVodness that should make

"
""ifrmfantime we hold on. We do "ot Propose

"-Lti:^rS'-:^-^^p^^""
rse'sfmebadToi about us. or people who are calle

bad wou'd onlyVakeup goodness awhile, how they would

"'1
canTn'ly speak for one. but I do not deny that

when I havebeen sitting (in some churches), or assoc.at-

i owK to circumstances, with very good peopk

mieZnir than usual, and come out into the stre I

S like'stepping up sometimes to the first fin^. bns^

business-like man I see going by, and saymg, M> a=

si^ri do wish that ,ou would take up goodness awhde and



IS IT WRONG TO BE INTERESTING ? in
«ce If, after all, something cannot really be done. I Icoep
on trying to be hopeful, but these dear good people in
here, it seems to me, are making a terrible mess of it I

"

And, to make a long story short, Lim happened to
be going by one day, and this practically is what I did.
I had done it before with other business men in spirit
or in a general way, but with him I was more particular
I went straight to the point. " Here are at least sixteen
valuable efficient brands of goodness in America," I said,
" all worth their weight in gold for a big business career!
that no one is really using, that no one quite believes in or
can get on the market, and yet I believe with my whole
soul in them all, and I believe thousands of other men
do, or are ready to, the moment someone makes a start."

I pulled out a little list of items which I had made
out and put down on a piece of paper, and handed them
over to him, and said I wished he would take a few of
them—the first five or six or so—and make them work.

He already had, I found, made two or three of the
harder ones work.

I would not have anyone suppose for a moment that
I am presenting Lim as a kind of business angel.

No one who knows Lim thinks of him, or would
let anybody else think of him, as being a Select Person,
as being particularly or egregiously what he ought to'
be. This is one reason I have picked him out. Being
good in a small private way, just as a small private end
m itself, may be practicable perhaps without dragging in
people who are not quite what they ought to be. But
the moment one tries to make goodness work, one comes
to the fact that it must be made to work with what we
have. We have a great crowd of unselected people,
people both good and bad, and the first principle in

I making goodness work (instead of being merely good)
seems to be to believe that goodtn j is not too good for
anybody. Anybody who can make it work can have it.

sH

'I \i

l^ji^lf ;1
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and what goodneif leem. lo need, e.pecUlly in Ameri«

S England just now. U people who do not feel th.t

C mu.t at .1 h.«rd. look good. Whatever happens.

whTtem elK, we do In any general Investment or move-

ment we may be making with goodness, we must let these

Tple m. If there is one thing rather th«n .no her tha

So^ of us who know Lim all rely on and like, it U that

„o°Wng can ever make him slump down into looking

B^ "^We often find him hard to make out_*veryth.ng

f. left op!n and loose and unlabelled in L.m's mora

nature. The only really sure way anyone can tell when

STs being go*^ b. that whenever he is being good he

becomes suddenly and unexpectedly nterestmg. Hus

^:L is daring, unexpected, and original One h s

fh« feeline that it may break out anywhere. It is alwajs

doinrShat e^rybody said could not be done

mZ It is true that some people are dazed and no

^ «n ever seem to feel sure he knows what .t .s hat

Ugoing on in Lim when he is being good, or that .t .s

eo5dne« He merely keeps watching it. There s a

L^ain eement of news, of freshness, of g-tle sensat.on^

rn his goodness. It leads to consequences. And there

dways'^emt to be something about Lim's goodne.

which attracts the attention of people, and makes people

^^rJe it want it. So when I speak of goodness .n

Ss b^k^kldput it down as the basis of the power of

eettinTmen to do as one likes. I do not deny that I am

Sng the word away and moving it over from .ts usual

Stations. I do not mean by a good act , g od-

1 »,!„« ,rt but an act so constituted that it makes

lt^"%" 'the purpose of this book I would define

iSness as efficiency. Goodness is the quality m

fh^g Aat makes the thing go. and that makes it go .0

that it will not run down, and that nothing can stop .t.

ThS is the inefficiency of lying, for instance, and

the inefficiency of force, or bullying.



CHAPTER IV

PROSPECTS OF THE LUH

MY theory about the Liar is that it i. t
scold him or blame hin, ff f

^ "° '""' *"

feel superior. He shouTd iT ''""=•«='/ -nakes him
without saying anythin" Is a ^ r""""

''"'«'>' »"''

-nt. What'has Lppfned to ht i thTh"' '"^r""'not quite bright about himself and h« f;t\.
'""'''>' '*

bright (in the iong run) otht'p:o"p,e "i'""'^
'° '^^ '°^

real faite'coTsLslT inTh!"" °''V
^'°"' '''"^' "-

his failure to ta^e pains to
'j!;'°"Sd°'ng itself, but in

.-. himself, and in t^e peopVXut him"'"'.""
'"^ ''"=''

«ally is that he would Jbh he h»H J'
''"'' "^ *»>*' "

years. It seem, to be possible after TT ''^'" '^'"'y
find out by a study of «;efand tf"'"''

'"'"°"' *°

>nd of other men's lives wl?=r ,
°"' °*" ''v«

doneafterwardr Evemhrni ""l
*°"''' '^"'' '^^ had

have learned by ZjZ^Z "" ''""'" ^° f"' ^^^

jought we 'Ji6':t:zjzvv'lt t
fy

guessed what we wanted better LZ ^'^''""

I'ves as children with all sorts „7i' . •

^^"^ °"'

-ral guesses and exp:;lment wTZTV"' "
Warn sins or moral e^nprf™ .

° "'^''e are

'ny more because we founH!l!ru
"''"°^' "^^" "'«

We had been decei^d Tt T "'"^ "^^^' '^"^ked.

^ iying. SiST:tet°:i;'sma.l wT^
°' "^. ''^-

>

^^;^h'
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another—to see if lying could not be made to work.

By far the majority of us, and all of us who are the

most intelligent, are not deceived now by our desire to

tell lies. Perhaps we have not learned that all lies do

not pay. A child tells a lie at first as if a lie had never

been thought of before. It is as if lying had just been

invented, and he had just thought what a great con-

venience it was, and how many things there were that

he could do in that way. He discovers that the par-

ticular thing he wants at the moment, he gets very

often by lying. But the next time he lies, he cannot

get anything. If he keeps on lying for a long time,

he learns that while, after a fashion, he is getting

things, he is losing people. Finally, he finds he cannot

even get thi.igs. Nobody believes in him or trusts him.

He cannot be efficient. He then decides that being

trusted, and having people who feel safe to associate

with him and to do business with him, is the thing he

really wants most; and that he must have first, even

if it is only a way to get the other things he wants.

It need not be wondered that the Trusts, those huge raw

youngsters of the modern spirit, have had to go through

with most of the things other boys have. The Trusts

have had to go through, one after the other, all their

children's diseases, and try their funny little moral experi-

ments on the world. They thought they could lie at

ifirst. They thought it would be cunning, and that it woiikl

'woric. They did not realize at once that the bigger a

boy you were, even if you were anonymous, the more

your lie showed and the more people there were who

suffered from it who would be bound sooner or later

to call you to account for it.

The Trusts have been guessing wrong on what they

would wish they had done in twenty years, and the best

of them now are trying to guess better. They a"

trying to acquire prestige by being far-sighted for ther
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selves and far-siehterf f„, n.

^
and a.e restin/S X' oTl^" ^-' -''' then,.
°n keeping faith with the pTop,"

"'"^ '°"'''''"''- «"d

«'-4^Ss°tX''^^;r"''^- ^" ^-"^' children

-^j;
be seen goin/L^S^^^ .^l^^'^.^^Poration;

in this country to another anH^ . T- ^ '""ocent city
-"h°"t saying a woS;' jSinrth"^ "" ''"^">' ^"^
pocJcets. '

putting the streets in their

«-.in"fs'^^S'Sn t:^V'S-'T '-'^y -'^
"ng a permanent business rM

' '^*''"°"- B^gin-
"'aking hi„ 3 afte wardrl ." ^"^ " cu=tomer\y
-'•th you, has goTe 1^^™ mefh r .''' «"y dealings
'" England and America.

"'°'^ °^ ^^"'"g businefs
One of our bio- A ,„» •

*hich had gained „pTcX"hi'"H^'"'""'"°' '°"g ^go,

;-- because they b hS^„' f./^^-.^-'n "s IdvL'
"°n. The man who .asZlui ''°"' ''^ '^''="'-

'««, gave nominal figures !n"i' "'^ "°t P^«isely
-hat magazines veo^fommonlv did "T"'"' ""'^ ^'^
nances; but when the mZzT'^ T''"''

'^' <^''="n'-
afterwards and learned pSsX Xr^H""''' "P ^^t^"«
for he particular issue concerJ^/^^^^^

the circulation was
ments to every firm in th." ! '

^"^ '^"^ °"t announce-
the columns of thaUssie""^'*'"' ''^d anythingTn
-<< enclosing a ch^r fo; Th?fi?'

*''^'=^™ ^^^ «ed
^="ted. Of course it was a tooH r^" '" ^"'"^ ^^P^e-
'ng.naUonal humble pie o ai^d it

' °' business, eat-
t-^mess too, doing some o;e sudH

""' ^ "''"P ^t^ke of
"o one would forget Not an r'

"'"^'"^ '^^"^ that
;--t«d and Paid^fo in thema.a "T"^"' <=°"'d be
avmg that action, and the prS ? u

"''"' ^'"th""'

f ' Every shred of virtue thf
'' ^'="°"' ''^ck

'°"W have been set one s d^ T ''^' '" 'he action

-"y people, becauseTpSTo-tlir 1°"^ ^'"^ ^^^
well. Everyone saw
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suddenly, and with a faint breath of astonishment, how

honesty worked. But the main point about the maga-

zine in distinction from its competitors seems to have

been that it not merely saw how honesty worked, but it

saw it first and it had the originality, the moral shrewd-

ness and courage, to put up money on it. It believed in

honesty so hard that suddenly one morning, before all

the world, it risked its entire fortune on it. Now that it

has been done once, the new level or standard of candour

may be said to have been established which others will

have to follow. But it does not seem to me that the

kind of man who has the moral originality to dare do a

thing like this first need ever have any serious trouble

with competitors. In the last analysis, in the competi-

tion of modern business to get the crowd, the big success

is bound to come to men in the one region of competi-

tion where competition still has some give in it—the

region of moral originality. Other things in competition

nowadays have all been thought of except being good.

Any man who can and will to-day think out new and

unlooked-for ways of being good can get ahead, in the

United States and England, of practically everybody.



CHAPTER V

PROSPECTS OF THE BULLY

T^^^f"^^ ^^P""^'"' "'"* S° "-'th a bully change as

sitting on him
getting him down and

'g oig instead of being right, is a bully

E;LrA"sho:':rf "' ^;!^'°""^ ^°
°-

"°

well afTh."
'^"'" °'' ^ *'°'d-"P works very

*eLittlfB<:f«;„rtte'lrd'°^"
'•^^ Litt.eBoy.bu^

1 : i
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Business to-day consists in persuading crowds

The Little Boy ran prove he is right. All the bully

can prove is that hi is bigger.

The Liar in Business is already going by.

Now it is the turn of the bully.

Not long ago a few advertisers in a big Amencan

city wanted unfairly low rates for advertisements and

tried to use force with the newspapers. Three or four

of the biggest shops combined and gave notice that they

would take their advertising away unless the rates came

down After a little, they drew in a few other lines ot

business with them, and suddenly one morning five or

six full pages of advertisements were withdrawn from

every newspaper in the city. The newsparers went on

publishing all the news of the city except news as to

what people could buy in department stores, and waited

They made no counter-move of ^"V ^md and sa.d

nothing, and seven days slipped past. They held to he

claim that the service they performed in connecting the

great stores with the people of the city was a real

service, that it represented market value which could be

proved and paid for. They kept on for another week

publishing for the people all the news of the city except

the news as to how they could spend their money. They

wondered how long it would take the great shops with

acres of things to sell to see how it would work not to

let anybody know what the things were.

The great shops tried other ways of letting peopie

know They tried handbills, a huge helpless patter of

them over all the city. They used billboards, and posted

huge lists of items for people to stop and read in the

streets, if they wanted to, while /ney rushed by. tor

three whole weeks they held on tight to the idea tha

the newspapers were striking employees of department

stores One would have thought that they would have

seen that the newspapers were the representatives of the
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people—almost the homes of the people—and that it

would pay to treat them respectfully. One would have
thought they would have seen that if they wanted space
in the homes of the people—places at their very break-
fast tables—space that the newspapers had earned and
acquired there, they would have to pay their share of
what it had cost the newspapers to get it.

One would have thought that the department shops
would have seen that the more they could make the
newspapers prosper, the more influence the newspapers
would have in the homes of the people, and the more
busmess they could get through them. But it was not
until the shopowners had come down and gazed day
after day on the big, white, lonely floors of their shops
that they saw the truth. Crowds stayed away and
proved it to them. Namely: a store, if it uses a'great
newspaper, instead of having a few feet of show windows
on a street for people to walk by, gets practically miles
of show wmdows for people—in their own houses—sells
Its goods almost any morni.ig to the people—to a whole
city—before anybody gets up from breakfast—has its
duties as well as its rights.

Of course, when the shopkeepers really saw that this
was what the newspapers had been doing for them, they
wanted to do what was right, and wanted to pay for it.

One would have thought, looking at it theoretically, that
the department stores in any city would have imagination
enough to see, without practically having to shut their
stores up for three weeks, what advertising was worth.
But if great department stores do not have imagination"
to see what they would wish they had done in twenty
years, in one year, or three weeks, and have to spell out
the experience morning by morning and see what works
word by word, they do learn in the end that being
nght works, and that bullying does not. Gradually the
level or standard of right in business is bound to rise

i
i <
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until people have generally come to take the Golden Rule

with the literalness and seriousness that the best and

biggest men are already taking it. Department stores

that have the moral originality and imagination to guess

what people would wish they had bought of them and

what they would wish they had sold to them afterwards,

are going to win. Department stores that deal with their

customers three or four years ahead are the ones that

win first.

I' I

II
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CHAPTER VI

GOODNESS AS A CROWD-PROCESS

T-^HE basis of successful business is imagination about
1 other people. The best way to train one's imagina-

tion about other people is to try different ways of teineof serv.ce to them. Trying different ways of merely
gettmg money out of them does not train the imagina-
tion. It IS too easy.

Business is going to be before long among the noblest
of the professions, because it takes the highest order of
imagmation to succeed in it. Goodness is no longer aSunday school. The whole world, in a rough way, is itsown Sunday school.

To have the most brains render the most services
Render services people had never dreamed of beforeWhy bother to tell people to be good ? It bores us.
It bores them. Presently we will tell them over our
shoulders, as we go by, to use their brains. Goodness
IS a by-product of efficiency.

Being good every day in business stands in no need

1 r"!'*""!
"P ^°'' °' ^P°'°g'"^ed for, or even helped.

All of these thmgs may be expedient and human and
natural, because one cannot help being interested in par-
ticular people and m a particular generation ; but they
are not really necessary to goodness. It is only when
we are tired, or when we only half believe in it, that weM to-day that goodness needs to be stood up for In
a day when men make vast crowds of things, so ihat

1*1
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the things are seen everywhere, and when the things are

made to stand the test of crowds—crowds of days, or

crowds of years—and when they make them for crowds

of people, goodness does not need scared and helpful

people defending it. I have seen that goodness is a

thing to be sung about like a sunset. I have seen that

goodness is organic, and grounded in the nature of things

and in the nature of man. I have seen that being good

is the one great adventure of the world, the huge daily

passionate moral experiment of the human heart—that

all men are at work on it, that goodness is an implacable

crowd-process, and that nothing can stop it.

I
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CHAPTER VII

THOUGHTS ON BEING IMPROVED BY
OTHER PEOPLE

Bto^iJ^'i^ed" r""*''
°"^ "^" '"^^ - »" have

Living in an 7 hemes'" X T'"'"
•^"'''''«°"-

and seeine as one In.l ^! ^ ^* ^^*' J"^' ahead,

wins, ma/te well enolh
."P°" '''^'" ''°^- ^°°d"«=-

while .e are living !„ thTs
1'"'

Thet«ro"fTh:
'" ";''

we know flit oast mq • tu .
' '"* people

ness as a huge, slow, implacable moral glacier a UnT^rhuman force of trravlt,, „„• j-
giacier, a kmd of

away. One wishes goodness would hurrv W-

iiy want to do or would have wished they had

'IF*
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done afterwards. We want the evil ones, so called, to

see what they really want now. We cannot help believ-

ing that there is some way of attracting their attention

to what they really want now.

I have seen, or seemed to see, in my time that there

is almost no limit to what people can do if they can get

their own attention, or if some person or some event will

happen by that can get their attention for them.

Paralytics jumped from their beds at the time of the

San Francisco earthquake and ran for blocl<s. The

whole earth had to shake them in order to get their

attention ; but it did it, and they saw what it was they

wanted, and they ran for it at once, whether they were

paralytics or not. In the fire that followed the earth-

quake, people that had been si c 'n bed for weeks were seen,

scores of them, dragging theii iiunks through the streets,

I have seen, too, in my time scores of people doing

great feats of goodness in this way things that they

knew they could not do, dragging huge moral trunks

after theui, or swinging them up on their shoulders. I

have seen men who thought they were old in their hearts,

and who thought they were wicked, running like boys,

with shouts and cheers, to do right. It was all a matter

of attention. The question with most of us would seem

to be: How can one get one's attention to what one

would wish one had done in twenty years, and how can

one get other people's—all the people with whom we are

living and working—to do with us what they would wish

they had done, in twenty minutes, twenty days, or twenty

years?

Letting the Crowd be Good, all turns in the long

run upon touching the imagination of Crowds.

In the last analysis, the coming of the kingdom of

Heaven, as it lias been called, is going to be the coming

slowly, and from unsuspected quarters, of a w piety

and of new kinds of saints into the forefront of modern
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ness is to uZop'rlyTpl^^^^^^
realized that if good-

properly advertised.
'PP'""""''' ^-^ "°^ds. it must be

How can goodness be advertised to Crowds?

of cZdsT ""= ''"''' ''^' «" '»-'> the iX-nation

cou,Jtr;i"ir::;Ttf; '™'''^ ^^ "-' °^ -
from a study of the peonle 1 T^ "^'"' *°"" '=°'"=

do it. Most of Zi7/t::suj:o
* ''

'°. "'""= "^

most prominently connected wthth-"" *''" P'=°P''=

have studied and wonderedIh? ""''"" ">^t ^^^

probably, either ourpaS n
*""''' ^°"''' ">«""«"'.

us feel '"uite exp'tTbo ;ar:n:s'"weT
'^^">' °^

vividly, and sometimes with almost ^ K .m'^''
''"'^''"^

all their little wavs of J^lt ,

breathless interest,

hardly anyone who has^ not"^
"' *° ^' ^°°'^' ^"'^ '^ere is

clusio'ns of ho^ he sholT' '° 1"^'^ "''"'"^ -"'
thought it wouldttt „fr itKln'^H •

""""'

connexion either our parents "o preXf I".''"decided to consider the n™, u "^ ,P'^^^'=''«^s- I have
good, because hey tl iS^l "''° "^ *° "^'^'^ "«
parents. ^ ^ ^ ''"'= '^^^ complicated than

way.'ThtrofteVXlj":^ ^'-7 !" ^ ^--1
over from oL Cass inTo'^re eve^not I'nTth'''"^^some special subiVrt «, „„ ^ *"" 'hen on

Those who tease us to do right.
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Those who make us want to do It.

I never go to hear a second time, if I can help it, a

preacher who has teased me to do right. I used to hope

at first that perhaps a clergyman who was teasing people

might incidentally slip ofT the track a minute, and say

something or see something interesting and alive. But,

apparently, preachers who do not see that people should

not be teased to do right, do not see other things, and

I have gradually given up having hopeful moments about

them. Why, in a world like this, with the right and the

wrong in it all lying so eloquent and plain and beautiful

in the lives of the people about us, and just waiting to be

uncovered a little, waiting to be looked at hard a minute,

should audiences be gathered together and teased todo right ?

If the right were merely to be had in sermons or on

paper, it might be dilTerent. My own experience with

the right has been, if I may speak for one, that when

I get out of the way of the people who are doing it, and

let the right they are doing be seen by people, every-

body wants it. When people who are doing right are

quietly revealed, uncovered a little further by a preacher,

everybody envies them, and teasing becomes superfluous.

People sit in their seats and think of them, and become

covetous to be like them. If, this very day, all the

ministers of the world were to agree that, on next Sunday

Imorning at half-past ten o'clock, they all with one accord

I
would preach a sermon teasing people to be rich, it would

'

not be more absurd, or more pathetic, or more away from

the point, than it would be to preach a sermon teasing

people to be good. They want to be good now ; they

envy the people that they see going about the world not

leaning on others to be good—self-poised, independent,

free, rich, spiritually self-supporting persons.

The men and women that we know may be more or

less muddled in their minds with philosophy or with
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I come to the second class of preachers I had in

mind with more diffidence. My feelings about them

are not so simple and rudimentary as my feelings about

those who have teased me to be good.

Any man who travels about, or who drops into

churches wherever he happens to be from Sunday to

Sunday, is almost sure to find in every city of consider-

able size at least one impervious, capable, baffling clergy-

man. If one is strictly honest and fair toward him, to say

nothing of being a well-meant and hopeful human being

who is living in the same world with him and who feels

very imperfect too, finding any serious and honest fault

with the sermon, or at least laying one's finger upon

what the fault is, seems to be almost impossible. One

simply comes out of the church in a nice, neat little glow

of good-will and admiration, and with a strange, soothing,

happy sense of new, fresh, convenient wisdom.

The only fair way to criticize the preacher who

belongs to this class seems to be to take ten years for it,

go in regularly and get a little practice every Sunday.

There are preachers who preach so well that the only

way one can ever find what is the matter with their

sermons is to sit quietly while they are preaching them,

and look around at the people. One thinks as one looks

around, "These people are what this man has done.'

And they are the same people they were ten years ago.

I often hear other sermons that are far easier to

criticize. They are one-sided or narrow, but they make

new people.

I might not always like to be in a congregation

when a man is preaching a sermon that makes new

people, because he may be making people or kmds of

people that at the time at least I do not need to be.

But I naturally prefer, at least part of the time, a

preacher who puts in, before he is through, some good

work on me. There is a preacher in B who always
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So much for the first two types of preachers :
the

preachers who stand before us on Sunday morning, with

goodness placed beside them in a dense darkness while

they talk, and who tease us to look at it in the darkness and

to take some ; and those who stand, a cold white light all

about them, and use pointers and blackboards and things

—maps of goodness, great charts of what people ought

to be like—and who make one see each virtue just where

it belongs as a kind of dot, like cities in a geography,

and who leave us with the pleasant feeling of how sweet

and reasonable God is, or rather would be if anybody

would pay any attention to Him.

I have already hinted at the qualities of the third

class of preachers—those who make me want to be good.

They seem to throw goodness as upon a screen, some

vast screen of the world, of this real world about me.

They turn their souls, like still stereopticons, upon the

faces of men—men who are like the men and women I

know. I go about afterwards all the week seeing their

sermons in the street. Everybody I see, everything

that comes up Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, the very

patterns of the days and nights, of my duties and failures,

keep coming up, reminding me to be good. I may start

in I often do—with such a preacher, criticizing him,

but he soon gets me so occupied criticizing myself and

so lost in wondering how this something that he has and

sees just beyond us, just beyond him, just beyond me,

can be had for other people, and how I can have some

of it for myself, that I forget to criticize. He searches

my soul, makes me a new being in my presence before

my eyes—that is, a new being toward some one subject,

or some one possibility in the world. He helps me

while in his presence to accomplish the supreme thing

that one man can ever do for another. He helps me

to get my own attention. He makes me see a set of
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CHAPTER VIII

MAKING GOODNESS HURRY

PERHAPS it has leaked out to those who have been

following these pages thus far, that I am merely at

best if the truth were known, a kind of reformed preacher.

I admi' it. Many other people are. We began,

owing to cir: imstanccs, with the idea of getting people

to take up goodness by talking about rt.

But we have grown discouraged in talkmg to people

about goodness. More and more, year by year, we have

made up our minds, as I have hinted, to he low and to

keep still and show them some.
. . ., u r

And I can only say it again, as I have said it before,

if everybody in the world could know my plumber or

pay a bill to him, the world would soon begin, slowly

but surely, to be a very different place.

The first time I saw B I had asked him to come

over to arrange with regard to putting in new water-

pipes from the street to my house. The old ones had

been put in no one could remember how many years

before, and the pressure of water in the house, apparently

from rust in the pipes, had become very weak. After a

minute's conversation I at once engaged B—— to put in

the new and larger pipes, and he agreed to dig open the

trench (about two hundred feet long, and three feet deep)

and put the pipes in the next day for thirty-five del ars

The next morning he appeared as promised, but, instead

of going to work, he came into my study, stood there a
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B (had had him around working all the week during

a sermon) could do with him.

I have a shoemaker, too, who would help most

ministers. I imagine he would point up their sermons

a good deal—if they had his shoes on.

Perhaps shoes and pipes and things like these will

be looked upon soon to-day as constituting the great,

slow, modest, implacable spiritual forces of our time.

At all events, this is the most economical, sensible,

thorough way (when one thinks of it) that goodness can

be advertised.
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particular nation I have in mind—and I leave the reader

to fill in one for himself, has been determined in its

national character for hundreds of years, and is being

determined to-day—every day, and nearly every minute
of every day, except when all the people are asleep

—

by a certain personal habit that the people have. I am
persuaded that this habit of itself alone would have been

enough to determine the fate of the nation as a third-

rate power, that it would ha\ o made it always do things

with small pullings and haullngs, in short breaths, and
hand-to-mouth insights—a little jerk of idealism one day,

and a little jerk of materialism the next—a kind of

national palavering, and see-sawing and gesturing, and
talking excitedly and with little flourishes. It is a nation

that is always shrugging its shoulders, that almost never

seems to be capable of doing a thing with fine directness,

with long rhythms of purpose or sustained feeling ; and
all because every man, woman, and child in the country

—

scores of -'enerations of them for hundreds of years

—

has been uught that the great spiritual truth or principle

at the bottom of correctly and beautifully buying a turnip

is to begin by saying that you do not want a turnip at

all, that you never eat turnips, and none of your family,

and that they never would. The otuci n.an begins by
pointing out that he is never going to sell another turnip

as long as he lives, if he can help it. Gradually the facts

are allowed to edge in until at last, and when each man
has taken off God knows how much from the value of

his soul, and spent two shillings' worth of time on keeping

a halfpenny in his pocket, both parties separate cour-

teously, only to carry out the same great spiritual truth

on a radish perhaps or a spool of thread, or it may be

even a house and lot, or a battleship, or a war, or a

rumour of a war, with somebody.
The United States, speaking broadly, is not like this.

But it might have been.
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A. T, Stewart's store was the largest, most successful,

original, and most closely watched store in America.

The six thousand women became one thousand.

Then two thousand. Some of them had found that

they finished their shopping sooner ; the better class of

women, those whose time was worth the most, and whose

custom was the largest, gradually found they did not

want to shop anywhere else. The two thousand became

three thousand, four thousand, six thousand, ten thousand,

twelve thousand.

Other department stores wanted the twelve thousand

to come to them. They announced the one price.

Hardware stores did it. Groceries announced one

price. Then everybody.

Not all the clergymen in America, preaching every

Sunday for months, could have done very much in the

way of seriously touching the imagination of the crowd

on the moral unworthiness, the intellectual degradation,

the national danger of picking out the one thing that

nearly all the people all do, and had to do, all day, every

day, and making that thing mean, incompetent, and small.

No one had thought out what it would lead to, and how

monstrous and absurd it was and would always be to

have a nation have all its people taking every little thing

all day, every day, that they were buying, or that they

were selling—taking a spool of thread, for instance—and

packing it, or packing their action with it, as full of

adulterated motives and of f sh and original ways of not

doing as they would be done by as they could think up

—a little innocent spool of thread—wreaking all their

sins and kinds of sins on it, breaking every one of the

ten commandments on it as an offering ... I

It was A. T. Stewart, a very ordinary-looking, prac-

tical man in a plain, everyday business, who arrested the

attention of a nation and changed the habit of thought

and trend of mind of a great people, and made them a
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degree unconsdoui of it. There are very few depart-

ment stores in England or America that would expect

to be called pious, but if one Is deeply and obstinately

interested in the Golden Rule, and in getting crowds

of people to believe in it at a time, it is impossible

not to think what sweeps of opportunity department

stores would have with it—witli the Golden .^ule.

With thousands of people flowing in and out all the

week, and with hundreds of clerks to attend to it,

eight hours a day, there would hardly seem to be any

limit to what such a store could do in making the

Golden Rule a direct, a pointed and personal thing, a

thing that could not 'c evaded and could not be for-

gotten by thousands of people. The same people all

gcing in snd o t of department stores, vast congrega-

tions of the'r>, eight hours a day, which ministers can

only get at m small lots, three hundred or so, twenty

minutes a week, and can only get at with words even

then—all of them being convinced in terms they under-

stand, and in terms they keenly feel, convinced in hats

that they will see over and over again, convinced In

velvets that they are going to put on and off for years,

in laces, in waistcoats, shoes, in dining-room chairs, con-

vinced in the very underclothes next to their skins, the

clothes they sleep in all night, in the very plates oti

which they eat, while all the time they keep remember-

ing, or being reminded, just how the things were bought,

and just what was claimed for them and what was not

claimed for them, and thinking how the claims came true

or how they did not.

I just saw lying on the table as I came through the

hall a moment ago a hat which (out of all the long rows

of hats I can see faintly reaching across the years) will

always be to me a memorable hat. I am free to say

that, after all the ladies it has been taken off to, my
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flourish! I made some faint acknowledgment, I have

forgotten what, and rushed out of the store.

But I have never gone past the store since, on a

bus, or in a taxi, or sliding through the walkers on the

street, but I have looked up to it—to its big, quiet

windows, its broad, honest pillars fronting a world.

I take off my hat to it.

But it gave me more than a hat.

I think what a thousand department stores, stationed

in a thousand places on this old planet, could do in

touching the imagination of the world—every day, day

by day, cityfuls at a time.

I had found a department store that had absolutely

identified itself with my interests, that could act about

a hat the way a wife would—a department store that

looked forward to a permanent relation with me—

a

great live machine that could be glad and sorry—that

really took me in, knew how I felt about things, cared

how I looked as I walked down the street. Sometimes

I think of the poor, wounded, useless thing I took back

to them, those pitiless holes punched in it—^just where

no one else would ever have had them. I am human.

I always feel about the store—that great marble and glass

face—when I go by it now, as if, in spite of all the

difficulties, it wanted me—to be beautiful! I at least

feel and know that the people who were the brain, the

daily moving consciousness behind the face—wanted

me to be a becoming customer to them. They did not

want to see me coming in, if it could possibly be helped,

in that hat any more I

I have told this little history of a grey hat, not be-

cause it is in any way extraordinary, but because it is not.

The same thing, or something quite like it, expressing

the same spirit, might have happened in any one of the

be5t hundred department stores in the world.
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KLn aXdir ^" ^° "- ''' -^•^ -^

nearly everywhere as the Practical Man. And for the.me bemg certainly it has to be admitted that he seemedhe most successful. Naturally there came toTigeneral impression among the people that only certai*

olid ^ttd' h
'"' and character could be empfo;ejTrcould stand being employed, in the great department

I used often to go into '<, p-„„„ l .

~bers it. I went in' as a rule, in I'hJ^^^^
Z ""?' ITr" '^ ' ""''' ^"-''^ of the Sy w se

tes ^^ods r' "'T"'
'^-"""•-''"g a minute aboJtress goods when spoken to. I used to put in my timelooking behind the counters-looking at'aII tho^buTy!

.f
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pale, yellow-lighted people in little holes or stalls trying

to be human and natural in that long, low, indoor street

of theirs, crowds of women staring by them and pickmg

at things'. Always that moving sidewallc of questions—

that dull, eager stream of consciousness sweeping by.

No sunlight—just the crowds of covetousness and shrewd-

ness. I used to wonder about the clerks, many of them,

and what they would be like at home or under an apple

tree or each with a bit of blue sky to go with them.

They used to seem in those days, as I looked, mostly

poor underground creatures living in a sort of Subway of

Things in a hateful, hard, little world of clothes, each

with his little study or trick or knack of appearances,

standing there and selling people their good looks day

after day at so much a yard.

To-day, in a hundred cities one can go into depart-

ment shops where one would get, standing and looking

on idly, totally different impressions. There are hundreds

of thousands of young men and women who have made

being a clerk a new thing in the world. The public has

already had its imagination touched by them, and is be-

ginning to deal with clerks, as a class, on a different level.

This has been brought to pass because the employer

has been thought of, or has thought of himself, who

engages and pays for in clerks the highest qualities in

human nature that he can get. He picks out and puts

in power, and persuades to be clerks, people who would

have felt superior to it in days gone by—men and

women who habitually depend for their efficiency in

showing and selling goods upon their more generous

emotions and insights, their imaginations about other

people They gather in their new customers, and keep

up their long lists of old and regular customers, through

shrewd visions of service to people, and through a technical

gift for making the Golden Rule work.

When one looks at it practically, and from the
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point of view nf ,11 j.1.

that people cai, ha^^^toS'thT EvI;T"'"?
^^P"'"^""

section in three tenses of a m^n 7u^'^^'" '' « ^'°«-
thing about people-!!who th.

^ ''"^^'" '^"= ^^^T-
It also tells what they arlToi"'' ^'k"'"'

*^>' ^^= "l^^-

take pains; and i^ZsZ^^ZyV: '^
""'''' ''^

like too sometimes, and why ^°'"S '° he

a Po?e:iTtrtrX rr •" '"°^- "f« *° heing
by what method the peopIeTnT'T '\^'''' ^P'"* -"^

bargainsanddeal wilhSL^:.'''"-^--?,"- '5

oiSeSrrrnSmt Lr^ ^-- ^^-s
business of determ^mwl • T"'^"- "« '" '"" the
make their rel^wTJ eS r""""'/'" ^^^ ^^^
*eck. He seems tr me f be

" " '.'^: ''" "'y' ^
ceaseless, most penetraTnJ n *

^^^^'^ '" "^« '""^t

spiritual activityr ^e :"rid °Se''°"''1'/'
'"" ""-*

the imaginations of peopjtith u 'V"^ ^""'"^ *t

If lie does not work hfs 21%^ u"
"'^^ °^ ^°°dness.

cannot open un a m»„' • •
'"^ "^''t. If he

.oods. he'doesl ^itra^otrilte
^''' °"^ ""^ °^

see things, and do as he wouM h. I v""°'
'"^''^ him

of customer, anoth t 1°^ L front f'v"'
°"^ ''"''

and another, and another ?h ? "'^ '"'" presently,

being attacked and chan^f^JTr
'""''' '"''^*^"« ^*

day. There is nol'ng hfcaHfo^T T"'^
^^^^^

'n which his employer's idea o? tn^ 5 °" '^°'"^'

-und. besiege, or pursue ht.ECTffic^ T ^"
•very customer who slin, «„f*.

^ ^"^ "'^ "'^ ^tafli;

f-t of him, makes him'thikS t"he P U ' 1°""'^' '"

"ew way or in som^ 2Ja- r
^°''^^" K"'e in a

Wm with the will wTh the
"^ ' •"'" "^V-confronts

of his employlr!
^^Pectafon. with the religion

rs
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,. "s store (where I looked in a moment yester^

day) one thousand of ^he two thousand five hundred

Ss are men. If I were a
---f -°f";;e;ie

every day how to work in for my religion a f*"^ -~
almen I should often look wistfully from over the edge

o "rpulpit, 1 imagine, to the head of —-'s department

stoTe sitting at that quiet, calm, empty-look.ng desk of

ST; h mtle office at the top of his big bu.ld.ng m

!!1!!_ Street, with nothing but those little six or seven

buttons he softly puts his thumbs on connecting him

with a thousand men. _
And he does not even need the buttons Every man

knows and feels, personally and -t.-^^^'V- ^^"^
^Ji^',

man at the desk is asking h.m to do with a Particular

customer who stands before him at the moment. As

soon as the customer is there, the man at the desk

prartirally is there too. His religion works by wireless

Td goes' automatically, and as from a huge stored-up

reservoir, to all that happens in the place. Hejnakes

regulari; with his idea of goodness anywhere from

I^enty to sixty pastoral calls (with every sale they

mSon a thousand men a day. He is not dependent,

Tthe ordinary minister often is, oV^'\S;rmen
their babies, or on their wives, for a chance to get at men

with his religion.

"if I wanted to take a' spiritual census of modem

civilization and get at the actual scientific facts, what we

ToSd have to c'all, probably, the foot-tons of religion m

Te world to-day, I would not look for them in the yea

-

ioks o. ihe chu;ches, I would get them by going abu

in the great department stores, by moving among the

Ln and' women'in them day after day. and standing

and looking on invisibly. Like a shadow »'
^

''g'

'

would watch them registering their go°dness da V^

hourly, on their counters, over their counters, measuring
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zix .ru'STnXsr '°°*' '»• '«-

service.
*'^^' ''^^""V- and for our world-

in^SS'^£ irSL:;:,tidT"
^^ ^ -- °^ •'--

few hundred miles aSrtfro^
"'" "'"' Germany, a

for a nation that ,s 2ee7h °"'
T'"^^' ^^' *''« P««

wlaereit can borrow likethe nT"^e"'"^'' ^^^^ fro™
CO' from the land of the GrJ^."- u'^''''

'' '=' » f"
temples and dreams, and STLT .''''" ^"" ^"""^
singing churches, to New Ct ?'u".''

^'"' ''" q"«^t-
scraping hewing prayer'

"^ "' practical sky-

SS:^rsi:rc?"-'^''-ns,
manful prayer of all-half «L' T'"' ^'^^P^ most
of the hand of God l'"''"^ '""^ half-grasping out

•'a'fS.ivS;:;t£n;:'Smoh"^'' ^'^^'^ - «-.
an abyss, I have seen AmeS?^"'; "' °" ">^ '"S- of
my bother Americans he^g • ouSav b' H^^^

^^^"
by night have I seen them— in /i, r~^*y ^y day, night
of the sky !

tnem-,n these huge steel sub-cellars

I have accepted the challenge,

to make U a"::,-Jo^'"""'
''^" '^ ^''^" '^e to us a religion

ii3tS::t;ss':^,5^^';;'-^. Clock dia, With

^" singing hymns abofe theS ' oir"'.
'!f

^^^''^

drapers, is the soul of New York, to me °' *^' "'y"

'-•}

'ii\

! .11

m
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If „n, rould see a soul—if one could see the soul

of n1;YorMt w^u^cTlooU more like the Metropolitan

^"Tstrri'r^Sto speaU away up, th^. in the

whiteness and the light, the very soul of the young

'^^S'^^:^. To me *ere is somethir^

-houtTt M I come up the harbour that fills my heart

'"K^r^'l-'ly "•=" » Clog" »'«'^'^8,

:'th.. old »< Med «ii»/
"'j.^i^r. s
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look.t» 1.'° »«t before j„|„g ,„ .,e„^ .„j ,^

content to go to sleep.
°'''^-

^ =""

before untilT saw the Jf ?""' """''"'' ^ ^'^^P'<=

it singing lleThetr^'^trXTha'dT ^"' '^^'^

(without knowing it^ !n f ^ L ^ ^'"'^y^ "'^"ted

solemn ben o remSd „s XaMh
Z"'"

''""t^'
^ ^^^

i'- rr;r.'"{-— ^^^^ wKn .i

%.•o;^rt:i„t-o?tlV rai^trrr S-^
'•^^ ^'=-

-^^o.t..g.t.s^5l^J.-L---

i'
*^'
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CHAPTER X

THE STUPENDOUS, THE UNUSUAL, THE

MONOTONOUS, AND THE SUCCESSFUL

THE imagination of crowds maj be said to be

touched most successfully when it is appealed to m

one of four ways

—

The Stupendous

The Unusual
The Monotonous
The Successful

Of these four ways, the stupendous, or the unusual,

or the successful are the most in evidence, and have

something showy about them, so that we canlook at

them afterwards, and point out at a glance what they

have done. But probably the underhold on the crowd,

the real grip on its imagination, the one which does the

plain, hard, everyday work on a crowd's .deals, wh ch

determines what crowds expect and what crowds are like

inside—is the Monotonous.

The man who tells the most people what they shal

be like in this world, is not the great man or the unusual

man He is the monotonous man.

He is the man, to each of us, who determmes the

unconscious beat' and rhythm with which we live our

^'kwc^ wanted to touch the imaginations of crowds,

or of any particular crowd, with goodness, the best way
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to do it would probably be. not to go to the crowd itself,but to the man who i, so placed that he determines thecrowd s monotony, the daily rhythm with which it lives—

Wb^it *° "" ""'^ *'™' *''° """"^^ '•" "''^'^'^

It need not take one very long to decide who theman is who determines the crowd's heart-beat. Theman who has the most dominion over the imaginations
of most of us, who stands up high before us out in
front of our lives, the man who, as with a great baton,day after day night after night, conducts, as some grea
symphony, the fate of the world above our headswho determtnes the deep, unconscious thoughts and
motives, the inner music or sing-song, in which we live

bread"'"'

" """" '° ^^°'^ *^ '°°'' ^°' °"' "^^''y

It is the men with whom we earn our money who

TkI 'H^ "M" ''='^""«=^^'y' «'ently- what we will have
to be like. The men with whom we spend it, who sell
things to us, like the department stores, those huge
machines of attention, may succeed in getting greatsweeps of attention out of crowds at special time!, by
appealing to men through the unusual and through the
stupendous or the successful. But what really counts

shall be, what really gets their attention unfathomably
unconsciously, is the way they earn their money. The
feeling men come to have about a fact, of its being what
.t .s. helplessly or whether or no_the feeling that theycome to have about something, of its being immemorially
and innumerably the same everywhere and forever

IZt" I'r.r*""
"'"^ "'" '^'"^^"S «"d the way they'hink while they are earning their money. It is out ofthe subconscious and the monotonous that all our little

heavens and hells are made. It is our daily work that
becomes to us ,he real floor and roof of living, hugs up

i
'

il)
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under ui like the ground, fits itself down over ui, and is

our earth and sky. The man with whom we earn our

money, the man who employs us, his thinking or not

thinking, his " I will " and " I won't," are the iron bound-

aries of the world to us. He is the skylight and the

manhole of life.

The monotonous, the innumerable and over and over

again, one's desk, one's typewriter, one's machine, one's

own particular factory window, the tall chimney, the

little forever motion with one's hand—it is these, god-

like, inscrutable, speechless, out of the depths of our

unconsciousness and down through our dreams, that

become the very breath and rumble of living to us,

domineer over our imaginations and rule our lives. It

ia decreed that what our Employers think and let us

know enough to think, shall be a part of the inner sub-

stance of our being. It shall be a part of the growing

of the grass to us, and shall be as water and food and

sleep. It shall be to us as the shouts of boys at play

in the field and as the crying of our children in the

night. To most men Employers are the great doors that

creak at the end of the world.

It is not the houses that people live in, or the

theatres that they go to, or the churches to which they

belong, or the street and number—the East End look

or the West End look the great city carves on the faces

of these men I see in the street—that determines what

the men are like

Their daily work lies deeper in them than their faces.

One finds oneself as one flashes by being told things in

their walk, in the way they hold their hands and swing

their feet.

And what is it their hands and feet, umbrellas,

bundles, and the wrinkles in their clothes tell us about

them?

They tell us how they earn their money. Their
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nopes, their sorrows, their fear. „„a
victions, their very eSn, a~ fh, T"":'^'"

""
heavenly minded. diaScal bv nroH

"""\ '"^^""ble.

H.p.oy.3.inUheyeaniSS

Mo^iu;;u;i:stt;et:-::L^-°-^«

need your labour fo'r thdrYui'^/om ''"Don-;"""
'" 1.

1
you get your minimu,^. No Roy^l Co^mission, no promise in the future if ^'

want your votes- thZ
^,,'"'"'^^- Leaders only

ParliaLnt li^ a'nd w^, l'^,
" "''"•

k""'""'^
"^

'•ng to sel, you. Don^ t^^uh fto^tml"
"^

your minimum. Win win win u ^°" ^**

worker, to support tre'min^sT- '"^ "P '° «"

;o i"r h^eTroti? so-rt^T^i-- ^r
:^=hunr;;:^^--:-tr-efrtt;
he do ? How can he tolh .1,

' •'^ '^'"=^'= '*' *''^' ""
language is thereiSh.r 7 ""^g'^'t'on^ ? What
leal th^m to se;?arh ""'^,°' °' ''=«°"' "^at will

(.tent emploVr a repri„;;":"^
a fair-minded, com-

» fellow-citizen a
,?'^'^""'"v<= °f the mterests of all.

"0 imag nation ahnnt i,;~ u ineyhave

W^placf. How can he IT; fr "°' P"* "'"='"^'='^« inf now can he get their attention ?

|;
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CHAPTER XI

THV riUCCESSFUL

A LITTLE while ago 1 saw In Paris an American

woman, the President of a Woman's Club, I .mag.ned,

who was doing as she should, and was going about in a

cab appreciating Paris, drive up to the L°"v- Leav.ng

her cab, though I wondered a little why she did, a the

door, sh^ hurried up the steps and swept .nto the galley

taWng her eleven-year-old boy with her I came upon

her several times. The Louvre did not interes the boy,

i^d he s^med to be bothering and troubling his mother

and of course he kept trying very ^-d " any re^^y

nice boy would, to get out; but she would not let h.m

and he'wandered about dolefully, looking at h.s fee and

at the floor, or at the guards, and domg the best he

could Finally she came over to him ;
there was a

Murillo he must see-it was the opportunity of his 1
fe

.

L brought him over to it, and stood him up in front of

t and he would not look; she took his small bro^n

tead in her hands and steered it to the great maste -

pleVe and held it there-on that poor, silent, helpless

Murillo—until. ... .. i. a . K.,t I

I observed that she could steer h.s head but

could not help thinking how much more she would have

done if she had known how to steer it '"^'de

The invention of the Megaphone, of the Cinema and

the London Times, and of the Bible, are all a part o th

great, happy, hopeful effort of one part of this world to
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getJhe attention of the other part of it. .„d .teer he«I.

This art of steering heads inside, which has come tobe the secret art of all the other arts, the secret reKof al he religions, is also the secret of buildlnr ndmaintain „g a c vilization and a successful andierrlnent business. It is hard to believe how largely ,Z«t twenty years. It has been overlooked by,.^pl.,.l„" the real key of the labour problem-th-, art ofsteering people's heads inside.

.o„H^^° ''f^'=,^.«="
part of the truth. We hav. put J„ agood deal of time in finding fault with labouring enor hmk,ng too much about themselves and abou? th

"

character,
^°' p"° .

''''^'"&
"'f'

"oWe and disinterested
characters. Parliaments, clergymen, and employershave an been troubled for years about Labour, and Theykve been try.ng veo- hard on Sundays, and throughsports of speeches by Members of Parliament in the
J.ly

press, and through laws, and through employe^'
^oc,at.ons. and through factory rules and fineT o eet

^tZ^''"^'''"'
•"'" -' '' ''-' ^^ihts^-

A great many wise things have been said to Labour

ZTdJir'L"'^' °' '•''='" "^ -' ^"'^' -hole Louvresor words have been hung upon their walls.
But m vain.

And all because we have merely taken the outside of
^.

boys head m our hands. We have not thought

i iHnsid
''

i°'"f
°"

i"
'' ^= '^*- "°t Wed tosteer it inside. We have been superficial.

hi,n! L
'"P'^'fif,'^' '°' " comfortable man with a bun in

^her motive than getting something to eat. Every-^ysees that this is superficial, if wo mean bytt th«^body ,s starving. But if we mean something mo^

1 A

.'.> B
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real and more terrible than that—that he is starving

inside, that his soul is starving, that he has nothing to

live for, no real object in getting something to eat—if

we mean by it, in other words, that the man's imagina-

tion is not touched even by his own life, people take it

very lightly.

And it is the most important thing in the world. The

one thing now necessary to society, to industry, is to

get hold of the men who are in it, one by one, and touch

their imaginations about themselves. We have millions

of men working without their thoughts and expectations

being ventilated or passed along, year after year.

One sees these men everywhere ons goes, in thousands

of factories, doing their work without any draught. We

already have tall chimneys for our coal furnaces; we

have next to see the value of tall chimneys, great flues

to the sky, on the lives and the thoughts and the inner

energies of men.

The most obvious way to get a draught or. a man,

to get him to glow up and work, is to cut through an

opening in the top of his life.

Just where to cut this opening, and iust how to crt

it in each man's life—each man considered as a problem

by himself—is the Labour problem.

There are certain general principles that might be

put down in passing. To begin with, we must not feel

ashamed to begin implacably with the actual man just as

he is, and with the wants and the motives that he actually

has. We should feel ashamed rather to begin in any

other way. It would not be bright or thoughtful to

begin on him with motives he is going to have ;
and it

certainly would not be religious or worthy of us to try to

make him begin with ours. Perhaps ours are better—

for us. Perhaps, too, ours will be belter for him when

he is like us (if we can give him any reason to want to

be). In the meantime, what is there that can honestly
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mean, inaccuLr^oief; h^' f7 ^'^ "P"*«
expected to have a very smal ar^; or

"" ^ P""""">'

selfishness at first ArrT T ,
"" '"°"= °^ ""-

represents the entire ""T''''?" °' °""°='«y t°-day

nature for 40.000 yearvvr\^T"°" °' »"""«"

faces of the'men aC us ^wetc f "^l
°" '""

All history is here this mi"ute
^ °"'" *''" ^*'-=^*-

<n us more and work for us harder
''^''^

We agree that we must begin with th-™ vpropose to do this, where they are
' '^ "'^

Where are they ?

seeJt'oTheToinr"'"
""•="' °''^™"°- '^at might

^ard;him^usne"ell^:::;-4rdoeT" ^"'^ ^°''''

is definitely connected wiJh fh • ' '"'^ °"""'=-

purpose in his life
'''' ""'" through-train

rten he is work n^ ZT ^ absolutely sure

«»ployer that he L lo^W
" °' """'^^"^ ^°"« for his

Jro^ thoi fo'r^homtL'"'" °' '"'''' '- ''--'^

« house" Xtri'fkinT'f '°"'^^"^ "-^«^''"-
It i, fh» 1

^'""^ °f mmiature public snirit

ih^sLt'Tttz f?r jv''^"^"""-' - '^--

f';
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to have the habit of considering his rights in his daily

work An intelligent, live man must be allowed a little

margin to practise being unselfish on. if only in the

prwLy of his own family. Unselfishness begins in small

drcles The starving man must be allowed a smaller

range of unselfishness than the man who has enough.

It i! not uncomplimentary or unworthy in human nature

I admit that this is so_to demand that the human

being who is starving must be allowed to be selfish. If

he is not bright enough to be selfish when he is hungry,

he is dangerous to society. We ought to insist upon his

being selfish, and help him in it. Virtue is a surplus.

4 This is the first humble, stuttering speech the

competent modern employer who proposes to express

himself to his men, and get them to understand h m and

work with him, is going to make. He is going to pick

out one by one every man in his works who has a decent

modest, manly desire to be selfish, and hdp him n t

He is going to do something or say somethmg that w 11

^akethe man see. that will make him bejeve for Me^

that the most powerful, the most ^^t^^^^y-/*^!;""

far-sighted man he can find in the world to be h.s

partner in being decently, soundly, and respectfully selfish

—is his employer.
, » „f

No employer can expect to get the best work out of

a man except by working down through to the inner

organic desire in the man as a man, except by wa

his selfishness up and by making it a l^g^/. further

nobler, weightier selfishness, and turning the full we.ght

of it every minute, every hour, on his daily work.

The best language an employer can find to express

this desire at first to his workmen, is some form o.

faithful, honest co-partnership.

5 The ordinary wage labourer has little imagmat.o

about other people because he is not allowed any abou

himself. The moment he is. and the moment his employer
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arranges his work so that he sees every minute all day
that the work which he does for the firm 30 per cent
better counts 30 per cent more on his own main purposem life, his imagination is touched about himself and he
begins to work like a human being. When a man has
been allowed to work awhile as a human being, he will
begin to be human with a wider range. Being a partner
touches the imagination and wakes the man's human-
ness up. He not only works better, but he loves his
family better when he sees he can do something for
them. He serves his town better and his lodge better
when he sees he can do something for them.

6. Being a partner wakes the man's imagination
toward those who work with him, and toward the public
and the markets and the goods and the cities where the
goods go. He reads newspapers with a new eye. He
becomes interested in people who buy the goods, and in
people who do not. Why do they not? He gropes
towards a general interest in human nature, and begins
to live.

7- A man who is being paid wages ono night in a
week, has his imaginption touched about his work one
night in the week. He is merely being a wage-earner.
In being a partner he is being paid, and feels his pay
coming in, every thirty seconds in the better way he
moves his hands or does not move his hands. This
makes him a man.

8. And, finally, as he knows he is being paid, and
that he always will be paid, what he earns, he stops
thinking of the sick, tired side ot his work—the pay he
gets out of it, and begins to love the work itself, and
begins to be perfect in it for its own sake. This makes
him a gentleman.

9. Being a partner makes a man actively and keenly
reasonable and 'practical, not only about his own labour,
wt about the superior value of other people with whom

4
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I

he works. He wants the best people in the best places.

He begins to have a practical partner's imagination about

the men who are over him, and about their knowmg

more than he does. If he is merely paid wages, he is

superstitious, and jealous toward those who know more

than he does. If he is paid profits, he is glad that they

do, and strikes in and helps.

lo. Another complete range of motives is soon

offered to the employee who is a partner. He feels the

joy of being a part of a big, splendid whole, a disinterested

delight and pride in others. He grows young with it,

like a boy in school.

Here is the factory over him, around him—his own

vast hockey team—and over that is the nation, and over

that is the world !

An employer can touch the imagination of mo?t

men, of the rank and file of the people, ninety-nine times

where other people can touch it once. And every time

he touches it, he touches it to the point.

If men in general do not believe to-day in religion

and do not want it, it is because they have employers

who have not seen any place in their business where

they could get their religion in, and have kept the

people (in the one place where they could really learn

what religion is) from learning anything about it. The

moment the more common employers see what the great

ones see now, that business is the one particular place in

this world where religion really works, works the hardest,

the longest, and the best, works as it had never been

dreamed a religion could be made 'o work before—the

moment employers, the real preachers and the real every-

day school teachers of the world, put the Golden Rule in

the Course everybody will know it.

It only takes a moment's thought to see what the

employers of the world could do with the Golden Rule

the moment they take hold of it.

^w?m.
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CHAPTER XII

THE NECKS OF THE WICKED

A LETTER lies before me, one out of many others,

asking me how the author of The Shadow Christ,

which is a study of the religious values in suffering and

self-sacrifice in this worid, takes the low ground that

honesty is the best policy.

I know two kinds of men who believe that honesty is

the best policy.

These two men use exactly the same words, " Honesty

is the best policy."

One man says it.

The other man sings it.

One man is honest because it pays.

The other man is honest because he likes it.

" Honesty is the best policy " as a motive cannot be

called religious ; but " Honesty is the best policy " as a

Te Deum, as something a man sings in his heart every

day about God, something he sings about human nature—

is religious ; and believing it the way some men believe it,

is an act of worship.

It is like a great gentle mass.

It is like taking softly up one's own planet and

offering it to God.
.

Here it is—the planet. Honesty is organized in

the rocks on it, and in the oak trees on it, and in the

people. The rivers flow to the sea, and the heart ol

Man flows to God. On this one planet, at least, God is

a success.
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eood old church custom, something that He and the

Church by this ti-ne, after two thousand years, could not

really expect to try to get over or Improve upon?

I do not know that I ought to feel as I do.

I only know that the moment I see evil trlumphmg m

thisworld.there is one thing that that evil comes up against.

It comes up against my will.

My will, so far as it goes, a spiritual fact.

I do not argue about U nor do I know that I wish

to justify it. I merely acr pt my will as it .s, as one

spiritual fact.

I propose to know what to do with it next

The first thing that I have done, of course, has been

to find out that there are millions of other so-called

Ch istian people who have encountered this same fact

that I have encountered.

There are at least some of us who stand together.

Our wills are set against having any mo« P«°Pl« f«;°"

crosses in this world than can be helped. If there is any

kind of skill, craftsmanship, technique, psychology, know-

ledge of human nature, which can be brought to bear

which will keep the best people in this world not only

from being, but from belonging, on crosses in it, we

propose to bring these tWngs to bear. We are not

willing to believe that crowds are not inclined to Good-

ness We are not willing to slump down on any general

slovenly assumption about the world, that goodness cannot

be made to work in it. .„ ,

If goodness is not efficient in this world we will make

'*

^o'urreason for saying this is that we honestly glory

in this world. We believe that at this moment, wh.le we

are still on it. it is in the act of being a g^^V T^^
tha

it is God's world, and in God's name we will defend its

repuutjon.^

not deny that it may be better spiritual
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mora^ grace, so far as the man himself is concerned
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lives, and gossiping about how the world has abused

them, when they would be far better occupied, nine

out of ten of them, in doing something that would

make it stop. There was a poet and soldier some

thousands of years ago who put more real religion

(and put it, too, into his imprecatory Psalms) than has

been put, 1 believe, into all the sweet whinings and the

spiritual droopings of the world in three thousand years.

I do not deny that I would quarrel, as a matter of form,

with the lack of urbanity, with a certain ill-nature in

the imprecatory Psalms; but with the spirit in them,

with the motive and mighty desire, with the necessity

in the man's heart that was poured into them, I have

the profoundest sympathy.

David had a manly, downright belief. His belief

was, that if sin is allowed to get to the top in this world

of ours, it is our fault. David felt that it was partly his

—and being a king—very much his ; and as he was try-

ing to do something about it, he naturally wanted the

world to help.

What he really meant—what lay in the background

of his petition—the real spirit that made him speak out

in that naive, bold way before the Lord and before

everybody, that made him ask the great God in heaven,

all looking so white and so indifferent, to come right

down, please, and jump on the necks of the wicked

—

was a vivid, live vision of his own for his own use that

he was going to make the world more decent. He was

spirited about it. If God did not, he would ;
and natur

ally, when he came to expressing how he felt in prayer,

he wanted God to stand by him. To put it in good,

plain, soldierlike Hebrew, he wanted God to jump on

the necks of his enemies.

Speaking strictly for ourselves, in our more modern

spirit, of course, we would want to modulate this. VVe

admit that wc would not ask God to do a little thing
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like jumping on the necks of the wicked—just for u*_nor would we care to b«ak away from the other thing,we .re do.ng and attend to ,t ourselves, nor would ^even favour the.r necks being jumped on by others ; butwhile we do no agree with David's particular request

madtit'^W "'^r" *"" '''' '^'^y »>' ^«" -hen he

Zlri ^^ -""'l "°t '"»ke our flank movement onthe wicked m qu.te the same way; and. according to ourmore modern and more scientific manner of thought

Wicked, but we would want to do something with themand we would want to do it now.

iun,^' 7k
'°*'^'"

i''

'' °"8ht not to be necessary toump on the necks of the wicked to make them good-

tS K ^ "*'*'.">-'" understand what they would wishthey had done m twenty years. We live in a morereasonmg and precise age. and what more particularly
concerns us m the wicked is not their necks, but their
heads and the.r hearts. It seems to us that they are
not using them very much, and that the moment theydo and we get them to. they will be good. Possibly itwas a mere matter of language, a concession to the then
state of the language—David's wanting their necks tobe jumped on so that he could get their attention at firstand make them stop and think and understand. More
subtle ways of expressing things to the wicked have
been thought of to-day than of jumping on their necks,
but the principle David had in mind has not changed ^

the principle of being loyal to the human race, the
principle of standing up for people and insisting that
hey were really meant to be better than they were or
than they thought they could be— a kind of holy
patriotism David had for this world. The main fact
about David seems to be that he believed he belonged
to a great human race. Incidentally he believed he
belonged to a human race that was really quite bright
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bright enough at least to make people sorry for doing

wrong in it—a human race that was getting so shrewd

and so just and so honest that it took stupider and

stupider people every year to be wicked ; and when he

found, judging from recent events in Judea, that this for

the time being was not so, he had a hateful feeling about

it, which, it seems to some of us, vastly improved him

and would improve many of us. We do not claim that

the imprecatory Psalms were David's best, but they

must have helped him immensely in writing the other

one&

We may be wrong. But it has come to be an

important religious d^ty to some of us, or rather religious

joy, to hate the prosperity of the wicked. We hate the

prosperity of the wicked, not because it is their prosperity

and not ours, but because their prosperity constitutes a

sneer or slander on the world. We have no idea of

wanting to go about faithfully jumping upon the necks

of the wicked. What we want is to feel that we are in a

world where the good people are happy and are making

goodness reasonable, successful, profitable, and practical

in it. We want an earth with crowds on it who see

things as they are, and who guess so well on what they

want («.«. who are good) that other people who do not

know what they want and are not good will be lonesome.

We have made up our minds to live in a world, not

where the wicked will feel that their necks are going to

be jumped on (which is really a rather interesting and

prominent feeling on the whole), but a world where the

wicked will be made to feel that nobody notices their

necks, that they are not worth being jumped on, a world

where nobody will have time to go out back and jump

on them, a world where the wicked will not be able to

think of anything important to do, and where the wicked

things that are left to do will be so small and so stupid
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S "^l ^"'notice. They will be ignored, like boys
«^ith cat-calls in the street. When we can make peoplewho do wrong feel unimportant enough, there is going tobe some chance for the good.

s B i"

\oJLr '°"'^ '^"'^ """^ '*'^'' ^'°^'' g«""=- Christian-
looking way of conveymg to these people for a few swiftkeen mmutes how little difference it makes when theyand people hke them do wrong, they would steal over ina body and do right.

This is our programme. We are making preliminary
arrangements for a world in which after this, very soonnow. righteousness is going to attend strictly to its own
business, and unrighteousness is going to be crowded out.No one will feel that he has time, in two or three hundred
years from now. to go out of his way into some obscure
corner of the world and jump on the necks of the wicked.

But this IS a matter of form. The main, fundamental,
manful instinct David had-the idea that there should
not be any more people dying on crosses than could be
helped, that collective society should take hold of Eviland set it down hard in its chair and make it cry—seems
to many of us absolutely sound. Of course, we feel that

he n" . r?u
°'? *''° '°'" righteousness, to jump onhe necks of the wicked. We prefer to have it attended

whl
"^

T"" Tf^"^'
''"P^"°"al ^ay by Society as a

whole. So we believe that Society should proceed tomaking goodness and honesty pay. If Society will not

t ;r 1! . ?
''•

T'^'
^°''^ '"^y ^ ^g"'"^' ^ -t first,

but we will at least clear off a small place on it-in our

n,;! TT' °' '"^'»"«-where our goodness canmmand he most shrewdness and the most technique,
nd we will do what we can slowly, one industry at

a time, to remove the slander on goodness that goodness
.» not efficient, and the slander on the world that good-

mJi^""°\
^"'^^"PP°"i"&. self-respecting and (with-

out disgrace) even comfortable in it.
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The old hymn with which many of us are familiar is

well and true enough. But it does not seem that standing

up for Jesus is the most important point in the world

just now. A great many people are doing it. What we
need more is people who will stand up for the world.

When people who are standing up for the world stand

and sing " Stand up for Jesus " it will begin to count.

Let four hundred Nons sing it, and we will all go to

church.

If nine of the people out of ten who are singing
" Stand up for Jesus " would stand up for the world, that

is, if they would stop trading with their grocer when
they find he slides in regularly one bad orange out of

twelve, and promptly look up a grocer who does not do
such things and trade with him, it would not be necessary

for people to do as they so often do nowadays, fall back
on a little wistful, half-discouraged, last resort like " stand-

ing up for Jesus."

Standing up for the world means standing by men
who believe in it, standing by men who make everything

they do in business a declaration of their faith in God
and their faith in the credit of human nature—men who
put up money daily in their advertising, their buying

and selling, on the loyalty, common sense, brains, courage,

goodness, and righteous indignation of the people.

The idea that goodness is sweet and helpless, and

that Jesus was meek and lowly, and has to be stood up

for, is now, and always has been, a slander. It does not

seem to some of us that He would want to be stood up

for, and we do not like the way some people call Him meek
and lowly. It would be more true to say that He merely

looks meek and lowly ; that is, if most men had done or not

done, or had said or not said, things in the way he did,

they would have been considered meek and lowly for it.

He had a way of using a soft answer to turn away wrath.

But there was not anything really meek and lowly about
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CHAPTER XIII

IS IT WRONG FOR GOOD PEOPLE TO BE
SUCCESSFUL ?

WE ar<! having, and are about to have, notably and
truly successful men who have the humility and

faithfulness, the spiritual distinction, of true and great

success.

I want to interpret, if I can, these men. ' would
like to put with the great martyrs, with the immortal
heroes of failure, these modern, silent, unspoken, unsung
mighty men—the heroes of success. I look forward to

seeing them placed among the trophies of religion, in the

heart of mankind at last.

I cannot stand by and watch the:; men one by one
being looked upon by good people as men the New
Testament has made no room for, secretly disapproved
of by religious men and women as being successes, as

being little, noisy, disturbing contradictions of the New
Testament—as talking back to the Cross.

These things I have been trying to say about the

Cross as a means of expressing goodness to crowds have
brought me as time goes on into close quarters with

many men to whom I pay grateful tribute, men of high

spirit, who strenuously disagree with me.
I am not content unless I can find common ground

with men like these.

They are wont to tell me when we argue about it

that whatever I may be able to say for success as a
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They all told him he could not succeed. They said
he was a failure. He would suffer for it.

I would like to express, if I can, what seems to be
Non's point of view toward success and failure.

If Non were trying to express his idea of the suffer-
ing of Christ, I imagine he would say that in the hardest
time of all, when His body was hanging on the Cross, the
thing that was really troubling Christ was not that He
was being killed. The thing that was troubling Him
was that the world really seemed, at least for the time
being, the sort of world that could do such things. He
did not take His own cross too personally or too literally

as the world's permanent or fixed attitude toward good-
ness or every degree of .goodness. There was a sense in
which He did not believe, except temporarily, in His own
cross. He did not think that the world meant it, or that
It vould ever own up that it meant it.

Probably if we had crosses to-day the hard part of
dying on one would be, not dying on it, but thinking
while one was dying on it that one was in the sort of
world that could do such things.

It is Non's religion not to believe every morning as
he goes down to his office that he is in a mean world, a
world that would want to crucify him for doing his
work as well as he could.

Perhaps this was the spirit of the first Cross, too.
We have every reason to believe that if Christ could have
come back in the flesh three days after the crucifixion
and lived thirty-three years longer in it. He would have
occupied Himself exclusively in standing up for the world
that had crucified Him, in saying that it was a small
party in a small province that did it, that it was temporary,
and that they did it because they were in a hurry.

It was not Christ, but the comparatively faint-

believing, worldly-minded saints that have enjoyed dying
on crosses since, who have been proud of being martyrs.
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The whole issue of whether there will be a cross or the

threat of a cross turns on a man's insight ir lo human
nature, and on his quiet and practical imagination con-

centrated upon his work.

Not dying on a cross is a matter of technique. One
se3s how not to, and one does not. It might be said

that the world has two kinds of redeemer?—its cross

redeemers, and its success redeemers. The very best are

on crosses, many of them. Perhaps in the development

of the truth the cross redeemers come first ; they are the

pioneers. Then come the success redeemers, then every-

body!
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He finally tried failure at the end, or what looked

like failure, because the Ctoan completed what He had

had to say.

It made His success seem greater.

The world had put to death the man who had had

such great successes.

People thought of His ruccesses when they thought

of Him on the Cross, and they have kept thinking of

them for thousands of years.

But the Cross itself, or the use of fnilure, was a

sowing of the seed, a taking the truth out of the light

am the sunshine and putting it in the dark ground.

The Cross was promptly contradicted with the

Resurrection.

All this, it seems to some of us, is the most stupen-

dous and successful undertaking, from a purely technical

point of view, that the world has seen. In the last

analysis, it was not His ideas or His character merely,

but it was His technique, that made Christ the Son of

God and the Master of the nations of the Earth.

I think that, while Christ would not have understood

Frederick Taylor's technique, his tables of figures or foot-

tons or logarithms, He would have understood Frederick

Taylor.

Nearly all the time that could be said to have been

spent in His life in dealing with other men He spent in

doing for them, on a nobler scale, the thing that Frederick

Taylor did. He went up to men—to hundreds of men

a da>'—that He saw humdrumming along, despising

themselves and despising their work, and expecting

nothing of themselves and nothing of any one else, and

asked them to put their lives in His hands and let Him

show what could be done with them.

This is Frederick Taylor's profession.

The Sermon on the Mount be^un with telling people
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table with a book, an old, bent-over scientist with a halo

over his head.

If Christ were to appear suddenly in this modem

world to-morrow, the first thing He would see and would

go toward would be the halo over the scientist's head.

There is nothing especially picturesque or religious-

looking nothing, at least, that could be put in a stained-

glass window—in Frederick Taylor's tables and charts

and diagrams of the number of foot-tons a pig-iron

handler can lift with his arms in a day.

But if Christ returned to the world to-morrow, and if

what He wanted to do to-morrow was to get the universal,

profound, convinced attention of all men to the Golden

Rule, I believe He would begin the way Frederick Taylor

did-^by being concrete. If He wanted to get men in

general, men in business, to love one another. He would

begin by trying to work out some technical, practical way

in which certain particular men in a certain particular

place could afford to love one another.

He would find a practical way, for instance, for the

employers and pig-iron handlers in the Midvale Steel

Works to come to some sort of common understanding,

and to work cheerfully and with a free spirit together.

I think he would proceed very much in the way that

Frederick Taylor did.

He would not say much about the Golden Rule. He

would give each man a vision for his work, and of the

way it lapped over into other men's work, and leave the

Golden Rule a chance to take care of itself. This is all

the Golden Rule, as a truth or as a remark, needs just

now.

For two thousand years men have devoted them-

selves, Sunday after Sunday, to saying over and over

again that men should love one another. The idea is a

perfectly familiar one. When Christ said it two thousand

years ago, it was so original and so sensational that just
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vance for attracting the attention of all people to good-
ness, should be exclusively relied upon.

Possibly the Cross was intended at the time as the

best possible way of starting a religion when there was
none, or possibly for keeping it up when there was very

little of it.

But now that Christianity has been occupied two
thousand years in putting in the groundwork, in laying

down the principles of success, and in organizing them
into the world, has been slowly making it possible with

crowds that could not be long deceived for success to be

decent, the leaven has worked into hun an nature, and
Christianity has produced the Successful Temperament.

Success has become a spiritual institution.

In other words, the hour of the Scientist, of the man
with a technique, of the man who sees how, the man
of the Successful Temperament, is at hand.

Everything we plan for the world, including good-

ness, from this day must reckon with him—with the

Man Who Sees How.
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contented, gurgling, wallowing millionaires,—I cannot

help standing once more and looking among them for

one, or for possibly two or three or four, who may be

truly successful men. Some of them are merely suc-

cessful-looking. I often find, as I see them more closely,

that they are undeceived, or humble, or are at least not

being any more successful-looking than they can help, and

are trying to do better.

They are the men who have defied success to succeed,

and who will defy it again and again.

They are the great nen.

The great man is the man who can get himself

' made, and who will get himself made, out of anything he

finds at hand.

If success cannot do it, he makes failure do it. If

he cannot make success express the greatness or thft

vision that is in him, he makes failure express it.

But this book is not about great men and goodness.

It is about touching the imagination of crowds with

goodness, about making goodness democratic and making

goodness available for common people.

A stupendous success in goodness will advertise it as

well as a stupendous failure.

Goodness has had its cross-redeemers to attract the

attention of half a world.

.'ossibly it is having now its success-redeemers to

attract the attention of the other half.

The people the success-redeemers reach would turn

out to be, possibly, very much more than half.

The Cross, as a means of getting the attention of

crowds, or of the more common people in our modern,

practical-minded Western world, was apparently adapted

to its purpose as long as it was used for Church pur-

poses, or as Ion" as it was kept dramatic or sensational

or remote, or as long as it was a cross for someone else

;
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of the Western world, instead of being born with dreary
imaginations, are born with pointed and applied ones. It

is not impossible that the comparative failure of the

Christian religion in the Western world and in the later

generations is that it has been trying to be Oriental and
aristocratic in appealing to what is really a new type of

man in the world—the scientific and practical type, as

we see it in the Western nations all about us to-day.

We can die on crosses in our Western world as well

as anyone, and we can do it in crowds too, as they
do in India ; but we propose, if crosses are expected of

us, to know why in crowds. Knowing why makes us

think of things, and makes us do things. It is the

key-note of our temperament.

And it is not fair to say of us when we make this

distinction that we do not believe in the Cross. But there

are times when some of us wish that we could get other

people to stop believing in it. We would all but die on
the Cross to get other people to stop dying on one for

platitudes—to get them to work their way down to the

facts and focus their minds on the practical details of

not dying on a cross, of forming a vision of action which
will work. It goes without saying that as long as crowds
cire in the world crosses will not go by; but it is wicked
not to make them go by as fast as possible, one by one.

They were meant to be moved up h; jher. We are eager

not to die on the same cross for the same thing, year

after year, and jntury after century. It seems to us

that the eagerness that always goes with the cross always

was and always will be the essential, powerful, and
beautiful thing in it.

And it is this new eagerness in the modern spirit, a

kind of hurrying up of the souls of the world, that is

inspiring us to employ our Western genius in inventing

and defending and applying the means of goodness, and

in finding ways of making goodness work. We will not
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things, the right to use a cross is not for those of us who
are merely lumbering spiritually along, trying to catch

up to a plain, simple-hearted old platitude, eighteen

hundred years late, like the Golden Rule. The right to

a cross is reserved for those who are up on the higher

reaches, those great bleak stretches or moors of truth

where men go forth and walk alone with God hundreds
of years ahead.



CHAPTER XVI

THE MEN AHEAD PULL

Vy-RITING a hopeful book about the human race

y V with the New York Sun, Wall Street, Downing
Street, and Bernard Shaw looking on is uphill work

Sometimes I wish there were another human race 1
could refer to when I am writing about this one-one
every one knows. Tl , one on Mars, for instance, if one
could calmly point to it in the middle of an argument
shut people off with a wave of one's hand, and say!Mars this and " Mars that," would be convenient.

The trouble with the human race is that when one
•s talkmg to It about itself, it thinks it is It.

It is not It yet.

The earth and everything on it is a huge Acorn,
tumbling softly through the sky.

Our boasted Christianity (crosses and resurrections
and cathedrals and all) is a Child crying in the night.

nf fi!' A7 ""V^^r*^
''°'' ^^ *° P'°^^ *° ""^ satisfaction

of the JVew York Sun and Bernard Shaw that the Golden
Rule has not reached the superior moral stage of beine
taken as a platitude by all of our people who are engaged
in business. It is enough to submit that the most
creative and forceful business men—the men who set
the pace, ths foremen of the world—are taking it so
and that others are trying to be as much like them as'
they can. Wickedness in this world is not going to

'
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stop with a jerk. It is merely being better distributed.

Possibly this is all there is to the problem—getting sin

better distributed. The Devil has never had a very

great outfit or any great weight, but he has always

known where to throw it, and he has always done an

immense business on a small capital, and the only way
he has managed to get on at all, is by organizing, and

by getting the attention of a Tew people at the top. Now
that the moral sense of the world h.is become quickened,

and that rapid transit and newspapers and science and the

fact-spirit have gained their hold, the sins of the worlj

are being rapidly distributed, not so much among the

men who determine things as among those who cannot.

Everything is following the fact-spirit. The modern

world and everything in it is falling into the hands ot

the men who cannot be cheated about facts, who get

the facts first, and 'vho get them right.

The world cannot help falling, from now on, slowly

- -a little ponderously perhaps at first—into the hands of

good men. To say that the world is falling into the

hands of men who cannot L, cheated, and to say that it

is falling into the hands of good men, is to say the same

thing.

The men who get the things that they want, get

them by seeing the things as they are. Goodness and

efficiency both boil down to the same quality in the

modern man—his faculty for not being a romantic person

and for not being cheated.

A good man may be said to be a man who has

formed a habit, an intimate personal habit, of not being

cheated. Everything he does is full of this habit. The

sinful man, as he is usually called, is a man who is ofT in

his facts, a man who does not know what he really wants

even for himself In a matter-of-fact civilization like

ours he cannot hope to keep up. If a man can be

cheated—even by himself—of course other pei-ple can
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cheat him. and everybody can take advantage of himMe naturally grows more incompetent every day he lives."
Tlie men who are slow or inefficient in finding out whatthey rea.'ly want and slow in dealing with themselves,
are necessarily meffident and behind-hand in dealing with
other peop e. They cannot be men who determine what
other people shall do.

It is true that, for the moment, it still seems, now
that science has only just come to the rescue of religion,
that ev.l men .n a larRe degree ;.,o the men who still are
standmg m the g.-.te and dete, nining opportunities and
lettmg m and letting out Civilization as they please But
their time is limited.

The fact spirit is in the people. We enjoy facts.
J- acts are the modern man's hunting, his adventure and
sport. The men who are ahead are getting into a kind
of two-and-two-are-four habit that is like music, likemythm. It becomes a passion, almost a self-induleen-e
in their lives. Bei.ng honest with things, having a di's-
taste for bt-ing cheated by things, having a distaste forbang cheated by one's self and for cheating other people
runs m the modern blood in modern man. The nations
can be seen going round and round the earth and lookine
one another long and earnestly in the eyes. The poet
IS turning his imagination upon the world about him and
upon the fact that really works in it. The scientific man
has taken hold of religion, and righteousness is being
proved, melted down in the laboratory, welded together
before us all and riveted on to the every day, on to
«'hat really happens, and on to what really works
Goodness in its baser form already pays. Only the
biggest men may have found it out, but everybody iswatchmg them. The most important spiritual service
that an) man can render the present age is to make
goodness pay at the top (in the most noticeable place)
"1 some busmess where nobody has made it pay before

i< I
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Anybody can »ee th»t it almost payi already—that it

pays now here, now there. At all events, anybody can see

that it is very noticeable that the part of the world that

is most spiritual, is not merely the part that is whining

or hanging on crosses. It is also the part that is suc-

cessful. One knows scores of saints with ruddy cheeks

It is getting to be a matter of principle almost in a

modern saint—to have ruddy cheeks.

I submit this fact respectfully to Bernard Shaw,

Wall Street, Downing Street, and Pennsylvania Avenue,

and even t' the Niw York Sun, that va." machine lor

laughing at world down in its snug quarters in Park

Row—that the saint with ruddy cheeks is a totally new

and disconcerting fact in ou' modern life. He is the

next fact the honest pessimist will have to face.

I submit that this saint with ruddy cheeks is here,

that he is lovable, imperturbable, imperious, irrepressible,

as interesting as sin, as catching as the devil, and that he

has come to stay.

Ha stays because he is successful and can afford to stay.

He is successful because he is good.

Only religion v/orks.

I am aware that the Niw York Sun might quarrel

with just exactly this way of putting it.

I might put it another way, or possibly try to say it

again aiter saying something else first, viz.: The man who

is successful in business is the man who can get people

to do as much as they can do, and a great deal more

than they think they can do.

Only a very lively goodness, almost a religion in a

man, can do this. He has to have something in him

very like the power of inventing people or making people

over.

To be specific: In some big department stores, as

one goes down the aisle, one will see over and over again

the clerks making fun of the customers.
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One by one the customer, find It out, and the moraP«nn.nent one.. tho.e who would keep coming .nd whohave the beit trade, go to other .tore^
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ft of n, ?" ,''«\« "b.erved, perhaps, that in making

assumption almost always is. that you are tryine to behe the Standard Person, and that this (they Tk^ yo^peasantly as you go by) is as near as you can get tc!t
If an employer wishes to make hi. clerk an especially
valuable clerk, if he wishes to make his clerk anTx^rt
in human nature or a good salesman, one who sees acustomer when he comes along as he really is, and as he
.s trying to be, he will only be able to do it by touchingsome hing deep down in the clerk's nature, "^^omethnf

riceo';
?"«'°"-'>'^ P-- °f putting himself ^
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a great machine of twenty-five hundred souls, a machine

of human emotions, of five thousand eyes and ears, a huge

loom of enthusiasm, of love, hate, covetousness. sorrow,

disappointment, and joy, without having it full of clerks

who are experts in human nature, putting themselves m

the place of crowds of other people—clerks who are

essentially religious.
j . . .

So we watch the men who are ahead dnvmg one

another into goodness. The man who is not able to

create, distribute, or turn on. in his busmess establish-

ment, goodness, social insight, and customer-.nsight m it,

can only hope, to-day, to keep ahead in business by

having competitors as inefficient as he is.

The man who is ahead has discovered himself.

Fverything the man ahead is doing, eight hours a day,

is seen at last, narrowing him down, cornering him into

goodness.
, ,

.

Of course, as long as people looked upon goodness

as a Sunday affair, a few hours a week put m on it—

we were naturally discouraged about it.

It is till a little too fresh-looking, and it may be

still a little too clever for everybody, but slowly, irrevoc-

aoly we see it coming. We can look up almost any day

and watch some goodness—now—at least one specimen

or so in every branch of business.

We watch daily the men who are ahead, pulling on

the goodness of the world and the Crowds pushing on it



CHAPTER XVII

THE CROWDS PUSH

THE men who are ahead make goodness start hnf Jf
.s the crowds that make it irresltible
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The lonely forms of business will at last be vitalized

and socialized by men of organizing genius, who will

invent the equivalent of crowds going by, who will con-

trive ways of putting a few responsible persons in sight

or in a position where they will feel crowds going by

their souls, looking into them as if they were shop

windows. Crowds can keep track of a few. The crowds

will see that these few are the kind of men who will

keep track of all.
, .. u .

Crowds in the end will not accept less than the best.

With crowds of people and crowds of places and crowds

of times, we are good. In all things crowds can see or

be made to see, we are safe. Progress lies in making

crowds see through people, making crowds go past them.

While they go past them, they lure their goodness on.
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CHAPTER XVIII

THE MAN WHO SAYS HOW, SAYS HOW

THE people who are wor. ad and discouraged about
goodness in this world, one finds when one studies

them a little, are almost always worried in a kind of
general way. They do not worry about anything in
particular. Their religion seems to be a kind of good-
hearted, pained vagueness.

The religion of the people who never worry at all, the
thoughtless optimists, is quite the same too, except 'that
they have a kind of happy, rosy-lighted vagueness instead.

For about two thousand years now goodness has
been in the hands of vague people. Some of them have
used their vagueness to cry with softly, and some of
Uiem have used it to pra-se God with, and to have many
fine, brave, general feelings about God.

I have tried faithfully, speaking for one, to be religious
with both of these sets of people.

They make one feel rather lonesome.
If one goes about and takes only a grim happiness, a

kind of iron joy in seeing how successful a locomotive
IS, or if one watches a great worshipful ocean liner with
delight, or if, down in New York, one looks up and sees
a new sky-scraper going slowly up, up, unfolding into
the sky before one, lifting up its gigantic, restless, resist-
less face to God, there comes to seem to be something
about churches and about good people and about the
way they have of acting and thinking about goodness and
doing things with goodness that makes one unhappy.

n
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Perhaps one has just come from it, and one's soul is

filled with the stern, glad singing of a great foundry, of

the religious, victorious, praising spirit of man, dipping

up steel in mighty spoonfuls, the stuff the inside of the

earth is made of, and flinging it together into a great

network or crust for the planet, into mighty floors or

sidewalks all round the earth for proud cities to tread

on ; and there comes to seem something so successful,

so man-like, so god-like about it, about the way these

men who do these things do them and do what they set

out to do, that when I find myself suddenly, all in a few

minutes on a Sunday morning, thrown out of this atmo-

sphere into a Christian church, find myself sitting all still

and waiting, with all these good people about me, and

when I find them offering me their religion so gravely,

so hopefully, it all comes to me with a great rush some-

times—comes to me as out of great deeps of resentment,

that religion could possibly be made in a church to seem

something so faint, so beautifully weary, so dreamy, and

as if it were humming softly, absently to itself!

I wonder in the presence of a Christianity like this

whether I am a Christian or not—the quartet choirs,

confections, the little, dainty, faintly sweet sermons

—

it is as if—no, I will not say it

I have this moment crossed the words out befors my
eyes. It is as if, after all, religion, instead of being, a^ I

supposed down at the foundry, the stern and splendid

music of man conquering all things for God, were, after

all, some huge, sublime, and holy vagueness, as u' the

service and the things I saw about me were not hard,

true realities, as if going to church were like sitting in a

cloud—some soft musical cloud or floating is'".nd of

goodness, and drifting, and drifting . . .

Not all churches are alike, but I am speaking of

something that must have happened to many men. 1

but record this blank space on this page as a spiritual
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fact, as a part of the religious experience of a man trvine
to be good.

When this little experience of which the words have
to be crossed out—after going to church—finally settles
down, there is still a grim truth left in it.

The vagueness of the man who is good, who locks
himself up in a church and says, " O God ! O God ! O
God

!
" and the vigour and incisiveness of the man who

says nothing about it, and who goes out of doors and
acts like a god all the week—these remain with me as
a daily and abi ig sense.

And when I find myself— I, who have gloried in
cathedrals since I was a little child—looking ahead for
a God upon the earth; and when I see the foundries, the
airships, the ocean liners, beckoning the soul of man
upon the skies, and the victory of the soul over the dust
and over the water and over u\e air; and when I see the
cathedrals beside them—those vast, faint, grave, happy
floating islands of the Saved, drifting backwards down
the years—it does not seem as if I could bear the
foundries saying one thing about my God and the
cathedrals saying another.

I have tried to see a way out. Why should it

be so?

I have seen that the foundries, the ocean liners, and
the airships are in the hands of men who say How.

Perhaps we will take goodness and cathedrals, very
soon now, and put them for a while in the hands of the
men who say How. If St. Francis, for instance, to-day
were to be suddenly more like Bessemer, or if Dr. Henry
Van Dyke were more like Edison, or if the Reverend
R.

J. Campbell were more like Sir Joseph Lister,
or if the Bishop of London were to go at London
the way Marconi goes at the sky, what would begin to
happen to goodness ? One likes to imagine what would
happen if that same spirit, the spirit of "how," were

m
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brought to bear upon a great engineering er.tt.^iise like

goodness in this world.

Perhaps the spirit of " how " is the spirit of God.

Perhaps religion in the twentieth century is Tech-

nique.

Technique in the twentieth century is the Holy

Ghost.

Technique

thought of in

is the very last thing that

religion. Religion is being

has beep

converted

before our eyes. It is becoming touched with the

temper of science—with the thoroughness, the dogged-

ness, the inconsolableness of science—until it is seeing

how and until it is saying how.

When the inventors in our machine age get to work

on goodness in the way that they are getting to work

on other things, things will begin to happen to goodness

that the vague, sweet saints of two thousand years have

never dreamed of yet.

In London and New York, in this first quarter of the

twentieth century, Christianity will not be put off as a

spirit. The right of Christianity to be a spirit has lapsed.

Christianity is .i Method.

What Christ meant when He said He was the Truth

and the Life has been understood, on the whole, very

well. What He meant by saying He was the Way we

are just beginning to work out.

A thousand or two years ago, when two men stood

by the roadside and made a bargain, it was their affair.

When two men stand on the sidewalk now and make

a bargain, say in New York, they have to deal, and to

deal very thoughtfully and accurately, with ninety million

people who are not there. They do this as well as they

can by imagining what the ninety million people would

do and say, and how they would like to be done by, if

they were there.
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The facilities for finding out what the ninety million
people would do and say and what they would want, the
general conveniences for assuring the two men on the
sidewalk that they will be able to conduct their bargain,
and to get the other ninety million in accurately, thac
they will be able to do by them as they would be done
by—these have scarcely been arranged for yet.

In our machine age, with our railroads, and our tele-

phones suddenly heaping our lives up on one another's lives

almost before we have noticed it, our religion—that i» : our
religious machinery to go with our other machinery, our
machinery that we are going to be Christians with—has
not been invented yet.

Religion two-men size, or man and woman size, or
one family or two family size, or village size, has been
worked out. Religion, as long as it has been concerned
with a few people, and was a matter of intuition and
love between neighbours, or of skill in being neighbourly,
has had no special or imperative need for science or the
scientific man.

Now that religion is obliged to be an intimate, a
a confiding, and beautiful relation between ninety million
people, the spiritual genius, devotion, and holiness of the
scientific man, of the man who says " how," has come to
be the modern man's almost only access to his God.

A ninety-million-man-power religion is an enterprise
of spiritual engineering, a feat in national and inter-

national statesmanship, a gigantic structural, constructive
achievement in human nature. Doing as one would be
done by, with a few people, is a thing that any man can sit

down and read his Bible a few minutes and arrange for
himself. He can manage to do as he would be done by
fairly well in the next yard. But how about doing as
one would be done by with ninety million people—all

sizes, all climates, all religions—BuiTalo, New Orleans,
and Seattle?
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-
1

How about doing as one would be done by for three

thousand miles?

It is tremendously interesting an understatement

to say, as we look about our modern world, that Chris-

tianity has not been tried yet.

Christianity has not been invented yet.

What was invented two thousand years ago was the

spirit of Christianity.

Christianity has been for two thousand years a spirit.

It is almost like a new religion just of itself to

think of it. It is like being presented suddenly with a

new world to think of it—to think that all we have really

done with Christianity as yet is to use it as a breath or

spirit.

I look at the vision of the earth to-day, of the great

cities rushing together at last and running around the

world like children running around a house—great cities

shouting on the seas, suddenly sliding up and down the

globe, playing hop-scotch on the equator, scrambling up

the poles—all these colossal children 1 . . . Here we

all are I—a whiff of steam from the Watts' steam-kettle

and a wave of Marconi across the air, and we have

crept up from our little separate sunsets, all our little

private national bedrooms of light and darkness, into the

one single same cunning dooryard of a world 1 Our

religions, our politics, our Bibles, kings, millionaires,

crowds, bombs, prophets, and railroads all hurling, sweep-

ing, crashing our lives together in a kind of vast inter-

national collision of intimacy.

All the Christianity we can bring to bear or that we

can use to run this crash of intimacy with is a spirit, a

breath.

We do not well to berate one another, or to berate

one another's motives, or to assail human nature, or

to grow satirical about God with all our little battered

helpless Christians about us and our unadjusted religions.
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We are a new human race grappling with a new
world. Our Christianity has not been invented yet, and
if we want a God, we will work like chemists, like air-
men—turn the inside of the earth out, dump the sky,
move mountains, face cities, love one another, and find
Him I

In the meantime, until we have done this, until we
have worked as chemists and airmen work, Christianity
is a spirit.

It explains all this eager jumble of the world, brushes
away our objections, frees our hearts, gives us our pro-
gramme, makes us know what we are for, to stop and
think a moment of this—that Christianity is a spirit.

Everything that is passing wonderful is a spirit at
first. God begins building a world as a world-spirit, out
of a spirit brooding upon the waters. Then for a long
while the vague waters, then for a long while a little
vague land or spirit-of-planet.

And every real belief that man has had has begun
as a spirit.

For thousands of years Man had the spirit of im-
mortality. Homer had it. Homer had moments, when
improvising his mighty song all alone, of hearing or
seeming to hear faintly, choruses of men's voices, singing
his songs after him a thousand years away.

As he groped his way up in his singing, he felt then
in spirit perhaps, the lonely wandering minstrels in little

closed-in valleys, or on the vast quiet hills filling the
world with his voice when he was der-d, going about with
his singing, breaking it in upon the souls of children of
the new boys and girls, and building new worlds and re-
building old worlds in the hearts of men. Homer had
the spirit of hearing his own voice for ever, but the
technique of it, the important point of seeing how the
thing could really be done ; of seeing how people, instead
of listening to imitations or copies or awkward echoes of
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Homer, should listen to Homer'j voice itself—the timbre,

the intimacy, the subtlety, the strength of it . . . the

depths of his heart sinking up out of it—all this has

had to wait to be thought out by Thomas A. Edison.

Man has not only for thousands of years had the

spirit of immortality, of keeping his voice filed away if

anyone wanted it on the earth, for ever, but he has had

all the other spirits or ghosts of his mightier self. He
has had the spirit of being imperious and wilful with the

sea, of faring forth on a planet and playing with oceans

;

and now he has worked out the details in ocean liners,

in boats that fly up from the water, and in boats which

dive and swim beneath the sea. For thousands of years

he has had the spirit of the locomotive working up

through troops of runners or of dim men groping

defiantly with camels through deserts, or sweeping on in

horses through the plains ; and now with his banners of

steam at last he ''as great public trains of cars carrying

cities.

For hundreds of years man has had the spirit of the

motor-car,—of having his own private locomotive or his

own special train drive up to his door,—the spirit of

making every road his railway. For a great many years

he has had the spirit of the wireless telegraph and of

using the skv. Franklin tried using the sky years ago,

but all he got was electricity. Marconi knew how better.

Marconi has got ghosts of men's voices out of the clouds,

has made heaven a sounding-board for great congrega-

tions of cities ; and far-away nations wrapped in darkness

and silence whisper round the rolling earth. Man has

long had the spirit of defying the seas. Now he has the

technique and the motor-boat. He has had the spirit of

removing oceans and of building huge underground cities,

the spirit of caves in the ground and mansions in the

sky, and now he has subways and sky-scrapers. For a

thousand years he has the spirit of Christ, and now there
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Is Frederick Taylor, Louis Brandeis, Westfield Pure
Food, Dr. Carrel, Jane Addams, and Filene's Store. Vast
networks, huge spiritual machines of goodness, are crowd-
ing and penetrating to-day, fifteen pounds to the square
inch, the atmosphere of the gospel into the vety core of
the matter of the world, into the everyday things, into
the solids of the lives of men.

It takes two great spirits in humanity to bring a
great truth or a new goodness into this world : one spirit
creates it, the other conceives it, gathers the earth about
it, and gives it birth. These two spirits seem to be the
spirits of the poet and the scientist.

We are taking to-day, many of us, an almost re-
ligious delight in them both. We make no comparisons.

We note that the poet's inspiration comes first, and
consists in saying something that is true, that cannot be
proved.

A few people with imagination here and there be-
lieve it.

The scientist's inspiration comes second, and consists
in seeing ways of proving it, of making it matter of fact

He proves it by seeing how to do it.

Crowds believe it.

Hh ^'



CHAPTER XIX

AND THE MACHINE STARTS

It

ONE of the things that makes one thoughtful in

going about from city to city and dropping into the

churches is the way the people do not sing in them and

will not pray in them. In every new strange city where

one stops on a Sunday morning, one looks hopefully,

while one hears the chimes of bells, at the row of steeples

down the street. One looks for the people going in who
seem to go with chimes of bells. And when one goes in,

one finds them again and again inside—the bolt-upright,

faintly sing-song congregations.

One wonders about the churches.

What is there that is being said in them that should

make anyone feel like singing ?

The one thing that the churches are for is news

—

news that would be suitable to sing about, and that

would naturally make one want to sing and pray af^er

one had heard it.

There is very little occasion to sing or to pray over

old news.

Worship would take care of itself in our churches if

people got the latest and biggest news in them.

News is the latest faith men have in one another, the

last thing they have dared to get from God.

It is not impossible that just at the present moment,

and for some little time to come, there is really very

little worth while that can be said about Christianity,
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moment. He would merely wonder why. in .11 theietwo thousand ye«s, we had not arranged to do anything
.bout what He had ..Id before. He would wonder howwe could keep on 50, making His great faiths for us so
poetic, visionary, and Inefficient.

It Is in the unconscious recognition of this and of the
present spiritual crisis of the world that our best men. somany of them. Instead of going Into preaching, are going
into laboratories and Into business, where whafthe g^pe!
really Is, and what it is really made of. Is being at iCt
revealed to people—where news is being created

said fS'r!.''^"'''
"°' "^ P««=:«'y true-what I have

said, about Christ s not saying anything. He probablywon d. But He would not say these same merely rudi^mentary thmgs He would go on to the truths and ap-
p ications we have never heard or guessed. The rest

th,f K i'^ T'*^ P"' '" '" P"^'""g that the thing,
that had been merely said two thousand years ago could
De done now. And He would do what He could toward
having them dropped for ever, taken for granted, and
acted on as a part of the morally automatic and of-coursemachmery of the world.

The Golden Rule takes, or ought to take very soon
now, in real religion somewhat the same position that
table manners take in morals.

All gc.-l manners are good in proportion as they
become automatic. In saying that honesty pays, we aie
merely movmg religion on to its more creative and newer
evels. We are asserting that the literal belief in honesty,
after th.s, ought to be attended to practically bymachmery. People ought to be honest automatically
and by assumpt.on_by dismissing it in business, in
particular, as a thmg to be taken for granted

This is what is going to happen.

w
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Without the printing press, a book would cost about

ten thousand dollars each copy.

With the printing press, the first copy of a book

costs perhaps about six hundred dollars.

The second costs—twenty-nine cents.

The same principle holds good under the law of

moral automatics.

Let the plates be cast. Everything follows.

The fire in the Iroquois Theatre in Chicago cost six

hundred dead bodies.

Within a few months outward-opening doors flew

open to the streets around a world.

Everybody knew about outward-opening doors before.

They had the spirit of outward-opening doors. But

the machinery for making everybody know that they

knew it—the moral and spiritual machinery for liftmg

over the doors of a world, and making them all swing

suddenly generation after generation the other way—had

not been set up.

Of course, it would have been better if there had

been three hundred dead bodies, or three dead bodies
;

but the principle holds good—let the moral plates be

cast, and the huge moral values follow with comparatively

little individual moral hand-labour. The moral hand-

labour moves on to more original things.

The same principle holds good in letting an American

city be good—in seeing how to make goodness in a city

work.

Let the plates be once cast—say, Galveston, 1 exas

,

or De Moines, Iowa—and goodness, after you have your

first specimen, gets national automatically.

Two hundred and five cities adopted Galveston or

commission government in three years.

The failure for the time being apparently of the more

noble and aggressive kinds of goodness against the forces

of evil is a matter of technique. Our failure is not due

, t
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to our failure to know what evil reallv i.., but to our
wasteful way of tunnelling through it.

Our religious inventors have failed 10 use the nost
scientific method. We have gone at i':c ..:at'er of
butting through evil without thinking enough. Less
butting and more thinking is our religion now.

Very few of the wrongs that are done to society
by individuals would be done if civilization were supplied
with the slightest adequate machinery or conveniences
for bringing home to people vividly who the people are
they are wronging, how they are wronging them, and
how the people feel about it. This machinery for moral
and social insight, this intelligence-engine or apparatus
of sympathy for a planet to-day, before our eyes is beine
invented and set up.

Sometimes I almost think that history as a study
or particularly as a habit of mind, ought to be parti-
tioned off and not allowed to people in general to-day.
Only men of genius have imagination enough for hand-
ling history in a century like this, so that it is not
a nuisance, a provincialism and an impertinence in the
serene presence of what is happening before our eyes.
History makes common people stop thinking, or makes
them think wrong, about nine-tenths of the area of
human nature, particularly about the next important
things that are going to happen to it.

Our modern life is not an historian's problem ; it is
an inventor's problem. The historian can stand by and
can be consulted. But our modern life is not his problem.
Thmgs that seem to an historian quite reasonably im-
possible in human nature are true, and we must all of
us act every day as if they were true. We but change
the temperature of human nature, and in one moment
new levels and possibilities open up on every side.

Things that are true about water stop being true
tne moment it is heated 212 degrees Fahrenheit It
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begins suddenly to act like a cloud ; and when it is

cooled off enough, a cloud acts like a stone. Railroad

trains are run for hundreds of miles every year in Siberia

across clouds that are cold enough.

We raise the temperature of human nature, and the

motives with which men cannot act to-day suddenly

around a world are the motives with which they cannot

help acting to-morrow.

All the new inventions have new sins, even new

manners, that go with them, new virtues and new

faculties. The telephone, the motor-car, the wireless

telegraph, the airship, and the motor-boat all make men
act with different insights, longer distances, and higher

speeds.

Men who, like our modern men, have a going

consciousness, see things deeper by going faster.

They see how more clearly by going faster.

They see farther by going faster.

If a man is driving a motor car three miles an hour

all he needs to attend to with his imagination is a few

feet of the road ahead.

If he is driving his car thirty miles an hour and trying

to get on by anticipating his road a few feet ahead, he

dies.

The faster a man goes—if he has the brains for it

—

the more people and the more things in the way his

mind covers in a minute—the more magnificently he

sees how.

On a railway train any ordinary man any day in the

year (if he goes fast enough) can see through a board

fence. It may be made of vertical slats five inches

across and half an inch apart. He sees through the

slits between the slats a whole country for miles. If he

goes fast enough a man can see through a solid freight

train.

All our modern industrial social problems are problems
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We are in an age in which a Golden Rule can sing.

The men around us are in a new temper. They have a

passion, almost the religion, of precision that goes with a

machine age.

While I have been sitting at my desk and writing

these last words of this book, the two half-past-eight trains

at full speed have met in the meadow. There is some-

thing a little impersonal, almost abstracted, about the

way the trains meet out here on their lonely sidewalk

through the meadow, twenty inches apart— morning

after morning. It always seems as if this time—this

one next time—they would not do it right. One argues

it all out unconsciously that of course there is a kind of

understanding between them as they comf bearing down

on each other, and it has all been arranged beforehand

when they left their stations; and yet somehow, as I

watch them flying up out of the distance, those two still,

swift thoughts, or shots of cities—dark, monstrous (it is

as if Springfield and Northampton had caught some

people up and were firing them at each other)—I am

always wondering if this particular time there will not

be a report, after all, a clang on the landscape, on all

the hills, and a long story in the Republican the next

morning.

Then they softly crash together and pass on—two

or three quiet whiffs at each other—as if nothing had

happened.

I always feel afterwards as if something splendid,

some great human act of faith, had been done in my

presence. Those two looming, mighty engines, bearing

down on each other, making an a-'ra so, at twenty inches

from death, and nothing to depend on but those two

gleaming dainty strips or ribbons of iron there—a few

eighths of an inch on the edge of a wheel—I never

can get used to it : the two great glowing creatures full

of thunder and trust, leaping up the telegraph poles
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BOOK THREE
LETTING THE CROWD BE BEAUTIFUL

\i\

TO WILBUR WRIGHT AND WILLIAM MARCONI
" Grea/ Spirit—Tim who in my bting's burning misk
Hath wnught the shining of th, mist through and through the JIah,
Who, through the doulk-wontUrtd glory of tht dust
Hath thrust

Habits of skies upon me, souls of days and nights,
IVhere are the deeds that needs must be.

The dreams, the high delights.

That I once more may hear my voice

From cloudy door to door rejoice-^

May stretch the boundaries of love

Beyond the mumbling, mock horizons of my fears
To the faint-remembered glory of those years-
May lift my soul

And reach this Heaven of thine
H^itK mine."

" Come up here, dear Little Child,

To fly in the clouds and winds with
me, and play with the measureless light I"

i , -it ,mm
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PART ONE
WISTFUL MILLIONAIRES

CHAPTER I

MR. CARNEGIE SPEAKS UP

AS I was wairiering through space the other day-
just aeroplaning past on my way over from Mars—

I came suddenly upon a neat, snug little property, with
a huge sign stuck up in the middle of it

The Earth : This Desirable Proi jrty to Let.
Rockefeller, Carnegie, Morgan & Co.

I was just about to pass it by, inferring naturally that it
must be a mere bank, or wholesale house, or something
when It occurred to me it might do no harm to step
off and see. I thought I might at least drop in and
inquire what kind of a firm it was that was handling it
and what was their idea, and what, if anything, they
thought their little planet was for. and what they proposed
to do with it

I found, on meeting Mr. Rockefeller and Mr. Carnegie
and Mr. Morgan, to my astonishment, that they did not
propose to do anything with it at all They had merely
got It; that was as far as they had thought the thing
out apparently—to get it. They seemed to be depend-
ing, so far as I could judge, in a vague, pained way, on

m
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somebody's happening along who would think perhaps
of something that could be done with it.

Of course, as Mr. Carnegie (who was the talking
member of the firm) pointed out, if they only owned a
part of it, and could sell one part of it to the other part,
there would still be something left that they could do,
at least it would be their line ; but merely owning all

of it, as they did, was embarrassing. He had tried,
Mr. Carnegie told me, to think of a few things himself!
but was discouraged ; and he intimated he was devoting
his life just now to pulling himself together at the end,
and dying a poor man. But that was not much, he
admitted, and it was really not a very great service on
his part to a world, he thought—his merely dying poor
in it.

When I asked him if tl.' r.- was anything else he had
been able to think of to do for the world

" No," he said, " nothing really ; nothing except
chucking down libraries on it—safes for old books."

" AnH Mr. Morgan ? "
I said.

" Oh I He is just chucking down old china on it, old
pictures, and things."

"And Mr. Rockefeller?"

"Mussing with colleges, some," he said, "just now.
But he doesn't, as a matter of fact, see anything—not of
his own—that can really be done with them, except to
make them more systematized and business-like, make
them over into sort of Standard Oil Spiritual Refineries,
fill them with millions more of little Rockefellers and
they won't let him do that. " Of course, as you might
see, what they want to do practically is to take the
Rockefeller money and leave the Rockefeller out. Nobody
will really let him do anything. Everything goes this

way when we seriously try to do things. The fact is, it

is a pretty small, helpless business, owning world,"
sighed Mr. Carnegie.
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CHAPTER II

MR. CARNEGIE TRIES TO MAKE PEOPLE READ

I
FOUND, as I was studying the general view of New
York as seen from the top through Mr. Carnegie's

glass, that there appeared to be a great many dots—long

rows of dots for the most part—possibly very high build-

ings, but there was one building, wide and white and low,

and more spread-out and important-looking than any of

the others, which especially attracted my attention. It

looked as if it might be a kind of monument or mauso-

leum to somebody. On looking again, I found that it

was filled with books, and was the Carnegie Public Library.

There were forty more Libraries for New York Mr.

Carnegie was having put up, I was told, and he had

dotted them—thousands of them—almost everywhere

one could look, apparently, on his own particular part of

the planet

A few days later, when I began to do things at a

closer range, I took a little trip to New York, and visited

the Library ; and I asked the man who seemed to have it

in charge, who there was who was writing books for Mr.

Carnegie's Libraries just now, or if there was any really

adequate arrangement Mr. Carnegie had made for having

a few great books written for all these fine buildings

—

all these really noble book-racks, he had had put up.

The man seemed rather taken aback, and hesitated.

Finally, I asked him point blank to give me the name of

the supposed greatest livin,, uthor who had written any-
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thing for all these miles of Carnegie Libraries, and he
mentioned doubtfully a certain Mr. Rudyaixi Kipling
I at once asked for his books, of course, and sat down
without delay to find out, if he was the greatest living
author the planet had, what it was he had to say for it,

and about it, and more particularly, of course, what he
had to say it was for.

I found among his books some beautiful and quite
refined mterpretations of tigers and serpents, a really
noble mterpretation or conception of what the beasts
were for—all the glorious gentlemanly beasts—a.id of
what machines were for—all the young, fresh, mighty
worshipful engines—and what soldiers were for. But
when I looked at what he thought men were for, at
what the planet was for, there was practically almost
nothmg. The nearest I came to it was a remark,
apparently in a magazine interview, which I cannot
quote correctly now, but which amounted to something
like this

:
" We will never have a great world until we

have some one great artist or poet in it, who sees it ai a
whole, focuses it, comnoses it, makes a picture of it, and
gives the men •. .a vision to live for."

Since then I have been trying to see what Messrs.
Rockefeller, Carnegie, and Morgan could do to produce
and arrange what seemed to me the one most important,
imperative, and immediate convenience their planet could
have, namely, as Mr. Kipling intimated, some man on it,

some great creative genius, who would gather it all up in
his imagination—the beasts, and the people, and the
sciences, and the machines—in short, the planet as a
whole, and say what it was for. It is from this point of
view that I have been drawn into writing the following
pages on the next important improvements—what one
might call the spiritual Unreal-Estate Improvements,
for Messrs. Rockefeller, Carnegie, and Morgan's property

'. i:
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which will have to be installed. I have been going over
the property more or less carefully in my own way since,

studying it and noting what had been done by the
owners, and what possibly might be done towards
arranging authors, inventors, seers, artists, or engineers,
or other efficient persons who would be able to inquire,

to think O'lt for a world, to express for it, some faint

idea of what it was for.
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CHAPTER III

MR. NOBEL TRIES TO MAKE PEOPLE WRITE

NSJ TTf^' °^ '°'"'^' ^ t"^"^d to see what

i nl . !'f
''^ ^" ''°"" ^y '^^ "'°^- powerful menhe planet had produced, in the way of arranging for^henecessary seers and geniuses to run the worfd wi h and

I soon found that by far the most intelligent and Z-
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«:

not managed to do what he had meant to do with

making his money, he thought he would try to see if he

could not yet do what he had meant to do in spending

it. He sat down to write his Will, and in this Will, writing

as an inventor and a man of genius, he tried to express, in

the terms of money, his five great desires for the world.

He wished to spend eight thousand pounds a year, every

year for ever, after he was dead, on each of these five

great desires. There were five great Inventors that he

wanted, and he wanted the whole world .-searched through

for them, for each of them, once more every year, to see

if they could be found. Mr. Nobel expressed his desire

for these five Inventors as people often manage to express

things in wills, in such a way that not everybody had

been sure what he meant. There seems to have been

comparatively little trouble, from year to year, in award-

ing the prizes to some adequate inventor in the domain

of Peace, of Physics, of Chemistry, and of Medicine ; but

the Nobel Prize Trustees, in trying to pick out an award

each year to some man who could be regarded as a true

Inventor in Literature, have met with considerable difficulty

in deciding just what sort of a man Alfred Nobel had in

mind, and had set aside his eight thousand pounds for

when he directed that it should go—to quote from the

Will—" To the person who shall have produced in the

field of Literature the most distinguished work of an

idealistic tendency."

Allen Upward, for instance, an Englishman unknown

in Stockholm, invented and published a book four years

ago, called The New Word, which was so idealistic and

distinguished a book, and so full of new ideas and of

new combinations of old ideas, that there was scarcely a

publisher in England who did not instinctively recognize

it, who did not see that it would not pay at once,

and that therefore it was too strange and original

and too important a book for him to publish, and
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authors, would be where Mr. Nobel meant to have

it.

One must hasten to admit that Mr. Upward's book

is open to question ; that, in fact, it is the main trait of

Mr. Upward's book that it raises a thousand questions

;

and that it would be a particularly hard book for most

men to give a prize to, quietly go home, and sleep that

night. I must hasten to admit also that, judging from

their own point of view, the Nobel Prize Trustees have

so far done quite well. They have attained a kind of

triumph of doing safe things—things that they could not

be criticized for; and they could well reply to this

present criticism that there was no other course that

they could ...ke. Unless they had a large fund for

butting throuj > all nations for obscure geniuses, and for

turning up stones everywhere to look for embryo authors

—unless they had a fund for going about among the

great newspapers, the big magazines, and peeping under

them through all the world for geniuses—and unless

they had still another large fund for guaranteeing their

decision when they had found one, a fund for convincing

the world that they were right, and that they were not

wasting their eight thousand pounds—the Trustees have

taken a fairly plausible position. Their position being

that, in default of perfectly fresh, brand-new great men,

and in view of the fact, in a world like this, that geniuses

in it are almost invariably, and as a matter of course,

lost or mislaid until they are dead, much the best and

safest thing that Trustees of Idealism could do was to

watch the drift of public opinion in the different nations,

to adopt the course of noting carefully what the world

thought were really its great men, and then (at a discreet

and dignified distance, of course) tagging the public, and

wherever they saw a crowd, a rather nice crowd, round

a man, standing up softly at the last moment and

handing him over his eight thousand pounds. This has
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Fourth, Mr. Upward, like all idealists, like all men

who have the power of throwing this world into the

melting-pot and bringing it out new again partly

unrecognizable (which, of course, is the regular historical,

almost conventional, thing for an idealist to do with a

world), bewildered the Nobel Prize Committee. They

could not be sure but that Mr. Upward's next book

would be thought in the wrong, and make their having

given him eight thousand pounds to write it ridiculous.

What would have happened if the Trustees had given

the prize to Mr. Upward ?

First, practically no one would have known who he

was, and twenty-five nations would have been reading

his book in a week, to see why the prize was given to

him. The book would have been given the most wide-

spread, highly stimulated, eight-thousand-pounds-power

attention that any book in any age has had.

Only now and then would a man go over and take

down his old Kiplings from the shelf and read them,

because he had heard that Mr. Kipling had eight

thousand pounds more than he had had before.

Secondly, Mr. Upward's new book would have the

stimulus of his knowing while he was writing it that

every word would be read by everybody. All the

draught on the fire of his genius of the whole listening

world would result in a work that Mr. Upward himself

perhaps would hardly believe he had written. As events

turned out, and Mr. Upward did not get the prize, there

might be many reasons to believe that his next book

might be out of focus, might be a mere petulant scolding

book, his exultation spent or dwindled, because his last

tremendous wager—that the world wanted the truth

—

was lost.

Scolding in a book means, as a rule, either juvenility

or it means relapse into conscious degeneration of the
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through the man and through his genius into the world.

It does not seem to me that he wanted to put his eight

thousand pounds at the idle, old remembering end of a

man's mind ; that he meant it should be used as a mere

reward for idealism. I doubt if it even so much as oc-

curred to Alfred Nobel, who w .3 an idealist himself, that

idealism, after a man had managed to have some in this

world, could be rewarded, or could possibly be paid for,

by anyone. He knew, if ever a man knew, that idealism

was its own reward, and that it was priceless, and that

any attempt to reward it with money, to pay a man for

it after he had had it, and after it was all over, would

make eight thousand pounds look shabby, or at least

pathetic and ridiculous. What he wanted to do was to

build his eight thousand pounds over into a Man. He

wanted t feel that this money that he had made

out of dyi.amite, out of destruction, would be wrought,

through this man, into exultation, into life. He had pro-

posed that this eight thousand pounds should become

poetry in this man's book, that it should become light

and heat, a power-house of thought of great events.

What Alfred Nobel had in mind, I think, with his little

eight thousand pounds, was that it should be given a

chance to become an intimate part of some man's

genius ; that it should become perhaps at last a Great

Book—that great foundry of men's souls, where the

moulds of History are patterned out, and where the

hopes of nations and the prayers of women and children

and of great men are, and where the ideals of men—those

huge drive-wheels of the world—are cast in a strange light

and silence;

I wondered if they could have thought of this when

they voted on Allen Upward's book that day three

years ago—those twenty grave, quiet gentlemen in frock-

coats in Stockholm

!
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1 have picked out Mr. Upward's book because it is
the most difficult, the most hazardous, and the least
fortunate one I know, to make my point with

; and
because a great many people will get the reaction of
disagreemg with me, and feeling about it, probably theway the Nobel Prize Trustees did. I have wanted to
take a book which has the traits in it for which men of
genius are persecuted or crucified or ignored—our more
modern timid or anonymous form of the cross. If Mr.
Upward had been given the Prize by the Nobel Prize
Trustees, it will have to be admitted a howl would have
gone up round the world that would not have quieted
down yet

;
and it is this howl that Mr. Nobel intended

his Prize for, and that he thought a man would need
about eight thousand pounds to meet.

I might have taken any one of several other books
and they would have illustrated my point snugly and
more conveniently

; but just that right touch of craziness
that Nobel had in mind, and that goes with great ex-
periment of spirit—the chill, Nietzsche-like wildness, that
bravado before God and man and before Time, that
swinging oneself out on Eternity, which make Upward
a typical man of genius, would have been lacking.
^ (whose criticisms of books are the most
creative ones I know) said of Upward's book that he
felt very happy and strangely emancipated when he read
It, but that it was an uncanny experience, as if he had
been made of thin air, had become a kind of aerated
being, a psychic effect that genius often has ; and K
admitted to me confidentially that he felt that possibly
he and Upward were being a little crazy and happy
together by themselves, breaking out into infinite space
so, and he took the book over to W , and left
it on his desk slinkingly and half-ashamed and without
saying anything about it. He said he was enormously
relieved next time he saw W , felt as if he had just
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been pulled out of Bedlam to find that there was at least

one other man in the world apparently in his right mind,

who valued the book as he did.

This is the precise feeling, it seems to me, that the

Nobel Prize was intended to champion and to stand by

and temporarily defend in a new author—the feeling he

gives us of being in the presence of unseen forces, of

incalculableness. It was this way Allen Upward has of

taking his reader apart or up into a high place (like the

Devil), and dizzying him, taking away his breath with

Truth, that Nobel had in mind. He wanted to spend

eight thousand pounds a year on providing for the world

one more book which would give the ordinary man the

personal feeling of being with a genius, cold, lonely,

cosmic genius, the sense of a chill wind of All Space

Outside blowing through—a book which is a sort of God's

Wilderness, in which ordinary men with their ordinary

plain senses round them move about dazed a little and

as trees walking—a great, gaunt, naked book.

Alfred Nobel was the inventor of an explosive, a

rearranger of things assumed and things embedded, and

it was this same expansive, half-terrible, half-sublime

power in other men and other men's books he wanted to

endow—the power to free and mobilize the elements in a

world, make it budge over a little toward a new one.

He wanted to spend eight thousand pounds a year on

the man in literature who h -1 the pent-up power in him

to crash the world's mind opv-ii once more every year like

a Seed, and send groping up out of it once more its

hidden thought.

I may not be right in anticipating the eventual opinion

of Allen Upward's book ; but even if I am wrong, it will

have helped perhaps to call attention to the essential

failure of the Nobel Prize Trustees to side with the darers

and experimenters in literature, to take a serious part in

those great creative, centrifugal movements in the souls
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of men in which ncwr world, and the senw of new worlds

matter of fact and tangible, the Nobel Prize i, functioningmore or less as Mr. Nobel intended, but certainW inLUerature .t wi I have to be classed as one more of'^oirhumdrum regular millionaire arrangements for patting
successful people expensively on the back. It acts twenty
years too late, falls into line with our usual world yornamenta D.D.. LL.D. habit, and has become, so far as

old aITp'
'=°.""''""=^- " ""« "'°5«1. kindly, doddering

?!ti^l ,r""°"
^'°"' '^ '•=^ gentlemen in Stockholm

It adds Itself as one more futile effort of men of wealth—
or world owners to be creative and lively with money-very much on the premises with money, after they are
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CHAPTER IV

PAPER BOOKS, MARBLE PILLARS, AND WOODEN
BOYS

I
HAVE so; ;times wished that Mr. Carnegie would

post the fc'liowing sign up on his Libraries, on the

outsi.'e v;i- ne people are passing, and on the inside in

the rof/Ti where people sit and think :

—

A Million Pounds Reward

Wanted, A Great Living American Autiiok

FOR MY Libraries in the United Statks.

At present our great author in America

appears to have been lost or mislaid ;
ANY-

ONE FINDING HIM, OR ANYONE THAT MIGHT DO

FOR HIM TEMPORARILY, PLEASE COMMUNICATE

WITH ME. Andrew Carnegie

Mr. Carnegie's Libraries must be a source of constant

regret to the author of Triumphant Democracy. They are

generally made up of books written in the Old World.

It would be interesting to know what are the real reasons

great Libraries are not being written for Mr. Carnegie in

America, and what there is that Mr. Carnegie or other

people can do about it. They are certainly going to

be written in America some time, and certainly, unless

the best and greatest part of the Carnegie Librar>' of

the future is to be the American part of it, the best
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our Carnegie Libr- 'e» will do for America will be to
remind us of what we are not. Unless we can make the
American part of Mr. Carnegie's Libraries loom in the
world as big as Mr. Carnegie's chiii.neys, America—
which is the last newest experiment station of the world—is a failure.

It has occurred to me to try to express, for what
it may be worth, a point of view toward Triumphant
Democracy Mr. Carnegie may have inadvertently over-
looked.

If Mr. Carnegie would establish in every town where
he has put a Library, by endowment or otherwise, a
Commission, or what might be called perhaps a Searching
Party, in that community, made up of men of inventive
and creative temperament, who instinctively know this
temperament in others—men in all specialities, in all walks
of life, who are doing things better than anyone wants
to pay them to do them—and if Mr. Carnegie would set
these men to work, in one way and another, looking up
boys who are like them, boys about the town who are
doing things better than anyone wants to pay them to
do them—he would soon get a monopoly of the idealism
of the world

; he would collect in thirty-five years, or in
one generation, an array of living great men, of national
figures, men who would be monuments to Andrew
Carnegie, as compared with which his present libraries,
big, thoughtless, innumerable, humdrum, sogging down
into the past, would be as nothing. Mr. Carnegie has
given forty libraries to New York ; and I venture to say
that there is at this very moment, running round the
streets of the great city, one single boy, who has it in
him to conceive, to imagine, and hammer together a new
world

;
and if Mr. Carnegie would invest his fortune, not

in buildings or in books, but in buying brains enough to
find that boy, and if the whole city of New York were
to devote itself for one hour every day for years to

^t
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searching about and finding that boy, to seeing just \ hich
he is, to going over all the other boys five hours a day to

pick him out, it would be—well, all I can say is, all

those forty libraries of Mr. Carnegie's, those great proud
buildings, would do well if they did not do one thing for

six years but find that boy I

There is a boy at this very moment with strings and
marbles and a nation in his pocket, a system of rail-

roads—a boy with a national cure for tuberculosis, with
sun-engines for everybody—there is a boy with cathedrals
in him too, no doubt, or some boy like young Pinchot,
with mountainsful of forests in his heart.

This is what Mr. Carnegie himself would like to do,

but with his big, stiff, clumsy libraries trailing their huge,
senseless brick-and-mortar bodies, their white pillars and
things, about the country, unmanned, inert, eyeless, all

those great gates and forts of knowledge. Coliseums
of paper, and with the mechanical people behind the

counters, the policemen of the books, all standing about
protecting them—with all this formidable array, how can
such a boy be hunted out or drawn in, or how would he

dare go tramping in through the great gates and hunting
about for himself? He could only be hunted out by
people all wrought through with human experience, men
and women who would give the world to find him, who
are on the daily look out for such a boy—by some
special kind of eager librarian, or by disguised teachers,

anonymous poets, or by diviners, by expert geniuses

in boys. If Mr. Carnegie could go about and look up
and buy up wherever he went these men who have this

boy-genius in them, deliver them from empty, helpless,

mere getting-a-living lives; and if he could set these

men, and set them about thickly, among the books in

his libraries—those huge anatomies and bones of know-
ledge he has established everywhere, all his great literary

steel-works—men would soon begin to be discovered.
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but as it is

to be created, to be built in libraries
now . . .

of mSI""^ ^^f^"'
^^"^ >'°" ^^" ^t°°d in front of one

me Shelves and liave you never watched the wearvpeop e that dribble in from the streets and wander coWh^about, or sit down listless in them-in those mighty si

S

empires of the past? Have you never thoughi thasomewhere all about them, somewhere in th!s sime

f thT r T!; "^ ^""^ *'>''«- ^"-t. sunny ount^of the future, full of children and of singing ful" of

AnThave
"'^ '"'"^"* ''°'" "^^ ' '"-" walUof';i dltAnd have you never thought what it would mean ifMr. Carnegie would spend his money on search p^rtiJsr people among the books, or what it would mean Tf

w^";!! .r* I'
'" '''' "^"'^ - ''• l-^cameT tw«^, wired throughout with live, splendid, del ghtedmen and women, to make connections, to estaS hecurrent between the people and the books, to d£ovS

„/f7 T ^y °'"'- ""'^ f°"°^ »hem to heir homeTd follow them in their lives, and take out the latent'geniuses, and the listless engineers and pLts the

t'o rr '"'/'^ ^'°^^"^^ Nightingales
It is only by employing forces that can be made

piS'thTS '"^'^'"^' P^"°-'' Penetrating, and^ntual, that this sort of work can be done. It must

it tte Z'rf^'"'
workmanship, like the magnet

lov .t^.""'"''°"" '" '''= wind, like electrfdty

bilbotJ' '^r-!'"--'
happy, warm human vision

y mSt it"'j"i;"^
itself, casting all its still and

The same people too, specialists in detectin<» :,„A

^^t^Lirrxr''^ ^r'"'-'
aiSrjotw

i"».Die callings. They would constitute a universal
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profession, penetrating all the others. They would go

hunting among foremen and in machine shops for the

misplaced geniuses, tried by wrong standards, underpaid

for having other gifts. They would keep a look out

through all the schools and colleges, looking over the

shoulders of scolding teachers and absent professors.

They would go about studying the playgrounds and

mastering the streets.

We do not a little for the Submerged Tenth and

the sons of the poor, and we have schools or missions

for the sons of the rich, but one of the things we need

next to-day is that something should be done for tlie

sons of the great neglected respectable classes. Far

more important than one more library—say in Denver,

for instance—would be a Denver Bureau of Investigation,

to be appointed, of high-priced, spirited men, of expert

humanists, to study difficulties, and devise methods and

missions for putting all society in Denver through filters

or placers, and finding out the rich human ore, finding

out where everybody really belonged, and what all the

clever misplaced people were really for. Of course it

would take money to do all this, and flocks of free

people who are doing the work they love. But it is

not book-racks, nor paper, nor ink, nor stone steps, nor

white pillars—it is free men and free women America

and England are asking of their Andrew Carnegies

to-day.

Mr. Carnegie has not touched this human problem

in his Libraries. If Society were fitted up all through

with electric connections, men with a genius for discover-

ing continents in people, Columbuses, boy-geniuses ; and

if there were established everywhere a current between

every boy and the great world, this would be something

on which Mr. Carnegie could make a great beginning

with the little mite of his fortune. If we were to have

even one city fitted up in this way, it would be hard
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to say how much it would mean—one city with enough
people in it who were free to do beautiful things, free
to be curious about the others, free to follow clues of
greatness, free to go up the streams of Society to the
still, faint little springs and beginnings of things. It
would soon be a memorable city. A world would watch
it, and other cities would grope toward it. Instead of
this, we have these big, hollow, unmanned Libraries of
Mr. Carnegie's everywhere, with no people practically
to go with them, no great hive of happy living men and
women in and out all day cross-fertilizing boys and
books.

There seems to be something unfinished and stolid
and brutal about a Carnegie Library now. The spirit
of the garden and the sea, of the spring and the light,
and of the child, is not in it. They have come to seem
to some of us mere huge Pittsburgs of brains—all these
impervious, unwield>, rolling mills of knowledge. I
should think it would be a terrible prospect to grow
old with, just to sit and see them flocking across the
country from your window, all these huge smoke-stacks
of books in their weary, sordid cities ; and the boys who
might be great men, the small Lincolns with nations
in their pockets, the little Bells with worlds in their
ears, the Pinchots with their forests, the McAdoos and
Roosevelts, the young Carnegies and Marconis in the
streets I

^»
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CHAPTER V

THE HUMDRUM FACTORY AND THE TUMTY-TUM
THEATRE

MR. ISRAEL ZANGWILL in presiding at the meet-

ing of the Sociological Society the other night re-

marked, in referring to inspired millionaires, that as a

rule in the minds of most people nowadays a millionaire

seemed to be a kind of broken-off person, or possibly two

persons. There always seemed to have to be a violent

change in a millionaire somewhere along the middle of

his life. The change seemed to be associated in some

way, Mr. Zangwill thought, with his money. He reminded

one of the patent-medicine advertisements, " Before and

After Taking."

I have been trying to think why it is that the

average millionaire reminds people—as Mr. Zang>vill

says he does— of a patent-medicine advertisement,

•' Before and After Taking."

I have thought, since Mr. Zangwill made this remark,

of getting together a small collection of pictures of

millionaire—two pictures of each, one before and the

other after taking—and having them mounted in the

most approved patent-medicine style, and taking them

down to Far End and asking Mr. Zangwill to look them

over with me and see if he thought—he, Israel Zangwill,

the novelist, the playwright, the psychologist—really

thought, that millionaires "Before and After" were as

different as they looked.
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I imagine he would say—and practically without
looking at the pictures—that of course to him or to me
perhaps, or to any especially interested student of human
nature, millionaires are not really different at all " Before
and After Taking"; that they merely had a slightly
different outer look. They would merely look different.
IWr. ZangwiU would say, to the common run or majority
of people—the people one meets in the streets.

But would they?
One of the most hopeful things that I have been

thmking of lately is that the people-the ordinary
people one meets in the streets-are beginning quite
generally to see through their millionaires, and to see
that their money almost never really cures them. Most
very rich men, indeed, are having their times now, of even
seeing through themselves; and it brings me up abruptly
with a shock to think that the ordinary people who pai
in the streets would be deceived by these simple little
pictures Before and After. They have been deceivei
until lately, but are they being deceived now? I would
hke to see the matter tested, and I have thought it would
be a good idea to take my small collection of pictures of
millionaires—two pictures of each, one Before and the
other After Taking to a miIlionaire-<,f course some
really reformed or cured one, and ask him to pay the
necessary expenses, in the columns of the Times, and
of the Westminster Gazette, and the Daily Chronicle
and other representative London journals (all on the
same morning), of having the pictures published We
could then take what might be called a social, human
economic inventory of London : ask people to send in
their honest opinions, on looking at the pictures, as to
whether Money, Before and After Taking, does or does
not produce these remarkable cures in millionaires I
very much doubt if Mr. Zangwill would be found to
"K right m his estimate of our common people to-day.

\V
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I venture to believe that it is precisely because our

common people are seeing that millionaires are not

changed Lfore and After Taking that the
-^J^^ced

the millionaires we have to-day have come to be looked

upon as one of the charges-one of the great sp.ntual

charges and burdens-modern Society has to carry.

lociety has always had to do what it could for the

poor, but in our modern civilization, in a new and btg

sens; we have to see now what there is, if poss.bly

anything, that can be done for the rich.

We have come to have them now almost everywhere

about us -these great spiritual orphans, w.th their

pathetic, blind, useless fortunes piled up around them

and Society has to support them, to keep them up

morally, keep them doing as little damage as possible

and has to allow day by day besides for the strain and

structural weakness they bring upon the girders of the

world-the faith of men in men, and the credit of God,

which alone can hold a world together.

It is not denied that the average millionaire, when he

has made his money, does difTerent-looking things, and

gathersdifferent-looking objects about him and is seen in

difTerent-looking places. And it is not denied that he

changes in more important particulars than things. He

quite often changes people, the people he is ^een with

but he never or almost never changes himself. He 's

not one man when he is putting money into his pocket

and another when he is taking it out.

We keep hoping at first with each new mere millionaire

that when he gets all the money he has wanted it will

change him ; but we find it almost never does.

Merely reversing the motion with a pocket does not

«ake a man a new and beautiful creature, and one soon

Bees that the typical millionaire is governed by the same

bargain principles, is bullied and domineered over by tne

same personal limitations, the same old somelhing-lor-
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nothing habits. If he had the habit, while getting moneyout of people, of getting the better of them, he stiU
.ns.sts on getting the better of people when h^ gives
to hem or to their causes. He takes it out of their
souls. There never has been a millionaire who runs hisbusmess on the old humdrum principle of merely making
all the money he can who does not run his ve.J philan^
throp.es afterwards on the same general prhcfple "foppress,ng everybody, of outwitting%verybody-and odorng people good in a way that makes them wish theywere dead ^Philanthropy as a philosophy, and even asan mstitution^ getting to be nearly fu^l'e to-day fo

mniion»°" K*
"""ionaires-valid, authentic cases om Ihonaires who are really cured-who are changed

either m the.r motives or their methods with regard towhat they do w.th money, except in rare cases,^do not

. ^l!- ^"""r V'T^'^
'" ^^^ ^°'^^ ^hich was started« a kind of Polar Expedition to discover and rescueDrama^c Art n America, failed because two hund edand forty millionaires tried to help it If pnn.,„t,

millionaires could have been staved off from that enter
pnse, or if ,t could have been taken in hand either byfewer or more select millionaires co-operating with the
public and with artists of ail classes' the |reat NewTheatre of New York would not have been obHged Jlhas been since, to start all over again on a new basiThe blunders in creative public work that men who get

fitt Therf- J.f "'"''^ "'"^y^ "^^^^ '° be made
fir t. There is hardly a single enterprise of higher socialva ue in which the world is interested to-day which s no^.ng gravely threatened in efficient serviceVlettingTn
00 many millionaires, and by paying too much attention
what they think. If our people were generally alKeto the terrific sameness and monotony of a millionaire's
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life "before and after." and if millionaires were looked

dler dTscriminatingly before being allowed to.take part m

great public enterprises like the cinema, for '"»'»«";•^
newspapers, the hospitals, the theatres, there .» hardy

any UmU t^ the new things that public enterprises would

that would begin to function in them.

Of course, if what a great vision for the P«>ple-«^.

a public enterprise is for. is to make money >t would be

different The mere millionaire might understand, and

hisunderstanding might help. But if an mst.tut.on js

founded (liVe a great theatre) to be a superb and noble

masterpi ce of Understanding and of changing human

nature if it is founded to be a creative and dommatmg

Tnfluence to build up the ideals and ..re the enthusiasm

of a city °o lay the foundations of the daily thoughts

and the daily motives of a great people the mere m.l-

Uonaire finds, if he tries to manage it. that he .s getting

n beyond his depth. A man who has made his money

by exploiting and taking advantage of the public can

only l^ exi^cted. in conducting a Theatre, to be an

au hority on how to exploit a public and take advantag

o? it stni more, and how to niake it go to the play that

merely looks like the play that It wants.

Millionaires as a class, unless they are men who have

made their money in the artist's or the inventor s spint

really ought to be expected by this Ume e^^cept in the

sLe of their cheques, to be modest and thoughtfu
.
to

stand back a littl^ and watch other people. The million-

ats themselves, if they thought about it, would be the

fi«t tJ advise us not to pay too much attention to thei.

They are used to large things, and they know that the

only way to do, in conducting great enterprises is to

«,le'ct and use men (whether millionaires or no )
for th

particular efficiencies they have developed If we a«

conducting what is called a charity, we will not expect
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that a millionaire can do good things unless he is a good
man. He spoils them by picking out the wrong people.
And we will not expect him to do artistic things unless
he has lived his life and done his business in the spirit
and the temperament of the artist. He will not know
which the artists are or what the artists are like inside

;

and he will not like them and they will not like him,
nor will they be interested in him or interested in working
with him. Everything that artists or men of creative
temperament try to do with the common run of million-
aires—all these huge, blind, imponderable megatheriums,
stamping along through life, ordering people about
ends in the same way—in irksomeness, bewildered vision,
fear, compromise, and failure, as seen from the inside.
Seen on the outside or before the public, of course, the
Institution will have the same old, bland, familiar air of
looking successful and of looking intelligent, and yet of
being uninteresting, and of not changing the world by a
hair's breadth.

The only millionaires who should be allowed to
have a controlling interest in public enterprises are
millionaires who do not need to be different before
and after making their money. Everybody is coming
to see this, sooner or later. It is already getting
very hard to raise money for any public enterprise in
which mere millionaires or bewildered, unhappy rich
men are known to have a controlling interest. The
most efficient and far-sighted men do not e.'cpect any-
thing very decided or of marked character from such
enterprises, and will no longer lend to them either their
brains or their money. Mere millionaires will soon have
to conduct their public enterprises quite by themselves,
and they will then soon fall of their own weight. The
moment men are put in control of public enterprises by
the size of their brains instead of the size of their cheques,
the whole complexion of what are known as our public
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enterprises will change, and churches, theatres, hospitals,

settlements, art galleries, and all other great public causes

instead of boring everybody and teasing everybody, will

be attracting everybody and attracting everybody s

money. They will be full of character, courage, and

vision. Our present great, vague, helpless, plaintive

public enterprises—one-third art, one-third millionaire,

one-third deficit—drag along financially because they

are listless compromises, because they have no souls or

vision, and are not interesting—not even interesting to

themselves.

Men with creative or imaginative quality, and courage,

and insight into ordinary human nature, and far-sighted-

ness of what can be expected of people, do not get on

with the ordinary millionaire. It cannot be denied that

millionaires and artists get together in time; but the par-

ticular point that seems to be interesting to consider is

how the millionaires and artists can be got together

before the artists are dead, and before the millionaires

stop growing and stop being creative and understanding

creative men.

It might be well to consider the present situation in

the concrete—the theatre, for instance, and see how the

situation lies, and where one would have to begin, and

how one would have to go to work to change it.

The present failure of the theatre to encourage what

is best in modern art is due to the fact that the public is

unimaginative and inartistic.

If a public is unimaginative and inartistic, the only

way the best things that are offered can succeed with

them is by having these best things held before them

long and steadily enough for them slowly to compare

them with other things, and see that they are better than

the other things, and that they are what they want.

Unimaginative and inartistic people do not know

what they want, If things ?re tried long enough with
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them they do. When they have been tried long enough
with them, they support them themselves.

The only way fine things can be trieu long enough
is with sufficient capital.

The only way sufficient capital for fine things can be
obtained is by having millionaires who appreciate fine

things, and believe in them, and believe the public in time
will believe in them.

The only way in which a millionaire can recognize

and believe in the fine things and in the best artists is

by being, in spirit and temperament at least, an artist

himself.

The only way in which a millionaire can be an artist

is to work every day in the spirit in which the artist

works.

This means the artist in business.

(1) The artist in business is the man who makes
things people already want enough to make money, and
who makes things he is going to make people want
enough to make new values and to be of some use.

(2) The artist in business is the employer who makes
new things and men together. He lets the men who
make new things with him become new men ; and when
the things are made, they go forth in their turn and make
new men, and make new publics. New publics have had
to be made for everything : for the first umbrellas, for the

first telephones, the fir.it typewriters. New publics have
had to be made for Wagner, for Sunlight Soap, for

Bernard Shaw ; and it is the men who make new publics

—be it for big or little thing?—who are our artists.

They are in spirit prophet.-?, kingi, and world-builders.

(3) Incidentally, the artisL in business—the employer
who creates new values and is creative himself—will like

creative men in his factory, and will treat them so that

they will put their creativeness into his business ; he not
only will be an artist himself, but he will have, com-

I
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paratlvely speaking, a factory full of artists working

with him. And when the factories pour out the men at

night, and the smoke and the murmur cease, and the

windows are dark, they will go to creative and live men's

plays.
.

So it has come to pass that the modern busmess man

of the artist sort holds the arts of modern times in the

hollow of his hand. He is a past-master of creating new

publics.

(4) The artist in i oiness is the man who educates

and draws out, at ever, point where his business touches

them, every day, all day, the men with whom he works.

He educates and develops the men who make the things.

He educates and develops the men who buy them.

Even the people who wish they had bought them are

\pducated, are secreted, by the artist in business. He is a

maker of new publics, a world-builder, whichever way he

turns. A business man who merely makes for people

what they want, and who does not get the prestige with

men of making for them things that they did not know

they wanted, is a failure and falls behind in his business.

All the big men in business work in future tenses. They

are prophets, historians, and they are Now-men, men who

work by seeing the truth all round the present moment,

the present persons, and the present market, and before

it and behind it. Millionaires who are making their

money in this spirit will understand and believe in plays

that are written in this spirit, and the people who work

for such employers will like to go to such plays, and the

theatre managers, instead of being the bullies and tyrants

of the world of art, will be held in the power of the men

who see things and who make things—men who in vast

sweeps called audiences, night after night, make new

men upon the earth.

I



PART TWO
IRON-MACHINES

CHAPTER I

STEEPLES AND CHIMNEYS

I

WENT to the Durbar the other night (in ciutma
colour) and saw the King and Queen through India.

I had found my way, with hundreds of others, into the

gallery of the Scala Theatre, and out of that big, still rim

of watchful darkness where I sat I saw—there must have
been thousands of them—crowds of camels running.

And crowds of elephants went swinging past.

I watched them like a boy, like a boy standing on
the edge of a thousand years and looking off at a world.

It was stately and strange, and like far music to sit

quite still and watch civilizations swinging past.

Then suddenly it became near and human—the spirit

of playgrounds and of shouting and boyish laughter ran

through it. And we watched the elephants, naked and
untrimmed, lolling down to the take and lying down to

be scrubbed in it with comfortable low snortings and slow
rolling in the water, and the men standing by all the

while like little play-nurses and tending them, their big

bungling babies, at the bath. A few minutes later we
watched the same elephants, hundreds of them, thdr
mighty toilets made, pacing slowly past, swinging their
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gorgeous trappings in our eyes, rolling their huge hoodahs

at us, and all the time still those little funny dots of men

beside them, moving them silently, moving them invisibly

as by a spirit, as by a kind of awful wireless—those great

engines of the flesh ! I shall never forget it or live

without it, that slow pantomime of those mighty, silent

Eastern nations, their religions, their philosophies, their

wills, their souls, moving their elephants past—the Ion;;

panorama of it, of their little awful human wills, all those

little black, helpless-looking slits of Human Will astridt:

those mighty necks

!

I have the same feeling when I see Count Zeppelin

with his airship, or Grahame-VVhite at Hendon, riding

his vast cosmic pigeon up the sky ; and it is the same

feeling I have with the locomotives—those unconscious,

forbidding, coldly obedient, terrible fellows ! Have I not

lain awake and listened to them storming through the

night, heard them out there ahead working on-- vills on

the blackness, on the thick night, on the stars, : Space

and on Time while we slept ?

My main feeling at the Durbar while I watched those

splendid beasts—the crowds of camels, the cro\.ds of

elephonts—all being driven along by the little, faint,

dreamy, sleepy-looking people was, " Why don't their

elephants turn around on them and chase them ?
"

I kept thinking at first that they would, almost any

minute.

Our elephants chase us—most of us. Who has not

seen locomotives coming quietly out of their round-houses

in New York and begin chasing people, chasing whole

towns, tearing along with them, making everybody hurry

whether or no, speeding up and ordering around by the

clock great cities, everybody alike, the rich and the poor,

the just and the unjust, for hundreds of miles around?

In the same way I have seen, hundreds of times, motor-

cars turning around on their owners and chasing them

—
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chasing them fairly out of their lives. And hundreds of
thousands of little wood-and-rubber Things with nickel

bells whirring may be seen ordering around people—who
pay them for it—in any city of our modern world.

Now and then one comes on a man who keeps a
telephone, who is a gentleman with it, and who keeps it

in its place, but not often.

There are certain questions to be asked and to be
settled in any civilization that would be called great.

First: Do the elephants chase the men in it?

Second : And if—as in our Western civilization—the

men have made their own elephants, why should they be
chased by them?

There are some of us who have wondered a little

at the comparative inferiority of organ music. We have
come to the conclusion that perhaps organ music is

inferior because it has been largely composed by organists,

by men who sit at organ machines many hours a day,
and who have let their organ machines with all their

stops and pedals, and with all their stop-and-pedal-

mindedness, select out of their minds the tones that
organs can do best—the music that machines like.

Wagner has come to be recognized as a great and
original composer for a machine age because he would
not let his imagination be cowed by the mere technical

limitations, the narrow-r.iindediiess of brass horns, wooden
flutes, and catgut ; he made up his mind that he would
not sing violins. He made violins sing him.

Perhaps this is the whole secret of art in a machine
civilization.

Perhaps a machine civilization is capable of a greater
art than has ever been dreamed in the world before, the
moment it stops being chased by its elephants. The
question of letting the crowd be beautiful in our world
of machines and crowds to-day turns on our producing
Machine-Trainers,

::m
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Men possessed by watches in their vest pockets

cannot be inspired, men possessed by churches or

religion-machines cannot be prophets, men possessed

by school-machines cannot be educators.

The reason that we find the poet, or at least the

minor poet, discouraged in a machine age probably is

that there is nothing a minor poet can do in it Why

should nightingales, poppies, and dells expect, in a main

trial of strength, to compete with machines ? And why

should human beings running for their souls in a race

with locomotives expect to keep very long from losing

their souls ?

The reason that most people are discouraged about

machinery to-day is that this is what they think a

machine civilization is. They whine at the machines.

They blame the locomotive.

A better way for a man to do would be to stop

blaming the locomotive, and stop running along out of

breath beside it, and climb up into the cab.

This is the whole issue of art in our modern civiliza-

tion—climbing up into the cab.

First come the Machine-Trainers, or poets who can

tame engines. Then the other poets.

In the meantime, the less we hear about nightingales

and poppies and dells and love and above, the better.

Poetry must make a few iron-handed, gentle-hearted,

mighty men next. It is because we demand and expect

the beautiful that we say that poetry must make men

next.

The elephants have been running around in the garden

long enough.



CHAPTER II

BELLS AND WHEELS

WE are living in a day of the great rebellion of the

machines. Out of a thousand thousand round-

houses and factories, vast cities and nations of machines

on the land and on the sea have risen before the soul of

man and said, " We have served you ; now, you serve us."

A million million vulgar, swaggering Goliaths, one

sees them everywhere ; they wave their arms at us around

the world, they puff their white breath at us, they spit

smoke in our eyes, line up in a row before the great

cities, before the mighty-hearted nations, and say it

again and again, all in chorus, " IVe /cave servedj/ou ; now,

you serve us ! " It has come to sound to some of us as

a kind of chant around our lives.

But why should we serve them ?

I have seen crowds of minor poets running, their

little boxes of perfume and poetry, their cologne water,

their smelling-salts, in their hands.

And, of course, if the world were all minor poets the

situation would be serious.

And I have seen flocks of faint-hearted temples, of

big, sulky, beautiful, absent - minded colleges, looking

afraid. Every now and then perhaps one sees a pro-

fessor run out, throw a book at the machines, and run

back again. Oxford still looks at science, at matter

itself, tremulously, with that same old, still, dreamy air

of dignity, of gentlemanly disappointment.

i f
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And if the world were all Oxford the situation would

be serious.

When Oxford with its hundred spires, its little

beautiful boy choirs of professors, draws me one side

from the Great Western Railway Station, and intones in

those still, solemn, lonely spaces the great truth in my
ears, that machines and ideals cannot go together, that

the only way to deal with ideals is to keep them away

from machines, my only reply is that ideals that are so

tired that they are merely devoted to defending them-

selves, ideals that will not and cannot go forth and be

the breath of the machines, ideals that cannot and will

not master the machines, that will not ride the machines

as the wind, overrun matter, and conquer the earth, are

not ideals for gentlemen.

At least they are not ideals that can keep up the

standard of the Oxford gentleman;

A gentleman is a man who is engaged in expressing;

his best and noblest self in every fibre of his mind and

every fibre of his body. He makes the very force of

gravity pulling on his clothes express him, and the move-

ments of his feet and his hands. He gathers up his

rooms into his will and all the appointments of his life

and crowds into them the full meaning of his soul. lie

makes all these things say him.

The main attribute of a man who is not a gentle-

man is that he does not do these things, that he cannot

inform his body with his spirit.

I go back to the Great Western Railway, ugly as it

still is. I go alone, and sadly if I must, and for a little

time—without the deep bells and without the stained-

glass windows, without all that dear, familiar beauty 1

have loved in the old and quiet quadrangles— I take my

stand beside the Great Western Railway ! I claim tlie

Great Western Railway for the spirit of man and for the

will of God

!
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With its vast shuttle of steam and shining engines,
its little whispering telegraph office, the Great Western
Railway is a part of my body. I lay my will on the
heart of London with it, or I sleep in the old house in
Lynmouth with it. I am the Great Western Railway,
and the Great Western Railway is Me. And from the
heart of the roar of London to the slow, sleepy surge of
the sea in my window at Lynmouth it is mine ! Though
it be iron and wood, switches, whistles, and white steam,
it is my body, and 1 inform it with my spirit, or I die.

With the will of God I endow it, with the glory of the
world, with the desires of my heart, and with the prayers
of the hurrying men and women.

I declare that that same glory I have known before,
and that I will always know, and will never give up, in

the old quiet quadrangles of Oxford and in the deep
bells and in the still waters, as in some strange, new,
and mighty Child, is in the Great Western Railway too.

When I am in the train it sings. Strangely and
huarscly it sings. I lie down to rest. It whistles on
ahead my ideals down the slope of the world. It roars
softly, while I sleep, my religion in my ears.

' ll:l
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CHAPTER III

DEW AND ENGINES

WHEN I was small, and wanted suddenly to play

tag or duck-on-the-rock I had a little square

half-mile of boys near by to play with.

My daughter plays tag or plays dolls, any mmute

she likes, with a whole city. She is not surprised at the

telephone; she takes it for granted, like sunshme and

milk. It is a part of the grey matter in her bram—

a

whole city, six or seven square miles of it. A little

mouthpiece on a desk, a number, and two hundred little

girls are hers in a minute, to play dolls with. She

thinks in miles when she plays, where I thought in door-

yards The whole city is a part of the daily, hourly

furniture of her mind. The little grey molecules m the

structure of her brain are different from those in mine.

I have seen that Man moves over with each new-

generation into a bigger body, more awful, more

reverent and free than he has had before.

A few minutes ago, here where I am writing, an

engine all in a bright, soft, lit-up green with little lines

of yellow on it and flashing silver feet, like a vision,

swept past—through my still glass window, through the

quiet green fields—like a great, swift, gleaming whisper

of London. And now, all in six seconds, this great quiet

air about me is waked to vast vibrations of the mighty

cit\r Out over the red pines, the lonely gorse fields, 1

haVe seen passing the spirit of the Strand. I have seen
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the great flocking bridges and the roar about St. Paul's

in communion with the tree-tops and with the hedge-
rows and with the little brooi<s, all in six seconus, when
an engine, with its vision like a cloud of glory swept
past.

And yet there are people in Oxford who tell me that

an engine when it is in the very act of expressing such
stupendous and boundless thoughts, of making such
mighty and beautiful things happen, is not beautiful,

that it has nothing to do with art. They can but watch
the machines, the earth black with them, going about
everywhere mowing down great nations and rolling

under the souls of men.

I cannot see it so. I see a thousand thousand
engines carrying dew and green fields to the stones of
London. I see the desires of the earth hastening. The
ships and the wireless telegrraph beckon the wills of cities

on the seas and on the sky. With the machines I have
taken a whole planet to me for my feet and for my
hands. I gesture with the earth. I hand up oceans to

my God.

17 Mfi'
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THERE are people v lo say that machines cannot

be beautiful, and cannot make for beauty, because

machines are dead.

I would agree with them if I thought that machmes

were dead.

I have watched in spirit, hundreds of years, the

machines grow out of Man like nails, like vast antennae

—

a kind of enormous, more unconscious sub-body. They

are app.-.iently of less lively and less sensitive tissue than

tongues or eyes or flesh ; and like all bones they do not

renew, of course, as often or as rapidly as flesh. But the

difference between live and dead machines is quite as

grave and quite as important as the diflference between

live and dead men. The generally accepted idea of a

live thing is, that it is a thing that keeps dying and

being born again every minute ; it is seen to be alive by

its responsiveness to the spirit, to the intelligence that

created it and that keeps re-creating it. I have known

thousands of factories ; and every factory I have known

that is really strong or efficient, has scales like a snake,

and casts off its old self. All the people in it, and all

the iron and wood in it, month by month are being

renewed and shedding themselves. Any live factory-

can always be seen moulting year after year. A live

spirit goes all through the machinery, a kind of nervous

tissue of invention, of thought.
•58
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with the ideals and desires of our souls. The Dutchman

has expressed himself in Dutch architecture and in Dutch

art ; the American has expressed himself in the motor-

car ; the Englishman has expressed himself, has carved

his will and his poetry upon the hills, and made his

landscape a masterpiece by a great nation. He has

made his walls and winding roads, his rivers, his very

tree-tops express his deep, silent joy in the earth. So

the great, fresh young nations to-day, with a kind of

new, stern gladness, implacableness, and hope, have

appointed to their souls expression through machinery.

Our engines and our radium shall cry to Godl Our

wheels sing in the sun I

Machinery is our new art-form. A man expresses

himself first in his hands and feet, then in his clothes,

and then in his rooms or in his house, and then on the

ground about him ; the very hills grow like him. and the

ground in the fields becomes his countenance ;
and now,

last and furthest of all, requiring the liveliest and noblest

grasp of his soul, the finest circulation of will of all, he

begins expressing himself in his vast machines, in his

three-thousand-mile railways, in his vast, cold-looking

looms and dull steel hammers. With telescopes for Mars-

eyes for his spirit, he walks up the skies ; he expresses his

soul in deep and dark mines, and in mighty foundnes

melting and re-moulding the worid. He is making these

things intimate, sensitive, and colossal expressions of his

soul They have become the subconscious body, the

abysmal, semi-infinite body of the man, sacred as the

body of the man is sacred, and as full of light or of

darkness. . . »u u

So I have seen the machines go swinging througn

the world. Like archangels, like demons, they mount

up our desires on the mountains. We do as we will

with them. We build Winchester Cathedral all over

again on water. We dive down with our steel wheels
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and nose for knowledge—like a great Fish—along the
bottom of the sea. We beat up our wills through the
air. We fling up, with our religion, with our faith, our
bodies on the clouds. We fly reverently and strangely,
our hearts all still and happy, in the face of God I
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CHAPTER V

AN OXFORD MAN AND AN INCH OF IRON

THE whole process of machine-invention is itself the

most colossal, spiritual achievement of history. The

bare idea we have had of unravelling all creation, and of

doing it up again to express our own souls—the idea of

subduing matter, of making our ideals get their way

with matter, with radium, ether, antiseptics, is itself

a religion, a poetry, a ritual, a cry to heaven. The

supreme, spiritual adventure of the world has become

this task that man has set himself, of breaking down and

casting away for ever the idea that there is such a thmg

as matter belonging to matter—matter that keeps on m

a dead, stupid way, just being matter. The idea that

matter is not all alive with our souls, with our desires

and prayers, with hope, terror, worship, with the little

terrible wills of men and the spirit of God, is already

irreligious to us. Is not every cubic inch of iron (the

coldest-blooded scientist admits it) like a kind of little

temple, its million million little atoms in it gomg round

and round and round dancing before the Lord .'

And why should an Oxford man be afraid of a cubic

inch of iron, or afraid of becoming like it ?

I daily thank God that I have been allowed to belong

to this generation. I have looked at last a little cubic

inch of iron out of countenance. I can sit and watch it,

the little cubic inch of iron, in its still coldness, in all its

little funny play-deadness, and laugh! I know that to
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a telescope or a god, or to me, to us, the little cubic inch

of iron is all alive inside, that it is whirling with will,

that it is sensitive in a rather dead-looking but lively

cosmic way, sensitive like another kind of more slowly

quivering flesh, sensitive to moons and to stars and to

heat and cold, to time and space and to human souls.

It is singing every minute, low and strange, night and

day, in its little grim blackness, of the glory of Things.

I am filled with the same feeling, the same sense of

kindred, of triumphant companionship, when I go out

among them and watch the majestic family of the

machines, of the engines, those mighty Innocents, those

new awful sons of God, going abroad through all the

world, looking back at us when we have made them,

unblinking and without sin !

Like rain and sunshine, like chemicals, and like all

the other innocent, godlike things, and like waves of

water and waves of air, rainbows, starlight, they say what

we make them say. They are alive with the life that is

in us.

The iirst element of power in a man, in getting

control of his life in our modern era, is to have spirit

enough to know what matter is like.

The Machine-Trainer is the man who sees what the

machines are like. He is the man who conceives of iron-

and-wood machines, in his daily habit of thought, as

alive. He has discovered ways in which he can produce

an impression upon iron and wood with his desires, and

with his will. He goes about making iron-and-wood

machines do live things.

It is never the machines that are dead.

It is only mechanical-minded men that are dead.

- I :
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CHAPTER VI

THE MACHINES' MACHINES

'"r^HE fate of civilization is not going to be determined

i by people who are morbidly like machines, on the

one hand, or by people who are morbidly unmechanical,

on the other.

People in a machine civilization who try to live with-

out being automatic and mechanical-minded part of the

time and in some things, people who try to make every-

thing they do artistic and self-expressive and hand-made,

who attend to all their own thoughts and finish off all

their actions by hand themselves, soon wish they were

dead.

People who do everything they do mechanically or

by machinery, are dead already.

It is bad enough for those of us who are trying to

live our lives ourselves—real, true, hand-made individual

lives—to have to fight all these machines about us trying

daily to roar and roll us down into humdrum and

nothingness, without having to fight besides all these

dear people we have about us too, who have turned

machines, ^ven one's own flesh and blood. Does not one

see them—see them everywhere—one's own flesh and

blood, going about like stone-crushers, road-rollers, lifts,

and lawn-mowers?

Between the morbidly mechanical people and the

morbidly unmechanical people, modern civilization hangs

in the balance.
•«4
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There must be some way of being just mechanical
enough, and at the right time and right place, and of
being just uni.iechanical enough at the right time and
right place. And there must be some way in which men
can be mechanical and unmechanical at will.

The fate of civilization turns on men who recognize
the nature of machinery, who make machines serve them,
who add the machines to their souls, like telephones
and wireless telegraph, or to their bodies, like radium
and railroads, and who know when and when not and
how and how not to use them— ,vho are so used to using
machines quietly and powerfully, that they do not let

the machines outwit them and unman them.
Who are these men ?

How do they do it ?

They are the Machine-Trainers. The men who
understand people - Machines, who understand iron-
machines, and who understand how to make people-
machines and iron-machines run softly together.
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CHAPTER VII

THE MEN'S MACHINES

THERE was a time once, in the old simple individual

days, when dry goods stores could be human.

They exprsssed, in a quiet, easy way, the souls of the

people who owned them.

When machinery was invented and when organiza-

tion was invented—machines of people—dry goods

stores became vast selling-machines.

We then faced the problem of making a dry goods

store with twenty-five hundred clerks in it as human as

a dry goods store with fifteen.

This problem has been essentially and in principle

solved. At least we know it is about to be solved We

are ready to admit—most of us—that it is practicable

for a department store to be human. Everything the

man at the top does expresses his human nature and his

personality to his clerks. His clerks become twenty-five

hundred more of him in miniature. What is more, the

very stuff in which the clerks in department stores work

—the thing that passes through their hands, is human,

and everything about it is human, or can be made

human ; and ail the while vast currents of human beings,

huge Mississippis of human feeling, flow past the clerks

—tho- :nds and thousands of souls j day, and pour over

their souls, making them and keeping them human. The

stream clears itself.

But what can we say about human beings in a mine,
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about the practicability of iceeping human twenty-five
hundred men in a hole in the g-ound ? And how can a
mine-owner reach down to the men in the hole, make
himself felt as a human being on the bottom floor of the
hole in the ground ?

In a department store the employer expresses him-
Jielf to his clerks through every one of the other twenty-
five hundred ; they mingle and stir their souls and hopes
and fears together, and he expresses himself to all of them
through them all.

But in a mine, two men work all alone down in the
dark hole in the ground. Thousands of other men, all

in dark holes, are near by, with nothing but the dull

sound of picks to come between. In thousands of other
holps men work, each with his helper, all alone. The
utmost the helper can do is to grow like the man he
works with, or like his own pick, or like the coal he
chips out, or like the black hole. The utmost the man
who mine:^ coal can do, in the way of being human, is

with his helper.

In a facrory, tor the most part, the only way, during
working hours, an employer can express himself and his

humanness to his workman is through the steel machine
he works with—through its tieing a new, good, fair

machine or a poor one. He can only smile and frown
at him with steel, be good to him in wheels and levers,

or now and then perhaps through a foreman pacing down
the aisles.

The question the modern business man in a factory
has to face is very largely this :

" I have acres of

machines all roaring my will at my men. I have leather

belts, printed rules, white steam, pistons, roar, air, water,

and fire and silence to express myself to my workmen in.

I have long monotonous swings and sweeps of cold steel,

buckets of melted iron, strips of wood, bells, whistles,

clocks—to express myself, to express my human spirit

14
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to my men. Is there, or is there not, any possible way in

which my factory with its machines can be made as human

and as expressive of the human as a department store ?

"

This is the question that our machine civilization has

set itself to answer.

All the men with good honest working imaginations,

the geniuses and the freemen of the world, are setting

themselves the task of answering it.

Some say, " Machines are on the necks of the men.

We will take the machines away."

Others say, " We will make our men as good as our

machines. We will make our inventions in men catch

up with our inventions in machines."

We naturally turn to the employer first as having

the first chance. What is there an employer can do to

draw out the latent iorce in the men, evoke the divine,

incalculable passion sleeping beneath in the machine-

walled minds, the padlocked wills, the dull unmined

desires of men ? How can he touch and wake the solar

plexus of labour ?

If an employer desires to get into the inner sub-

stance of the most common type of workman, be an

artist with him, express himself with him and change the

nature of that substance, give it a different colour or

light or movement so that he will work three times as

fast, ten times as cheerfully and healthfully, and with his

whole body, soul, and spirit, and how is he poing to do it ?

Most employers wish they could do this. If they

could persuade their men to believe in them, to begin to

be willing to work with them instead of against them,

they would do it.

What form of language is there, whether of words

or of actions, that an employer can use to make the men

who work nine hours a day for him and to whom he

has to express himself across acres of machines, believe

in him and understand him ?
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The modern employer finds himself set sternly face

to face, every day of his life, with this question. All

civilization seems crowding up day by day, seems stand-

ing outside his office door as he goes in and as he goes

out, and asking him, now with despair, now with a kind

of grim, implacable hope, " Do you believe, or do you not

believe, a factory can be made as human as a depart-

ment store ?

"

This question is going to be answered first by men
who know what iron-machines really are, and what they

are really for, and how they work—who know what
people-machines really are, and what they are really for,

and how they work. They will base all that they do
upon certain resemblances and certain differences between

people and machines.

They will work the machines of iron according to

the laws of iron.

They will work the r.iachines of men according to

the laws of human nature.

There are certain facts in human nature, feelings,

enthusiasms and general principles concerning the natural

working relation between men and machines that it may
be well to consider in the next chapter as a basis for a

possible solution.

What are our machines after all? How are the

machines like us ? And on what theory of their rela-

tion to us can machines and men expect in a world like

this to run softly together? These are the questions

men are going to answer next. In the meantime, I

venture to believe that no man who is morose to-day

about the machines, or who is afraid of machines in our

civilization—because .hey are machines—is likely to be

able to do much to save the men in it.
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CHAPTER VIII

i

THE BASEMENT OF THE WORLD

EVERY man has, according to the scientists, a place

in the small of his back which might be called

roughly, perhaps, the soul of his body. All the little

streets of the senses or avenues of knowledge, the

spiritual conduits through which he lives in this world,

meet in this little mighty brain ir the small of a man's

bar'-.

About nine hundred millions of his grandfathers

apparently make their head-quarters in this little place in

the small of his back.

It is in this one little modest unnoticed place that

he is supposed to keep his race-consciousness, his sub-

conscious memory of a whole human race, and it is here

that the desires and the delights and labours of thousands

of years of other people are turned off and turned on in

him. It is the brain that has been given to every man

for the heavy everyday hard work of living. The other

brain, the one with which he does his thinking and which

is kept in an honoured place up in the cupola of his being,

is a comparatively light-working organ, merely his own

private personal brain—a conscious, sr. all, and supposably

controllable affair. He holds on to his own particular

identity with it. The great lower brain in the small of

his back is merely lent to him, as it were, out of eternity

—while he goes by.

It is like a great engine which he has been allowed
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the use of as long as he can keep it connected up
properly with his cerebral arimgements.

This appears to be mainly what the cerebral brain

Is for, this keeping the man connected up. It acts as a
kind of stopcock for one's infinity, for screwing on or

sci-ewing off one's vast race-consciousness, one's all-

humanityness, all those unsounded deeps or reservoirs

of human energy, of hope and memory, of love, o.

passionate thought, of earthly and hea^nly desire that

are lent to each of us as we slip solly by for seventy
years by a whole human race.

A human being is a kind of factory. The engine
and the works and all the various machines are kept in

the basement, and he sends down orders to them from
time to time, and they do the work which has been con-
ceived up in the head-quarters. He expects the works
down below to keep on doing these things without his

taking any particular notice of them, while he occupies
his mind, as the competent head of a factory should, with
the things that are new and different and special and
that hi? mind alone can do—the things which, at least

in thrir present initial formative or creative stage, no
machines as yet have been developed to do, and that can
only be worked oui by the man up in the head-quarters

himself personally, by the handiwork of his own thought.

The more a human being develops, the more
delicate, sensitive, strong, and efficient, the more spirit-

informed once for all the machines in the basement are.

As he grows, the variou subconscious arrangements for

discriminating, assimilating, and classifj'ing material, for

pumping up power, light, and heat to head-quarters, all

of which can be turned on at will, grow more masterful
every year. They are found all slaving away for him
dimly down in the dark while he sleeps. They hand
him up in his very dreams new and strange powers to
live and know with.
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The men who have been the most developed of all,

in this regard, civilization has always selected and set

apart from the others. It calls these men, in their

generation, men of genius.

Ordinary men do not try to compete with men of

genius. _. J 1

The reason that people set the genius apart and do

not try to compete with him is that he has more and

better machinery than they have. It is always the first

thing one notices about . man of genius—the incredible

number of things that he manages to get done for him,

apparently the things that he never takes any time off,

like the rest of us, to do himself The subconscious,

automatic, mechanical equipment of his senses, the extra-

ordinary intelligence and refinement of his body, the way

his senses keep his spirit informed automatically and

convey outer knowledge to him, the power he has in

return of informing this outer knowledge with his spirit,

with his will, with his choices, once for all, so that he is

always able afterward to rely on his senses to work out

things beautifully for him quite by themselves, and to

hand up to him, when he wants them, rare, deep, un-

conscious knowledge—all the things he wants to use for

what his soul is doing at the moment—it is these that

make the man of genius what he is. He has a larger

and better factory than others, and has developed a huge

subconscious service in mind and body. Having all

these things done for him, he is naturally more free than

others and has more vision and more originality, his

spirit is swung free to build new worlds—to take *alks

with God, until at last we come to look upon him, upon

the man of genius, a little superstitiously. We look up

every little while from doing the things ourselves that he

gets done for him by his subconscious machinery, an

we wonder at him, we wonder at the strange, the mighty

feats he does, at his thousand-leagued boots, at his
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apparent everywhereness. His songs and joys, some-
times, to us, his very sorrows, look miraculous.

And yet it is ail merely because he has a factory, a
great automatic equipment, a thousand employee-sense
perceptions, down in the basement of his being, doing
things for him that the rest of us do, or think we are
obliged to do, ourselves, and give up all of our time to.

He is not held back as we are, and moves freely. So he
dives under the sea familiarly, or takes peeps at the
farther side of the stars, or he flies in the air, or he builds

unspeakable railroads or thinks out ships or sea-cities, or
he builds books, or he builds little new still-undreamed-of
worlds out of chemistry, or he unravels history out of
rocks, or plants new cities and mighty states without
seeming to try, or perhaps he proceeds quietly to be
interested in men, in all these funny little dots of men
about him ; and out of the earth and sky, out of the same
old earth and sky everybody else had had, he makes new
kinds and new sizes of men with a thought, like some
mighty, serene child playing with dolls I

It is generally supposed tnat the man of genius
rules history and dictates the ideals, the activities of the
next generation, writes out the specifications for the joys
and sorrows of a world, and lays the ground-plans of
nations because he has an inspired mind. It is really

because he has an inspired body, a body that has
received its orders once for all from his spirit. We
would never wonder that everything a genius does has
that vivid and strange reality it has, if we realized what
his body is doing for him, how he has a body which is

at work automatically drinking up the earth into every-
thing he thinks, drinking up practicability, art and
technique for him into everything he sees and everything
he hopes and desires. And every year he keeps on
adding a new body, keeps on handing down to his

basement new sets, every day, of finer ard yet finer
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things to do automatically. The great spiritual genius

becomes great by economizing his consciousness m one

direction and letting it fare forth in another. He

converts his old inspirations into his new machmes.

He converts heat into power, and power into light, and

comes to live at last as almost any man of genius can

really be seen living—in a kind of transfigured or

lighted-up body. The poet transmutes his subconscious

or machine body into words ; and the artist, into colour

or sound or into carved stone. The engineer transmutes

his subconscious body into long buildings, into aisles of

windows, into stories of thoughtful machines. Every

great spiritual and imaginative genius is seen, sooner or

later, to be the transmuted genius of some man's body.

The things in Leonardo da Vinci that his unconscious,

high-spirited, automatic senses gathered together for

him piled up in his mind for him, and handed over to

him' for the use of his soul, would have made a genius

out of anybody. It is not as if he had had to work out

every day all the old details of being a genius, himself.

The miracles he seems to work are all made possible

to him because of his thousand man-power, deep sub-

conscious body, his tremendous factory of sensuous

machinery. It is as if he had practically a thousand

men all working for him, for dear life, down in his

basement, and the things that he can get these men to

attend to for him give him a start with which none ot

the rest of us could ever hope to compete. We call him

inspired because he is more mechanical than we are, and

because his real spiritual life begins where our lives

leave off.
, . . , i

So the poets who have filled the worid with glory

and beauty have been free to do it because they have

had more perfect, more healthful and improved sub-

conscious senses handing up wonder to them than the

rest of us have.
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with^"ht»'°«*''*
^"fneers, living, as they always live,wuh that fierce, silent, implacable curiosity of theirswoven through their bodies and through theh- senTesand through their souls, have tagged the Creator's footsteps under the earth, and along^'he sky. evl^now rjthen throwing up new little worlds to Him like Hisworlds, saying. "Look, O God. look at this 1 "-theengineers whose poetry is too deep to look poeiic have

all done what they have done because the unconsciousand automata: gifts of their senses, of the powers of the"
observation, have swung their souls free, giVen them ong
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"°"^'' '^' ^^^' "- -'"'^ °f 'iesirl
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'"'* "^" °' "'^ ''"''" ''^^ ^'^ays had

Now, everybody is having it. The power to gethttle things, innumerable, omnipresent, for-ever-and-efe
hings tmyjust-so things, done for us automatically sotHt wecan go on to our inspirations, is no longer to-

fl7o^ ^^ f^'-ogative of men of genius. It is for
all of us. Machinery is the stored-up spirit, the oZ^aved-up inspiration of the world turn'ed 'on for eve
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man. And as the greatness of a man turns on his

bvTT- °T- Tf'"^'y- °" ^'' P°*^^ t° f^^e his soulby making his body work for him, the greatness of a

work. The more of our living we can learn to do to-
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'"°'' '"^P'^^'^ ^"d creative andgodlike and unmechanical our civilization becomes

Machinery is the subconscious mind of the world.
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CHAPTER IX

THE GROUND-FLOOR FOLKS

I
WOULD not have, if I could afford it, a thing in

my house that is not hand-made. I have come to

believe that machinery is going to make it possible for

everybody to have hand-made things in their homes,

things that have been made by people who love to make

them, and by people who, thanks to the machines, are

soon bound to have time to make them. Some will

have gifts for hand-made furniture, others for hand-made

ideas. Perhaps people will even have time for sitting

down to enjoy hand-made ideas, to enjoy hand-made

books—and enjoy reading books by hand. We may

have time for following an author in a book in the slow,

old, deep, loving, happy, hand-made fashion we used to

know—when we have enough machines.

It looks as if it might be something like this.

Every man is going to spend his mornings in the

"basement of society, taking orders and being a servant

and executing automatically, like a machine if need be,

the will of the world, making what the world wants in

the way it wants it, expressing society and subordinating

himself. In the afternoon he shall come up out of the

basement, and take his stand on the ground floor of the

world, stop being a part of the machinery, and be a

man, express himself and give orders to himself and do

some work he loves to do in the way he loves to do it,

express his soul in his labour, and be an artist. He
•75
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will not select his work in the morning, or select hisemployer, or say how the work shall be done He wihimself be selected, like a youne tree or iL •

^^TZ:-''!'' "-'' -^'-Tb^t'fitd-thl^gat^^hand to be used ,n a certain place and in a certain

When the man has been selected for his latent

arTnd'
'"

T'°''''
'^'^ *° -'-^ - Sm scie t "cally and accordmg to the laws of physics hv^iene

nZ7T\1 '""''• '""^ '^^^ °^ philosophy. Kn
r«r' ..

"^* P^>"^hology, and even meUphylsteaches the man how to hold his hands, how to Tf

'

how to s,t down, how to rest and how to b eathe. so thatthree t.mes as much work can be got out of him as hecould get out of himself. A mind of the h ghe" rLkand .f necessary, thirty minds of the highest rank shail'be at h,s disposal, shall be lent to him tf show hTm how
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Between'tf^" '' '"'""'''^ "^'^ ^^^^ '" ""-

men anVl
'"''"' ^^ ^^"'"^ the brains of gre«
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in creating hand-made and beautiful, inspired and wilful

things like an artist, or like a slowed-down genius, or at

least like a man or like a human being.

Every man owes it to society to spend part of his

time in expressing his own soul. The world needs him.

Society cannot afford to let him merely give to it his

feet and his hands. It wants the joy in him, the creative

desire in him, the slow, stupid, hopeful initiative in him,

to help run the world. Society wants to use the man's

soul too—the man's will. It is going to demand the

soul in a man, the essence or goodwill in him, if only

to protect itself, and to keep the man from being

dangerous. Men who have lost or suppressed their

souls, and who go about cursing at the world every day

they live in it, who are not a safe, social investment.

But while every man is going to see that he owes

it to society to use a part of his time in it in expressing

himself, his own uesires, in his own way, he is going to

see also that he owes it to society to spend part of his

time in expressing others and in expressing the desires and

the needs of others. The two processes could be best

effected at first probably by alternating, by keeping the

man in equilibrium, balancing the mechanical and the

spiritual in his life. Eventually and ideally, he will

manage to have time in a higher state of society to

put them together, to express in the same act at the

same time, and not alternately or reciprocally, himself

and others. And he will succeed in doing what the great

and free artist does already. He will make his individual

self-expression so great and so generous that it is also

the expression of the universal self.

Every man will be treated according to his own

nature. Doubtless some men have -"ot brains enough

in a week to supply them for one hour a day of self-

directed work. It would take them five hours a day to

think how to do one hour's worth .f work. Men who pre-
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fer, as many will, not to think, and who like the basement
better, can substitute in the basement for their sons and
buy, if they like, the freedom of those who prefer thinking,
sons who would like to work harder than their fathers
would care to work, up on the ground floor of the world.
But as time goes on, it is to be hoped that every man will

climb up slowly, and will belong less and less of his time
to the staff that borrows brains, and more and more of
his time to the staff that hands brains down, and that
directs the machinery of the world. The time of alterna-
tion in dealing with different callings will probably be
adjusted differently, and might be made weeks instead
of days, but the principle would be the same. The
forces that ;ire going to help, apparently, in this evolution
will be the labour exchange,—the centre for the mobiliza-
tion of labour, the produce exchange, the inventor's

spirit in the trades unions and employers' associations,

and the gradual organization by inventors of the common
vision of all men, and setting it at work on the supreme
task of modern life—the task of drawing out, evoking
each particular man in the world, and in behalf of all,

freeing him for his own particular place.
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CHAPTER X

THE MACHINE-TRAINERS

THE fundamental failure of humanity so far is in

self-assertion.

The essential distinctive trait of modern civilization

is machinery.

Machinery logically and irrevocably involves the co-

operative action of individuals.

If we make levers and iron wheels work by putting

them together according to their nature, we can only

make vast masses of men work by putting them together

according to their nature.

So far we have been trying to make vast masses of

men work together in precisely the same way we make

levers and iron wheels work together. We have thought

we could make diabolically, foolishly, insanely inflexible

men-machines which violate at every point the natural

qualities and instincts of the materials of vhich they are

made.

We have failed to assert ourselves against our iron

machines. We have let our iron machines assert them-

selves against us. We have let our iron machines be

models for us. We have overlooked the difference in

the nature of the materials in machines of iron and

machines of men.

A man is a self-reproducing machine, and an iron

machine is one that has to be reproduced by somebody

else.
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In a man-machine arrangements must be made so
that each man can be allowed to be the father of his
own children and the author of his own acts.

In society or the man-machine, if it is to work men
are mdividuals. Society is organically, irrevocably de-
pendent upon each man, and upon what each man
chooses according to his own nature to do himself.

The result is, the first principle of success in con-
structing and running a social machine is to ask and to
get an answer out of each man who is, as we look him
over and take him up, and propose to put him into it,

'What are you like?" "What are you specially for ?
"

" What do you want ? " " How can you get it ?

"

Our success in getting him properly into our
machme turns upon a loyal, patient, imperious attention
on our part to what there is inside him, inside the
particular individual man, and how we can get him to
let us know what is inside, get him to decide voluntarily
to let us have it, and let us work it into the common
end.

In this amazing, impromptu, new, and hurried machine
civilization which we have been piling up around us for a
hundred years we have made machines out of everything,
and our one consummate and glaring failure in the
machines we have made is the machine we have made
out of ourselves.

Mineral machines are made by putting comparatively
dead, or at least dead-looking, matter together; vegetable
machines or gardens, are made by studying little un-
conscious seeds that we can persuade to come up and to
reproduce themselves. Man machines are produced by
putting up possible lives before particular individual
men, and letting them find out (and finding out for our-
selves, too), day by day, into which life they will grow

Everything in a social machine, if it is a machine
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that reilly works, is based on the profound and special

study of individuals : upon drawing out the aptitudes and

motives, choices and genius in each man ; the passion, if

he has any ; the creative desire, the self-expressing, self-

reproducing, inner manhood ; the happy strength there is

in him.

Trades unions overlook this, and treat all men alike

and all employers alike. Employers have very largely

overlooked it.

It is the industrial, social, and religious secret of our

modern machine civilization. We need not be dis-

couraged about machines, because the secret of the

machine civilization has as yet barely been noticed.

The elephants are running around in the garden.

But they have merely taken us by surprise. It is their

first and their last chance. The men about us are seeing

what to do. We are to get control of the elephants,

first, by getting control of ourselves. We are beginning

to organize our people-machines as if they were made of

people ; so that the people in them can keep on being

people, and being better ones. A 'id as our people-

machines begin to become machines that really work, our

iron machines will no longer be feared. They will reach

over and help. As we look about us we shall see our

Iron machines at last, about all the world, all joining in,

all hard at work for us, a million, million machines a day

making the crowd beautiful.



CHAPTER XI

MACHINES, CROWDS, AND ARTISTS

A CROWD civilization produces, as a matter of

course, crowd art and art for crowded conditions.

This fact is at once the glory and the weakness of the
Itind of art a democracy is bound to have.

The most natural evidence to turn to first of the
crowd in a crowd age is such as can be fornd in its

literature, especially in its masterpieces.

The significance of shaking hands with a Senator of
the United States is that it is a convenient and labour-

saving way of shaking hands with two or three million

people. The impressiveness of the Senator's Washington
voice, the voice on the floor of the Senate, consists in the
mystical undertone,—the chorus in it,—multitudes in

smoking cities, men and women, rich and poor, who are

speaking when this man speaks, and who are silent when
he is silent, in the government of the United States.

The typical fact that the Senator stands for in

modern life has a corresponding typical fact in modern
literature. The typical fact in modern literature is the

epigram, the senatorial sentence, the sentence that im-
measurably represents what it does not say. The
difference between democracy in Washington and democ-
racy in Athens may be said to be that in Washington
we have an epigram government, a government in which
ninety million people are crowded into two rooms to

consider what to do, and in which ninety million people
983
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are made to sit in one chair to see that it is done. In

Athen* every man represented himself.

It may be said to be a good working distinction

between modem and classic art that in modern art words

and colours and sounds stand for things, and In classic

art they said them. In the art of the Greek, things

were what they seemed, and they were all there. Hence

simplicity. It is a quality of the art of to-day that

things are not what they seem in It. If they were, we

should not call it art at all. Everything stands not only

for itself and for what it says, but for an immeasurable

something that cannot be said. Every sound in music

is the senator of a thousand sounds, thoughts, and

associations, and in literature every word that is allowed

to appear is the representative in three syllables of three

pages of a dictionary.

The whistle of the locomotive, and the ring of the

telephone, and the still, swift rush of the elevator are

making themselves felt in the Ideal world. The-
are proclaiming to the ideal world that the real world

is outstripping it The twelve thousand horse-po.ver

steamer does not find itself accurately expressed in

iambics on the leisurely fleet of Ulysses. It is seeking

new expression. The command has gone forth over

all the beauty and over all the art of the present

world, crowded for time and crowded for space. " Tele-

graph I " To the nine Muses the order files. One can

hear it on every side. " Telegraph I " The result is

symbolism, the Morse alphabet of art and " types," the

epigrams of human nature, crowding us all into ten or

twelve people. The epic is telescoped into the sonnet,

and the sonnet is compressed Into quatrains or Tabbs of

poetry, and couplets are signed as masterpieces. The

novel his come into being—several hundred pages of

crowded people in crowded sentences, jostling each otlier

to oblivion ; and now the novel, jostled into oblivion by
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the next novel, is becoming the ihort story. Kipling's
short stories sum the situation up. So far as skeleton or
plot is concerned, they are built up out of a bit of nothing
put with an infinity of Kipling ; so far as meat is con-
cerned, they are the Liebig Beef Extract of fiction. A
single jar of Kipling contains a whole herd of old-time
novels lowing on a hundred hills.

The classic of any given world is a work of art that
has passed through the same process in being a work ol
art that that world has passed through in Ijcing a world,
Mr. Kipling represents a crowd age, because he is

crowded with it; because, above all others, he is the
man who produces art in the way the age he lives in is

producing everything else.

This is no mere circumstance of democracy. It is

its manifest destiny that it shall produce art for crowd<>d
conditions, that it shall have crowd art. The kind of
beauty that can be indefinitely multiplied is the kind
of beauty in which, in the nature of things, we have
made our most characteristic and most important
progress. Our most considerable success in pictured
could not be otherwise than in black and white. Black-I
and-white art is printing-press art ; and art that can bd
produced in endless copies, that can be subscribed for bjll

crowds, finds an extraordinary demand, and artists have)
applied themselves to supplying it. All the improve-j
ments, moving on through the use of wood and steel and!
copper, and the process of etching, to the photogravure,

I

the lithograph, the moving picture, and the latest photo-
graph in colour, whatever else may be said of them from
the point of view of Titian or Michael Angelo, constitute
a most amazing and triumphant advance from the point
of view of making art a democracy, of making the rare
and the beautiful minister day and night to crowds.
The fact that the mechanical arts are so prominent in
their relation to the fine arts may not seem to argue a
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i

high ideal amongst us ; but as the mechanical arts arc

tl e body of beauty, and the fine arts are the soul of it,

it is a necessary part of the ideal to keep body and sout

together until we can do better. Mourning with Ruskin
is not so much to the point as going to work with

William Morris. If we have deeper feelings about wall-

papers than we have about other things, it is going to

the root of the matter to begin with wall-papers, to

make machinery say something as bc.i 'Tul as possible,

inasmuch as it is bound to have, fur a lout,' t>"ie at least,

about all the say there is. The photograph does not go
about the world doing Murillos everywhere by pressing

• button, but the camera habit is doing more in the way
of steady daily hydraulic lifting of great masses of men
to where they enjoy beauty in the world than Leonardo
da Vinci would have dared to dream in his far-off day

;

and Leonardo's picture; thanks to the same photograph,

and everybody's pictures, films of paper, countless

spirits of themselves, pass around the world to every

home in Christendom. The printing press made
litet-ature a democracy, and machinery is making all

the arts democracies. The symphony piano, an in-

vention for making vast numbers of people who can

play only a fow very poor things play very poorly a

great many good ones, is a consummate instance both

of the limitation and the value of our contemporary
tendency in the arts. The pipe organ, though on a

much higher plane, is an equally characteristic con-

trivance, making it possible for a man to be a complete

orchestra and a conductor all by himself, playing on a

crowd of instruments, to a crowd of people, with two

hands and one pair of feet. It is a crowd invention.

The orchestra—a most distinctively modern institution,

a kind of republic of sound, the unseen spirit of the

many in one—is the sublime«t expression yet attained

of the crowd music, which is, and must be, the supreme
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niuslc of this modern day. the symphony. RichardWagner comes to hi, triumph because his music is the

accompanied by a crowd of sights, presented by one
crowd of people on the stage to another crowd of people
n the galleries, stands for the same tendency rn art
that the syndicate stands for in commerce. It issyndrate music; and in proportion as a musical
compos.t.on m this present day is an aggregation of
multi udinous moods, in proportion as it is suggestive
complex, paradoxical, the way a crowd is complex
suggestive, and paradoxical.-provided it be wrought at
the same time into some vast and splendid unity—
just in this proportion is it modern music. It gives
Itself to the counterpoints of the spirit, f , passion of
variety m modern life. The legacy of all the ages, is it

na JT"fn "^" "''-"''= "P'"' "f <" """""and
nations ? All our arts are thousand-nation arts, shadows
and echoes of dead worlds playing upon our own.
Italian music, out of its feudal kingdoms, comes to us
as essentially solo music-melody; and the civilization
of Greece, being a civilization of heroes, individuals
comes to us in ite noble array with its solo arts, its
striding heroes everywhere in front of all, and with
nothing nearer to the people in it than the Greek
Chorus, which out of limbo, pale and featureless across
an i^ges sounds to us as the lirst far faint coming of the
crowd to the arts of this groping world. Modem art.
mheriting each of these and each of all things, is
revealed to us ^s the struggle to express all things at
once Democracy is democracy for this very reason,
and for no other that all things may be expressed atonce in it. and that all things may be given a chance tobe expressed at once in it. Being a race of hero-

ZiTV^" ^r^' "^'^ *^' '^^'- P^haps. that
could be said in sculpture; but the marbles and bronzes
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of a democracy, having average men for subjects, and

being done by average men, are average marbles and

bronzes. We express what we have. We are in a

transition stage. It is not without its significance,

however, that we have perfected the plaster cast,—the

establishment of democracy among statues, and mobs

of Greek gods mingling with the people can be seen

almost any day in every considerable city of the world.

The same principle is working itself out in our

architecture. It is idle to contend against the principle.

The way out is the way through. However eagerlyjve

gaze at Parthenons on their jruinedjiills^JL-thirty-one-

i story blocks are in our souls, thirty-one-storyblocks

will be our masterpieces, whether, w?_liH?.Jl °IJ3?t'

They will be our masterpieces because they tell the

truth about us; and while truth may not be beautiful,

it is the thing that must be told first before beauty can

li begin. The beauty we are to have shall only be worked

i out from the truth we have. Living as we do in a new

i

era, not to see that the thirty-one-story blocli^ is the ex-

I
pTession of i-HeKtjruth is to turn ourselves away from

jthe one way that beauty ca.iever be found by men, in

this era or in any other.

What is it that the thirty-one-story block is trying

to say about us? The thirty-one-story block is the

masterpiece of mass, of immensity, of numbers ;
with its

2729 windows and its 1797 offices, and its crowds of lives

piled upon lives, it is expressing the one supreme and

characteristic thing that is taking place in the era in

which we live. The city is the main fact that modern

civilization stands for, and crowding is the logical archi-

tectural form of the city idea. The thirty-one-story

block is the statue of a crowd. It stands for a spiritual

fact, and it will never be beautiful until that fact is beauti-

ful. The only way to make the thirty-one-story block

beautiful (the crowd expressed by the crowd) is to make
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the crowd beautiful. The most artistic, the only artistic,
thing the world can do next is to make the crowd beauti-'
ful.

The typical city blocks, with their garrets in the
lower stories of the sky, were not possible in the ancient
world, because steel had not been invented

; and the in-
vention of steel, which is not the least of our triumphs
in the mechanical arts, is in many ways the most char-
acteristic. Steel is republican for stone. Putting whole
quarries into a single girder, it makes room for crowds

;

and what is more significant than this, inasmuch as the
steel pillar is an invention that makes it possible to put
floors up first, and build the walls around the floors,
instead of putting the walls up first and supporting the
floors upon the walls, as in the ancient world, it ha.1
come to pass that the modern world being the ancient
world turned upside down, modern architecture is
ancient architecture turned inside out, a symbol of
many things. The ancient world was a wall of indi-
viduals, supporting floor after floor and stage after stage
of society, from the lowest to the highest ; and it is a
typical fact in this modern democratic world that it

grows from the inside, and that it supports itself from
the inside. When the mass in the cAtre has been
finished, an ornamental stone facing of great individuals
will be built around it and supported by it, and the work
will be considered done.

The modern spirit has much to boast of in its

mechanical arts, and in its fine arts almost nothing,
because the mechanical arts are studying what men are
needing to-day, and the fine arts are studying what the
Greeks needed three thousand years ago. To be a real
classic is, first, to be a contemporary of one's own time

;

second, to be a contemporary of one's own time so
deeply and widely as to be a contemporary of al!
time. The true Greek is a man who is doing with his
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own age what the Greeks did with theirs, bringing all ages

to bear upon it and interpreting it. As long as the fine

arts miss the fundamental principle of this present age,

the crowd principle, and the mechanical arts do not,

the mechanical arts are bound to have their way with

us. And it were vastly better that they should.

Sincere and straightforward mechanical arts are not

only more beautiful than affected fine ones, but they are

more to the point : they are the one sure sign we have

of where we are going to be beautiful next. It is im-

possible to love the fine arts in the year 191 3 without

studying the mechanical ones; without finding oneself

looking for artistic material in the things that people are

using, and that they are obliged to use. The determin-

ing law of a thing of beauty being, in the nature of

things, what it is for, the very essence of the classic atti-

tude in a utilitarian age is to make the beautiful follow

the useful and inspire the useful with its spirit. The

fine art of the next thousand years shall be the trans-

figuring of the mechanical arts. The modern hotel,

having been made necessary by great natural forces in

modem life, and having been made possible by new

mechanical arts, now puts itself forward as the next great

opportunity of the fine arts. One of the characteristic

achievements of the immediate future shall be the

twentieth-century Parthenon—a Parthenon not of the

great and of the few and of the gods, but of the great

many, where, through mighty corridors, day and night,

democracy wanders and sleeps and chatters and is sad,

and lives and dies, the streets rumbling below. The

hotel—the crowd fireside—being more than any other

one thing, perhaps, the thing that this civilization is

about, the token of what it loves and of how it lives, is

bound to be a masterpiece sooner or later that shall

express democracy. The hotel rotunda, the parlour for

multitudes, is bound to be made beautiful in ways we
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do not guess. Why should we guess ? Multitudes have
never wanted parlours before. The idea of a parlour has
been to get out of a multitude. All the inevitable

,

problems that come of having a whole city of families
live in one house have yet to be solved by the fine arts
as well as by the mechanical ones. We have barely
begun. The time is bound to come when the radiator,
the crowd's fireplace-in-a-pipe, shall be made beautiful

;

and when the electric light shall be taught the secret of
the candle

;
and when the especial problem of tr Jem

life—of how to make two rooms as good as twelve
shall be mastered asthetically as well as mathemati-
cally; and when even the piano-folding-bed-bookcase-
toilet-stand-writing-desk—a crowd invention for living
in a crowd—shall either take beauty to itself or lead to
beauty that serves the same end.

While for the time being it seems to be true that the
fine arts are looking to the past, the mechanical arts are
producing conditions in the future that will bring the
fine arts to terms, whether they want to be brought to
terms or not. The mechanical arts hold the situation in
their hands. It is decreed that people who cannot
begin by making the things they use beautiful shall be
allowed no beauty in other things. We may wish that
Parthenons and cathedrals were within our souls; but
what the cathedral said of an age that had the cathedral
mood, that had a cathedral civilization and thrones and
popes in it, we are bound to say in some stupendous
fashion of our own—something which, when it is built
at last, will be left worshipping upon the ground beneath
the sky when we are dead, as a memorial that we too
have lived. The great cathedrals, with the feet of the
huddled and dreary poor upon their floors, and saints
and heroes shining on their pillars, and priests behind
the chancel with God to themselves, and the vast and
vacant nave, symbol of the heaven glimmering above that

:
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few could reach—it is not to these that we shall look to

get ourselves said to the nations that are now unborn
;

rather, though it be strange to say it, we shall look to

something like the ocean steamship—cathedral of this

huge unresting modern world—under the wide heaven, on

the infinite seas, with spars for towers and the empty nave

reversed filled with human beings' souls—the cathedral

of crowds hurrying to crowds. There are hundreds of

them throbbing and gleaming in the night,—this very

moment,—lonely cities in the hollow of the stars,

bringing together the nations of the earth.

When the spirit of our modern way of living, the

idea in it, the bare facts about our modern human

nature have been noticed at last by our modem artists,

masterpieces shall come to us out of every great and

living activity in our lives. Art shall tell the things

these lives are about. When this is once realized in

America as it was in Greece, the fine arts shall

cover the other arts as the waters cover the sea. The

Brooklyn Bridge, swinging its web for immortal souls

across sky and sea, comes nearer to being a work of

art than almost anything we possess to-day, because

it tells the truth, because it is the material form of

a spiritual idea, because it is a sublime and beautiful

expression of New York in the way that the Acropolis

was a sublime and beautiful expression of Athens. The

i

Acropolis was beautiful because it was the abode of

I heroes, of great individuals ; and the Brooklyn Bridge,

because it expresses the bringing together of millions of

men. It is the architecture of crowds,—this Brooklyn

Bridge,—with winds and sunsets and the dark and the

tides of souls upon it ; it is the type and symbol of the

kind of thing that our modern genius is bound to make

beautiful and immortal before it dies. The very word

" bridge" is the symbol of the future of art and of every-

thing else, the bringing together of things that are apart
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—democracy. The bridge, which makes land across the

wa«-er, and the boat, which makes land on the water, and
the cable, which makes land and water alike—these are

the physical forms of the spirit of modern life, the

democracy of matter. But the spirit has countless forms.

They are all new, and they are all waiting to be made
beautiful. The dumb crowd waits in them. We have
electricity,—the life current of the republican idea,

—

characteristically our foremost invention, because it takes

all power that belongs to individual places and puts it on
a wire and carries it to all places. We have the tele-

phone, an invention which makes i possible for a man
to live on a back street and be a next-door neighbour to

boulevards ; and we have the trolly, the modern reduc- !

tion of the private carriage to its lowest terms, so that
\

any man for five cents can have as much carriage power ,

as Napoleon with all his chariots. We have the phono-
1

graph, an invention which gives a man a thousand
j

voices ; which sets him to singing a thousand songs at

the same time to a thousand crowds ; which makes it

possible for the commonest man to hear the whisper of

Bismarck or Gladstone, to unwind crowds of great men
by the firelight of his own house. We have the elevator,

an invention for making the many as well off as the few,

an approximate arrangement for giving first floors to

everybody, and putting all men on a level at the same
price—one more of a thousand instances of the extra-

ordinary manner in which the mechanical arts have de-

voted ihemselves from first to last to the Constitution of

the United States. While it cannot be said of many of

these tools of existence that they are beautiful now, it is

enough to affirm that when they are perfected they will

be beai.Jful ; and that if ws cannot make beautiful the

things that we need, we cannot expect to make beautiful

the things that we merely want. When the beauty of

these things is at last brought out, we shall have at-
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talned the most characteristic and original and expressive

and beautiful art that is in our power. It will be un-

precedented, because it will tell unprecedented truths.

It was the mission of ancient art to express states of

being and individuals, and it may be said to be in a

general way the mission of our modern art to express

the beautiful in endless change, the movement of masses,

coming to its sublimity and immortality at last by re-

vealing the beauty of the things that move and that

have to do with motion, the bringing of all things and of

all souls together on the earth.

The fulfilment of the word that has been written,

" Your valleys shall be exalted, and your mountains shall

be made low," is by no means a beautiful process.

Democracy is the grading principle of the beautiful.

The natural tendency the arts have had from the first

to rise from the level of the world, to make th mselves

into Switzerlands in it, is finding itself confronted with

the Constitution of the United States—a Constitution

which, whatever it may be said to mean in the years to

come, has placed itself on record up to the present time,

at least, as standing for the tableland.

The very least that can be granted to this Consti-

tution is that it is so consummate a political document

that it has made itself the creed of our theology, phil.

sophy, and sociology ; the principle of our commerce

and industry ; the law of production, educatior, and

journalism ; the method of our life ; the controlling

characteristic and the significant force in our literature

;

and the thing our religion and our arts are about.



PART THREE
PEOPLE-MACHINES

CHAPTER I

NOW!

THIS outlook or glimmer of vision I have tried to

trace, for the art of crowds is something we want,

and want daily, in the future. We want daily a future.

But after all it is a future.

I speak in this present chapter as one of the crowd
who wants something now.

I find myself in a world in which apparently some
vast anonymous arrangement was made about me and
about my life, before I was born. This arrangement

seems to be, as I understand it, that if I want to live

while I am on this planet a certain sort of life or be a

certain sort of person, I am expected practically to take

out a permit for it from the proper authorities.

In the previous chapter I made a request of the

authorities, as perhaps the reader will remember. I said,

" I want to be good now."

In this one I have a further request to make of the

authorities :
" I want to be beautiful."

I want to be beautiful now,

I find thousands of other people about me on every

hand making these same two requests. I find that the

1
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authorities do not seem to notice their requests tnj

more than they have noticed mine.

Some of us have begun to suspect that we must have

made the request in the wrong way. Perhaps we should

not ask a world—a great, vague thing like the world in

general—to make any slight arrangement we may need

for being beautiful. We have come to feel that we must

ask somebody in particular, and do something in

/particular, and find someone in particular with whom we

I can do it. There is getting to be but one course open

to a man if he wants to be beautiful. He must bone down

and work hard with his soul, make himself see precisely

what it is and who it is standing between him and a

beautiful world. He must ask particular persons in

particular positions if they do not think he ought to be

allowed to be beautiful. He must ask some million-

aire probably first—his employer, for instance—to stop

getting in his way, and at least to step one side and let

him reason with him. And when he cannot ask his

millionaire—his own particular humdrum millionaire—to

step one side and reason with him, he must ask iron-

machines to step one side and reason with him. After

this he must ask crowds to please to step one side and

reason with him.

Whatever happens, he is sure to find always these

same three great, imponderable obstructions in the way of

his being beautiful—the humdrum millionaires, the iron-

machines, and crowds.

In the old days, when anyone wanted to be beautiful

he found it more convenient. There was very likely to

someone who was more beautiful than he was near by,

someone who found him craving the same thing that he

had craved, and who recognized it and delighted in it,

and who could make room and help.

Nowadays, if one wants to be beautiful one must ask

everybody. Every man finds it the same. He must ask
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millions of people to let him be lomething. one after the
other in rows, that they do not want him to be or do
not care whether he is or not. He has to ask more
people than he could count, before he dies, to let him be
beautiful. Many of them that he has to ask, sometimes
most of them, are his inferiors.

1 have tried to deal with how it is going to be
possible for a man to break through to being beautiful,
past millionaires and past iron-machines. I would like
now to deal with the people-machines or crowds, and
how perhaps to break past them and be beautiful in

behalf of them, in spite of them.

'i.r
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CHAPTER II

COMMITTEES AND COMMHTEES

THE problem seems to be something like this: One

finds one has been bom and put here whether or

no, and that one is inextricably alive in a state of society

in which men are coming to live in a kind of vast disease

of being obliged to do eveo'thing together.

We are still old-fashioned enough to be born one at

a time but we are educated in litters and we do our work

in the world in herds and gangs. Even the upper classes

do their work in gangs, and with overseers and little

crowds called committees. Our latest idea consists in

putting parts of a great many dilTerent men together to

make one great one—forming a committee to make a

man of genius.
.

There is no denying that, in a way, a committee docs

things ; but what becomes of the committee ?

And the lower in the scale of life we go the more

committees it takes to do the work of one man and the

more impossible it becomes to find anything but parts ol

men to do things. I put it frankly to the reader. Ihc

chances are nine out of ten that when you meet a man

nowadays and look at him hard or try to do something

with him, you find he is not a man at all but is some sub-

section of a committee. You cannot even talk with such

a man without selecting some subsection of some subject

which interests him ; and if you select any other sub-

section than his subsection he wi'l think you a bore
;

and

•98
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if you select hit subsection he will think that you do not

know anything.

And if you want to get anything done that is

different, or that is the least bit interesting, and want to

get someone to do it, how will you go about it ? You will

find yourself being sent from one person to another ; and
before you know it you find yourself mixed up with nine

or ten subdivisions of nine or ten committees ; and after

you have got your nine or ten subsections of nine or

ten committees to get together to consider what it is you
want done, they will tell you, after due deliberation, that

it is not worth doing, or that you had better do it your- .

self. Then every subsection of every committee will go
home muttering under its breath to every other sub-

section that a man who wants slightly different and
interesting things done in society is a public nuisance

;

and that the man who does not know what subsection he
is in and what subsection of a man he was intended to be,

and who tries to do things, carries dismay and anger on
every side around him. Drop into your pigeonhole and
be filed away, O Gentle Reader! Do you think you are

a soul ? No
;
you are Series B, No. 2574, top row on the

left.

In my morning paper the other day I read that in

a factory whose long windows I often pass in the train,

they have their machinery so perfected that it takes

sixty-four machines to make one shoe.

Query—If it takes sixty-four machines run by
sixty-four men who do nothing else to make one shoe,

how many machines would it take, and how many shoes, '

to make one man ?

Query—And when an employer in a shoe factory

deals with his employee, can it really be said, after all,

that he is dealing with him ? He is oealing 'vith //

—

with Nine Hours a Day, of one sixty-fourth of a mar
The natural effect of crowds and of machines is to
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raakt k min feel that he «», and »lw«y» wu. and alwajn

will be,lmmemorially,unanimouily, Innumerably nobody.

Sometimes we are allowed a little faint numeral to

dangle up over our oblivion. Not long ago I aaw a

notice or letter in the West Bu/Min—ptobMy from a

member of something-ending like this: "... I hope

the readers of the BuJUtin will ponder over this sugges-

tion of Number 39,619 —Sincerely yours, Number

11,175"



CHAPTER 111

THE INCONVENIENCE OP BEINC. HUMAN

1
SHALL never forget one day I spent iii New York

some years ago—more years than 1 thought at first.

It was a wrong-headed day, but I cannot help remember-

ing it as a symbol of a dread I still feel at times in New
York—a feeling of being suddenly lifted, of being swept

out under (it is like the undertow of the sea) into a kind

of vast deep of impersonality—swept out of myself into

a wide, imperious waste or emptiness of people. I

had come fresh from my still country meadow and

mountain, my own trees and my own bobolinks and my
own little island of sky up over me, and in the vast and

desolate solitude of men and women I wandered about

up and down the streets. Every block I saw, every

window, skyline, engine, street-car, every human face,

made me feel as if I belonged to another world. Here

was a great conspiracy in stone and iron against my own

life with myself Was there a st •! in all this huge roar

and spectacle of glass and stone and passion that cared

for the things that I cared for, or the things that I loved,

or that would care one shuffle of all the feet upon the

stones for any thought or word or desire of mine ? The

rain swept in my face, and I spent the day walking up

and down the streets looking at stones and glass and

people. "Hert we are! " say the great buildings crowding

on the sky. " IVhc are you f" . . . all the stone and

the glass and the walls, the mighty syndicate of matter

!'!
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everywhere, surrounded me—one little, shivering, foolish

mote of being fighting foolishly for its own little foolish

mote of identity

!

And I do not believe that I was all wrong. New
York, like some vast, implacable cone of ether, some

merciless anaesthetic, was thrust down over me and my
breathing, aiyJL_L^till_had a Jtirid of left-over prejudice

that Iwantedtobe myself^ with my own private self-

respect, 'vith^my ownpriyate, temporarily-finished-off,

provisiotialiy complete personality. I felt then, and I

still feel to^dayTthat every mariT as TieTighls for his

breath, must stand put at least part of his time Tor the

right of being self-contained. It is, and always will be,

one of the appalling sights of New York to me—the

spectacle of the helplessness, the wistfulncss, of all those

poor New York people without one another. Some-

times the city seems to be a kind of huge monument or

idol or shrine of crowds. It seems to be a part of the

ceaseless crowd action or crowd corrosion on the sense

of identity in the human spirit that the man who lives

in crowds should grow more dull and more literal about

himself every day. He becomes a mere millionth of

Something. All these other people he sees about him

hurrying to and fro are mere millionths too. He grows

more and more obliged to live with a vast bulk of

people if he is to notice people at all. Unless he sees

all the different kinds of people and forms of life with

his own eye, and feels human beings with his hands,

as it were, he does not know and sympathize with them.

The crowd-craving or love of continual city life on the

part of many people comes to be a sheer lack of imagina-

tion, an inability to live in qualities instead of quantities

in men. To live merely in a city is not to know the

real flavour of life any more than the daily paper knows

it—the daily paper, the huge dull monster of observa-

tion, the seer of outsides. The whole effect of crowds
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on the individual man is to emphasize scareheads and
appearances, advertisements, and the huge general show-
ing off. The ride in the train from New Haven to New
York is the true portrait of a crowd. Crowds of soaps
and patent medicines straining on tree and signboard
out of the gentle fields towards crowds of men, culminat-
ing at last in VVoodlawn Cemetery, where the marble
signposts of death flaunt themselves. Oblivion itself is

advertised, and the end of the show of a show world is

placarded on our graves. Men buy space in papers for
cards, and bits of country scenery by the great railroads
to put up signboards, and they spend money and make
constant efforts to advertise that they are alive, and then
they build expensive monuments to advertise that they
are dead . . .

The same craving for piled-up appearances is brought
to bear by crowds upon their arts. Even a gentle soul
like Paderewski, full of a personal and strange beauty
that he could lend to everything he touched, finds him-
self swept out of himself at last by the huge undertow
of crowds. Scarcely a season but his playing has be-
come worn down at the end of it into shrieks and
hushes. Have I not watched him at the end of a tour,
when, one audience after the other, those huge Svengalis
had hypnotized him—thundering his very subtleties at
them, hour after hour, in Carnegie Hall? One could
only wonder what had happened, sit by helplessly, watch
the crowd—thousands of headlong human beings lunging
their souls and their bodies through the music, weeping,
gasping, huzzahing, and clapping to one another. After
every crash of new crescendo, after every precipice of
silence, they seemed to be crying, " This is Soul ! Oh, this
IS Soul

!

" The feeling of a vast audience holding its
breath, no matter why it does it or whether it ought to
do it or not, seems to have become almost a religious
nte of itself. Vistas of faces, gallery after gallery
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hanging on a note, two or three thousand souls suspended

in space all on one tiny little ivory lever at the end of

one man's forefinger . . . dim lights shining on them

and soft vibrations floating round them . . . going to

hear Paderewski play at the end of his season was going

to hear a crowd at a piano singing with its own hands

and having a kind of orgy with itself. One could only

remember that there had been a Paderewski once who

hypnotized and possessed his audience by being hypno-

tized and possessed by his own music. One liked to

remember him—the Paderewski who was really an artist,

and who performed the function of the artist, showering

imperiously his own visions on the hearts of the people.

And what is true in music one finds still truer in the

other arts. One keeps coming on it everywhere—the

egotism of cities, the self-complacency of the crowds

swerving the finer and the truer artists from their

functions, making them sing in hoarse crowd-voices

instead of singing in their own and giving us themselves.

Nearly all our acting has been corroded by crowds.

Some of us have been obliged almost to give up going

to the theatre except to very little ones, and we are

wondering^ if churches__jaimQt-4M)aaibly- he made small

enough to Relieve great things, or if galleries cannot be

arranged with few enough people in them to allow us

great paintings, or if there will not be an author so well

known to a few men that he will live for ever, or if some

newspaper will not yet be great enough to advertise that

it has a circulation small enough to tell the truth.
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CHAPTER IV

LETTING THE CROWD HAVE PEOPLE IN IT

SO we face the issue.

Nothing beautiful can be accomplished in a crowd
civilization, by the crowd for the crowd, unless the crowd
IS beautiful. No man who is engaged in looking under
the lives about him, who wishes to face the facts of these
lives as they are lived to-day, will find himself able to
a\oid this last and most important fact in the history of
the world—the fact that, whatever it may mean, or
whether it is for better or worse, the world has staked all
that it is and has been, and all that it is capable of
being, on the one supreme issue, " How can the crowd
be made beautiful ?

"

The answer to this question involves two difficulties

(0 A crowd cannot make itself beautiful. (2) A crowd
will not let anyone else make it beautiful.

The men who have been on the whole the most
eager democrats of history,—the real-idealists,—the
men who love the crowd and the beautiful too and
who can have no honest or human pleasure in either of
them except as they are being drawn together, are
obliged to admit that living in a democratic country a
country where politics and aesthetics can no longer be
kept apart, is an ordeal that can only be faced a large
part of the time with heavy hearts. We are obliged to
Mmit that it is a country where paintings have little but
the Constitution of the United States wrought into them •
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where sculpture is voted and paid for by the common

people
i
where music is composed for mr.jorities ; where

poetr • is sung to a circulation ; where literature itself is

scaled Lo subscription lists ; where all the creators of the

True and the Beautiful and the Good may be seen

almost any day tramping the table land of the average

man, fed by the average man, allowed to live by the

average man, plodding along with weary and dusty steps

to the average man's forgetfulness. And, indeed, it is not

the least trait of this same average man that he forgets,

that he is forgotten, that his slaves are forgotten, that the

world remembers only those who have been his masters.

On the other hand, the literature of finding fault

with the average man (which is what the larger part of

our more ambitious literature really is) is not a kind of

literature that can do anything to mend matters. The

art of finding fault with the average man, with the fact

that the world is made convenient for him, is inferior art

because it is helpless art. The world is made convenient

for the average man because it has to be, to get him to

live in it ; and if the world were not made convenient

for him, the man of genius would find living with him a

great deal more uncomfortable than he does. He would

not even be allowed the comfort of saying how uncom-

fortable. The world belongs to the average man, and,

excepting the stars and other things that are too big to

belong to him, the moment the average man deserves

anything better in it or more beautiful in it than he is

getting, some man of genius rises by his side, in spite of

him, and claims it for him. Then he slowly claims it

for himself. The last thing to do, to make the worV' a

good place for the average man, would be to make it a

world with nothing but average men in it. If it is the

ideal of democracy that there shall be a slow massive

lifting, a grading up of all things at once ; that whatever

is highest in the true and the beautiful, and whatever is
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lowest in them, shall be graded down and graded up to the
middle height of human life, where the greatest numbers
shall make their home and live upon it ; if the ideal of
democracy is tableland,—that is, mountains for every-
body,—a few mountains must be kept on hand to make
tableland out of

Two solutions, then, of a crowd civilization—having
the extraordinary men crowded out of it as a convenience
to the average ones, and having the average men
crowded out of it as a convenience to the extraordinary
ones—are equally impracticable.

This brings us to the horns of our dilemma. If the
crowd cannot be made beautiful by itself, and if the
'rowd will not allow itself to be made beautiful by any-
one else, the crowd can only be made beautiful by a man
who lives so great a life in it that he can make a crowd
beautiful whether it allows him to or not.

When this man is born to us and looks out on the
conditions around him, he will find that to be born in a
crowd civilization is to be born in a civilization, first, in
n-hich everyjian can do as he pleases jlsecond, in which
"°^';:dj'-.io?S;, Every man is given by the Government
absolute freedom ; and when it has given him absolute
freedom, the Government says to him, " Now if you can
get enough other men, with their absolute freedom, to
put their absolute freedom with your absolute freedom,

]

you can use your absolute freedom in any way you !

want." Democracy, seeking to free a man from being a i

slave to one master, has simply increased the number of I

masters a man shall have. He is hemmed in with (

crowds of masters. He cannot see his master's huge
i

amorphous face. He cannot go to his master and [

reason with him. He cannot even plead with him.

"Jf?" -S?il..c''y your heart out to one of these modern
ballot-boxes. You have but one ballot. They will not
count tears. The ultimate question in a crowd civiliza-

'N !
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tion becomes, not "What does a thing mean?'| or

" What is it worth ? " but " How much is there of it ?
"

" If thou art a great man," says Civilization, " get thou a

crowd for thy greatness. Then come with thy crowd,

and we will deal with thee. It shall be even as thou

wilt." The pressure has become so great, as is obvious

on every side, that men who are of small or ordinary

calibre can only be more pressed by it. They are

pressed smaller and smaller,—the more they are civilized,

the smaller they are pressed; and we ^re being daily

brought face to face with the fact that the one solution a

crowd civilization can have for the evil of being a crowd

civilization is the man in the crowd who can withstand

the pressure of the crowd; that is to say, the one

solution of a crowd civilization is the great-man solution

_a solution which is none the less true because by

name, at least, it leaves most of us out, or because it is

so familiar that we have forgotten it. The one method

by which a crowd can be freed and can be made to

realize itself is the great-man method—the method of

crucifying and worshipping great men, until by crucifying

and worshipping great men enough, inch by inch and era

by era, it is lifted to greatness itself

Not very many years ago, certain great and good

men, who, at the cost of infinite pains, were standing at

the time on a safe and lofty rock, protected from the fury

of their kind by the fury of the sea, contrived to say to

the older nations of tho earth, " All men are created

equal." It is a thing to be borne in mind, that if these

men, who declared that all men were created equal, had

not been some several hundred per cent, better men

than the men they said they were created equal to, it

would not have made any difference to us or to anyone

else whether they had said that all men were created

equal or not, or whether the Republic had ever been

sUrted or not, in which every man, for hundreds of years,
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should look up to these men and worship them as the kind
of men that every man in America was free to try to be
equal to. A civilization by numbers, a crowd civilization,

if it had not been started by heroes, could never have
been started at all. Shall this civilization attempt to live

by the crowd principle, without men in it who are living

by the hero principle ? On our answer to this question

hangs the question whether this civilization, with all its

crowds, shall stand or fall among the civilizations of the

earth. The main difference between the heroes of Ply-

mouth Rock, the heroes who proclaimed freedom in

1776, and the heroes who must contrive to proclaim
freedom now, is that tyranny now is crowding around the
Rock, and climbing up on the Rock, eighty-seven million

strong, and that tyranny then was a careless king three

thousand miles away.

We know or think we know, some of us—at least we
have taken a certain joy in working it out in our minds,
and live with it every day—how people in crowds are

going to be beautiful by and by.

The difficulty of being beautiful now, I have tried to

express. It seems better to express, if possible, what a
difficulty is before trying to meet it.

And now we would like to try to meet it. How can
we determine what is the most practical and natural way
for crowds of people to try to be beautiful now ?

It would seem to be a matter of crowd psychology,

of crowd technique, and of determining how human
nature works.

All thoughtful people are agreed as to the aim.

Everything turns on the method.

In the following chapters we will try to consider the

technique of being beautiful in crowds.
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BOOK FOUR

CROWDS AND HEROES

1m
i

I

TO WALT WHITMAN

'And I law tkt free souls of poets
^

The loftiest bards of all ages strode before me,

Strange large men, long unwaked^ undisclosed, were disclosed to me
. . . my rapt verse, my call, mock me not!

. . . / will not be outfaced by irrational things,

I will penetrate what is sarcastic upon me^

I will make cities and civilizations defer to me
This is what I have learnt from America—

I will confront these shows of the day and ni^ht

I will kttow if I am to be less than they,

I will see if I am not as majestic as tney^

I will see if I am not as subtle and real as they,

I will see if I have no meaning while the houses and ships hiwe meaning.

. , , I am for those that have never been mastered.

For men and women whose tempers have never been mastered^

For those whom la7vs, theories, conventions can never master.

/ am for those who walk abreast cf the whole earth,

Who inaugurate one to inaugurate all.**
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CHAPTER I

THE SOCIALIST AND THE HERO

1WAS spending a little time not long ago with a
man of singularly devoted and noble spirit who had

dedicated his life and his fortune to the Socialist move-
ment. We had had several talks before, and always
with a little flurry at first of hopefulness toward one
another's ideas. We both felt that the other, for a mere
Socialist or for a mere Individualist, was really rather
reasonable. We admitted great tracts of things to one
another, and we always felt as if by this one next argu-
ment, perchance, or by one further illustration, we would
convince the other and rescue him like a brand from the
burning.

The last time I saw him he started in at once at the
station as we climbed up into the car by telling me what
he was doing. He was studying up the heroes of the
American Revolution, and was writing something to show
that they were not really heroes after all. All manner
of things were the matter with them. They had always
troubled him, he said. He knew there was something
wrong, and he was glad to have the matter settled.

He said he did not, and never had, believed in heroes,
and thought they did a great deal of harm—even dead
ones. Heroes, he said, always deceived the people.
They kept people from seeing that nothing could be
done in our modern society by any one man. Only
crowd could do things, he intimated—each man, like

m
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one little wave on the world, wavering up to the ihore

and dying away.

As the evening wore on our conversation became

more concrete, and I began to drag in, of course, every

now and then, naturally, an inspired or semi-inspired

millionaire or so.

I cannot say that these gentlemen were received

with enthusiasm.

Finally, I turned on him. " What is it that makes

you so angry (and nearly all the Socialists) every time

you hear something good, something you cannot deny is

good, about a successful business man? If I brought a

row of inspired millionaires, say ten or twelve of them,

one after the other, into your library this minute, you

would get hotter and hotter with everyone, wouldn't

you ? You would scarcely speak to me."

intimated that he was afraid I was deceived; he

was afraid that I was going about deceiving other people

about its being possible for mere individual men to

be good ; he was afraid I was doing a great deal of

damage.

He then confided to me that not so very long ago he

dropped in one Monday morning into his guest-chamber

just after his guest had gone and found a copy of

Inspired Millionaires, which his guest had obviously

been reading over Sunday, lying on the little reading-

table at the head of the bed.

He said that he took the book back to his library,

took out two or three encyclopaedias from the shelf in

the corner, put my inspired millionaires in behind them,

put the encyclopedias back, and that they had been

there to this day.

With this very generous and kindly introduction we

went on to a frank talk on the general attitude of

Socialists toward the instinct of hero-worship in humaa

nature.
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A Socialist h»d said only a few days before, speaking

of a certain municipal movement in which the people

were interested, that he thought it really had a very

good chance to succeed " if only the heroes could be

staved off a little longer." He deprecated the almost

incurable idea people seemed to have that nothing could

ever be done in this world without being all mixed up

with heroes.

My mind kept recurring in a perplexed way to this

remark for a few days after I had heard it, and I soon

came on the following letter from a prominent Socialist

which had been read at a dinner the night before

:

"
I am glad to join with others of my comrades

in conveying greetings to Comrade Cahan on the

occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of his birth, and

in recognition of the eminent services that he has

rendered in the Socialist movement.
" Yet my gladness is not untinged with a certain

note of apprehension lest in expressing so con-

spicuously our esteem of an honoured comrade we

obscure the broader scene which, if equal'y iMumined,

would disclose tens of thousands o. • 'i.. 1 ,1 rades,

labouring with equal devotion, ind (J>.r:. no less

worthy of praise. . . .

" In our rejoicing over the services of Comrade

Cahan let us not forget that the facilities that he

and that each of us enjoy, are the products of

thousands of other men and women, and sometimes

of children too.

" In our rejoicing let us recall that we cannot

safely assume that any comrade's services to the

movement have been greater than the movement's

services to him ; that we are but fellow-workers

together, deriving help and perhaps inspiration one

from another and each from all.

1
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" In our rejoicing let us place the emphasis

rather upon the services of the many to each, than

upon the services of any one of the many."

I have not quoted from this letter because I disagree

with the idea in it. I am ready to admit that though

the idea is a somewhat dampening one perhaps for a

banquet, that it is true and important.

What I object to in the letter is the Fear in it.

In spite of the fineness and truth of the motive that

lies, I know, underneath every line, the letter is baleful,

sinister, and weary.

I accuse the letter of being, in a kind of nobly-sick

way, visionary, unpractical, and socially destructive.

I would heartily agree with the writer of the letter

about the quality of many heroes, possibly about most

heroes. I would agree in a large measure that the

heroes the crowds choose are the wrong ones.

But there is a great difference between his belief and

mine as to our practical working policy in getting the

things for crowds that we both want for them. It seems

to me that he does not believe in crowds. He is filled

with fear that they would select the wrong heroes.

He says they must not have heroes, or must be

allowed as few as possible.

I believe in crowds, and I believe that the more they

have the hero-habit, the more heroes they have to com-

pare and select from, the finer, longer, and truer heroes

they will select, the more deeply, truly, and concretely

the crowd will think, and the more nobly they will ex-

press themselves.

But the great argument for the hero as a social

method is that the crowd in a clumsy, wistful way, deep

down in its heart, in the long run, loves the beautiful.

Appealing to the crowd's ideal of the beautiful in con-

duct, its sense of the heroic, or semi-heroic, is the only
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practical, hard-headed, understanding way of getting out
of the crowd, for the crowd, what the crow '

ants.

I saw the other day in Boston several thousand
schoolboys in the street keeping step. It was a band
that held them together. A band is a practical thing.

Is it not about time, in our dreary, drab, listless

procession of economics, stringing helplessly across the
world, that we have a band of music ? What economics
needs now is a march.

We have to-day a thousand men who can tell people
j

what to do where we have one who can touch the music, I

the dance, the hurrah, the cry, the worship in them, and
\

make them want to do something. The hero is the

man who makes people want to do something, and
strangely and subtly, all through the blood, while they
watch him, he makes them believe they can.

It is socially destructive to throw away the over-

powering instinct of human nature which we have
called hero-worship.

»'
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CHAPTER II

THE CROWD AND THE HERO

BUT it is not only socially destructive. It is dumb
and helpless for crowds to try to get on without

heroes. Big events and big men are crowd expressions.

Heroes, World Fairs, and Titanic disasters are crowd

wordi5, the crowd's way of seeing and saying things.

Crowds think in great men, or they think in simple,

big, broadly drawn events, or words of one syllable, like

coal strikes.

A whole world works through to an entirely new

idea, the idea that England is not necessarily im-

pregnable, in the Boer war. And we see England, by

way of South Africa, searching her own heart. The

Meat Trust, by raising prices for a few trial weeks, makes

half a nation think its way over into vegetarianism or

semi-vegetarianism.

In the American war with Spain modern thought

attacked the last pathetic citadel in modern life of polite

illusion, of lie-poetry, and in that one little flash of war

between the Spain spirit and the American spirit, in our

modern world, the nations got their final and conclusive

sense of what the Spanish civilization really was, of the

old Don Quixote thinking, of the delightful, brave,

courtly blindness, of the world's last stronghold of

pomposity, of vague, empty prettiness, of talking grand

and shooting crooked.

Japan and Russia fight with guns, but the real fight
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is not between their guns, but between two great
national conceptions of human life. Like two vast
national searchlights we saw them turned on each other,
two huge, grim, naked civilizations, and now in an awful
light and roar, and now in stately sudden silence, while
we all looked on, all breathless and concentrated, we saw
them, as on some strange vast stage of the world, all lit
up, exposed, penetrated by the minds of men for ever.
While they fought before us we saw the last two
thousand years flash up once more and fade away, and
then the next two thousand years on its slide, with one
click before our faces, was fastened into place.

Men see great spiritual conceptions or ideals for a
world when the great ideals are dramatized, when they
stalk out before us, are acted out before our eyes by
mighty nations. Before the stage we sit silently and
think and watch the ideals of a world, the souls of the
nations struggling together, and as we watch we discover
our souls for ourselves. We define our ideals for our-
selves. We make up our minds. We see what we want.
We begin to live.

I have come to believe that the hero, in the same
|way, is the common man's desire and prayer writ large./

It IS his way of keeping it refreshed before him so that/
he sees it, recalls it, suns himself in it, lifts up his life to
it, every day.

I !
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CHAPTER III

THE CROWD AND THE AVERAGE PERSON

I

TO state still further my difference with the typical

Socialist point of view, as expressed in the letter

from which I have quoted, I am "bliged to confess that

I not only believe in having heroi on behalf c! crowds,

but in having as a regular met'-.o^ of democracy little

crowds of heroes, or an aristocracy. In other words, I

am a democrat. I believe that crowds can produce, and

are bound to produce by a natural crowd-process, a

real aristocracy—an aristocracy which will be truly

aristocratic and noble in spirit and action, and which

will express the best ideas in the best way that a crowd

can have.

The main business of a democracy is to find out

which these people are in it and put them where they

will represent it. The trouble seems to have been in

democracies so far, that we find out who these people are

a generation too late. The great and rare moments of

history have been those in which we have found out who

they were in time, as when we found in America Abraham

Lincoln, an unaristocratic-looking and ungainly man, and

saw suddenly that he was the first gentleman in the

United States.

The next great task of democracy is to determine

the best means it can of finding out who its aristocrats

are, its alt-men, and determining who they are in time,

men who have vision, courage, individuality, imagination

a"
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enough to face real things, and to know real people, and
to put real things and real people together.

It is what an aristocracy in a democratic form of
government is for, to furnish imagination to crowds. A
real aristocracy is the only clear-headed, practical means
a great nation can have of distributing, classifying, and
digesting and evoking hordes of men and women.
People do not have imagination in hordes, and imagination
is latent and unorganized in masses of people. The
crowd problem is the problem of having leadc-s who can
fertilize the imagination and organize the will of crowds.
Nothing but worship or great desire has ever been able
to focus a crowd, and only the great man, rich and various
in his elements, abounding, great as the crowd is great,
can ever hope to do it.

Every man in a crowd knows that he is, or is in
danger of being, a mere Me-man, or a mere class-man,
and he knows that his neighbour is, and he wishes to be
in a world that is saved from his own mere me-ness and
his own mere classness. His hero-worship is his way of
worshipping his larger self. He communes with his
possible or completed self, his self of the best moments
in the official great man or crowd man.

The average man in a crowd does not want to be an
average man, and the last thing he wants is to have an
average man to represent him. He wants a man to
represent him as he would like to be.

He cannot express himself,—his best self, in the
State, to all the others in the State, without a lifted-up
man or crowd man to do it.

It is as if he said—as if the average man said, " I

want a certain sort of world, I want to be able to point
to a man, to a particular man, and say, as I look at him
and ask others to look at him, ' This is the sort of world
1 want.'

"

Then everybody knows.

I
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isThe great world that lies in all men's hearts

expressed in miniature, in the great man.

Crowds speak in heroes.

I have often heard Socialists wondering among them-

selves why a movement that had so many fine insights

and so many noble motives behind it had produced so

few artists.

It has seemed to me that it might be because

Socialists as a class, speaking roughly, are generalizers.

They do not see vividly and deeply the universal in the

particular, the universal in the individual, the national

in the local. They are convinced by counting, and are

moved by masses, and are prone to overlook the Spirit of

the Little, the immensity of the seed and of the individual.

They are prone to look past the next single thing to

be done. They look past the next single man to be

fulfilled.

They feel a bit superior to Individualists for the way

they have of seeing the universal in the particular, and

of being picturesque and personal.

Socialists are not picturesque and personal. They

do not think in pictures.

Then they wonder why they do not make more

headway.

Crowds and great men and children think in pictures.

A hero pictures greatness to them. Then they want

it for themselves.

From the practical, political point of view of getting

things for crowds, perhaps the trouble lies, not in our

common popular idea of having heroes, but in the heroes.

And perhaps the cure lies not in abolishing heroes, but

in making our heroes move on, and in insisting on more

and better ones.

Any man who looks may watch the crowd to-day

making its heroes move on.
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If they do not move on, the crowd picks up the next

hero at hand who is moving—and drops them.
One can watch in every civilized country to-day

crowds picking up heroes, comparing, sorting, selecting
seeing the ones that wear the longest, and one by onetakmg the old ones down.

The crowd takes a hero up in its hu?e rough hand
gazes through him at the world, sees what it wants'
through him. Then it takes up another, and then
another.

Heroes are crowd spy-glasses.

Pierpont Morgan and Tom Mann, for example
Pierpont Morgan is a typical American business man

raised to the n'th or hero power.
The crowd thinks it is interesting to take up Pierpont

Morgan, the Tom Mann of the banks. It will see what
It wants, through him.

And the crowd thinks it is interesting to take upTom Mann, too, the Pierpont Morgan of the Trades
Unions. It will see what it wants, through him

PH
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CHAPTER IV

THE CROWD AND PIERPONT MORGAN

ONE keeps turning back every now and then, in

reading the Life of Pierpont Morgan, to the portrait

which Carl Hovey has placed at the beginning of the

book If one were to look at the portrait long enough,

one would not need to read the book. The portrait

puts into a few square inches of space what Mr. Hovey

takes half an acre of paper for. And all that he really

does on the half-acre of paper i; -o bring back to one

again and again that set and tcxiused look one saw

in Mr. Morgan's eyes—the remoteness, the silence, the

amazing, dogged, implacable concentration, and, when all

is said, a certain terrible, inexplicable blindness.

The blindness keeps one looking again. One cannot

quite believe it. The portrait has something so strong,

so almost noble and commanding, about it that one

cannot but stand back with one's little judgments and

give the man who can hurl together out of the bewilder-

ment of the worid a personality like this, and fix it

here—all in one small human face—the benefit of the

doubt This is the way the crowd always took Pierpont

Morgan at first. The bare spectacle of a man so mag-

nificently set, so imperiously preoccupied, silences our

judgments. It seems as if, of course, he must be seeing

things—things that we and others possibly do not and

cannot see. The blindness in the eyes is so complete

and set in such a full array that it acts at first on one
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almost like a kind of vision. The eyes hold themselves
like pictures of eyes, like little walls, as if real eyes were
in behind them. One wonders if there is anyone who
could ever manage to break through them, fleck up little

ordinary human things—personality, for instance, atmo-
sphere, or light—against them. If Shakespeare, whose
folios he had, and Keats, whose Endymion he owned,
or Milton, whose Paradise Lost he kept in his safe,

were all to assail him at once, were to bear down upon
that set look in Pierpont Morgan's eyes—try to get
them to turn one side a second and notice that they

—

Shakespeare, and Milton, and Keats—were there, there
would not be a flicker or shadow of movement. They
are eyes that are set like jaws, like magnificent spiritual

muscles, on Something. Neither do they reveal light or
receive it.

I M

It will be some time before the crowd will find it

rossible to hand in an account and render a full esti-

mate of the value of the service that Pierpont Morgan
rendered to our modern world ; but the service has been
for the most part rendered now ; and while the world, in

its mingled dismay and gratitude at the way that he
hammered it together, is distributing its praise and
blame, there are some of us who would like to step one
side a little and think quietly, if we may, not about what
Pierpont Morgan did, which we admit duly, but about
the blindness in his eyes. It is Pierpont Morgan's
blindness that interests the crowd more than anything
else about him interests them now. It is his blindness

—

and the chance to find out just what it is that is making
people interested. His blindness (if we can fix just
what it is) is the thing that we are going to make our
next Pierpont Morgan out of The next Pierpont
Morgan—the one the crowd is getting ready now—will
be made out of the things that this Pierpont Morgan did
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not sw. What are these things ? We have been looking

for the things in Carl Hovey's book, peering in between

the lines on every page, and turning up his adjectives

and looking under them, his adverbs and qualifications,

his shrewdness and carefulness, for the things that

Pierpont Morgan did not see. Pierpont Morgan him-

self would not have tried to hide them, and neither has

his biographer. His whole book breathes throughout

with a just-mindedness, a spirit of truth, a necessary and

inevitable honesty, which of itself is not the least testi-

mony to the essential validity and soundness of Morgan's

career. Pierpont Morgan's attitude towards his biography

(if, in spite of his reticence, it became one of the necessi-

ties—even one of the industrial necessities, of the world

that he should have one) was probably a good deal the

attitude of Walt Whitman when he told Traubel, " What-

ever you do with me, don't prettify me " ; and if there

were things in Mr. Morgan's career which he imperturb-

ably failed to see, Mr. Morgan himself would have been

the last man not to try to help people to find out what

they are. But living was to Mr. Morgan as it is to us,

a serious, bottomless business. He did not know which

the things were he had not seen. His eyes were mag-

nificently set. They cannot help us. We must do our

own looking.

If I were called upon to speak very quickly and

without warning, if anyone suddenly expected me in my

first sentence to hit the bull's-eye of Mr. Morgan's b 'd-

ness, I th'nk I would try socialism. When the Emperor

William was giving himself the treat of talking with the

man who ran, or was supposed to run, the economics of a

world, he found that he was talking with a man who had

not noticed socialism yet, and who was not interested in

it Most people would probably have said that Morgan

was not interested in socialism enough; but there are
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very few people who would not be as surprised as

Emperor William was to know that he, Pierpont Morgan,

was not informed about the greatest and, to some of us,

the most threatening, omnipresent, and significant spectre

in modern industrial life.

But when one thinks of it, and when, more particu-

larly, one looks again at that set look in his eyes, I

cannot see how it could possibly have been otherwise.

If Morgan's eyes had suddenly begun seeing all sorts of

human things—the bewildering welter of the individual

minds, the tragedy of the individual interests around

him ; if he had lost his imperious sense of a whole—had

tried to potter over and piece together, like the good

people and the wonderers, the innumerable entangled

wires of the world, his eyes might have be.n filled per-

haps with the beautiful and helpless light of the philo-

sophers, with the fire of the prophets, or with the gentle

paralysis of the poets, but he never would have had the

courage to do the great work of his life—to turn down

for ever those iron s)- 'tters on his eyes and smite a world

together.

There was or thing this poor, dizzied, scattered

planet needed. With its quarrelling and its peevish

industries, its sick poets and its tired religions, the one

thing this planet needed was a Blow ; it needed a man
that could hammer it together. To find fault with this

man for not being a seer, or to feel superior to him for

not being an idealist, or to heckle him for not being a

sociologist, when here he was all the time with this

mighty frenzy or heat in him that could melt down the

chaos of a world while we looked, weld it to his will, and

then lift his arm and smite it, though all men said him

nay— back into a world again— to heckle over this

man's not being a complete sociologist or professor is not

worthy of thoughtful and manful men.

I cannot express it, but I can only declare, living as
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II
I do in a day like thi-i, that to me there is a kind of

coloMal naked poetry in what Pierpont Morgan did which

I cannot but acknowledge with gratitude and hope.

Though there be in it, as in all massive things, a brutality

perhaps like that of the moving glaciers, like the making

and boiling of coal in the earth, like death, like childbirth,

like the impersonality of the sea, my imagination can

never get past a kind of elemental, almost heathen, poetry

or heathen-god poetry in Pierpont Morgan's Blow or

shock upon our world. There may be reason to doubt

as to whether it is to be called a heaven-poetry or a hell-

poetry—something so gaunt and simple is there about it

;

but here we are with all our machines arou.id us, with

our young, rough, fresh nations in the act of starring a

great civilization once more on thi;; c! ' and gentle earth,

and I can only say that poetry (ttiough it be new, or

different, or even a little terrible) is the one thing that

now, or in any other age, men begin great civilizations

with.

I have tried to express the spirit of what Morgan's

genius, seized unconsciously by the grim, resistless will

of his age, w.-ought into his career.

Bu: in the background of my mind as I see Pierpont

Morgan, there is always the man who will take his

place, and if I did not see the man coming, and coming

rapidly, who is to take Mr. Morgan's place, I admit that

Mr. Morgan himself would be a failure, a disaster, a

closed wall at the end of the world.

No one man will take Mr. Morgan's place, but the

typical man in the group of men that will take his place

will justify Mr. Morgan's work, by taking this world in

his hand and riveting his vision on where Morgan's vision

left off As Morgan fused railroads, iron, coal, steam-

ships, seas, and cities, the next industrial genius shail

fuse the spirits and the wills of men. The Individualists
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and the Socialists, the aristocracies and democracies, the
capitalists and the labourers shall be welo. d together,
•hall be fused and transfused by the next Morgan into
their ultimate, inevitable, inextricable, mutual interests.

The chief characteristic of the new industrial leader
is comi „' to be social imagination or the power of seeing
the larger industrial values in human gifts and efficiencies,
the more human and intellectual energies of workmen,
the market value of their spirits, their imaBinatioxs,'
and their goodwill. The underpinning and Morganizing
work has been done; the power of instant decision
which Pierpont Morgan had, was very often based on
a lack of imagination about the things that got in his
way

;
but the things that get in the way now, the big,

little-Iooking things—are the things on which the new and
inspired millionaire's imagination will find its skill and
accumulate its power. It is men's spirits that are now
in the way

;
they hav been piling up and accumulating

under Morgan's regime long enough, and it is now
their turn. Perhaps men's spirits were always beyond
Mr. Morgan, and perhaps his imagination was always
working largely as a kind of cerebellum-imagination

; it

was a kind of imagination that sees related and articulated
the physical body of things, the grip on the material
tools, on the gigantic limbs of a world. The man
who succeeds Mr. Morgan, and for whom Mr. Morgan
made the world ready, is the man who has his im-
agination in the upper part of his brain, and instead
of doing things by not seeing, and by not being seen,
he will swing a light. He will be himself in his own
personality, a little of the nature of a searchlight, and
he will work the way a searchlight works, and will have
his will with things by seeing and lighting, by X-raying
his way through them, and not by a kind of colossal
world-butting, which was Morgan's way, both eyes im-
periously, implacably shut, his whole being all bent, all
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crowded into his vast machine of men, his huge will

lifted .... and excavating blindly, furiously, as through

some groping force he knew not, great subcellars for a

new heaven and new earth.

The Crowd gets its heroes one at a time. Heroes

are the Crowd's tools. Some are dredges, some are

telescopes. The Crowd, by a kind of instinct,—an over-

soul or undersoul of which it knows not until afterwards,

takes up each tool gropingly,—sometimes even against

its will and against its conscience, uses it and drops it.

Then it sees why, suddenly, it has used it.

Then God hands it Another One.
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CHAPTER V

THE CROWD AND TOM MANN

T DROPPED into the London Opera House the other
1 night to see Tom Mann, another hero or crowd spy-
glass that people have taken up awhile apparently to see
through to what they really want. I wanted to hear
him speak, and see, if I could, why the crowd had taken
him up, and what it was they were seeing through him.

I am apt to take a dead set at liking a man I do
not agree with, if I can. It gives one a better start in
understanding him and in not agreeing with him to some
purpose.

But it was not necessary to try to like Tom Mann or
to make arrangements for being fair to him. He came
up on the platform—(it was at Mr. Hyndman's Socialist !

rally)— in that fine manly glow of his of having just come /
out of gaol (and a gaol, whatever else may be said about /
It. IS certainly a fine taking place to come out of—to /blossom up out of. like a night-blooming cereus before a /vast, lighted-up, uproarious audience). It is wonderful/
how becoming a gaol is to some people ! Had I not/
seen Mrs. Pethick Lawrence with the flush of Old BaileW
on her cheek only a little while before in Albert Hall ? '

If Tom Mann had had, like Elisha that night, a fiery
chariot at his disposal, and had come down, landed plump
out of heaven on his audience, he could not have done
half as well with it as he did with that little grey, modest,
demure Salford Gaol the kind Home Secretary gave him.
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He tucked the gaol under his arm, stood there

silently before us in a blaze of light. Everybody clapped

for five minutes.

Then he waved the air into silence and began to

speak. I found I had come to hear a simple-minded,

thoughtless, whole-hearted, noisy, self-deceived, hopelessly

sincere person. He was a mere huge pulse or muscle of

a man. All we could do was to watch him up there

on the platform (it was all so simple
!
) taking up the

world before everybody in his big hands and whacking

on it with a great rapping and sounding before us all, as

if it were Tommy's own little drum mother gave him.

He stood there for some fifteen minutes, I should think,

making it—making the whole world rat-a-tat-tat to his

music, to Tommy's own music, as if it were the music of

the spheres.

Mr. Mann's gospel or hope for mankind seemed to

be to have all the workers of the world all at once refuse

to work. Have the workers starve and silence a planet,

and take over and confiscate the properties and plants of

capital, dismiss the employers of all nations and run the

earth themselves.

I sat in silence. The audience about me broke out

into wild, happy appreciation.

It acted as if it had been in the presence of a vision.

It was as if, while they sat there before Tom Mann,

they had seen being made, being hammered out before

them, a new world.

I rubbed my eyes.

It seemed to me precisely like the old one. And

all the trouble for nothing. All the disaster, the pro-

posed starvation, and panic for nothing.

There was one single possible difference in it.

We had had before, Fierpont Morgan, the Tom Mann

of the banks, riding astride the planet, riding it out with
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us—with all the rest of us helpless on it, holding on for

dear life riding out into the Blackness.

And now we were having instead, Tom Mann, the

Pierpont Morgan of the Trades Unions, riding astride the

planet, riding it out with us, with all the rest of us help-

less on it, holding on for dear life, riding out into the

Blackness.

Of course Pierpont Morgan and Tom Mann are both

very useful as crowd spy-glasses for us all to see what

we want through.

But is this what we want ?

Is it worth while to us, to the crowd, to all classes of

us, to have our world turned upside down so that we can

be bullied on it by one set of men instead of being bullied

on it by another ?

This is the thing that the Crowd, as it takes up one

hero after the other, and looks at the world through him,

is seeing next.

Some of us have seen sooner than the others. But

we are nearly all of us seeing to-day. We have stood

by now these many years through strikes and rumours of

strikes, and we have watched the railway hold-ups, the

Lawrence Mill strike, and the great English coal strike.

We have seen, in a kind of dumb, hopeful astonishment,

everybody about us piling into the fray, some fighting

for the rights of labour and some for the rights of capital,

and we have kept wondering if possibly a little something

could not be done before long, possibly next year, in

behalf of the huge, battered, helpless Public, that dear

amorphous old lady-like Person doddering along the

Main Street of the World, now being knocked down by
one side and now by the other. It has almost looked,

some days, as if both sides in the quarrel—Capital and

Labour, really thought that the Public ought not to ex-

pect to be allowed to be out in the streets at all. Both
sides in the contest are so sure they are right, and feel so
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nnbh .^nd Christian, that we know they will *ake care

of themselves; but the poor old Lady!—some of us

w oiidcr, in the turmoil of Civilization and the scuffle of

i. iiiislianity, what is to become of Her.

Is it not about time that somebody appeared very

i( -r, now who will make a stand once and for all in behalf
of this Dear Old Lady-Like Person ?

Is it really true that no one has noticed Her and is

really going to stand up for Her—for the old gentle-

hearted Planet as a Whole ?

We have our Tom Mann for the workers, and we
have the Daily Newspaper—the Tom Mann of Capital,

but where is our Tom Mann for Everybody ? Where is

the man who shall come boldly out to Her, into the great

crowded highway, where the bullies of wealth have
tripped up her feet, and the bullies of poverty have
thrown mud in her face, where all the little mean herds

or classes one after the other hold Her up—the scorners,

and haters, and cowards, and fearers for themselves,

fighting as cowards always have to fight, in herds ....
where is the man who is going to climb up alone before

the bullies of wealth and the bullies of poverty, take his

stand against them all . . . against both sides, and dare

them to touch the dear helpless old Lady again ?

When this man arises—this Tom Mann for Every-
body,—whether he slips up into immortality out of the

crowd at his feet, and stands up against them in overalls

or in a silk hat, he will take his stand in history as a

man beside whom Napoleon and Alexander the Great
will look as toys in the childhood of the world.

We arc living in a day when ^
nt only all competent-

minded students of affairs, but the crowd itself, the very

passers-by in the streets, have come to see that the very

essence of the labour problem is the problem of getting

the classes to work together. And when the crowd
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watches the labour leader and sees that he is not thinking
correctly and cannot think correctly of the other classes,
of the consumers and the employers, it drops him.
Unless a leader has a class consciousness that is capable
of thinking of the other classes—the consumers and
employers, so shrewdly and so close to the facts that
the other classes, the consumers and the employers, will
be compelled to take him seriously, tolerate him, welcome
him, and co-operate with him, the crowd has come at last
to recognize promptly that he is only of temporary
importance as a leader. He is the by-product of one
of the illusions of labour. When the illusion goes he
goes.

Capital has been for some time developing its class
consciousness. Labour has lately been developing in a
large degree a class consciousness.

The most striking aspect of the present moment is
that at last, in the history of the world, the Public is

developing a class consciousness.

The Crowd thinks.

And as from day to day the Crowd thinks—holds
up its little class heroes, its Tom Manns and Pierpont
Morgans, and sees its world through them—it comes
more and more to see implacably what it wants.

It has been watching the Tom Mann, or syndicalist
type of labour leader, for some time.

There are certain general principles with regard to
labour leaders that the crowd has come to see by hold-
ing up its heroes and looking through them, at what it

wants. The first great principle is that no man needs
to be taken very seriously, as a competent leader of a
great labour movement who is merely thinking of the
interest of his own class.

The second general principle the Crowd has come to
see, and to insist upon—when it is appealed to (as it
always is, in the long run)—is that no labour leader needs
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to be taken very seriously or regarded as very dangerous

or very useful—who believes in force.

A labour leader who has such a poor idea that a

hold-up is the only way he can express it—the Crowd
suspects. The only labour leaders that the Crowd, or

people as a whole, take seriously are those that get things

by thinking and by making other people think.

The Crowd wants to think.

The Crowd wants to decide.

And It has decided to decide by being made to

think and not by being knocked down.

It is not precisely because the Crowd is not willing

to be knocked down, and has not shown itself to be,

over and over again, when it thought its being knocked

down might possibly help in a just cause.

But it has not been through coal strikes and syndi-

calist outbreaks for nothing.

It is not the knocking down indulged in by labour

and by capital that the Crowd fears.

It is the not-thinking.

The Crowd has noticed that the knocking-down dis-

position and the not-thinking disposition go together.

The Crowd has watched Force and Force-people,

and has seen what always happens after a time.

It has come to see that people who have to get

things by force and not by thinking will not be able to

think of anything to do with the things when they get

them.

So the Crowd does not want them to get them.

The Crowd has learned all this even from the present

owners of things. It does not want to learn them all

over again from new ones. The present owners of things

have got them half by force, and that is why they only

half understand how to run them.

But they do half understand because they only half

believe in force. The Crowd has seen them get their
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supremacy by the use of the employment-hold-up, or by
starvmg or threatening to starve the workers And
now It sees the Syndicalist workers proposing to get
control by starving or threatening to starve everybody.
Of the two, those who propose to starve all the people
to get their own way, and those who threaten to starve
part of the people, it has seemed to the Crowd, naturally
that those who only half believe in starving, and who
only starve a part of us, would be likely to be more
mtelhgent as world-runners.

In other words (accepting for the sake of argument
the worst possible interpretation of the capitalist class)
they have spent several years in learning, and have
already half learned that force in industry is inefficient
and cannot be made to work.

Now when the Crowd sees the Syndicalists swinging
their hats m a hundred nations, with one big hoarse
hurrah around a world, with five minutes' experience
come rushmg in, and propose to take up the world—
the whole world in two minutes' more, and run it in the
same old bygone way—the way that the capitalists are
just givmg up—by force—it knows what it thinks

It thinks it will fight Class Syndicalism. It makes
up Its mind it will fight Class Syndicalism with Crowd
Syndicalism. It has decided that, in the interests of all
of us, of a crowd civilization, of what we call the world
or Crowd Syndicate, its industries should be controlled
not by the owners and not by the workers, but by those
men, whoever they are, who can control them with the
most skill and efficiency.

The Crowd has come to see that the present owners
—judging from current events, and taking them as a
whole, and speaking impersonally and historically—have
proved themselves, on the whole, incompetent to control
industries with skill and efficiency, because they have
treated labour as the natural enemy of capital, and have
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quamslled with it. It sees that the present workers, act-

ing as syndicalists or otherwise, are incompetent to own

and control and manage industry because they propose

to treat capital as the natural enemy of the workers.

There has been but one conclusion possible. If Civiliza-

tion or the Crowd Syndicate has a right to have its

industries managed in the interests of all, and if the

present owners have proved themselves to be mentally

incompetent to control industry because they fight labour,

and if the present labourers as a class have proved

themselves to be mentally incompetent because they

propose to fight capital, there is naturally but one ques-

tion the Crowd Syndicate is asking to-day, namely, " Are

there any mentally competent business firms at all tn the

world, any firms whose owners and labourers have thought

out a way of not fighting ? " From the point of view of

the Crowd, the men who are competent, who know how

to do their work, do not have to lay down their tools and

find out all over again how to do their work. They

know it and ke-;p doing it.

So the Crowd keeps coming back with the question,

"Are there or are there not any competent business

establishments in our modern life ? Which are they, and

where are they ? " We want to know about them. We

want to study them. We want to focus the Uiought of

the world on them and see how they do it.

The answering of this question is what the next

Pierpont Morgan and the next Tom Mann are for.

What the next Pierpont Morgan is for is to find out

for us who the competent employers are—the emr '.oyers

who can get twice as much work out of their labour as

other employers do, recognize them, stand by them, and

put up money on them. The next Pierpont Morgan will

find out also who the incompetent employers are, re-

cognize them, stand out against them, and unless they

have brains enough, or can get brains enough to co-
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operate with their own workmen, refuse to lend money
to them.

This would make a banker a statesman, would make
banking a great and creative profession, shaping the
destinies of civilizations, determining with coins back and
forth over a counter the prayers and the songs, the very
religions of nations, and swinging like a pendulum the
fate of the world.

The first Pierpont Morgan has made himself, in a
necessary transitional movement, a hero in the business
world because of a certain moral energy there is in him.
He has insisted in expressing his own character in busi-
ness. He would not lend money to capitalists fighting
capitalists, and in a general way he has compelled capital-
ists to co-operate. The new hero of the business world
is going to compel capital not merely to co-operate with
capital, but to co-operate with labour and with the
public. And as Morgan compelled the railroads of the
United States to co-operate with one another by getting
money for those that showed the most genius for co-
operation, and by not getting money for railroads that
showed less genius for it, so the next Pierpont Morgan
will throw the weight of his capital at critical times in
favour of companies that show the largest genius for
building the mutual interests of capitalists, employees,
an." the public inextricably into one body. He is going
to recognize as a banker that the most permanent, long-
headed, practical, and competent employers are those
whose business genius is essentially social genius, the
genius for being human, for discovering the mutual in-
terests of men, and for making human machinery work.

There is a great position ahead for this hero when he
comes. And I have seen in my mind to-day thousands
of men, young and old in every business, in every country
of the world, pressing forward to get the place.

It is what the next Tom Mann is for—to find out
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for the Trades Unions and for the public who the most

competent workmen are in every line of business, the

workmen who are the least mechanical-minded, who

have shown the most brains in educating and being

educated by their employers, the most power in touching

the imaginations of their employers with their lives and

with their work, and in co-operating with them.

When the next Tom Mann has searched out and found

the workmen in every line of business who are capable

of working with their superiors, and of becoming more

and more like them, he will make known to all other

workmen and to all other Trades Unions who these work-

men are, and how they have managed to do it. He will

see that all Trades Unions are informed, in night-schools

and otherwise, how they have done it. He will see that

the principles, motives, and conditions that these men

have employed in making themselves more like their

superiors, in making themselves more and more fit to

take the place of their superiors, in making their work

a daily, creative, spirited part of a great business, arc

made so familiar to all Trades Unions that the policies

of all our labour organizations everywhere shall change

and shall be infected with a new spirit ; and labouring

men, instead of going to their shops the world over, to

spend nine hours a day in fighting the business in which

they are engaged, to spend nine hours a day in trying to

get themselves nothing to do, nine hours a day in getting

nobody to want to employ them, will work the way they

would like to work, and the way they would all work to-

morrow morning if they knew the things about capital

and about labour that they have a right to know, and

that only incompetent employers and incompetent labour

leaders year by year have kept them from kncwing.
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CHAPTER VI

AN OPENING FOR THE NEXT PIERl'ONT MORGAN

CHRIST said once, " He that is greatest among you,
let him be your servant."

j

Most people have taken it as if He had said—
;

" He that is greatest among you, let him be your
j

valet.

/
" He that is greatest among you, let him be your

butler.

i

"He that is greatest among you, let him be your
hostler, porter, footman."

They cling to a mediaeval Morality-Play, Servant-in-
the-House idea, a kind of head-waiter idea of what Christ
meant.

This seems to some of us a literal-minded. Western
way of interpreting an Oriental metaphor. We do not
believe that Christ meant servanthood. It seems to us
that He meant something deeper, that He meant service •

that He might have said as well

:

'

"He that is greatest among you, let him be your
Duke of Wellington.

"He that is greatest among you, let him be your
Lincoln.

"He that is greatest among you, let him be your
Edison, your Marconi."

At all events, it is extremely unlikely that He meant
looking and acting like a servant.

jHe meant really being one, whether one looked like i
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a servant or not. If looking Independent and being in-

dependent makes the service better, if defying the

appearance of a servant makes the service more efficient,

we believe the appearance should be defied.

It troubles us when we see the Czar of Russia, in the

presence of the civilized world, once a year taking such

great pains to look like a servant and to wash his

peasants' feet.

We are not willing, if we ever have anv relations

with the public, to be Czars and look like ser .nts.

We would prefer to look like czars and 1 servan*"

We are inclined to believe that no man who is

rendering his utmost service to the crowd ever thinks in

the ordinary servant sense of being obedient to it. He is

thinking of his service, and of its being the most high

and perfect and most complete thing that he can render

—the thing that he, out of all men, could think of and

do, and that the crowd would want him to do. He is

busy in being obedient to the crowd, in fulfilling daily

its spirit, and not in taking orders from it.

The reason that the larger number of men who go

into politics to-day are inefficient and do not get the

things done that crowds want, is that they are the kind

of men who feel that they must talk and act like servants.

Even the most independent-looking and efficient men,

who look as if they really saw something and had some-

, thing to give, often prove disappointing. When one

' comes to know a man of this type more intimately, one

is apt to find that he is really a flunkey in his thoughts

;

that he feels hired in his mind ; that he is the valet of a

crowd, and often, too, the valet of some particular crowd

—

some little, safe, shut-in crowd, party, or special interest

that wants to own, or to keep, or to take away a world.

Whichever way to-day one looks, one finds this

illusion as to what a public servant really is, for the

moment, corrupting our public life.
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But Christ did not My, " He that U greatest amons
you, let him be your valet."

The man who is greatest among us, neither in this
age nor in any other, ever will or ever can be a valet.
He faces the Crowd the way Christ did—with his life!

with his soul, with his God.
He will not be afraid of the Crowd . . .

He will be the Greatest, he will be a Servant.
In the meantime—in the hour of the valets, only the

little crowds, speak. The People wait.

The crowd is dumb, massive, and silent. There seems
to be no one in the world to express it, to express its
indomitable de.sire, its prayer, to lay at last its huge,
terrible, beautiful will upon the earth.

It is the classes or little crowds—the little pulling
and pushing, helpless, lonely, mean, separated crowds
blind, hateful, and afraid, who are running about trying
to lay their little wills upon the earth.

The Crowd waits and is not afraid.

The little, separated crowds are afraid.

The world, for the moment, is being interpreted, ex-
pressed, and managed by People Who Are Afraid.

It is the same in all the nations. In the coal strike
in England, one (inds the miners in the trades unions
afraid to vote except in secret because they are afraid
of one another. One finds the miners' leaders afraid of
the men under them and of what they might do, so that
they have no policy except to fight. One finds the
miners' leaders afraid of the mine managers and of what
they might do, so that they have no policy except to
fight. One finds the mine managers afraid of one
another, afraid of their stockholders, afraid of the miners'
leaders, and afraid of the newspapers and afraid of the
Government.

One finds the Government afraid of everybody.
J

Everybody is afraid of the Government

11
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Everybody fights because everybody is afraid.

And everybody is afraid because everybody sees that

it is mere crowds that are running the world.

There is another reason why everybody is afraid.

Everybody is afraid because everybody is shut in with

some little, separated crowd.

People who are never Outside, who only see a little

way out over the edge of the little crowd in which they
are penned up, are naturally afraid.

A world that is run by little shut-in crowds is neces-

sarily a world that is run l/ People Who Are Afraid.

And so now we have come to the fullness of the

time. The cities and the nations, the prairies, and the

seas and the mines, the very skies about us can be seen

by all to day to be full of a dull groping and of a great

asking, " W/to are the Men who are not Afraid f
"

The moment these men appear who are not afraitj,

and it is seen by all that they are not afraid, the world

(and ?,!1 the little blind, helpless crowds in it) will be

placed in their hands.
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CHAPTER VII

AN OPENING FOR THE NEXT TOM MANN

I
AM aware that Tom Mann is not a world figure.

But he is a world type. And as the editor of the
Syndicalist, the leader of the most imposing and revealing
labour rally the uorld has seen, he is of universal interest
Those of us who believe in crowds are deeply interested
in finding, recognizing, creating, and in seeing set free
out of the ranks of men the labour leaders who shall
express tV^ nobility and dignity of modern labour, who
shall exprc,s the bigness of spirit, the brawny-heartedness,
the composure, the common sense, the patriotism, the
faithfulness and courage of the People.

I indict Tom Mann before the bar of the world as
not expressing the will and the spirit of the People.

I do this as a labouring man. I decline, because I
spend my time daily tracing out little crooked lines on
paper with a pen, because I have wrought day and night
to make little patterns of ink and little stretches of
words reach men together round a world, because I have
sweat blood to believe, because in weariness and sorrow
I have wrought out at last my little faith for a world
I decline not to be numbered with the labourers I see in
the streets. I claim my right before all men this day
with my unbent body and with my unsoiled hands, to be
enrolled among the toilers of the earth.

I speak as a labouring man. I say Tom Mann is
incompetent as a true leader of Labour.

'
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The first reason that he is incompetent is that he

does not observe facts. He merely observes facts that

everybody can see, that everybody has seen for years.

He does not observe the new and exceptional facts about

Capital that only a few can see, the seeing of which, and

the seeing of which first, should alone ever constitute a

man a true leader in dealing with Capital. He merely

believes facts that nearly everybody has caught up to

believing—facts about human nature, about what works

in business. The crowd is not content with this. It

has become accustomed to seeing that the men who lead

in business, and who make others follow them, whether

masters or workmen, are men who do it by observing

certain new and exceptional facts and acting upon them.

If these men cannot observe them, we have seen them

create them. It is the men who make new things true

wherever they go that the crowd is coming to recognize

and to take seriously and permanently as the real leaders

of Labour and of Capital to-day. Tom Mann is in-

competent as a labour leader in dealing with capital to-

day, because the things that he proposes to do all turn

on three facts which, looked at on the outside, merely

have or might be said to have a true look

:

First, employers are all alike
;

Second, none of them ever work
;

Third, they are all the enemies of Labour.

Tom Mann is incompetent to grapple with Capital in

behalf of Labour as any great labour leader would have

to do, because he has his facts wrong about Capital, is

simple-minded and rudimentary and undiscriminatiny

about the men with whom he deals, and sees them all alike.

This is a poor beginning even for fighting with them.

The second reason that Tom Mann is incompetent

is, not that he has his facts wrong and does not think,

but that he carries not-thinking about the employing

class still further, has come to make a kind of religion
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out of not thinking about them. And instead of thinking

how to make labouring men think better thaii their

employers think, and making them think so well that

they can crowd their way into their employers' places,

he proposes to have labour get into their places without

thinking, and run a world without thinking. All that is

necessary in order to have workmen run the world, is to

get workmen to stop working, to stop thinking, and then

as rapidly as possible to get everybody else to stop

thinking. Then the world will fall into their hands.

The third reason that Tom Mann is incompetent is

that he is unpractical and full of scorn. And scorn, from
the point of view of the practical-minded man, is a

sentimental and useless emotion. We have learned that

it almost always has to be used by a man who has his

facts wrong, that is, who does not see what he himself is

really like, and who has not noticed what other people

are really like. No man who sees himself as he is, feels

at liberty to use scorn. And no man who sees others as

they are, sees any occasion for it. Tom Mann uses hate

also, and hate has been found to be, as directed towards

classes of persons as a means of getting them to do
things, archaic and inefficient. It is not quite bright.

It need not be denied that hate and scorn both impress

some people, but they never seem to impress the people

that see things to do and who find ways to do them.

And the people who use scorn are all too narrow, too
class-bound, and too self-regard ing to do things in a
huge world problem like the present one.

The fourth reason that Tom Mann as a labour leader

is incompetent is that he is afraid ; he is afraid of capital,

so afraid that he has to fight it instead of grappling with
it and co-operating with it. He is afraid to believe in

labour—so afraid that he takes orders from it instead of

seeing for it, and seeing ahead for it. He is afraid of

his employers' brains, of their having brains enough to

m:
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understand and to be convinced as to the position of the
labourer. He is afraid to believe in his own brains, in
his own brains being good enough to convince them.

So he backs down and fights.

If any reader who is interested to do so will liindly
turn back at this point, a page or so, and read this
chapter we have just gone through together, over again,
and if he will kindly, wherever it occurs, insert for Tom
Mann, labour leader, D. A. Thomas, leader of mine-
owners," he will save much time for both of us, and he
will kindly make one chapter in this book, which is

already much too long, as good as two.

Tom Mann (unless he is changed) is about to be
dropped as a typical modern leader of Labour because he
is afraid, and what he expresses in the labouring class is

its fear of Capital.

And what D. A. Thomas expresses for capital is its

fear of Labour.

There are thousands of capitalists and hundreds of
thousands of labour men who have something better they
want expressed by their leaders than their fear.

Out of these men the new leaders will be chosen.



CHAPTER VIII

THE MEN WHO LOOK

DURING the recent coal strike in England, as at all
times in the world, heroes abounded.
The trouble with most of us during the coal strike

was not in our not having heroes, but in our not being
quite sure which they were.

Davy McEwen, a miner who stood out against the
whole countryside, and went to his work every day in
defiance of thousands of men on the hills about him
trymg to stop him, and hundreds of thousands of men all
oyer England trying to scare him, was not a hero to
Mr. Josiah Wedgwood. Mr. Josiah Wedgwood one
day m the height of the conflict, from his seat in the
House of Commons, rose in his might, and before the
face of the nation called Davy McEwen a traitor to
his class.

Sir Arthur Markham, one of the largest of the
mme-owners, in the height of the conflict between the
mrne-owners and the miners over wages, rose in the House
and declared that, in his opinion as a mine-owner, the
mine-owners were wrong and the miners were right, and
that the mine-owners could afford to pay better wages' and
should yield to the men.

He was called a traitor to his class.

At the last moment in the coal strike, when the
Government had done its best, and when the labour
leaders stii' proposed to hold up England and defy the
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Government until they got their way, Stephen Walsh,

one of the leaders of the miners, stood up in the face of

a million miners and said he would not go on with the

others against the Government. " It is now time for the

trades union men to return to work. We have done

what we could. Our citizens-hip should be higher than

our trades-unionship, and with me, as long as I am a

trades union man, it will be."

He was called a traitor to his class.

I am an unwilling and unfit person, as a sojourner

and an American, to take any position on the merits of

the question as to the disestablishment of the Church in

Wales. But when I saw Bishop Gore standing up and

looking unblinkingly at facts, or what he thought were

facts, which he would rather not have seen and which were

not on his side, and when I saw him voting deliberately

for the disestablishment of his own Church, I greeted

with joy, as if I had seen a cathedral, another traitor to

his class. I almost believe that a Church that could

produce and supply a man like this for a great nation

looking through every city and county year by year

for men to go with it ... a Church that could produce

and keep producing Bishop Gores, would been titled,

from a great nation, to anything it liked.

Men seem to be capable of three stages of courage.

Courage is graded to the man.

There is the man who is so tired, or mechanical-

minded, that he can only think of himself.

There is the man who is so tired that he can only

think of his class.

And there is the man that one has watched being

moved ever slowly from a Me-man into a Class-man, who

has begun to show the first faint beginnings of being a

Crowd-man.

One man has courage for himself because he knows
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what he wants for himself. Another has courage for

his class because he knows what he wants for his class.

Another has courage for God and for the world because

there are things he sees that he wants for God and for

the world, and he sees them so clearly that he sees ways

to get them.

Lack of courage is a lack of vision or clear-headedness

about what one wants. I do not know, but I can only

say that it has seemed to me that Bishop Gore has a

vision or clear-headedness about what he wants fur demo-

cracy, and that he uses his vision of what he wants for

democracy to true his vision for his class. Perhaps also

he has a vision for his class, for the Church people, that it

is for the interest of Church people to be the class that is,

out of all the world, supremely considerate, big, leisurely,

unfretful in its dealings with others. Perhaps also he

has a vision for himself and is clear-headed for himself,

and has seen that though the steeples fall about him,

and though the altars go up in smoke, he will keep the

spirit of God still within his reach. The gentleness and

hope for the world and patience that built the cathedrals,

shall be in his heart day and night.

I hold no brief for Bishop Gore.

I know there must be others like him who voted on

the other side.

I know there are hundreds of thousands of employers

who in their hearts are like him. I know there are hundreds

of thousands of men in the trades unions who are like him.

I am not sure that Bishop Gore, on the merits of the

case, was right. I wish this day I knew that he was wrong.

1 wish that I had spent the last six months in fighting

him, in fighting against his vision, that I might be more
free to-day to point to him with joy when I go up and

down the streets with men and look at the churches with

men—the rows of churches—and try lo tell them what
they are for. I have seen that the cathedrals scattered
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about under the sky In England are but God's little tools

to make great cities on the earth, and Lo build softly out

of the hearts of men and women, men who shall be

cathedrals too—men buttressed against the world, men

who can stand alone.

And it has seemed to me that Tom Mann and D. A.

Thomas are incompetent as leaders of industry, because

they do not see that Labour is full of men who rir do

things like this. I am proud, over in my countrj' v ;ross

the sea, to be cousin to a nation that is slill t'! - licad-

quarters—the international citadel—of individualivn upon

the earth. The world knows, if England does not, that

this kind of individualism is the most characteristic, the

most mighty and impregnable, Dreadnought against a

world that England has built.

But England knows it too.

I have seen thousands of men in England in their

dull brown clothes pass by me in the street who know

and respond to the spirit that is in Bishop Gore and who

have the courage to show it themse'ves. And the vision

is in them, when it is not waked, i he moment it is waked

we will have a new world. It is because Tom Mann and

D. A. Thomas are not leaders of men who have this

spirit that they are about to be dropped as typical leaders

of Labour and Capital in modern times. No man will be

accepted by the Crowd to-day as a competent leader of his

class who is afraid of the other classes. No man will be

said to be a true leader, to be competent to make things

move in the world, who does not have three gears of

courage : courage for himself, courage for his own people,

courage for other people ; and who does not dare to deal

with other people as if they really might be dealt with,

after all, as fellow human beings capable of acting like

fellow human beings, capable of finer and of truer things,

of more manly and patient, more shrewdly generous, more

far-sighted things, than might appear at first.
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Was Mr. Josiah Wedgwood right when he called
Davy McEwen a traitor to his class ?

1 do not want to judge Davy McEwen. Such things
are matters of personal interpretation, and of standing
with a man face to face for a moment and looking him
in the eyes.

Of course, if I had done this, I might have been
tempted and despised him.

And I might now. The thing that I would have
tried to look down through to in him, if I had looked
him in the eye, would have been something like this:
" Are you or are you not, Davy McEwen, standing out
day after day against your class because you can see less

than your class sees, because you are a mere me-man ? Do
you go by here grimly day by day, past all these people
lined up on the hills, sternly thinking of yourself?"

If I found that this was true, as it might well be,
and often is, I would say that Davy McEwen was a
traitor to his class. But if I found Davy McEwen going
past hillsfull of workmen because he had a larger, fairer

vision of what his class is than they had, if it proved to be
true that the crowd-man in him was keeping the class-
man in place, and holdin)., true his vision for his class, I

would say that it was his class that was being a traitor

to him
; I would say that sooner or later his class would

see in some quiet day that it had been a traitor to him
and to the world, and a tmitor to itself.

If socialism and individualism cannot work together,
and if (like the masculine and feminine in spirit) each
cannot make itself the means and the method of fulfilling

the other, there is no reason why either of tlum should
be fulfilled.

In the meantime, there is a kind of self-will that
Kcms to nic, as its shadow comes across my path, iike
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God Himself walking on the earth. And I have seen t

in the rich and I have seen it in the poor, and in people

who were being wrong and in people who were being right.

It is like hearing great belU in the dark, singing in

the solemn night to so much as hear of a man some-

where, I might go and see, who stands alone.

If we want to stand together, let us besjin with these

men who can stand alone.

There is a sense in which Christ died on the cross

( because He could find at the time no other way of saying

this. There is a sense in which the decline of individual-

ism is what He died for. ...... r „
Or we might call it the beginning of individualism.

He died for the principle of doing what He thought was

right before anybody else did it. and whether anybody

else did it or not. The self-will of Jesus was half the

New Testament. He crucified Himself. His -"other and

a dozen disciples that His own vision for all might be

fulfilled. Socialism itself, what is good in it, would no

exist to-day if Jesus, the Christ, had not practised

socialism, in the best sense, by being an individualist.

If we are going to get to socialism by giving up

individualism, by abolishing heroes, why get to it ?

This more glorious self-will is not. of course, of a

kind that all men can expect to have. Most of us have

not the vision that equips us. and that gives us the

right, to have it. But we can exact of our leaders that

they shall have it-that they shall see more for us tha.

we can see for ourselves, that they shall hold their vision

up before us and let us see it. and let "^ have t^e use of

it. that they shall be true to us, that they shall be the

big brothers of the people.



CHAPTER IX

WHO IS AFRAID?

1HAVE sometimes hoped that the modern world was
about to produce at last some man somewhere with a

biu-hearted, easy, powerful mind, who could protect the
French Revolution. What we need most of all just now
in our present crisis is some man who could take up the
French Revolution without half trying, all the world
looking on and wondering softly how he dares to do
it, and put it gently but firmly, and once for all, up
high somewhere where no one except geniuses, or at
least the very tallest-minded people, could ever again
get at it.

As it is, hardly a day passes but one sees new little
nobodies everywhere all about one reaching up without
half thinking to it—to the French Revolution—grabbing
it calmly, and then using it deliberately before our eyes
as a general free-for-all analogy for anything that comes
into their heads. The Syndicalists have had the use
of it last. The fact that the French Revolution was
French, and that it worked fairly well a hundred years
ago, and with a Louis Sixteenth sort of person, and as a
kind of first rough sketch or draft of just what a revolu-
tion might be for once, and what it would have to get
over being afterwards, as soon as possible, never seems
to have occurred to many people. One sees them
rushing about the world trying to get up exact dupli-
cates, little fussy replicas of a revolution, and of a kind
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of revolution that the real world put quietly away in the

attic seventy years ago. The real world, and all the

men in it who are facing real facts to-day, are getting

what they want in precisely the opposite of the

violent, theatrical French-Revolution way. The fact that

people are quite different now, and that it is more
effective and practical to get new ideas into their heads
by keeping their heads on than it is by taking their

heads off, some of us have passed over. Living as we
do in a world to-day with our new explosives, our
new antiseptics, our new biology, bacteriology, our new
storage batteries, our habit of getting everything we get

and changing everything we change by quietly and
coolly looking at facts, the old lumbering fashion of

having a beautiful, showy, emotional revolution now on
one side, and then waiting to have another beautiful,

showy, emotional revolution on the other, each oscil-

lating back and forth year by year until people finally

settle down, look at facts together, become scientifc,

and see things as they are—has gone by. We have
not time for revolutions nowadays. They may be
amusing, but they are not practical, and evolution or

revolution-without-knowing-it, or evolution all together,

suit us better. We are in a world in which we are seeing

men almost being made over before our eyes by the

scientific habit of thought—by the new, slow, imperious

way we have come to have of making ourselves look at

things at which we would rather not look, until we see

them as they are. The man of scientific spirit, the

quiet-minded, implacable man who gets what he wants

for himself and for others by merely turning on the

light, who makes a new world for us by just showing
us more plainly the one we really have, possesses the

earth.

There is no reason why revolutionists should feel

that they are particularly courageous, that they are the
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particularly high-minded, romantic, adventurous un-comprom,s,ng. and superior people. The real adventurethe ab.dmg emotion and wonder of living in the twentie hcentury hes ,n the high, patient, slow, quiet silent en erpnse of sedng facts as they are, and with^ a /t^and .nexorably and with good cheer, acting on them Thehuman race has a new temperament. The way to rZnow ,s to look, to look first, to look longest and tolook for the mo,t people. The way we winTr'volutionor bnng he enemy to terms to-day i. by batter ni theenemy w.th co-operation, with understan'^in
"h^ andbeng understood by him, by being impregnably, obsti

goSill'o'f"*"''^'''"'"^ "P •^"^^ happy citadels ofgoodwill, of services rendered, services deserved andervces returned. We had an idea once that the wayto conquer a man was by hitting the outside of Wm
««in." -"'^"T

"°" ''^ ^^"'"^ '"^'^^ '^f them, andTyge«mg^ms.de first and then dealing with outside things

We see the inside. It is the modern note to see

Hercules ir5 a bust now.
We prefer still little women like Madame Curie or aman hke Sir William Lister, or like Wilbur WnVht-thecourage that faces material facts, that deals with thelements of things, whether in a bottle, or in the leaven

co„r. ^ ^"hject-mattcr is human nature and the

ZZol '\'"" '^ '""^ '''"'^^^ 'hat can dea

difficult' w' "'''''''''• "'''^'' ^^« 'he mostaimcuit facts to face m people ?
"

They are

—

The facts about how they are diiTerent from us.
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The facts about their beinjj like us.

The facts as to what we can do about it.

So it has come to seem to me to be the greatest,
the most typical and difficult courage of modern life and
of a crowd civilization, the courage to look at actual
facts in people and to see how the people can be made
to go together.

,
A man's courage is his Sense of Identity.
A man's courage toward nature, heat, cold, moun-

tains, seas, deserts, chemistry, geology, is his sense of
identity with God and of his right to share with God in
the creating of His world.

His courage toward people is his sense of identity
with men who seem different from him, of all races, all
classes, and all nations. He sees the differences in their
big relations alongside the resemblances. Then he fits
the differences into the resemblances and knows what
to do.

There is a statue of Sir George Livesey, one of the
early presidents of the South Metropolitan Gas Company,
placed at the entrance of the works where thousands of
workmen day and night pass in and pass out.

Sir George Livesey was the man who, in the early
days of the South Metropolitan Gas Company, stood
out against all his workmen, for six long weeks, to get
the workmen to believe that they were as good as he
was. He believed that they were capable, or should be
capable, of being identified with him and working with
him as partners, of sharing in the direction of the busi-
ness, of sharing in the profits, and co-operating all day,
eveiy day, with him and the other partners, to make the
business a success.

He did not propose to be locked up in a business,
if he could help it, with men who did not feel identified
with him, who were not his partners, or who did not
want to be.
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He thought it was not good business to en"age five

thousand men and pay them deliberately so much a day
to fight his business on the inside of the works. Being
obliged to do his business as a fight against people who
helped him all the time, watching and outwitting them
as if he were dealing with five thousand intelligent
gorillas instead of witli fellow liuman beings, did not
interest him.

He did not believe that the men themselves, in spite
of the way they talked, when they came to think of it
really enjoyed being intelligent gorillas, any more than
he did.

The Trades Unions passed a resolution that it was
safer for the men in deahng with Sir George Livesey to
keep on being gorillas.

Sir George Livesey proposed that they should all
try being fellow human beings and being in partnership
for a httle while and see how it worked.

The Trades Unions were afraid to let them try
Even if it worked very well, and if it turned out that being
men was safer, in this one particular case, than being
gorillas, It would set a bad example, the Trades Unions
thought. They took the ground that it was safer to
have all men treated alike, whether they were gorillas
or not.

They instructed the men to strike. The South
Metropolitan Gas Company was almost closed up, but it
did not yield.

Sir George Livesey took the ground that if the
Trades Unions believed that his men were not good
enough for him, and that he was not good enough for
his men, he would wait until they did.

The bronze statue of Sir George Livesey that the
men have raised, and that thousands of men go by every
day, day after day, and look up to at their work, was
raised to a man who had stood out against his workmen
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for weeks to prove that they were as good as he was,
and could be trusted to be luyal to him, and that he
was as good as they were, and that he could be trusted
to be loyal to them.

He had the courage to insist on being, whether any-
body wanted it for the moment or not, a new kind and
new size of man. He preferred being allowed to be a
new kind and new size himself, and he preferred allowing
his t.ien to be new kinds and new sizes of men, and he
made a shrewd, dogged guess that when they tried it they
would 1 ke it. They were Merely afraid to be new sizes,

as we all are at first.

There are possibly three ways in which, in the con-
fusion of our modern world, one can tell a ht.o when one
sees one.

One knows a hero first by his originality. He
invents a new kind and new size of man. He firishes

off one sample. There he is.

The next thing one notices about this man (when he
is invented) is his humility. He never seems to feel

—

having invented himself—how original he is. The more
original people think he is, and the more they try to set

him one side as an exception, the more he resents it.

And then, of course, the final way one knows a man
is a hero is always by his courage, by his masterful way
of driving through, when he meets a man, to his sense of

identity with him.

One always sees a hero going about quietly every-
where, treating every other man as if he were a hero too.

He gets so in the habit, from day to day (living witli

himselQ, of believing in human nature, that when he finds

himself suddenly up against other people he cannot stop.

It is not that he is deceived about the other people,

though it might seem so sometimes. He merely sees

further into them and further for them.
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Has he not invented himself? Is he not at this
very moment a better kind of man than he thought he
could be once? Is he not goin^ to be a better kind
to-morrow than he is now ?

So, quietly, he keeps on year by year and day by
day, treating other people as if they were, or were
meant to be, the same kind of man that he is, until
they are.

'
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CHAPTER X

RULES FOR TELLING A HERO—WHEN
ONE SEES ONE

WHEN Christ turned the other cheek, the last

thing He would have wanted anyone to think

was that He was backing down, or that He was

merely being a sweet, gentle, grieved person. He was

inventing before everybody, and before His enemies,

promptly and with great presence of mind, a new kind

and new size of man. It was a more spirited, more

original, more unconquerable and bewildering way of

fighting than anybody had thought of before. To be

suddenly in an enemy's presence a new kind and new

size of man—colossal, baffling—to turn into invisibility

before him, into intangibility, into another kind of being

before the enemy's eyes, so that he could n'lt possibly

tell what to do, and so that none of the things that he

had thought of to do would work. . . . This is what

Christ was doing, it seems to some of us, and it is

apparently the way He felt about it when He did it.

Turning the other cheek is a kind of moral jiu-jitsu.

The last thing that many of us who are interested in

the modern world really want is to have war, or fighting.

stop. We glory in courage, in the power of facing

danger, in adventuresomeness of spirit, in every single

one of the qualities that always have and always will

make every true man a fighter.

361
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We contend that fighting, as at present conducted,
is based on fear and lazy-mindedncss ; that it is lacking in

the manlier qualities, that the biggest and newest kind of
men are not willing to be in it, and that it docs not work.

We would rather see the world abolished than see
war abolished.

We want to see war brought up to date.

The best way to fight was invented sunie two thousand
years ago, aniL the innocent, conventional persons who
still believe in a kind of routine, or humdrum, of shoot-
ing, who have not caught up with this two-thousand-
year-old invention, are about to be irrevocably displaced
in our modern life by men who have a livelier, more far-

seeing, more practical, more modern kind of courage.
From this time on we have made up our minds, we, the
people of this world, that the only men we are going to
allow to fight for us are the men who can fight the way
Christ did.

Men who have not the courage to fight the way
Christ did are about to be shut up by society ; no one
will harm them, of course, innocent, afraid persons,
who have to protect themselves with gunpowder, but
they will merely be set one side after this, where they
will not be in a position to spoil the fighting of the men
who are not afraid.

And who are the men who are not afraid ?

To search your enemy's heart, to amputate, as by a
kind of spiritual surgery, the very desire for fighting in

him, to untangle his own life 'aefore his eyes and suddenly
make him see what it is he really wants, to have him
standing there quietly, radiantly disarmed, gentle-hearted,
and like a child before you; if you are able, Gentle
Reader, or ever have been able, to do this, you are not
afraid

! Why should any one ever have supposed that
It takes a backing down, giving up, teary, weak, and
grieved person to do this ?

,.<
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Christ expressed His idea of courage very mildly
when He said, in effect ;

" Blessed are those who dare to
be meek, for they shall inherit the rarth."

It takes a bolder front to step up to a man one
knows is one's enemy and co-operate with him than it

does to do a little, simple, thoughtless, outside thing like
stepping up to him and knocking him down.

Co-operating with a man in spite of him, moving
over to where he is, winning a victory over him by get-
ting at his most rooted, most protected, secret, instinctive
feelings, literally striking him through to the heart and
making a new kind of man out of him before his own
eyes, by being a new kind of man to him, takes a bigger,
stiller courage, is a more exposed and dangerous thing
to do than to fall on him and fight him.

It is also more practical. The one cool, practical,
hard-headed way to win a victory over an enemy is to
do the thing that makes him the most afraid. And there
js no man people are more afraid of than the man who
stands up to them quietly, looks at them, and will not
fight with them. He is doing the one ihing - f all others
to them that they would not dare '.o do. They wonder
what such a man thinks. If he dares stand up before
them and face them with nothing but thinking, what is

he thinking ?

What he thinks, if it makes him able to do a thing
like this, must have some man stuff in it. They prefer
to wait and see what he thinks.

Courage consists in not being afraid of one's own
mind and of other people's minds. When men become
so afraid of r -,e another's minds and of their own mind-;
that they cannot think, they have to back down and
fight. They are cowards.

They do not know what they think.

They do not know what they want.



CHAPTER XI

THE TECHNIQUK OP COirHAGK

1HAVE never known a coward.
I have known men who did cowardly things and

who were capable of cowardly thoughts, but I have never
known a man who could be fairly and finally classified
as a coward.

Courage is a process.

If people are cowards it is because they are in a
hurry.

They have not taken the pains to tee what they
think.

'

The man who has taken the time lo think down
through to what he really wants and to what he is
bound to get, is always (and sometimes very suddenly
and unexpectedly) a courageous man.

It is the man who is half wondering whether he
really wants what he thinks he wants or not, or whether
he can get it or net, who is a coward.

The coward is a half man. He is slov r,ly minded
«bout himself. He gets out of the hard work of seeing
through himself.; of driving on through what he supposes
he wants to what he knov.-s he wants.

So, after all, it is a long, slow, patient pull, being a
courageous man. Few men have the neve to take the
time to attend to it.

The first part of courage consists in all this hard
work one has to put in with one's soul day after day,

'J'
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f

and over and over again, doggedly, going back to it.
IV/ia/ IS It that I really want f

The second, or more brilliant-looking part of couraee
the courageous act it.-lf (like Roosevelt's when he i^
Shot), which everybody notices, is easy. The real
courage is over then.

Courage consists in seeing so dearly something
that one wants to get that one is more afraid of not

£ w!
" "

""'^ '' °^ """^""'"^ ""'' "" eet in

The first thing that society is ever able to do with
the lowest type of labouring man seems to be to j-et him
to want something. It has to think out ways of gettingh.m waked up of getting him to be decntly selfish, a,.dto want somcthmg for himself He only wants a little
at first; he wants something for himself to-day and he

thing for himself for to-morrow, or next week, or next
year, and he has courage fcr next week, or for next yearThen he wants something for his family, or for his wifeand he has courage for his family, or for his wife

Gradually he sees further and wants something for

when he ,s liberated into his class. Then he discovers
the implacable mutual interest of his class with the other
classes, and he thinks of things he wants for all the
classes. He thinks the classes together into a world, andbecomes a man. He has courage for the world.

When men see, whether they are rich or poor, what

^lid ^ ^^ "'"'''''" '^^y "" ^"'' ''"=y ^'^ ""'

The next great work of the best employers is to gethbour to want enough. Labour is tired and mechanical-
minded. The next work of the better class of labourer,
or the stronger kind of Trades Union, is to get capital towant enough. Capital is tired, too. It docs not see
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capital, and has no courage for these things
The larger the range and the larger the variety of

social desire the greater the omrage.
^

The problem in modern industry is the arousing of
the imaginations of capitalists and labourers so that th.ysee something that gives them courage for themselvesand for one another, and courage for the world.

The world belongs to the men of visir _,he menwho are not afraid- the men who sec things that tTeyhave made up their minds to get.
^

VVho are the men to-day, in all walks of life, who

Tde un' .r"' '"T '°' '"^ """'' p^^p'^- -'J "'^- h-:made up their minds to get them ?

There is just one man we will follow to-day,—those ous who belong to the crowd.-the man who is aSall
over, who is deeply and gloriously covetous, the manwho sees things- he wants for himself, and «ho therefore
' bo3T '°'; '';"''='[: -d -^o sees things he wants and
s bound to get for other people, and who therefore hascourage for other people.

This is the hardest kind of courage to have-courage for other people.

H
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CHAPTER XII

THE MEN WHO WANT THINGS

DURING the coal strike I took up my morning
paper and read from a speech by Vernon Harts-

horn, the miners' leader : "In a week's time, by tieing

up the railways and other means of transportation, we
could so paralyse the country that the Government would
come to us on their knees and beg us to go to work on
terms they are now flouting as impossible."

During the dockers' strike I took up my morning
paper and read Ben Tillett's speech, at the meeting the

day before, to fifty thousand strikers on Tower Hill.
"

' I am going to ask you to join me in a prayer,' Tillett

said. ' Lord Devonport has contributed to the murder,

by starvation, of your children, your women, and your

men, I am not going to ask you to do it, but I am
going to call on God to strike Lord Devonport dead.'

Hfc asked those who were prepared to repeat the

' prayer ' to hold up their hands. Countless hands

were held up, and cries :
' Strike him doubly stone

dead !
' The men then repeated the following ' prayer,'

word for word, after Tillett :

—

"
' O God, strike Lord Devonport dead.'

He" Afterwards the strikers chanted the words

:

shall die ! He shall die !
'

"

There are times when it is very hard to have courage

for other people.
3(3
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It is when one watches people doing cowardly things
that one finds it hardest to have courage for them.

I felt the same way both mornings at first when I
held my paper in my hand and thought about what I
had read, about the Government's going down on its
knees, and about God's striking Lord Uevonport dead.

The first feeling was one of profound resentment
shame—a huge, helpless, muddle-headed anger.

I j-i
^^ ""' **•* slightest trace of courage for the miners

;

1 did not see how the Government could have any cour-
age for them. And I had no courage for the dockers
or for what could be expected of the dockers. I did
not see how Lord Devonport could have any courace
for them. *"

I repeated their prayer to myself.
The dockers were cowards. I was not going to try

to sympathize with them, or try to be reasonable about
them. It was nothing that they were desperate and had
prayed. Was I not desperate too? Would not the
very thought that fifty thousand men could pray a prayer
like that make any man desperate? It was as if I had
stood and heard fifty thousand beasts roaring to their
god.

" They are desperate," I said to myself; "
I will not

take what they think seriously. It does not matter
what desperate people think."

Then I waited a minute. "But I am desperate
too,' I said; "I must not take what I think seriously!
It does not matter what desperate people think."

I thought about this a little, and drove it in.

" What I think will matter more a little later, per-
haps, when I get over being desperate."

' " Perhaps what the dockers think will matter more a
little later, too."

In the meantime are not their scared and hateful
opinions as good as my scared and hateful opinions ?

'4
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The important and final opinions, the ones to be

taken seriously, that can be acted on, will be the opinions

of those who get over being scared and hateful first.

Then I stood up for myself.

I had a reason for being scared and hateful. They

and their prayer drove me to be scared and hateful.

I thought again.

Perhaps they had a reason, too.

Then it all came over me. I became a human being

all in a minute when I thought of it.

I became suddenly full of ::ourage for the hateful

dockers.

I thought how much more discouraging it would be

if they had not been hateful at all.

I do not imagine God was sorry when He heard

those fifty thousand dockers asking Him to strike Lord

Devonport dead.

Not that He would have approved of it.

It was not the last word of wisdom or reasonable-

ness. It was lacking in beauty and distinction as a

petition, as being just the right form of prayer for

those fifty thousand faultless dockers up on Tower Hill

that afternoon (the whole of London listening, in that

shocked and proper way that London has).

But I have not lost all courage for the dockers who

made it.

They still want something ! They still are men !

They still stand up when they speak to Heaven ! There

is some stuff in them yet ! They make heaven and

earth ring to get a word with God !

This- all means something to God, probably.

Perhaps it might mean something to us.

We are superior persons, it is true. We do not pray

the way they pray.

We believe in being more self-controlled. We take
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our breakfasts quietly, and with high collars and silk
hats and with g,lt prayer-books we go into the presence
of our Maker. We believe in being calm and reasonable

But If men who have not enough to eat are so half-dead and so worthless that they can feel calm and
reasonable about .t, and can always be precisely rightand always say precisely the right thing-if, with their
w.ves fainting m their arms and their babies crying for
food, all that those dockers had character enough todo up on Tower Hill, was to make a polite, sj'ooth.
Anglican prayer to God_a prayer like a kind of blessing
befoie not having any meat, and not that awful, fateful

untoT W i!^^'."'
" '°" °' ''""^'"S °^ 'heir heartsup to the black and empty sky-what would such menhave been good for? What hope or courage could any-one have for them, for such men at such a time, if they

would not If they could not, come thundering and break-
ing into His presence, fifty thousand strong, to get what
they want ?

^

I may not know God, but whatever else He is I feel
sure that He is not a precise stickler-god, that' He is
not pompous about spiritual manners, a huge literal-
minded, Proper Person, who cannot make allowances
»or human nature, who cannot hear what humble, roughmen like these, hewing their vast desires for Him out of
darkness, and out of little foolish words, are trying to say

And perhaps we, too, do not need to be literal-mmded about a prayer that we may hear, or that wemay overhear, roaring its way up past our smooth
beautiful lives rudely to Heaven.

'

What is the gist of the prayer to God, and to us?

awfur^^*
'• "

't\'^^.
"""" "'" ''y'"S t° =ayin this

awful, flaming, blackening metaphor of wishing Lord
Devonport dead ?

^

The gist of it is that they mean to say, whether they

, i
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are right or wrong (like us, as we would say, whether

we were right or wrong), they mean to say that they

have a right to live.

In other words, the gist of it is that we are like them,

and that they are like us.

I, too, in my hour of deepest trial, with no silk hat,

with no gloves, with no gilt prayer-book, as I should,

have flashed out my will upon my God. I, too, have

cried with Paul, with Job, across my sin,—my sin that

very moment heaped up upon my lips—have broken

wildly in upon that still, white floor of Heaven

!

And when the dockers break up through, fling them-

selves upon their God, what is it, after all, but another

way of saying, " I am persuaded that neither death, nor

life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor powers, nor things

present, nor things to come, nor height, nor depth, nor

any other creature, shall be able to separate us from the

love of God. . .
."

It may have been wicked in the dockers to address

God in this way, but it would have been more wicked in

them not to think He could understand.

I believe, for one, that when Jacob wrestled with the

angel, God looked on and liked it.

The angel was a mere representative at best, and

Jacob was really wrestling with God.

And God knew it and liked it.

Praying to strike Lord Devonport dead was the

dockers' way of saying to God that there was something

on their minds that simply could not be said.

I can imagine that this would interest a God, a

prayer like the dockers' prayer, so spent, so desperate, so

unreasonable, breaking through to that still, white floor

of Heaven 1

And it does seem as if, in our more humble, homely,

and useful capacity as fellow human beings it might

interest us.
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It seems as if, possibly, we might stop criticizing

people who pray harder than we do, pointing out that

wrestling with God is really rather rude—as if we might
stop and see what it means to God and what it means
to us, and what there is, that we might do, you and I,

oh, Gentle Reader, to make it possible for the dockers
on Tower Hill to be more polite, perhaps, more polished,

as it were, when they speak to God next time.

Perhaps nothing the dockers could do in the way of
being violent could be more stupid and wicked than
having all these sleek, beautiful, perfect people, twenty-
six million of them, all expecting them not to be violent.

In my own quiet, gentle, implacable beauty of spirit,

in my own ruthless wisdom on a full stomach, I do not
deny that I do most sternly disapprove of the dockers
and their violence.

But it is better than nothing, thank God !

They want something.

It gives me something to hope for, and to have
courage for, about them—that they want something.

Possibly if we could get them started wanting some-
thing, even some little narrow and rather mean thing,

like having enough to eat—possibly they will go on to

art galleries, to peace societies, and cathedrals next, and
to making very beautiful prayers (alas. Gentle Reader,
how can J say it ?) like you—Heaven help us !—and
like me

!

.-
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I would have but one objection to letting tiie dockers
have their full way, and to letting the control of the

situation be put into their hands.

They do not hunger enough.

They are merely hungering for themselves.

This may be a reason for not letting the world get
entirely into their hands, but in the meantime we have

ti
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every reason to be appreciative of the good the dockers

are doing (so far as it goes) in hungering for them-

selves.

It would be strange, indeed, if one could not tolerate

in dockers a little thing like this. Babies do it. It is

the first decency in all of us. It is the first condition of

our knowing enough, or amounting to enough, to ever

hunger for any one else. Everybody has to make a

beginning somewhere. Even a Saint Francis, the man
who hungers and thirsts for righteousness, who rises to

the heights of social-mindedness, who hungers and thirsts

for everybody, begins all alone, at the breast.

Which is there of us who, if we had not begun our

own hungering and thirsting for righteousness, our tug-

ging on God, in this old, lonely, preoccupied, selfish-

looking way, would ever have grown up, would ever

have wanted enough things to belong to a Church of

England, for instance, or to a Congregational Home
Missionary Society ?

It is true that the dockers are, for the moment (alas,

fifty or sixty years or so !), merely wanting things for

themselves, or wanting things for their own class. And
so would we if we had been born, brought up, and em-

bedded in a society which allowed us so little for our-

selves that not growing up morally—keeping on over

and over again, year after year, just wanting things for

ourselves, and not really being weaned yet—was all that

was left to us.

There is really considerable spiritual truth in having

enough to eat.

Sometimes I have thought it would be not unhelpful,

would make a little ring of gentle-heartedness around

us, some of us—those of us who live protected lives

and pray such rich, versatile prayers, if we would stop

and think what a docker would have to do, what

arrangements a docker would have to make before he
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could enjoy praying with us—falling back into our

beautiful, soft, luxurious wanting things for others.

Possibly these arrangements, such as they arc, are

the ones the dockers are trying to make with Lord
Devonport now.

The docker is trying to get through hungering for

something to eat, to arrange gradually to have his

hungers move on.

iil
t !
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CHAPTER XIII

MEN WHO GET THINGS
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ALL the virtues are hungers. A vice is the failure

of desire, A vi'-'- is a man's failure to have enough
big hungers at hand, sternly within reach, to control his

little ones.

A man who is doing wrong is essentially bored. He
has let himself drop into doing rows of half-things, or

things which hr can only half do. He forgets, for the

moment, what it really is that he wants, or possibly that

he wants anything. Then it is that the one little, mean
Lonely Hunger—a glass of liquor, a second piece of pie,

another man's wife, or a million dollars, runs away with

him.

When a man sins it is because his appetites fail him.

Self-control lies in maintaining checks and balances of

desire, centripetals, and centrifugals of desire.

The worst thing that could happen to the world

would be to have it placed in the hands of men who
only have a gift of hungering for certain sorts of things,

or hungering for certain classes of people, or hungering

for themselves.

We do not want the man who is merely hungering

for himself to rule the world — not because we feel

s perior to him, but because a man who is merely

hungering for himself cannot be taken seriously as an

authority on worlds. People can take him seriously as

an authority on his own hunger. But what he thinks
376
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about everything beyond that point cannot be taken
seriously. What he thinks about how the world should
be run, about what other people want, what labour and
capital want, cannot be taken seriously.

I will not yield place to anyone in my sympathy
with the dockers.

I like to think that I too, given the same grand-
fathers, the same sleeping rooms and neighbours, the
same milk, the same tincture of religion, would dare to
do what they have done.

But I cannot be content, as I take my stand by the
dockers, with sympathizing in general. I want to
sympathize to the ioint.

And on the practical side of what to do next in
behalf of the dockers, or of what to let them do, I find
myself facing two facts.

First, the dockers are desperate. I take their
desperation as conclusive and imperative. It must be
obeyed.

Second, I do not care what they think.
What they think must not be obeyed. Men who are

in the act of being scared or hateful, whether it be for
five minutes, five months, or sixty years, who have given
up their courage for others, or for their enemies, are not
practical. What a man who despairs of everybody
except himself thinks does not work and cannot be made
to work. The fact that the dockers have no courage
about their employers may be largely the employers'
fault. It is largely the fault of society, of the churches,
the schools, the daily press. But the fact remains,
and whiciiever side in the contest has, or is able to
have, first, the most courage for the other side, which-
ever side wants the most for the other side, will be the
side that will get the most control.

If Labour, in the form of syndicalism, wants to grasp

! i.
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the raw materials, machinery, and management of modern

industry out of the hands of the capitalists and run the

world, the one shrewd, invincible way for Labour to do it

is going to be to want more things for more people than

capitalists can want.

The only people, to-day, who are going to be

competent to run a world, or who can get hold of even

one end of it to try to run it, are going to be the people

who want a world, who have a habit, who may be said

to be almost in a rut, of wanting things all day, every

day, for a world—men who never 'ceep narrowed down
very long at a time to wanting thinfjs for themselves.

There will be little need of our all falling into a panic,

or all being obliged to rely on policemen, or to call out

troops to stave off an uprising of the labour classes as

long as the labour classes are merely wanting things for

themselves. It is the men who have the bigger hungers

who are getting the bigger sorts of things—things like

worlds into their hands. The me-man and the class-

man, under our modern conditions, are being more and

more kept back and held under in the smaller places,

the me-places and class-places, by the men who want

more things than they can want, who lap over into want-

ing things for others.

The me-man often may see what he wants clearly

and may say what he wants.

But he does not get it. It is the class-man who gets

it for him.

The class-man may see what he wants for his class

clearly and may say what he wants.

But he does not get it. It is the crowd-man who

gets it for him.

It is a little startling, the grim, brilliant, beautiful

way that God has worked it out

!

It is one of His usual paradoxes.

The thing in a man that makes it possible for him
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to get things more than other people can get them is his
margin of unselfishness.

He gets things by seeing with the thing that he
wants all that lies around it. With equal clearness he
is seemg all the time the people and the thing, that are
in the way of what he wants

; how the people look or try
to look how they feel or try to make him think they feel
what they believe and do no, believe or cm be made to
believe; he sees what he wa .is in a vast setting of what
he cannot get vith people and of what he can— in a huce
moving picture of the interests of others.

The man who, in fulfilling and making the most of
himself, can get outside of himself into his class, who
in being a good class-man, can overflow into being
a man of the world, is the man who gets what he
wants.

I am hopeful about Labour and Capital to-day be-
cause in the industrial world, as at present constituted in
our co-operative age, the men who can get what they want
who get results out of other people, arj the men who
have the largest, most sensitive, outfits for wanting things
for other people.

^

If there is one thing rather than another that fills
one with courage for the outlook of labouring men
0-day, It IS the colossal failure Ben Tillett makes in
leading them in prayer.

Even the dockers, perhaps the most casually employed
the most spent and desperate class of Labour of all, only
prayed Ben Tillett's prayer a minute and they were sorry
the day after.

'

And it was Ben Tillett's prayer in the end that lost
hem their cause—a prayer that filled all England on
the next day with the rage of Labour—that a man like
Ben lillett, with such a mean, scared, narrow little
prayer, should dare to represent Labour.

In the same way, after the shooting in the Lawrence

h
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strike, when all those men (Syndicalists) had streamed

throu|;h the streets, showing off before everj'body their

fine, brave-looking, thoughtless, superficial, guillotine

feelings and their furious little banner, " No God and no

Master"— it did one gocnl, only a day or so later, to see

a vast crowd of Lawrence workers, thirty thousand strong,

tramping "^hrough the streets, singing, with bands of

music, an vith banners, " In Go<l we trust " and " One
is our Master, even Christ "—thousands of men who had

never been inside a church, thousands of men who could

never have looked up a verse in the llible, still found

themselves marching in a procession, snatching up these

old and pious mottoes and joining in hymns they did not

know, all to contradict, and to contradict thirty thousand

strong, the idea that the blood and froth, the fear and

unbeiief, of the Syndicalists represented or could ever be

supposed to represent for one moment the manhood and

the courage, the faithfulness and (even in the hour of their

extremity) the quiet-heartedncss, the human loyalty and

self-forgetfulness, the moral dignity of the American

working man.

It cannot truly be said that the typical modern
labouring man, whether in America or England, is a

coward ; that he has no desire, no courage, for anyone

except for himself and for his own class. M:. O'Connor

of the Dockers' Organization in the East of Scot-

land, said at the time of the strike of the dockers in

London :
" This kind of business of the bureaucratic

labour men in London, issuing orders for men to stop

work all over the country, is against the spirit of tlic

trades unions of England. It is a thing we c.'inot

possibly stand. We have an agreement with the em-

ployers, and we have no intention of breaking it."

It cannot be said that the typical modern labourer is

listening seriously to the Syndicalist or to the liu'usttia!

Worker of the World when he tells him that Labour alone
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can save itwlf, and that Labour alone can save the world.
He knows that any scheme of sfxial and industrial
reform which leaves any class out, rich or poor, which
does not see that everybo<ly is to blame, which does
not see that everybody is responsible, which does not
arrange or begin to arrange opportu..ity and expectation
for every man and every degree and kind of man, and
does not do it just where that man is, and do it now, is
superficial.

If we are going to have a society that is for all of us
it wdl take all of us, and all of us together, to make it
Mutual expectation alone can make a great society
Mutual expectation, or courage for others, persistently
and patiently .nd flexibly applied-applied to details by
small men, applied to wholes by bigger ones-is going
to be the next big, serious, unsentimental, practical in-
dustrial achievement. And I do not believe that for
sheer sentiment's sake we are going to begin by rooting
up millionaires and, with one glorious thoughtless sweep
saying, •' We will have a new world," without asking at
least some of the owners of it to help, or at least letting
them in on good behaviour. Nor arc we going to begin
by rooting up trades unions and labour leaders.

The great organizations of Capital in the world to-
day are daily engaged, through competition and experi-
ment and observation, in educating one another and
finding out what they really want and what they can
really do

;
and it is equally true that the great organiza-

tions of labour, in the same way, are educating one
another. "

The real fight of modern industry to-day is an
educational fight. And the fight is being conducted, not
between Labour and Capital, but between the labouring
men who have courage for Capital and labouring men
who have not, and between capitalists who have courage
for Labour and those who have not. To put it briefly

; . i
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the real industrial fight to-day is between those who
have courage and those who have not.

It is not hard to tell, in a fight between men who
have courage and men ,/ho have not, which will win.

Probably, whatever else is the matter with them, the

world will be the most safe in the hands of the men who
have the most courage.

There are four items of courage I would like to see

duly discussed in the meetings of the trades unions in

America and England.

First, A discussion of trades unions. Why is it that,

when the leaders of trades unions come to know employ-

ers better than the other men do and begin to see the

other side and to have some courage about employers

and to become practicable and reasonable, the unions

drop them ?

Second, Why is it that, in a large degree, the big

employers, when they succeed in getting skilled repre-

sentatives or managers who come to know and to under-

stand their labouring men better than they do, do not

-"rop them ? Why is it that, day by day, on all sides in

America and England, one sees the employing class

advancing men who have a genius for being believed in,

to at first questioned, and then to almost unquestioned,

control of their business? If this is true, does it not

seem on the whole that industry is safer in the hands of

employers who have courage for both sides and who see

both sides than of employees who do not ? Does not

the remedy for trades unions and employees, if they want

to get control, seem to be, instead of fighting, to see if

they cannot see both sides quicker, and see them better,

than their employers do?
Third, A discussion of efficiency in a National

Labour Party from the point of view of the trend of

national efficiency in business. Apparently the most

efficient and shrewd business men in England and
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tT\iV-'' ,'.
"'^" ''^° ''"' '"""''"g *hat might be

cabled lubncated industries, that is, who are making their
industries succeed on the principle of sympathetic, smooth-
runn.ng. mutual interests. If the successful modern
busniess man who owns factories is not running each
factory as a small civil war, is it not true that the only
practical and successful Labour Party in England, theonly party that can get things done for labour and thatcan hold power, is bound to be the party that succeedsm havng the most courage for both sides, in seeing themost mutual m^erests, and in seeing how these interests
can be put together, and in seeing it first, and acting on
t before any other merely one-sided party would be able
to think It out?

Fourth, A discussion of the selection of the best
labour leaders to place at the head of the unions

Nearly every man who succeeds in business notably
succeeds in believing something about the people withwhom he deals that the men around him have notbeheved before, or in believing something which, if they
d,d believe ,t, they had not applied or acted as if theyhad beheved before. If. in order to succeed, a busi^
ness '"an does not believe something that needs to be
believed before other people believe it, he hires somebodywho does believe it to believe it for him

Perhaps Labour would find it profitable to art on
this principle too, and to see to it that the leaders
chosen to act for them are not the noisiest minded, butthe most creative men, the men who can express originalArewd faiths in the men with whom they have to deal-
aiths that the men around them will be grateful (after asecond thought) to have expressed next.

In the meantime, whether among the labourers orthe capitalists, however long it mav take, it is not
"a'd to see, on every hand to-day. the world about us

>i
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slowly, implacably getting into the hands of the men,

poor or rich, who have the most keen, patient courage

about other people, the men who are " good " (God save

the word !), the men who have practical, working human

sympathies and a sense of possibilities in those above

them and beneath them with whom they work—the men

who most clearly, eagerly, and doggedly want things for

others, who have the most courage for others.

I have thought that if we could find out what this

courage is, how it works, how it can be had, and where

it comes from, it might be more worth our while to

know than any other one thing in the world.

I would like to try to consider a few of the sources

of this courage for others.



CHAPTER XIV

-i.t.

TOLERATION

Afn^^^ !!l^u7
'" ^'^'^'^'' °" '"'P'^^d millionaires-none n.ght before the Sociological Society in theirquarters in John Street. I found myself the next dayla sixpenny day-standing thoughtfully in the quartersof the Zoological Society in Regent's Park

I .J^^l°°^°i""'^
^°"='y '"^''" °"« feel more humble

I think, than the Sociological Society does
All sociologists, members of Parliament, eugenists

professors, and others, ought to be compelled by law tospend one day every two weeks with the Zoological
Society m Regent's Park.

"'"gicai

.11 .^",rf°'"^«"
yho essay to make over human nature

all Idealists, should be required by law to visit m .gerks- o go to see them faithfully or to be put i,. them awhile until they have observed life and thought Sgs
A Green Bench, The Zoo

Regent's Park, 191 i

For orienting a man and making him reasonable
here is nothing. I find, like coming out and putting i' a

thTofh^^SZ
°""^' ''-' ''"''' -'^ '^^^^'^y ^'

We have every reason to believe that Noah was agood psychologist, or judge of human nature, before hewent into the ark, but if he was not he certainly wildnave come out one.

25
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I.

<N

There is nothing like a menagerie to limt)er one up.

Especially an idealist.

Take a pelican, for instance. What possible per-

sonal ideal was it that could make a pelican want to be

a pelican, or that could ever have made a pelican take

being a pelican seriously for one minute ?

And the camel with his lop-sided hump. " Why,

oh why," cries the idealist, wringing his hands, "Oh
why ?

"

I have come out here this afternoon, in the middle

of my book, in the middle of a chapter against the

syndicalists, but it ill beseems me, after spending half a

day looking calmly at peacocks, at giraffes, at hippo-

potamuses, at all these tails, necks, legs, and mouths, at

this stretch or bird's-eye view—this vast landscape of

God's toleration—to criticize any man, woman, or child

of this world for blossoming out, for living up, or flesh-

ing up, or paring down, to what he is really like inside.

Possibly what each man stands for is well enough

for him to stand for. It is only when what a man says

comes to be repeated, to be made universal, to being

jammed down on the rest of us, that the lie in it begins

to work out.

Let us let everybody alone and be ready to find

things out just for ourselves.

Here is this big, frivolous, gentle eleph?nt, for

instance, poking his huge, inquiring trunk into baby

carriages. He is certainly too glorious, too profound, a

personage to do such things ! It does seeiT< a little

unworthy to me, as I have been sitting here and watch-

ing him from this park bench, for a noble, solemn

being—a kind of cathedral of a beast—like the elephant,

to be as deeply interested as he is in peanuts.

He looms up before me once more. I look up a

little closer—look into his little shrewd eyes—and, after

all, what do I know about him ?
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.u-^f"^ ^ *.''?'' *" *=^"'='*' *'«»> the happy dazedchildren on their backs, go by with soft anfdrift ngfeet Do I suppose I understand camels ? Or I folShe crowd I i5nd n^.yself at last with that huge hushedsyrnpa^et-c congregation at the 4 p.m. service^ wSfg
Everything does seem very much mixed up whenone bnngs one's Sociological Society dogmas, and one'shtte neat impeccable row of principles to he test ofwatchmg the lions eat 1

'^ t- me test 01

Possi-v people are as different from one another

':^^it'"
''"'' " '"^'- ^'•'^-- - the::

It is true, of course, that as we go about peoole dohave a plausible way in this world-all these otherpeople—of looking like us.
^

But they are difTerei.t inside.
If one could stand on a platform as one was aboutto speak and could really see the souls of any audience-say of a thousand people-lying out there Lore onethey would be a menagerie beside which, oh, GentleReader, I dare to believe. Barnum and Bailees menagene would pale in comparison.

^
But in a menagerie (perhaps you have noticed itGentle Reader) one treats the animals seriousIy-!.and asif they were Individuals.

^

They are what they are.

Why not treat people's souls seriously?
It IS true that people's souls, like the animals areahke ,n a general way. They all have in commo; JL^P.ntual things) organs of observation. apprZa"ion

d.g.'st:on. and organs of self-reproducti^n
PP'°P""*'°"'

We I'te^P'"'"^'
°'^'^- °f '•'g^'- which they

And these organs of self-reproduction are for thepurpose of reproducing themselves and not us.

\-i'

! Jl
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These are my reflections, or these try to be my
reflections when I consider the syndicalist—how he

grows—or when I lool< up and see a class-war socialist,

—an Upton Sinclair banging loosely about the world.

My first wild, aboriginal impulse with Upton Sinclair

when I come up to him, as I do sometimes,—violent

vociferous roaring behind his bars, is to whisk him right

over from being an Upton Sinclair into being me. I

do not deny it.

Then I remember softly, suddenly, how I felt when
I was watching the lions eat.

I remember the pelican.

Thus I save my soul in time.

Incidentally, of course, Upton Sinclair's insides are

saved also.

It is beautiful tht way the wild beasts in their cages

persuade one almost to be a Christian 1

Of course, when one gets smoothed down one always

sees people very differently. In being tolerant, the rub

comes usually (with me) in being tolerant in time. I am
tempted at first, when I am with Upton Sinclair, to act

as if he were a whole world of Upton Sinclairs, and, of

course (anybody would admit it), if he really were a whole

world of Upton Sinclairs, he • ould have to be wiped out.

There would be nothing else to do. But he is not, and

it is not fair to him or fiir to the world to act as if he

were.

The moment I see he is confining himself to just

being Upton Sinclair I rather like him.

It is the same with Ella Wheeler Wilcox. It is when

I fall to thinking of her as if she were, or were in danger

of being, a whole world of Ella Wheeler Wilcoxes that I

grow intolerant of her. Ella Wheeler Wilcox as a Tinc-

ture, which is what she really is, of course, is well enough.

I do not mind.

The real truth about a man like Upton Sinclair, when
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one has worked down through to it is that «,t,!i. cmy point of view a class-war'socSli t-a'^U wt1"poses to put society together by keeping men apa7 is'

pZTe'.'the'^
"" r '° ^ ^^"* ''-' of hir^o sU

deaTof g^od "' °''" P^°P'^ *° ^''°™ "^^ '°- ^ 6-'
There are probably people who need Upton Sinclairs

..dh„„™ „„,. , SraM„ny„k„owl,dg..„f,„o.,c„K

fulness IS the beginning of their being covetous for othethmgs than the things they have, if a man hasT hlbof hunger, he gets better and better hungers, as a matte

bathtubs, Bibles, co-partnership associations. And in thlmeantime the, one precious thing to be looked out for ina man and to be held sacred, is his hunger
The one important religious value in the wnrlH u

oTpr^ce "f^"
''' -n to-day who a^recttHblg

hannen^. I
°^"^"^ "" h""Sers

; whether the hunger!

St:.!: 3t7od^:s
''

"-' °' °- ^^^-^ °^ •'--

have'^lhat
2'""?/'''" **^' ^"'^'=" ^«"^^ one comes to

the sufa tulr ^1' " ''•"^^''' ^ ^'"' P^^y- toward

everlkinV T '
'"'' ^'°P'"^ °^ desire-the sense thatfveo. kind and ype of desire has its time and its placet, and every kmd and type of man-gives a who e

H
' ^U

^'n

I i
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new meaning to life. This sense of a new possible

toleration which we come to have, some of us, opens up

to us always when it comes a new world of courage

about people. It makes all these dear, clumsy people

about us suddenly mean something. It makes them all

suddenly belong somewhere. They become, as by a kind

of miracle, bathed in a new lig:ht ; wrong-headed, intoler-

able though they be, one still sees them flowing out

into the great endless stream of becoming—all these dots

of the vast desire, all these queer, funny, struggling little

sons of God I

It has been overlooked that social reform primarily is

not a matter of legislation or of industrial or political

system, a machine, but a matter of psychology, of insight

into human nature, and of expert reading and interpre-

tation of the minds of men. What are they thinking

about ? What do they think they want ?

The trades unions and employers' associations, ex-

treme socialists and extreme Tories, have, so far, been

very bad psychologists. If the single tax people were

as good at being institutionalists or idea-salesmen as they

are at being philosophers in ideas, they would long before

this have turned everything their way. They would

have begun with people's hungers, and worked out from

them. They would have listened to people to find out

what their hungers were. The people who will stop

being theoretical and logical about each other, and who

will look hard into each other's eyes, will be the people

whose ideas will first come to pass. Everything we try

to do or say or bring to pass in England or America is

going to begin after this, not in talking, but in listening.

If social reformers and industrial leaders had been good

listeners, the social deadlock—England with its House of

Lords and railroads both on strike, and America with its

great industries quarrelling—would have been arranged

for and got out of the way over twenty years ago.
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We have overlooked the first step of industrial reform,
the rather extreme step of listening. The most hard-
headed and conclusive man to settle any given industrial
difficulty IS the man who has the gift of divining what is
going on in other people's minds, a gift for being human,
a gift for treating ex-erybody who disagrees with him as
If they might possibly be human too, though they are
very poor, even though they are very rich. Practical
psychology has come to be not only the only solution
hu> also the only method in our modern industrial
questions. Being so human that one can guess what
any possible human being would think, is the one hard-
headed and practical way to meet the modern labour
problem.

The first symptom of being human in a man is his
range and power of shrewd, happy toleration, or courage
for people who know as little now as he knew once.

A man's sense of toleration is based primarily upon
the range and power of his knowledge of himself, upon
his power of remembering and anticipating himself, upon
his laughing with God at himself, upon his habit in
darkness, weariness, or despair, or in silent victory and
joy, of falling upon his knees.

Toleration is reverence. It is the first source of
courage for other people.
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CHAPTER XV

CONVERSION

SOME people think of the world as if it were made
all through, people and all, of reinforced concrete ; as

if everything in it—men, women, children, churches,

colleges, and parties, were solidly, inextricably imbedded
in it.

Every age in history has had to get on as well as it

could with two sets of totally impracticable people, our
two great orders of Philistines in this world, the people

who put their trust in Portland Cement and the people
who put their trust in Explosives.

There has not been a single great movement in

history yet that every thoughtful man has not had to

watch being held up by these people by millions of

worthy, simple, rudimentary creatures who consent to be

mere conservatives or mere radicals.

One set says, " People cannot be converted, so we
will blow them up."

The other set says, " We are going to be blown up,

so let us put on Plaster of Paris as a garment ; we will

array ourselves before the Lord in Portland Cement."

Both of these classes of people believe alike on the

one main point.

They do not believe in Conversion.

If the conservatives believed in conversion, they would
not be so afraid that they feci obliged to resort to Fort-

land Cement. If the radicals believed in conversion, they
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would not be so afraid that they feel obliged to resort to
ILXpiOSlVCS.

,t.„!i" f"",
"""''''"' "^"'«"°" to these two great

standard classes of sacred people, there has been addedwhat seems to be a third class-the people who have

have modulated a little their unbelief in human n;ture.

lZvrj"^"'T'"^ ^°' '^'" '-i'^fo'ccd concrete
Unbehef, a kmd of Whirling Unbelief, called machinenr.They adm.t that in our modern life men are notmade of remforced concrete. We may move, but we

.WH^^"' ,f
"'°^'' *'"y '•=" "' We are whirlingly

jmbedded. We are cogs and wheels in an Economic

Unbeiref"'''
'"'^ '° ^°"''"^" ^°' " '"°"''"' ^^'" ^'"^""8

MaJfn?
""" '

"'"'f
°"" *''^" ' '"""^ 'he EconomicMachme very seriously.

M^l-n""*"! ?' "''"="
' *""' ''>'• "' ">« Economic

amnnr.?' i'''
""'^ "^" '"°^* *^""''= "^ "^e inventionsamong the machines. The machine that mocked all the

other machmes,that made all our machines look patheticand ridiculous was the Economic Machine. There weredays when I heard it or seemed to hear it -thisE onomic Machine dosing in around my life, around

SiC-o'r '"' ''^ '^^' """^^^^ "'"'''"^ '-^'^ °^

I said I will love every machine that runs except the

mach^r
^"'^""'-'^^ "'^=W"« (°^ "'^Wng people into

But one day when I had waited or dared to wait Iknow not why, a little longer than usual before the
Whirling Unbehef, I hearri the hoarse mocking laugh dieaway. I became very quiet. I ! .gan to think. I reflectedon my experiences. I began to notice things

I noted that every time I had found myself being

'i
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discouraged about people, I had caught myseir thinking

of people as Cogs and Wheels.

Were they really Cogs and Wheels 7

Possibly it was merely the easiest, most mechanical-

minded thing to do to think of people (with all this

machinery around one) as cogs and wheels in an

economic machine.

Then it began to occur to me that it was because I had

looked upon the economic machine a little lazily, a little

innocently, that I had been awed and terrified and had

been swept away with it into The Whirling Unbelief.

Then I stood quietly and calmly for days, for weeks,

for years before it. I watched it Go Round.

I then discovered under close observation tliat what

had looked to me like an economic machine was not an

economic machine at all.

The modern economic world has innumerable me-

chanical elements in it, but it is not an economic machine.

It is a biological engine.

It is the biology in it that conceives, desires, and de-

termines the machinery in it.

The most important pans of the machine are not the

very mechanical parts. They are the very biological parts.

The economic machine is full of made-people, but it

does not make very much difference about the made-

people. I find that as a plain, practical matter of fact I

do not need to watch the made-people so very much to

understand the world, or to get ready for what is

happening to it.

In prospecting for a world I watch the born people.

I watch especially the people who have been born

twice.

As one watches the way the world is going round,

one finds that what is really making it go round is not

its being an economic machine but its being a biological

engine.

n
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Industrial reform Is a branch of biology.
The main fact of biology as regards a man is that hecan l>e born,

The main fact of biology as regards society—that is.
the main fact of social biology-i, that a man can be
born twice.

^^u" '.?? "„* *"*" '' '~''" *° «° «"*•' a father and a
mother, it is well enough to have been born once, but themoment a man deals with other people or with the world,
ne has to be bom again.

. It yu*"'"
"

^!'f
"*'" '""* *'^"* ""= biological engine we

call the world.

The main fact about the Engine is the biology in it
Every other fact for a man has to be worked out from

this—that is: out of being born once if one wants to
belong merely to a father and mother, and out of beine
born twice if one wants to belong to a world.

A man does not need to enter again into his mother'swomb and come out a child. He enters into the World'sWomb and comes out a man.

.u
?"''= *°''''' '* ^^'"S placed to-day before" our eyes in

the hands of the men who are born twice.
Not all men are cogs and wheels.
The first day I discovered this and believed this I

went ou, mto the streets and looked into the faces of the
men and the women, and I looked up at the factories and
the churches and I was not afraid.

I do not deny that cogs and wheels are very common
But I do not believe that an economic system or in-

dustrial scheme based on the general principle of arrang-
ing a world for cogs and wheels would work. I '.^lieve in
arranging the world on the principle that there are now
and are going to be always, enough men in it who are
fwrn and enough who are born twice to keen cogs and
Wheels doing the things men who have been "born twice

!/!,

:
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who have visions for worlds, want done, and to keep

people who prefer being cogs and wheels where they will

work best and where they will help the running gear of

the planet most—by going round and round, in the way
they like—going round and round and round and round.

But why is it, one cannot help wondering, that the

moment a man rises up suddenly in this modern world

and bases or seeks to base an industrial or social reform

frankly on courage for other people—on believing in the

inherent and eternal power of men of changing their

minds, of being put up in new kinds and new sizes of

men, in other words, on conversion—why is it that

clergymen, atheists, ethical societies, politicians, socialists

will all unite, will all flock together and descend upon

him, shout and laugh him away, bully him with dead

millionaires, bad corporations, humdrum business men,

overawe him with mere history, argue him with statistics,

and thunder him with sermons out of the world, if

he puts up a faint little chirrup of hope that men can

be converted ?

It is not that the Synods, ethical societies, anarchists,

the bishops, and Bernard Shaw have merely given up

expecting individual men to be converted. There would

be a measure of plausibility in giving up on a few par-

ticular men's being born again. It is worse than that.

What seems to have happened to nearly all the people

who have schemes of industrial reform is that they have

really given up at one fell swoop a whole new genera-

tion's being born again. It is going to be just like this

one, they tell us, the new generation— the same old

things, the same old foolish ways of deceiving the workl,

that any child can see have not worked—Bernard Shaw

and the bishops whisper to us are coming around and

around again. They must be planned for. All these

young men of wealth about us who read the papers and

who are ashamed of their fathers are going to be just
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Hke their fathers; the atheists, the socialists, and the
single-taxers, missionaries and evangelists, h..-.-,. ^iven up
their last loophole of hope in the new rasmess Per„'a-
tion, and they trust only to machines t . s;ue ns" r . to
professors, or to paper-treatises on euger.: s

'

And yet, after all, if we were going to start an abso-
lute decisive, and practical scheme of eugenics to-morrow
with whom would we begin, with which particular people
would we begin ? VVe would have to go back, Bernard
bhaw and the bishops and all of us, to the New Testa-
ment—to the old idea of being born again.

I have watched now, these many years, the pro-
fessors caught in their culture-machines going round and
round, and the priests caught in their religion-machines
going round and round, and the business men caught in
their economic machines, and I have heard them all
saying over and over, in a kind of terrible sing-song day
and night, the silly, lazy words of a glorious old rou^
four thousand years ago—" The thing that hath been is
the thing which shall be, and that which is done is that
which shall be done, and there is no new thing under
the sun.

There are some of us who do not believe this We
defy the culture-machines, and believe that even pro-
fessors can be converted, can be educated

We defy the bishops. We believe that business men
can be converted.

We defy the business men. We believe the bishops
can be converted.

I speak for a thousand thousand men.
In the hum and drive of the wheels and the great

roar around me of the Whirling Unbelief, I speak for
these men—for all of us. We are not cogs and wheels.We are men. We are born again ourselves. Other men
can be bom again.

\
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Men shall not look each other in the eyes wisely and
nod their heads and say that human nature will not

change.

We will change it. If we cannot get but two or

three together to change it, then two or three, by just

being two or three, and by daring to be two or three, or

even one if necessary, shall change it.

The moment ninety million people in a great nation

have welded out a vision of the kind of man of wealth

—

the kind of employer—they want ; the moment they set

the millionaire in the vice of some great national expec-

tation, carve upon him firmly, implacably the will of the

people, the people will have the millionaire they want.

If a nation really wants a great man, it invents him.

We have but to see we really want him and that no
other machinery will work, and we will invent him.

Necessity is the mother of invention. Here, in these

United States sixty years ago, were vi not all at work
on a man named Abraham Lincoln ? We had been at

work on him for years trying to make him into a Lincoln.

He could not have begun to be what he was without us,

without the daily thought, the responsibility, the tragical

national hope and fear, the sense of crisis in a great

people. All these had been set to work on him, on

making him a Lincoln.

Lincoln would not have dared not to be a great

man, an all-people man with a whole mighty nation,

with all those millions of watchful, believing people

laying their lives softly, silently, their very sons' lives,

in his hands. He did not have the smallest possible

chance, from the day he was named for President, to be

a second-rate man or to betray a nation, or to back

down out of being himself. He had been filled night

and day with the vision of a great nation's struggling,

with the grim glory of it. He was free to make mis-

takes for it ; but there was no way he could have kept
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ninety million livei, when he is running to save a city or

a nation.

This is Conversion—entering into the World's Womb
the world's vision or expectation, and being born again.

It is not for nothing that I have seen the sun lifting

up the faces of the flowers, and crumbling the counten-

ances of the hills. And I have seen music stirring faintly

in the bones of old men. And I have heard the dead

Beethoven singing in the feet of children.

And I have watched the Little Earth in its little

round of seasons dancing before the Lord.

And I have believed that music is wrc'ight into all

things, and that the people I see about nre have not one

of them been left out.

I believe in sunshine, in hot-houses. I believe in

burning glasses. I believe in focusing light into heat,

and heat into white fire, and turning white fire into little

flowing brooks of steel.

And I believe in focusing men upon men.

I believe in Conversion.

Of course it would all be different—focusing men

upon men, if men were cogs and wheels, or if the men

they were focused on were made of stones.

I stand and look at this stone and believe it is all

rubber and whalebone inside.

But what of it ?

It does not get true.

While I am looking at a man and believing a certain

thing about the man, it gets true.

What is going on in my mind while I look at him

effects actual mechanical changes in him, affects the flow

of blood in his veins. A look colours him, whitens him,

twists and turns the muscles and tissues in his body. I

draw lines upon his inmost being. I lay down a new
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CHAPTER XVI

EXCEPTION

A BICYCLE, the other day, a little outside Paris, as

it was running along quietly, lifted itself off the

ground suddenly, and flew three yards and seven inches.

There are nine million seven hundred and eighty-

nine thousand nine hundred and seventy-nine bicycles

that have not flown three yards and seven inches.

But what of it ? Why count them up ? Why bother

about them? The important conclusive massive irre-

sistible crushing material fact is that one bicycle has

flown three yards and seven inches.

The nine million seven hundred and eighty-nine

thousand nine hundred and seventy-nine bicycles that

cannot fly yet, are negligible. So are the nine out of

ten business firms.

If there is one exceptional man in modern industry

who is running his business in the right way and who

has made a success of it and has proved it, he may

look visionary to Socialists and to other people who

decide by measuring off masses of fact, and counting up

rows of people, and who see what anybody can see, but

he is after all, in arranging our social programme, the only

man of any material importance for us to consider. It

would be visionary to take the past, dump it around in

front of one, and then to make a future out of it. I do

not deny what people tell me about millionaires and

about factory slaves. I have not mooned or lied or
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turned away my face. I stand by the one live, right
implacable, irrevocable, prolific exception. I stand by
the one bicycle out of them all that has flown three
yards and seven inches. I lay out my programme, conceivemy word on that. All these things people say about
factories, about millionaires, are mere history Piles of
facts arranged in dead layers high against heaven, rows
of figures, miles of factory slaves, acres of cemeteries of
dead millionaires, going-by streets full of going-by people
shall not cow me. ° ^ r j-

My heart has been broken long enough by counting
truths on my fingers, by numbering grains of sand, men,
and mountains, bombs, acorns and marbles alike.

Which truth matters ?

Which man is right ?

Where is Nazareth ?

Nazareth is our only really important town now' I
will see what is going on in Nazareth. On every subject
that comes up. in every line of thought, I will go to the
city of implacable exceptions. All the inventors flock
there—the man with the one bicycle which flies, the one
great industrial organizer, the man with the man-machine
and the man—the great boy who carries new great
beautiful cities in his pocket like strings and nails and
knives—they are all there.

Nazareth is the city, the one mighty little city of the
spirit where all the really worth while men, wherever th<.y
may seem to be all day, all night, do their real living.

Other cities may make things ; in Nazareth they make
worlds. One can see a new one almost any day in
Wazareth. Men go up and down the streets there with
their new worlds in their eyes.

Some of them have them almost in their hands or
are looking down and working on them.

It does not seem to me that any of us can make

dl}\
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ourselves strong and fit to lay a sound programme or vision

for a world, who do not watch with critical expecta-

tion and with fierce joy these men of Nazareth who do
not take at least a little time off every day, in spirit, and
spend it in Nazareth, watching bicycles fly three feet and
seven inches. To watch these men, it seems to me, is our

one natural, economical way to get at essential facts, at the

set-one-side truths, at the exceptions that worlds and all-

around programmes for worlds are made out of. To watch
these men is the one way I know of not to be lost in

great museums and storehouses of facts that do not

matter, in the streetfuls and sky-scraperfuls of men that

go by.

I regret to record that professors of political economy,
social philosophers, industrial big-wigs, presidents of boards

of trade, have not often been met with on the streets

of this silent, crowded, mighty, invisible little town that

rules the destinies of men.

Not during the last twenty years, but one is meeting

them there to-day.

All these things that people are saying to me are

mere history. I have seen the one live, right, implacable,

irrevocably prolific exception—the one telephone. One
Galileo was enough, with his little planet turning round

and round, with all of us on it who were obliged to agree

with him about it. It kept turning round and round

with us until we did.
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being, all the new people in it sorted out from the old

ones. One felt a vast llBht-heartedncss all about. One
was in the presence of the picked people who had come
to see this first vast initiative of man towards Space,
toward the stars, the people who had waited for four

thousand years to see it ; to see at last little Man (as it

would seem to God) in this his first, clumsy, beautiful,

childlike tottering up the sky.

One was with the people on the planet who were the

first to see the practical, personal value, the market value,

of all these huge idle fields of air that go with planets.

They were the first people to feel identified with the air,

to have courage for the air, the lovers of initiative, the

men and women that one felt might real'y get a new
world if they wanted on^' snd who would know what to

do with it when they got it.

The other day in London, near Charing Cross, as the

crowds were streaming down the Strand, a heavy box
juggled off over the end of a dray, crashed to the pave-

ment, flew open, and sent twenty-four hundred pennies

rolling under the feet of the men and of the women and
of the boys along the street.

Traflfic was stopped, and a thousand men and women
and boys began pic! ing the pennies up. They all

crowded up around the dray and put the pennies in the

box.

The next day the brewer to whom the pennies

belonged had a letter in the Times saying that not one

of the twenty-four hundred pennies was missing.

He closed his letter with a few moral remarks, an-

nounced that he had sent the twenty-four hundred
pennies as a kind of tribute to people—to Anybody
Who Happened Along the Strand—to a Foundling
Hospital.
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The man who told me this (it was at a business
men's dinner), told it because he Itnew I was trying to
believe pleasant thir.gs about human nature. He thought
he ought to encourage me.

I will not record the conversation, I merely record
my humble opinion.

I think it would have been better to have had just a
few of those pennies in the Strand—say seven or eight
missing.

On Broadway probably eleven or twelve out of
twenty-four hundred would have been missing— I hope.

And I am not unhopeful about England, or about
the Strand.

There are two ways to get relief from this story.

First. The brewer lied. There were fewer pennies
stolen than he would have thought, and when he figured
it out and found just a few pennies between him and a
good story, he put the pennies in. And so the dear
little foundlings got them—the letter in the Times said.
They were presented to them, as it were, by the Good
Little Boys in the Strand.

Second. Somebody else put the pennies in, some
person standing by with a sense of humour, who knew
the letters that people write to the Times and the kind,
serious, grave way Knglish people read them. He put
the pennies grimly in at one end, then he waited grimly
for the letter in the Times to come out at the other.

Either of these theories would work very well and
let the crowd off

But if they are disproved to me, I have one more to
fall back upon.

If the story is true, and not a soul in that memorable
crowd on that memorable day stole a penny, it was
because they had all, as it happt.ied in that particular
crowd, stolen their pennies before, and got over it. It
would seem .a great pity if there had not been some one

'•A M
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boy with enough initiative in him, enough faculty for

moral experiment, to try stealing a penny just once, to

fee what it would be like.

The same boy would have seen at once what it was
like, tried feeling ashamed of it promptly, and would
never have had to bother to do it again. He would
have felt that penny burning in his pocket past cash
drawers, past banks, past bonds, until he became
President of the United States.

At all events, the last thing that I would be willing

to believe is, that either America or England would be
capable of producing a chance crowd in the street that,

out of sheer laziness or moral thoughtlessness, would not

be able to work up at least one boy in it who would
have a sudden flash of imagination about a penny
rolling about a man's leg, if he picked it up and, well—did not put it in the box.

The crowd in the Strand, of course, like any other

real crowd, was in a stew of development, a huge
laboratory of people. All stages of experience were in it.

Some of the people in the crowd that day had a
new refreshing thought when they saw those pennies
rolling around everybody. They thought they would
try and see what stealing a penny was like. Then they
did it.

Others in the crowd thought of stealing a penny
too, and then they had still another thought. They
thought of not stealing it. And this second thought
interested them more.

Others did not think of stealing a penny at all,

because they had thought of it so often before and had
got used to it and used to dismissing it.

Others thought of stealing a penny, and then they
thought how ashamed they were of having thought of

it. Others looked thoughtfully at the pennies and
thought they would wait for guineas.
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But whatever it wa, or may have been that w«.taking place m that crowd that day-they all thought.
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little touch of moral poetry, his idea that this particularcrowd was ,olid Sunday-school from one end to theo her, all through. Whether it was a crowd that though!
of stealmg a penny and did or did not. if the- penniesrollmg around among their feet made them think, madethem experiment, played upon the initiative, the indi-
viduality or mvcntion in them, the personal self-control
the socal responsibility in them, it was a crowd to beproud of.

And I am glad, for one, that the box of pennies wasdumped in the street.
pennies was

I would like to see shillings tried next time
then guineas might be used.
A box of guineas dumped in the street would domore good than a box of pennies, because there aremany peop .i • •

, „ld think more with a guineaolhng aroi„d „ .,;ght around a man's leg,' thanthey would with a penny's doing it.

In this way a box of guineas would do more good.

Thousands of men and women that we have sent toIndia from this Western World have been trying withBibles and good deeds and kind faces and stnday-
^hools to get the Hindoos to believe that it would notBe a sin to kill the rats and stop the bubonic plague

Nothing came of it.

scene"
''"'' """^ ^^""^^ Booth-Tucker appeared on the

He came too, of course, with a Bible and with his
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kind face like the others, and, of course too, he went to

Sunday-school regularly.

And while he was watching the bubonic plague

sweeping up cities, he tried too, like the others, to tell

the people about a God who would not be displeased if

they killed the rats and stopped the plague.

But he could not convince anybody, or, at best, a

few here and there.

The next thing that was known about General

Booth-Tucker's work in India was, that he had (still

with his Bible, of course, and with his kind look) slipped

away and established in the south of France a factory

for the manufacture of gloves.

He then returned to his poor superstitious people in

India who would not believe him, and told them that

he knew and knew absolutely that they would not be

punished for killing the rats, that the rats were not

sacred, and that he could prove it.

He offered the people so much apiece for the skins

of the rats.

The poorest and most desperate of the natives then

began killing the rats secretly and bringing in the

skinSt

They waited for the wrath of Heaven to fall upon

them. Nothing happened, then they told others. The

others are telling everybody.

General Booth-Tucker's factory to-day, in the south

of France, is very busy making money for the Salvation

Army, turning out Christian gloves for the West and

turning out Christians or the beginnings of Christians for

the East, and the ancient, obstinate, theological idea of

the holiness of the rats which the Hindoos have had, is

being ceaselessly, happily, and stupendously, all day and

all night, disproved.

Incidentally the little religious glove factory ol

General Booth-Tucker's in the south of France is giving
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India the first serious and fair chance it has ever had
to stop being a -- t-house on the world, anu Jo bring
the bubonic plagL .vith its threat at a planet to an end.

General Booth-Tucker's Bible was just like anybody
elses Bible.

But there must have been something about the way
he read his Bible that made him think of things. And
there must have been something about his kind look.He looked kmdiy at something in particular, and he was
determined to make that something in particular do.He had the rats, and he had the gloves, and he had theHindoos—and he made them do, and before he knew it

(1 doubt if he knows it now), he became a saviour or
mventor.

In the big, desolate, darkened heart of a nation he
had wedged in a God.

I wonder if General Booth-Tucker, that is, a fine,
very small edition of General Booth-Tucker, had been in
that memorable crowd that memorable day in the Strand
when nobody (with a report that was heard around the
world) stole a penny— I wonder if General Booth-Tucker
would have been A Very Good Little Boy?

One of the pennies might have been missing.
I have no prejudice against the Very Good Little

Boy. It IS not his goodness, that is what is the matter
with him. But I am very much afraid that if there were
any way of getting all the facts, it would not be hard
to prove categorically that what has been holding the
world back the last twenty-five years in its religious
deals. Its business ethics, its liberty, candour, its courage,
and Its skill in social engineering, is the Very Good
Little Boy. He may be comparatively harmless at first
and before his moustache is grown, but the moment he
becomes a grown-up, or the moment he sits on com-
mittees with his quiet, careful, smug, proper fear of ex-

1*^
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periment, of bold initiative, liis disease of never running

a risk, his moral anaemia, he blocks all progress in

churches, in Legislatures, in directors' meetings, in trade

unions, in slums, and Mayfairs. One sees The Good

Little Boys weighing down everything the moment they

are grown up.

They have all been brought up, each with his one

faint, polite, little hunger, his one ambition, his one pale

downy desire in life, looking forward day by day, year

by year, to the fine frenzy, to the fierce joy of Never

Making a Mistake.

If 1 had been given the appointment and were about

to set to work to-morrow morning to make a new world,

I would begin by getting together all the people in this

one that I knew, or had noticed anywhere, who seemed

to have in them the spirit of experiment. Any boy or

girl or man or woman that I had seen having the

curiosity to try the different kinds and different sizes

of right and wrong, or that I had seen boldly and

faithfully experimenting with the beautiful and the ugly

- so they really knew about them for themselves—would

be let in. I would put these people for a time in a

place by themselves, where the people who want to keep

them from trying or from learning anything could not

get at them.

Then I would let them try.

I would put the humdrum people in another place

by themselves, and let them humdrum ; the respectable

people by themselves, and let them respectablize.

Then, after my world had tried and got well started,

and the people in it had finished oiT some things and

knew what they wanted, 1 would allow the humdrums

and the respectabilites to be let in—to do what they were

told.

Of course, doing what they are told is what they

like. So they wo^ld be happy.
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Of course, doing what they are told is what is the
matter with them. But what is the matter with them
would be useful.

And everybody would be happy.

When the Titanic went down a little while ago, and
those few quiet men on deck began their duty, in that
soft, gracious moonlit night, of sorting out the people
who should die from the people who should live—if one
was a woman one could live; if one was a man one
could die.

No one will quarrel with the division as the only
possible or endurable one that could have been made.

But if God Himself could have made tlie division, or
some super-man ship's-officer who could have represented
God could have made it, it is not hard to believe that
a less superficial, a more profountl and human difference
between people would have been used in sorting out the
people who should live from the people who should die,
than a difference in organs of reproduction.

The women were saved first because the men were
men, and because it was the way the men felt. It

expressed the men who were on the deck that night that
the women should be saved first ; it was the last chance
they had to express themselves like men, and they
wanted to do it.

But if God Himself could have made the division
with the immediate and conclusive knowledge of who
eveiybody was, of what they really were in their hearts,
and of what they and their children and their children's
children would do for the world if they still lived—no
one would have quarrelled with God for making what
would have seemed at the moment, no doubt, very un-
reasonable and ungallant and impossible-looking dis-
criminations in sorting out the people who should live
from the people who should die.

.^f;
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Possibly even Man (using the word with a capital),

acting from the point of view of history or of the race,

from the point of view of making a kind of world where

Titanic disasters could not happen, would have chosen

on the deck of the Titanic that night, very much the

way God would.

From the point of view of Man there would have

been no discrimination in favour of a woman because she

was a woman.

The last cry of the last man that the still listening

life-boats heard coming up out of the sea that night

might have been the cry of the man who had invented a

ship that ciHild not sink.

There v. uld not have been a woman in a life-boat

or a woman sinking in the sea who would not have had

this man saved before a woman.

If we could absolutely know all about the people

—

who are the people in this world that we should want to

have saved iirst and taken to the life-boats and saved

first at sea ?

The women who are with child.

And the men who are about to have ideas.

And the men who man the boats for them, who in

God's name and in the name of a world protect its

women who are with child, and its men who are about

to have ideas.

The world is different from the Titanic. We do not

need to line up our immortal fellow human beings, sort

them out in a minute on a world and say to them, " Go

here and die
!
" " Go there and live

!

" We are able to

spend on a world, at least, an average of thirty-five years

apiece on all these immortal human beings we are with,

in seeing what they are like, in guessing what they are

for, and deciding on their relative value, deciding where

they belong, and what a world can do with them.
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We ought to do better in saving people on a world.
We have more time to think.

What would we try to do if we .ooic the time to
think ? Would there be any way of fixing upon an order
for saving people on a world ? What would be the most
noble, the most universal, the most God-like and demo-
cratic schedule for souls to be saved on—on a world ?

I think the man that would save the most other
people should be saved first. It would not be democratic
to save an ordinary m-.n, a man who could just save him-
self, just think for himself, when saving the man next to
him instead would be saving a man who would save
a thousand ordinary men, or men who have gifts for
thinking only for themselves.

Of course one man who thinks merely of himself is

as good as another man who thinks merely of himself,
but from the point of view of a democracy, every common
man has an inalienable right—the right to have the man
who saves common men, saved first.

And the moment we get in this world our first

democracy, the moment the common man really believes
in democracy, this aristocracy or people who save others
(the common man himself will see to it) will be saved
first.

He will make mistakes in applying the principle of
democracy, that is, in collecting his aristocracies, his
strategic men, his linoh-pins of society, but he will
believe in the principle all through ; it will be not merely
in his brain, but in his instincts, his unconscious hero-
worship, in his sinews and his bones, and it will stir in
his blood, that some men should be saved before others.

But if the worid is not a Titanic, and if we have on
the average thirty-five years apiece to decide about men
on a world and put them where they belong, it might
not be amiss to try to unite for the time being on a few
fundamental principles. What would seem to us to be a

•I,
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few fundamental principles for the act of world- assimila-

tion that vast, slow, unconscious crowd-process, that

peristaltic action of society, of gathering up and stowing

away all these little numberless cells of humanity where

they belong ?
, . n »

No one cell can have much to say about it. Kut we

can watch.

And as we watch it seems to us that men may be

said to be dividing themselves roughly and flowingly at

all times into three great streams or classes.

They are either Inventorf or they are Artists, or

they are Hewers.

Of course, in classifying men it is necessary to bear

in mind that their getting out of their classifications is

what the classifications are for.

And it is also necessary to bear in mind that men

can only be classified with regard to their emphasis, and

may belong in one class in regard to one thing and in

another class with regard to another, but in any particu-

lar place, or at any particular time, that a man is doing a

thing in this world, he is probably for the time being

while he is doing it, doing it as an Inventor (or genius),

as an Artist (or organizer), or as a Hewer. Most men, it

must be said, settle down in their classifications. They

are very apt to decide for life whether they are Inventors

or Artists or Hewers.

But, as has been said before, being on a world and

not on a Titanic, we have time to think.

On what principles could we make out a schedule or

inventory of human nature, and decide on world-values

in men?

When I was a boy I played in the hollow of a great

butternut tree—the one my mother was married under.

When I was in college I used to go back to it. I used

to wonder a little that it was still there. When we had
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all grown up we all came back and got together under it
one happy day, and there it still stood, its great arms from
out of the sky bent over lovers and over children on its little
island, its wide river singing around it, still that glorious
old hollow in it, full of dreams and childhood and mystery,
and that old sudden sunshine in it through the knots like
portholes

. . . then we stood there all of us together.
And the mother watched her daughter married under it.

I can remember many days standing beneath it as a
small boy (my small insides full of butternuts, a thousand
more butternuts up on the tree), and I used to look upm Its branches and wonder about it, wonder how it
could keep on so with its butternuts and with its leaves
with its winters and with its summers, its cool shadows
and sunshines, still being a butternut tree, with that huge
hollow in it.

I have learned since that if a few ounces or whit-
tlings of wood in a tree are chipped out in a ring around
It under the bark, cords of wood in the limbs all up
across the sky would die in a week—if one chips out
those few little ounces of wood.

Cords of wood can be taken out of the inside of the
tree, and it will not mind.

It is that little half-inch rim of the tree where the
juice runs up to the sun that makes the tree alive or dead.

The part that must be saved first and provided for
first is that slippery little shiny streak under the bark.

One could dig. out a huge brush-heap of roots, and
the tree would live. One could pick off millions of
leaves, could cut cords of branches out of it, or one could
make loi

, hollows up to the sun, tubes to the sky out
of trees, and they would live, if one still managed to
save those little delicate pipe lines for Sap, running up
and running down, day and night, night and day, between
the light in heaven and thn darkness in the ground.

Perhaps Men are valuable in proportion, as it would
»7

. v

' 'll"«
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be difficult to produce promptly other men to perform

their functions or to take their places.

If we cut away in society men of genius, leaves,

blossoms, in trees, men who reach down Heaven to us,

they grow out again.

If we cut away in society great masses of roots-

common men who hew out the earth in the ground, «id

get earth ready to be heaprd up to the sky—the roots

fffow out again. . -

But if we cut a little faint rim around it of artists, of

inventive men-controllers, of the Sap-conductors, the men

who make the Hewers run up to the sky and who make

the geniuses come down to the ground, the men who run

the tree together, who, out of dark earth and bright

sunshine, build it softly-if we destroy these, this little

rim of great men or men who save others, a totally new

tree has to be begun.

It is the essence of a democracy to acknowledge that

some men for the time being are more important m it

than others, and that these men, whoso ver they are, in

whatever order of society they may be—poor, ricn,

famous, obscure-these men who think for others who

save others and invent others, who make it possible for

others to invent themselves-these men shall be saved first.

One always thinks at first 'that one would like to make a

diagram of human nature. It would be neat and convenient.

Then one discovers that no diagram one can make

of human nature, unless one makes what might be

called a kind of squirming diagram, will really work.

Then one tries to imagine what a flowing diagram

would be like.
.

Then it occurs to one, one has seen a flowing diagram.

A Tree is a flowing diagram.

So I am putting down on this next page for what.

t

may be worth, what I have called A Family Tree of Folks.
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READ ACROSS

THE FAMILY TREE OF FOLKS

INVENTORS ARTISTS HEWERS

Invtnlors.^..^ Organitm Labourers
Jrnagination .. .._ Applied jm.ginalion. . . . . Tool or' Mechinnsnr
''"""'"'y Control....::::::::. ...:: Activity

Seer Poet..

The Man who General-
izes

. Actor

ActionThe Man who Sees the
General in the Par-
ticular

The Deeper Permanent The Immediate Signifi- Hewine
SiOTific.nr» cims or MeaningSigni6cance

Light

.

. Applied Light or Heat... Applied Heat or Motion
St«ensonandWat^t^.„. JamesJ. HilK...._.^. Railway Hands
Creating.......... CreaUve Selecting. .:...:'Hewing

The Democrat The AristocraVor Crowd- The Crowd

. Men^°d» Heroes

CemrjIugal^Power Equilibrium ^^^^^CentVipetal Power
TheWhirl^mJ>eople^he Centre People The Whirl-liTp^iT
Alexander Graham Bell.. \ai\'.

: Hands
~

^"h""'
, Contractor :

^'"'"S Artist

Carpenter

Workmen

^i"'"''"' Columbus Isabellaand the sailor,

"

The Prospector The Engineer Scoopers. GrabSjrTin
mmdorbody), Hewers

David the poet David the king David the soldier

Shakespeare Shakespeare Shakespeare
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CHAPTER XVIII

THE MAN WHO PULLS THE WORLD TOGETHER

THE typical mighty man or man of valour in our

modern life is the Organizer or Artist.

If a man has succeeded in being a great organizer,

it is because he has succeeded in organizing himself.

A man who has organized himself is a man who has

built a personality. The main fact about a man who has

succeeded in being an organized man or personality is,

that he has ordered himself around.

Naturally, when other people have to be ordered

around, being full head-on in the habit of ordering, even

ordering himself, the hardest feat of all, he is the man

who has to be picked out to order other people. As a

rule, the man who orders himself around successfully, who

makes his whole nature or all parts of himself work to-

gether, does it because he takes pains to find out who he

is and what he is like. If he orders other men success-

fully and makes them work together, it is because he

knows what they are like.

A man knows what '^her people are like and how

they feel by having times _." being a little like them, and

by being a big, latent, all-possible, all-round kind of man.

Efficiency follows.

Modern business consists in getting Inventors' minds

and Hewers' minds to work together. The ruler of

modern business is the man who, by experience or

imagination, is half an Inventor himself, and half a
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Hewer himself, and who knows how inventing feels and
how hewing feels.

He has a southern exposure toward Hewers, and
makes Hewers feci identified with him. He has what
might be called an eastern exposure toward men of
genius, understands the inventive temperament, has the
kind of personality that invokes inventiveness in others.

Incidentally he has what might be called a northern
exposure, which keeps him scientific, cool, and close to
the spirit of facts.

And there has to be something very like a western
exposure in him too, a touch of the homely seer, a habit
of having reflections and afterglows, a sense of principles,
and of the philosophy of men and things.

If I were tr try to sum up all these qualities in a
man and call it by one name, I would call it Glorificd-
common sense.

If I were asked to define Glorified-common sense, I
would say it is a glory which works. It belongs to the
man who has a vision or courage for others because he
sees them as they are, and sees how the glory buried in
them {U the inspiration or source of hard work in them)
can be got out.

Everywhere that the Artist in business or Organizer,
with his Inventors on one side of him and his Hewers
on the other, can be seen to-day competing with the man
who has the mere millionaire or owning type of mind, he
IS crowding him from the market.

It is because he understands how Inventors and
Hewers feel and what they think ; and when he turns on
Inventors he makes them invent, and when he turns on
Hewers he makes them hew.

The Hewer often thinks because he is rich or because
he owns a business that he can take the place of the
Artist

;
but he can be seen cxcry day in every business

around us being passed relentlessly out of power, because

k-'

V
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he cannot m«ke his Inventors invent and cannot make

his Hewers hew as well as some other man. The moment

his Inventors and Hewers think of him, hear aliout him,

or have any dealing with him—with the mere millionaire,

the mere owner kind of person, his Inventors invent as

little as they can, and his Hewers hew as softly as they

dare.

This is called the Modern Industrial Problem.

And no man but the Artist, the man with the invent-

ing and the hewing spirit both in him '(ho daily puts the

inventing spirit and the hewing spirit together in himself,

can get it together in others.

Only the man who has kept and saved both the

inventing and hiv.Mig spirit in himself can save it in

others—can be a saviour or artist.
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THE MAN WHO STANDS BY

1HAVE been trying to say in this book that good-

ness in business or c'lily life, in common world-

running or world housekeeping, is, by an implacable

crowd process, working slowly out of the hands of the

wrong men into the hands of the right ones.

If this is not true, I am ready to declare myself, as a

last resort, in favour of a strike.

There is only one strike that would be practical.

I would declare for a strike of the saviours.

By a saviour I do not mean a man who stoops down
to me and saves me. A saviour to me is a man who
stands by and lets me save myself.

I am afraid we cannot expect much of men who can

bear the idea of being saved by other people, or by
saviours who have a stooping feeling.

I rejoice daily in the spirit of our modern labouring

men, in that holy defiance in their eyes, in the way they

will not say " please " to their employers, and announce

that they will save themselves.

The only saviour who can do things for labouring

men is the saviour who proposes to do things with them,

who stands by, who helps to keep oppressors and stoop-

ing saviours off—who sees that they have a fair chance

and room to save themselves.

1 define a true saviour as a man who is trying to

save himself.
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It was because Christ, Savonarola, and John Bunyan

were all trying to save themselves that it ever so much

as occurred to them to save worlds. Saving a world was

the only way to do it.

The Cross was Christ's final stand for His own

companionableness, His stand for being like other people,

for having other people to share His life with, His faith

in others, and His joy in the world.

The world was saved incidentally when Christ died

on the Cross. He wanted to live more abundantly

—

and he had to have certain sorts of people to live more

abundantly with. He did not want to live unless he

could live more abundantly.

We live in a world in which inventors would want to

die if they could not invent—and in which hewers would

want to die if they could not hew.

I am not proud. I am willing to be saved. Any
saviour may save me if he wants tc, if his saving me is

a part of his saving himself.

If the inventor saves me and saves us all because he

wants to be in a world where an inventor can invent,

wants some one to invent to ; if the artist saves me
because it is part of his worship of God to have me saved,

and wants to use me every day to rejoice about the world

with ; if the hewer comes over and hews out a place in

the world for me because he wants to hew— I am willing.

All that I demand is, that if a man take the liberty

of being a saviour to me, that he refrain from stooping,

that he come up to me and save me like a man, that he

stand before me and tell me that here is something that

we, he and I, shoulder to shoulder, can do—something

that neither of us could do alone. Then he will fall to

with me and I will fall to with him, and we will do it.

This is what I mean by a saviour.
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THE STRIKIi OF THE SAVIOURS

A FACTORY I know in some ten years ago
employed one hundred men. Three of these men were

in the office and ninety-seven were hands in the works.
To-day this same factory, which is doing a very much
larger business, is still employ!.- ;t one hundred men, but
thirty of the men are employed in the office and seventy
in the works.

Ten years ago, to put it in other words, the factory
provided places for one artist or manager and two
inventors and places for ninety-seven hewers.

To-day the factory has made room for thirty inventors,
one manager and twenty-nine men, who spend their
entire time in thinking of things that will help the
Hewers hew.

It has seventy hewers who are helping the Inventors
invent by hewing three times as hard and three times as
skilfully, or three times as much as, without the Inventors
to help them, they had dreamed they could hew before.

The artist or organizer who made this change in
the factory found that among the ninety-seven hewers that
were employed there were a number of hewers who were
hewing very poorly, because, though hewing was the best
they could do, they could not even hew. He found
certain others who were hewing poorly because they were
not hewers, but inventors. These he set to work-
some of them, inventing in the office.

On closer examination the two inventors in the

i4'
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office were found to be not inventors at all. One of

them was a fine but poor hewer who liked to hew and

who hated inventing, and the other was merely a rich

Hewer who was an owner in the business, and who was

shown that he would have to stop inventing, and stop

very soon, if he wanted the business to make any more

money for him.

There were four things that the Artist had to do

with this factory before he could make it efficient.

Each of these things was an art. One art was the

art of compelling the mere owner, the man with the merely

hewing mind, to confine himself to the one thing he knew

how to do, namely, to shovelling, to shovelling his money

in when and where he was told it was needed, and to

shovelling his money out when it had been made for him.

The art of compelling a mere owner to know his

place, of keeping him shovelling money in and shovelling

money out silently and modestly, consists, as a rule, in

having the artist or organizer tell him that unless the

business is placed completely in his hands he will not

undertake to run it.

This is the first art. The second art consists in

having an understanding with the inventors that they

will invent ways of helping the hewers hew.

The third art consists in having an understanding

with the hewers that they will accept the help of the

Inventors and hew with it. The fourth art is the art of

representing the consumer with the hewer and with the

inventor and with the owner, and seeing that he shares

in the benefits of all economies and improvements.

These are all human arts, and turn on the power in a

man of being a true artist, of being a man-inventor, a

man-developer, and a man-mixer, daily taking part of him-

self and using these parts in putting other men together.

The organizers or artists—the men who see how

are the men who are not afraid.
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THE LEAGUE OF THE MEN WHO ARE
NOT AFRAID

IF all the unbrained money in the world to-day, and
the men that go with it, could be isolated, could be

taken by men of imagination and put in a few ships and
sent off to an island in the sea—if New York and
London and all the other important places could be left
in the hands of the men who have imagination, poor
and rich, they would soon have the world in shape to
make the men with mereiy owning minds, the mere
owners off on their island, beg to come back to it, to be
allowed to have a share in it on any terms.

In order to be fair, of course, their island would have
to be a furnished island—mines, woods, and everything
they could want. It would become a kind of brute
wilderness or desert in twenty-five years. We could,
now and then, some of us, take happy little trips, go out
and look them over on their little furnished island. It
would do us good to watch them—these men with
merely owning minds or holding-on minds, really noticing
at last how unimportant they are.

But it is not necessary to resort to a furni.'shed island
as a device, as a mirror for making mere millionaires
see themselves.

This is a thing that could be done for millionaires
now, most of them, here, just where they are.

All that is necessary is to have the brains of the

Mi
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world so organized that the millionaires, who expect,

merely because they are millionaires, to be run after by

brains, cannot f;et brains to run after them.

I am in favour of organizing the brains of the world

into a trades union.

One of the next things that is going to happen is

that the managing and creating minds of the world

to-day are going to organize, are going to see suddenly

their real power and use it. The brains are about to have,

as labour and capital already have, a class consciousness.

I would not claim that there is going tn be an inter-

national strike of the brains of 'he world, but it will not

be long before the managing class, as a class, will be

organized so that they can strike if they want to.

The Artists or Organizers and Managers of business

will not need, probably in order to accomplish their

purpose, to strike against the uncreative millionaires.

They will make a stand (which the best of them have

already made now) for the balance of power in any

business that they furnish their brains to. The

brains that create the profits for the owners and that

create labour for the labourers will make terms for their

brains, and will withhold their brains if necessary to this

end. But it is far more likely that they will accomplish

their purpose sooner by using their brains for the million-

aires and for labourers by co-opera.mg with the million-

aires and labourers than they will by striking against

them or keeping their brains back.

They are in a position to make the millionaires see

how little money they can make without them even in a

few days. They will let them try. A very little trying

will prove it.

Where hand labour would have to strike for weeks

and months to prove its value, brain labour would have

to strike hours and days.
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This is what is going to be done in modern business

in one business at a time, the brains insisting in each
firm upon full control.

Then, of course, the firms that have the brains in

most full control will drive the firms in which brains are

in less control out of competition.

Then brains will spread from one business to another.

The Managers, Artists, and Organizers of the world will

have formed at last a Brain Syndicate, and they will

put themselves in a position to determine, in their own
interests and in the interests of society at large, the

terms on which all men—all men who have no brains to

put with their money—shall be allowed to have the use

of theirs. They will monopolize the brain-supply of the

world.

Then they will act. Under our present regime

money hires men ; under the regime of the Brain

Syndicate men will hire money. Money

—

i.e. saved up,

or canned labour, is going to be hired by Managers,

Organizers, and Engineers with as much discrimination

and with as deep a study of its efficiency as new labour

is hired. The millionaires are going to be seen standing

with their money-bags and their little hats in their hands,

like office boys asking for positions for their money,
before the doors of the really serious and important men
—the men who toil out the ideas and the ways and the

means of carrying out ideas, the men who do the real

work of the world, who see things that they want, and
see how to get them—the men of imagination, the

inventors of ideas, organizers of facts, generals and
engineers in human nature.

It is these men who are going to allow people who
merely have thoughtless labour and people who merely
have thoughtless money to be let in with them. The
world's quarrel with the rich man is not his being a rich

man, but his being rich without brains, and its quarrel

:!
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with the poor labourer is not his being a poor labourer,

but his being a poor labourer without brains. The only

way that either of these men can have a chance to be of

any value is in letting themselves be used by the man

who will supply them with what they lack. They will

try to get him to see if he cannot think of some way of

getting some good out of them for themselves, and for

others.

We have a Frederick Taylor for furnishing brains to

labour.

We are going to have a Frederick Taylor now to

attend to the brain-supply of millionaires, to idea-outfits

for directors,

Every big firm is going to have a large group of

specialists working on the problem of how to make

millicnaires, its own particular millionaires, think, de-

vising ways of keeping idle and thoughtless capitalists

out of the way. If the experts fail in making million-

aires think, they may be succeeded by experts in getting

rid of them and in finding thoughtful money, possibly

made up of many small sums, to take their place.

The real question the Artist or Organizer is going to

ask about any man with capital will be, " Is it the man

who is making the money valuable and important, or is

it the money that is making this man important for the

time being and a little noticeable or important-looking ?

"

The only really serious question we have to face

about money to-day is the unimportance of the men who

have it. The Hewers or Scoopers, or Grabbers, who

have assumed the places of the Artist and the Inventor

because they have the money, are about to be crowded

over to the silent, modest back seats in directors' meet-

ings. If they want their profits, they must give up their

votes. They are going to be snubbed. They are going

to beg to be noticed. The preferred stock or voting

stock will be kept entirely in the hands of the men of
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working imagination, of clear-headedness about things
that are not quite seen, the things that constitute the
true values in any business situation, the men who have
the sense of the way things work and of the way they
will have to go.

Mere millionaires who do not know their place in a
great business will be crowded into small ones. They
will be confronted by the organized refusal of men with
brains to work for their inferiors, to be under control of
men of second-rate order. Men with mere owning and
grabbing minds will only be able to find men as stupid
as they are to invest and manage their money for them.
In a really big creative business their only chance will be,
cash and silence. They will be very glad at last to get
in on any terms, if the men of brains will let their money
edge into their business without votes and be carried
along with it as a favour.

It is because things are not like this now that we
have an industrial problem.

Managers who have already hired labour as a matter
of course are going to hire the kind of capital they like,

the kind of capital that thinks and that can work with
thinking men.

There will gradually evolve a general recognition in
business on the part of men who run it and on the part
of managers of the moral or human value of money.
The successful manager is no longer going to grab
thoughtlessly at any old idle foolish pot of money that
may be offered to him. He is going to study the man
who goes with it, see how he will vote, and see whether
he knows his place, whether he is a Hewer, for instance,
who thinks he is an Inventor. Does he, or does he not,
know which he is, an Inventor, an Artist, or a Hewer?

Capitalists will expect as a matter of course to be
looked over and to be hired in a great business enterprise
as carefully as labourers are being hired now.
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The moment it is generally realized that the managers

of every big modern business have become as particular

about letting in the right kind of directors as they have

been before about letting in the right kind of labour, we

will stop having an upside-down business world.

An upside-down business world is one in -vhich any

man who has money thinks he can be a director almost

anywhere, a world in which on every hand we find

managers who are not allowed to touch the imagination

of the public and get it to buy, and who are not allowed

to touch the imagination of labour and get it to work,

because they are not free to carry out their ideas without

submitting them to incompetent and scared owners.

The incompetent and scared owners- -the men who

cannot think—are about to be shut out. Then they will

be compelled to hire incompetent and scared managers.

Then they will lose their money. Then the world will

slip out of their hands.

The problem of modern industry is to be, not the

distribution of the money-supply, but the distribution

of the men-supply.

Money follows men.

Free men. Then free money.
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BOOK FIVE

GOOD NEWS AND HARD WORK

TO ANYBODY
" / inmi that alt the men nir bom art also my brolhiri, . . .

Ltmilltss Uavts loo, stiff or droofing in the fields.
And brown ants in the little wells beneath them.
And mossy scabs of the worm fence, heaped stones, elder, mullein, and

poie-ueed."

" A Child said, • What is grass t ' felrking it to mt with full 'handsHow could / answer the Child?"

"1 want to trust the shy and the grass!
I want to believe the songs I hear from the fencefosis !
Why should a maple-bud mislead me?"
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PART ONE
NEWS AND LABOUR

A fo'?..^'*
^"^'*"'' ^"'""V' "°' '°"e "&0. wanted

All the machine considerations, better water dow!,cheaper labour, smaller freight bills, and new mShad argued for moving to Georgia.

exJf'^t
*"* "°' ^""'"^ *''''' •'^d "°t been thought of

S. """ '"' "°'"'" """' '''^ between the

weJforThe^LlrT "'"' ''°°'^ ^''^^^ '"e wheelswere, Jor the most part, strong and hearty persons an^
tj.cy never looked anxious or abused. J, ZT'tT.^

with^h''- t?'",
^/'"''"y "'«•>' '^'""'- "owds of them

the bl"'
.*'*' '""• °' **•" "'^-' ^"^ °f the women ofhe boys and g.rls, might h^ve been seen filing out' ofthe works with their week's wages

^
Monday morning a few of them dribbled back

MllTT°"?'' ^^° *°"''' ""^^ '° ™n three SisAH the others in the long row of mills were snenf

moer hve. By Thursdayjoon they were all going.
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Ihe same thing happened the week after, and the

weetc after, and the week after that.

The management tried everything they could think

of with their people—scolding, discharging, making their

work harder, making their work easier, paying them less,

paying them more, two Baptist ministers, and even a

little Roman Catholic Church.

As long as the negroes saw enough to eat for three

days, they would not work.

It began to look as if tl mills would have to move

back to Massachusetts, where people looked anxious and

where people felt poor, got up at 5 ^-m- Mondays and

worked.

Suddenly one day, the son of one of the owners, a

very new-looking young man who had never seen a

business college, and who had run through Harvard

almost without looking at a book, and who really did

not seem to know or to care anything about anything—

except folks—appeared on the scene with orders from

his father that he be set to work.

The manager could not imagine what to do with him

at first, but finally, being a boy who made people like

him more than they ought to, he found himself placed

in charge of the Company Store. The company owned

the village, and the Company Store, which had been

treated as a mere necessity in the lonely village, had

been located, or rather dumped, at the time, into a

building with rows of little house-windows in it, a kind

of extra storehouse on the premises.

The first thing the young man did was to stove four

holes in the building, all along the front and around the

corners on the two sides, and put in four big plate-glass

windows. The store was mysteriously closed up in front

for a few days to do this, and no one could see what was

happening, and the negroes slunk around into a back

room to buy their meal and molasses. And finally one
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morning, one Sunday morning, the itore opened up
bravely and flew open in front.

The windows on the right contained three big purple
hatf with b'ue feathers, and some pink parasols.

The wintlows on the left were full of white waistcmti,
silver-headed canes, patent leather shoes, and other th n^s
to live up to.

Monday morning more of the mills were ^..^n^;
than usual.

Later in the week there appeared in the wi,.i.loivi

melodeons, phonographs, big gilt family h'vAcs, bread
machines, sewing machines, and Morris chairs. Only a
few hands took their Mondays off after this.

All the mills began running all the week.

Of course there are better things to live for than
purple hats and blue feathers, and silver-headed canes,

and patent leather shoes. But if people can be got to
live six days ahead, or thirty days, or sixty days ahead,
instead of three days ahead, by purple hats and blue
feathers and white waistcoats, and if it is necessary to
use purple hats and blue feathers to start people thinking
in months instead of minutes, or to budge them over to
where they can have a touch of idealism or of religion or
of living beyond the moment, I say for one, with all my
heart, " God bless purple hats and blue feathers !

"

The great problem of modern charity, tlie one Society
is largely occupied with to-day. Is :

" What is there that
we can possibly do for our millionaires ?

"

The next thing Society is going to «Io, perhaps. Is

to design and set up purple hats and blue feathers for

millionaires.

The moment out millionaires have placed before
them something to live for, a few real, live, satisfying
ideals, or splendid lasting things they can do, things that

H

fl
i i\
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everybody else would want to do, and that everybody
else would envy them for doing, it will bore them to

run a great business merely to make money. They will

find it more interesting, harder, and calling for greater

genius, to be great and capable employers. When
our millionaires once begin to enter into competition

with one another in being the greatest and most success-

ful employers of labour on earth, our mdustrial wars
will cease.

Millio..aires who get as much work out of their

employees as they dare, and pay them as little as they

can, and who give the public as small values as they

dare, and take as much money as they can, only do such

stupid, humdrum, conventional things because they are

bored, because they cannot really think of anything to

live for.

Labourers whose daily, hourly occupation consists in

seeing how much less work a day than they ought to do,

they can do, and how much more money they can get

out of their employers than they earn, only do such

things because they are tired or bored and discouraged,

and because they cannot think of anything that is truly

big and fine and worth working for.

The industrial question is not an economic question.

It is a question of supplying a nation with ideals. It is

a problem which only an American National Ideal

Supply Company could hope to handle. The very first

moment three or four purple hats with blue feathers for

millionaires and for labourers have been found and set

up in the great show window of the world, the industrial

unrest of this century begins to end.

As I went by, one day not long ago, I saw two

small boys playing house, marking off rooms—sitting-

rooms and bedrooms—with rows of stones on the ground,

When I came up they had just taken hold of a big stone
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they wanted to lift over into line a little. They were
tugging on it hopefully and with very red faces, and it
did not budge. I picked up a small beam about five
feet long on my side of the road, that I thought would
do for a crowbar, stepped over to the boys, fixed a ful-
crum for them, and went on with my walk. When I

came back after my walk that night to the place where
the boys had been playing, I found the boys had given
up working on their house. And as I looked about,
every big stone for yards around—every one that was'
the right size—seemed subtly out of place. The top of
the stone wall, too, was very crooked.

They had given up playing house and had played
crowbar all day instead.

I should think it would have been a rather wonderful
day, those boys' first day, seven or eight hours of it

spent, with just a little time off for luncheon, in seeing
how a crowbar worked !

I have forgotten just how much larger part of a
ton one inch more on a crowbar lifts. 1 never know
figures very well. But I know people, and I know that
a man with only three days' worth of things ahead to
live for does not get one hundredth part of the purchase
power on what he is doing that the man gets who works
with thirty days ahead of things to live for, all of them
nerving him up, keeping him in training and inspiring
him. And I know that the man who does his work with
a longer lever still, with thirty or forty years' worth of
things he wants all crowding in upon him and backing
him up, can lift things so easily, so even jauntily some-
times, that he seems to many of us sometimes to be a new
size and a new kind of man.

^'4

The general conventional idea of business is, that if
you give a man more wages to work for, he will work
more

;
but of course if a business man has the brains, m
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knows how to fire up an employee, knows how to give

him something or suggest something in his life that will

make him want to live twenty times as much, it would
not only be cheaper, but it would work better than paying
him twice as much wages.

Efficiency is based on news. Put before a man's
life twenty times as much to live for and to work for,

and he will do at least, well—twice as much work.

If a man has a big man's thing or object in view, he
can do three times as much work. If the little thing he
has to do, and keep doing, is seen daily by him as a
part of a big thing, the power and drive of the big thing

is in it, the little thing becomes the big thing, seems big

while he is doing it every minute. It makes it easier to

do it because it seems big.

The little man becomes a big man.
From the plain, practical point of view, it is the

idealist in business, the shrewd, accurate, patient idealist

in modern business who is the man of economic sense.

The employer who can put out ideals in front of his

people, who can make his people efficient with the least

expense, is the employer who has the most economic
sense.

The employer who is a master at supplying motives

to people, who manages to cut down through to the quick

in his employees, to the daily motives, to the hourly

ideals, the hourly expectations with which they work, is

the employer who already takes the lead, who is alread)-

setting the pace in the twentieth-century business world.

Possiblj you have noticed this trait in the great

employers or, at least, in the great managers of

employers ?

You are going, for instance, through a confectionery

shop. As you move down the long aisles of candy
machines you hear the clock strike eleven. Suddenly
music starts up all around you, and before your eyes four
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hundred girls swing off into each other's arms. Theydance between their machines five minutes, and then,
demurely, they drop back to their work. You see them

w th"fl.,''h'!J
^ '."

long white rows, folding up sweetmeats
with flushed and glowing cheeks.

Is this sentiment oris it cold, business-like efficiency?
fhe more sentiment there is in it, I think, the more

efficient it is and the better it works.
" Business is not business."

One need not quarrel abo.it word.s. but certainly,
whatever else business is, it is not business. It would
be closer to the facts to call business an art or a religion,
a kind of homely, inspired, applied piety, based upon giftsmmen which are essentially religious gifts; the power
of communion in the human heart, the genius for
cultivating companionship, of petting people to understand
you and understand one another and do team work.
1 he bed-rock, the hard pan of business success, lies in
the fundamental, daily conviction-the personal habit in
a man of looking upon business as a hard, accurate
closely studied, shrewd human art, a science of mutual
expectation.

I am not saying that I would favour all employers
o young women having them, to-morrow morning at
eleven o clock, swing off into each other's arms and dance
for five minutes. The value of the dance in this
par icular case was that the Firm thought of the dancing
tself and was always doing things like it. that every!body kne>v that the Firm, up in its glass office, felt glad,

ca'nlV"
'''%^""" '" =Pi"'. enjoyed seeing the girls

caught up for five minutes in the joy an.l swing of a bighappy world full of sunshine and music outside, full ofbuoyant and gentle things, of ideals around them which
belonged to them and of which they and their lives"tre a part.

When we admit that business success to-day turns or

ri

4
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is beginning to turn on a man's power of getting woric

out of people, we admit tliat a man's power of getting

work out of people, his business efliciency, turns on his

power of supplying his people with ideals.

Ideals are news.

You come on a man who thinks he is out of breath

and that he cannot possibly run. You happen to be

able to tell him that some dynamite in the quarry across

the road is going to blow the side of the hill out in forty-

five seconds, and he will run like a gazelle.

You tell a man the news, the true news, that his

employers are literally and honestly finding increased

pay or promotion, either in their own establishment or

elsewhere, for every man they employ, as fast as he make;;

himself fit, and you have created a man three times his

own size before your own eyes, all in a minute. And he

begins working for you like a man three times his

own size, and not because he is getting more for it, but

because he suddenly believes in you, suddenly believes

in the world and in the human race he belongs to.

To make a man work, say something to him or do

something to him which will make him swing his hat for

humanity, and give three cheers (like a meeting of work-

men the other day), " Three cheers for God i

"

There is a well-known firm in England which has the

best labour of its kind in the world, because the moment

the Firm finds that a man's skill has reached the utter-

most point in his work, where it would be to the Firm's

immediate interests to keep him and where the Firm

could keep on making money out of him and where the

man could not keep on growing, they have a way of

stepping up to such a m.in (and such things happen

ever)' few days) and telling him that he ought to go else-

where, finding him a better place and ^ending him to it.

This is a regular system and iSy

factory is known cr looked upon as a big family or
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school. There are hundreds of youn- men and young
women who, in order to get in and get started, and
merely be on the premises of such a factory, would offer to
work for the firm for nothing. The Factory, to them is
like a Great gate on the World.

It is its ideals that have made the factory a ereat
gate on the world.

And ideals are news. Ideals are news to a man
about himself

News to a man about himself and about what he can
be, is gospel.

And a factory with men at the top who have the
brams about human nature to do things like this, men
who can tell people news about themselves all day
every day. all the week, like a church— let such a
factory, I say, for one, have a steeple with chimes in it,
if It wants to. and be counted with the other churches !

People have a fashion of .speaking of a man's ideals
in a kind of weak, pale way, as if ideals were clouds,
done in water-colour by schoolgirls, as if they were pretty
innocent things, instead of being fierce, splendid terrific
energies, victorious, irrevocable in human history,
trampling the earth like unicorns, breathing wonder
deaths, births upon the world, carrying everything before
them, everywhere they go. These are ideals! This
may not be the way ideals work in a moment or in a
year, but it is the way they work in history, and it is the
way they make a man feel when he is working on them
It IS what they are for, to make him feel like this, when
he is working on them. With the men who are most
ahve and who live the longest, the men who live further
ahead and think in longer periods of time, the energies
in ideals function as an everyday matter of course.

I wish people would speak oftener of a man's
motives, what he lives for, .->s his motive powers. They
generally speak of motives in a man as if they were a

<*=!
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mere kind of dead chart or spiritual geography in him, or
clock-hand on him or map of his soul. The motives
and desires in a man are the motors or engines in him,
the central power-house in a man, the thing in him that
ma'.ces him go.

All a man has to do to live suddenly and unexpectedly
a big life, is to have suddenly a big irotive.

Anybody who has ever tried, for five minutes, a big
motive, ever tried working a little happiness for other
people into what he is doing for himself, for instance, if
he stopped to think about it and how it worked and how
happy it made him himself, would never do anything in
any other way all his life. It is the big motives that are
efficient.



PART TWO
NEA\ S AND MONEY

I lutTi^" r !'
'''""'"' L^^" ^ho remarked

1 but I have heard, ,n the last two years so manvpearls dropped from the lips of millionrires ihat T amnot qu,te sure) that the way to tell a millionaire, whe^one saw one, was by his lack of ready money Headded that perhaps a surer way of knowing a mMHona."*hen one saw one, was by his lack of idea!
""'"°"""^'^'

My own experience is that neither of these wavsworks aa well as it used to. 1 very often meet a mannow a real live millionaire, no one^would thTnk it o"

fron, T *''^'"-°"« °f the last ones-telegraphed merom down m the country one morning, swung up^oLondon on a quick train, cooped me up with Wm at ahttle corner table in his hotel, and gave me more Meas intwo hours than I had had in a week.

heJas"'"'
^''^^ ''"^ '""°"' ='^"' him-whoever

Not many days afterwards I found myself motorine

in a stlTf °T
""• '""" °f "'"^ ^"^ h'^^'ther, and therf

He began at once, " Uo you think Chrin would haveiipproved of my house ? " '

" ^ "^^'^

His five grown sons wer* sitting around him, but he

fill
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spoke vividly and directly and like a child, and as if he
had just brushed sixty years away, and could, any time.

I said I did not think it fair to Christ, two thousand
years off, to ask what he would have thought of a house
like his, now. The only fair thing to do would be to
ask what Christ would think if He were living here
to-day.

" Well, suppose He had motorc, over here with you
this afternoon from Manor, );....; spent last night with
you there, and talked with you ..id with

, and had
seen the pictures, and the great music room, and
wandered through the gardens, and suppose that then
He had come through, on His way up, all those two
miles of slums down in

, seen all those poor, driven
crowded people, and had finally come up here with you
to this big, still, restful place two thousand people could
live in, and which I keep all to myself. You don't really
mean to say, do you, that He would approve of my
living in a house like this ?

"

1 said that I did not think that Christ would be
tipped over by a house or lose His bearings with a
human soul because he lived in a park. I thought He
would look him straight in the eyes.

"But Christ said, 'He that loseth his life shall
save it.'

"

" Yes, but He did not intend it as a mere remark
about people's houses."

It did not seem to me that Christ meant simply
giving up to other people easy and ordinary things like
houses or like money, but that He meant giving up to
others our motives, giving up the deepest, hardest things
m us, our very selves, to other people.

•' And so you really think that if Christ came and
looked at this house and looked at me in it, He would
not mind ?

"

" I do not know. I think that after He had looked
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at your house He would go down and look at your
factory, possibly. How many men do you employ ? "

" Sixteen hundred."

" I think He would look at them, the sixteen hundred
men, and then He would move about a little. Very likely
He would look at their wives and the little children."

He thought a moment. I could see that he was not
as afraid of having Christ see the factory as he was of
having Him see the house.

I was not quite sure, but I thought there was a little
faint gleam in his eye when I mentioned the factory.

" What do you make ? "
I asked.

He named something that everybody knows.
Then I remembered suddenly who he was. He was

one of the men I had first been told about in England
and the name had slipped from me. He had managed
to do, and do together, the three things one goes about
looking for everywhere in business—what might be
be called the Three R's of great business (though not
necessarily R's). (,) He had raised the wages of his
employees. (2) He had reduced prices to consumers.
(3) He ha'l reduced his proportion of profit and raised
the inc-om-. of the works, by inventing new classes of
customers, and increasing the volume of the business.

He had found himself, one day, as most men do
sooner or later, with a demand for wages that he could
not pay.

At rirst he told the men he could not pay them more,
said that he would have to close the works if he did.

He was a very busy man to be confronted with a
crisis like thi?. The market was trouble enough.

One morning, when he ,vas up early, and the house
was all still and he was sitting alone with himself, the
thought slipped into his mind that there had been
several times before in his lil'e when he had sat thinking
about certain things that could not be done, And then

Till
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he had got up from thinking they could not be done and
gone out and done them.

He wondered if he could not get up and go out and
do this one.

As he sat in the stillness with a clear road before his
mind and not a soul in the world up, the thought occurred
to him, with not a thing in sight to stop it, that he had
not really trained himself to be quite such an expert in
raising wages as he had in some other things.

Perhaps he did not know about raising wages.
Perhaps if he concentrated his imagination as much

on getting higher wages for his workmen, as he had in
those early days, years before, on making over all his
obstinate raw material into the best cases of on
earth, he might find it possible to get more wages for his
men by persuading them to earn more and by getting
their co-operation in finding ways to earn more.

As he sat in the stillness, gradually (perhaps it was
the stillness that did it) the idea grew on him.

He made up his mind to see what would happen if

he worked as hard at paying higher wages for three
months as he had for three years at making raw material
into cases of the best on earth.

Then things began happening every day. One of
the most important happened to him.

He found that higher wages were as interesting a

thing to work on as any other raw material had ever
been.

He found that a cheap workman as raw material to

make a high-priced workman out of was as interesting as

a case of .

A year or so after this, there was a strike (in liis

particular industry) of all the workmen in England.
They struck to be paid the wages his men were paid.

He had been able to do three things he thought he

thought he could not do. He had succeeded in doing the
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first, in raising the wages of his employees, by thinkine

eettinft"h
^7\1- """"'"^ "'"''"'^ «° 'hem. and ofgetting them to beheve in him, and of maicing them want

in domg the second, in reducing the prices to consumersby inventing new by-products out of waste
He had succeeded in doing the third, in reducing hisper cen of proiits, and increasing his income from theworlcs at the same time, by thinking up ways of creat ngnew habits and new needs in his customers

ar.J^l^"^
^"""'"'' "' " "=""' ""= '^'^^ ^^qu^it" of agreat business career. He had created new workmen

nvented new things for men and women to want, had

them'"*
''°'"° "'"' ""'" ""'' *°""" ''''° '^°"''' *""'

Incidentally all the while, day by day, while he was
doing these things, he had distributed a Urge and more

it'oJSr ^""' °^ "^"""^ ^-"-^ ^" ">- »•'-

^JT\°' ^^!r
'"*"' """"'y *'"' *° I'" 'workmen, andsome to himself, and some to his customers

; but it was^rgely spent. ..f course, in getting business for other
manufacturers, and in getting people to buy all over

Sri ?r r."
'"^""^-""•"«. things that such

ITbu
^^ ""^^ ^" "'''= '^'°'= t° afford

I
1.^" ^^V ^^'"^^ "'*' ^ have been saying, and which

I have duly confided to the reader, flashed through mymind as I stood with my back to the fire, realizbgsudden^ that the man who had done them was the manwith whom I was talking.

S^^'fi '• ^'" "'"' ""'"^ ' "^-^ ->« that,

his att ' t ^r '""' '""""'^ '''"'• he returned toI's attack on his house.

»9
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He said some days he was glad it was so far away.

He did not want his workmen to see it. He did not go

to the mill often in his motor-car—not when he could

help it.

I said that I thought that a man who was doing

extraordinary things for other people, things that other

men could not get time or strength or freedom or

boldness of mind or initiative to do, that any particular

thing he could have that gave him any advantage or

immunity for doing the extraordinary things better,

that would give him more of a chance to give other

people a chance, that the other people, if they were in

their senses, would insist upon his having these things.

" I think there are hundreds of men in my mill who
think that they ought to have my motor-car and three

or four rooms in this house."

1 " Are they the most efficient ones ?
"

I

" No."

I If a man gives over to other people his deepest

j
motives, and if he really identifies himself—the very inside

of himself—with them and treats their interests as his

! interests, the more money he has, the more people

! like it.

" Take me, for instance," I said.

" I have hoped every minute since I knew you, that

you were a prosperous man. I saw the house and

looked around in the park as I motored up with joy.

And when I came to the big gate I wanted to give

three cheers ! I wish you had stock in the Meat Trust

in America, that you could pierce your way like a

microbe into the vitals, into the inside of the Meat Trust

in my own country, make a stand in a Directors' Meeting

for ninety million people over there, say your say for

them, vote your stock for them, say how you want a

Meat Trust you belong to to behave, how you want it

to be a big, serious, business institution and not a
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humdrum, mechanical-minded hold-up anybody couldthmk of-m charge of a few uninteresting, ingloriousmen -men nobody really cares to know and hanobody wants to be like. . . . When I think of whit aman like you with money can do ... t

" ^"^ ^ "°t tifed every day, are you not tired, yourself

hLr"f nT '""y^'^'^'^^ -d seeing monj/in thehands of all these second-class, socially feeble-minded

^11 rt'"^
''"'""' '" '^^ P^P«" °f ^h«t such menthmk, of having college presidents, great universities

them and bowing to them, and all the superior, live in!
terested people ringing their door bells for their moneywaiting outside on benches for what they think ?

"I do not believe that Christ came into the woridtwo thousand years ago, to say that only the men whohave minds of the second class, men who areTot far?
sighted enough m business to be decently unselfish in
this worid, should be allowed to have control of themoney and of the people's means of living in it"We are living in an age of big machines and of big

IhTv! n
^^S^^Satmns, and to say in an age like this, and

h^^K V ^",'* °"* °^ '^' ^»"«' °' P»t it into a

mrds'o?!"' ""m ^
u""^'°"

°' ''• *'^"' ^" the first-classmmds of the worid_the men who see far enough to be
unselfish hould give over their money to seco'nd-daS

^nbib r!? °r
"'°"^*™"^- """s' unbelieving, unfaithful,

unbibhcal, irreligious thing a worid can be guilty ofThe one thing that is now the matter with Ln^y, isthat the second-class people have most of it

tiredT''"
""""'.^

^^E^"
'• ^^ "PP"^'^ asceticism or atired dscouraged unbelief to having children that wedo to having pounds and pence and dollars and cents?You would not stand for that, would you ? "

I looked at his five sons.
" Suppose all the good families of to-day were to take

l\^

^
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the gro'md that having children is a self-indulgence, un-

worthy of good people ; suppose the good people leave

having children in this world almost entirely to bad
ones.

" This is what has been happening to money.
" Unbelief in money is unbelief in the spirit. It is

paying too much attention to wealth to say that one
must or that one must not have it."

1 cannot recall precisely what was said after this in

that long evening talk of ours, but what I tried to say

perhaps might have been something like this :

—

The essence of the New Testament seems to be the

emphasis of a man's spirit, with or without money.
Whether a man should be rich, or get out of being rich

and earn the right to be poor (which some very true and
big men, artists and inventors in this world, will always

prefer), turns on a man's temperament. If a man has a
money genius and can so handle money that he can make
money, and if he can, at the same time, and all in one
bargain, express his own spirit, if he can free the spirits of

other men with money and express his religion in it, he
should be ostracized by all thoughtful, Christian people, if

in the desperate crisis of an age like this, he tries to get

out of being rich.

The one thing a man can be said to be for in this

world, is to express the goodness—the religion in him,

in something ; and if he is not the kind of man who can

jxpress his religion in money and in employing labour,

tnen let him find something—say music or radium or

painting—in which he can. It is this bounding off in a

world, this making a bare spot in life and saying, " This

is not God, this cannot be God ! "—it is this alone that is

sacrilegious.

It may be that I am merely speaking for myself, but

I did discover a man in Fleet Street the other day who
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quite agreed with me apparently, that if the thing a man

This man had tried to express his idea in a window.He had done a Leonardo da Vinci's " Lust Supper "
m sugar—a kind of bas-rehef in sugar

^^
I do not claim that this kind of foolish, helpless

caricature of a great spiritual truth filled me with a greareverence, or that it does now.
^

But it did make me think how things were
If sugar with this man, like money with a bankerwas the one logical thing the man had to express Wsrehg,on m, or if what he had had to express had been^ally true and fine, or if there had been a true or fine orgreat man to express, I do not doubt sugar could havebeen made to do it.

One single man with enough money and enough
ehg,ous sk,ll m human nature, who would get in^othe Sugar 1 rust with some good, fighting, voting stockwho could make the Sugar Trust do as it'^ould le doneby, would make over American industry in twenty years.

befor?an° A
" '''°"" "^ '' °" ' "^'^h mountain,

bS^ess Sr"T.r'"'°"' ^"'' specimen, enviable

sohT ^ "i

^^' '^^'=^'"'^' *' '" = "^'"d of deep,sober apocalypse, American business to itself He wouldhave revealed American business as a new nationaT arN

o r'eal l^^^T:" °' *''' P""^*'"' ^^"2'°"' the geniuslor real thmgs, that is our real modern temperament inAmenca and the real modern temperament^n all the

the SugrTTuit"''
"°* "''' '° "" '"""^ ^'^^'^^'y -'"^

V^t ^^^l T™'* """S'^t do it first, or the Steel Trust,aut It will be done.

machinrh,'*!' k"'*^'"
^"''' °"^ ^'^^ Golden Rule-machme havmg been mstalled in our trust that knew the
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most, and was most known, it could be installed in the

others.

Religion can be expressed much better to-day in a
stockholders' meeting than it can in a prayer-meeting.

Charles Cabot, of Boston, walked in quietly to the

Stockholders' Meeting of the Steel Trust one day and
with a little touch of money—$2900 in one hand, and a
copy of the American Magazine in the other—made (with

J2900) $1,468,000,000 do right.



the

PART THREE
NEWS AND GOVERNMENT

CHAPTER I

OXFORD STREET AND THE HOUSE OF COMMONS

EVERY now and then, when I am in London, (at
the instigation of some business man who takes

the time off to belong to it) I drop into a pleasant but
other-worldly and absent-minded place called the House
of Commons.

I sit in the windows in the smoking-room and watch
the faces of the Members all about me, and watch the
steamships, strangely, softly, suddenly—Shakespeare and
Pepys, outside on the river, slip gravely by under glass.

Or I go in and sit down under the gallery, face to
face with the Speaker, looking across those profiles of
world-makers in their seats ; and I watch and listen in
the House itself. There is a kind of pleasant, con-
venient, appropriate hush upon the world there.

Wisdom.
The decorous, orderly machinery of knowledge rolls

over one—one listens to It, to the soft clatter of the
endless belt of words.

Every now and then one sees a Membe' in the
middle of a speech, or possibly in the middle of a sen-
tence, slip up quietly and take a look (under glass) at The

i i
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People, or he uses a microscope, perhaps, or a reading-

glass, on The People—Mr. Bonar Law's, Mr. Lloyd
George's, Ramsay MacDonald's, Will Crooks's, or some-
body's. Then he comes back gravely, as if he had got
The People attended to now, and finishes what he was
saying.

It is a very queer feeling one has about The People
in the House of Commons.

I mean the feeling of their being under glass : they
all seem so manageable, so quiet and so remote, a kind
of glazed-over picture in still life, of themselves. Every
now and then, of course, one takes a Member seriously

when he steps up to the huge show case of specimen
crowds, which Members are always referring to in their

speeches. But nothing comes of it.

The crowds seem very remote there under the glass.

One feels like smashing something—getting down to

closer terms with them—one longs for a Department
Store or a bridge or a bus—something that rattles and
bangs and is.

All the while—outside the mighty street—that huge
megaphone of the crowd, goes shouting past One
wishes the House would notice it. But no one does.

There is always just the House Itself, and that hush or

ring of silence around it, all England listening, all the

little country papers far away with their hands up to

their ears, and the great serious-minded Dailies and the
witty Weeklies, the stately Monthlies and Quarterlies,

all acting as if it mattered. . . .

Even during the Coal Strike nothing really happened
in the House of Commons. There was a sense of the

great serious people, of the crowds on Westminster
Bridge, surging softly through glass outside, but nothing

got in. Big Ben boomed down the river, across the

pavements, over the hurrying crowds, and over £.11 the

men and the women, the real business men and women.
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The only thing about the House that seemed to have
anything to do with anybody was Big Ben.

Finally one goes up to Harrod's to get relief, or one
takes a bus, or one tries Trafalgar Square, or one sees
if one can really get across the Strand, or one does
something—almost anything—to recall oneself to real
life.

And then, of course, there is Oxford Street.
Almost always, after watching the English people

express themselves or straining to express themselves in
the House of Commons, I try Oxford Street.

I know, of course, that as an art-form for expressing
a great people, Oxford Street is not all that it should be

;

but there is certainly something, after all the mooniness
and the dim droniness and lawyer-mindedness in the way
the English people express themselves or think that they
ought to express themselves in their House of Commons
—there is certa-'nly something that makes Oxford Street
seem suddenly a fine, free, candid way for a great
people to talk

! And there is all the gusto, too, the
buses, the taxis, the hundreds of thousands of men
and women, saying things and buying things they
believe.

Taking in the shops on both sides of the street, and
taking in the things the people are doing behind the
counters and in the aisles and up in the office windows,
three blocks of Oxford Street really express what the
English people really want and what they really think
and what they believe and put up money on, more than
three years of the House of Commons.

If I were an Englishman I would rather be elected
to walk up ind down Oxford Street and read what I
saw there than be elected to a seat in the House of
Commons

; and I could accomplish more and learn more
for a nation, with three blocks of Oxford Street, with
what I could gather up and read there, and with what I Wii
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could resent and believe there, than I could with three

years of the House of Commons.

I know that anybody, of course, could be elected to

walk up and down Oxford Street.

But it is rnough for me.

So I almost always try it after the House of

Commons.
And when I have taken a little swing down Oxford

Street and got the House of Commons out of my system

a little, perhaps I go down to the Embankment, and

drop into my club.

Then I sit in the window and mull.

If the English people express themselves and express

what they want and what they are bound to have, in

Oxford Street, and put their money down for it, so

much better than they do in the House of Commons, why

should they not do it ther. ?

Why should elaborate, roundabout, mysterious things

like governments, that have to be spoken of in whispers

(and that express themselves usually in a kind of lawyer-

minded way, in picked and dried words like wills), be

looked upon so seriously, and be taken, on the whole, 2i

the main reliance the people have, in a great natior, for

expressing themselves ?

Why should not a great people be allowed to say

what they are like, and to say what they want, and what

they are bound to get, in the way Oxford Street says

things, in a few straight, clean-cut, ordinary word-., in long

quiet rows of deeds, of buying and selling and acting?

Founds, shillings, and silence,

Then the next thing.

If the House of Comm ns were more like Oxford

Street, or even if it had suddenly something of the tone

of Oxford Street, if suddenly it were to begin some fine

morning to express England the way Oxford Street does,

would not one see, in less than three months, new kinds
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and new sizes of men all over England, wanting to
belong to it ?

Big, powerful, uncompromising, creativi nen who
have no time for twiddling, who never would have
dreamed of being tucked away in the House of Commons
before, would want to belong to it.

In the meantime, of course, the men of England who
have empires to express, are not unnaturally expressing
them in more simple language like foundries, soap
factories around a world, tungsten mines, department
stores, banks, subways, raihoads for seventy nations, and
ships on seven seas, Winnipeg trolleys, and little New
York skyscrapers.

Business men of the more usual or humdrum kind
could not do it, bjt certainly, the first day that business
men like these, of the first or world-size class, once find

the House of Commons a place they like to be in, oncf
begin expressing the genius of the English people in

government as they are already expressing the genius c f

the English people in owning the earth, in buying anil

selling, in inventing things and in inventing corporations,

the House of Commons will cease to be a bog of words,
an abyss of committees, and legislation will begin to be
run like e. railroad—on a block signal system, rows of
things taKen up, gone over, and finished. The click of the
signal. Then the next thing.

I sit in my club and look out of the window and
think. Just outside thousands of taxis shooting all these
little mighty wills of men across my window, across
London, across England, across the world ... the
huge, imperious street ... all these men hurling: them-
selves about in it, joining their wills on to telephone
wires, to mighty trains and little quiet country roads
hitching up cables to their wills, and ships—hitching up
the very cl uds over the sea to thtir wills and running ;i

world—why are not men like these—men who have tht

i I
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street-jpirit in them, this motor-eenius of driving through
to what they want—talting seats in the House of
Commons ?

Perhaps Oxford Street is more efficient and more
haracteristic in expressing the genius and the will of
the English people than the House of Commons is, be-
cause of the way in which the people select the men they
want to express them in Oxford Street.

It miy be that the men the people have selected to
be at the top of the nation's law-making are not selected
by as skilful, painstaking, or thorough a process as the
men who hav^ been selected to be placed at the top of
the nation's buying and selling.

Possibly the reason the House of Commons does not
express the will of the people is, that its members are
merely selected in a loose, vague way and by merely
counting noses.

Possibly, too, the men who are selected by a true,

honest, direct, natural selection to be the leaders and to

free the energies and steer the work of the people, the
men who are selected to lead by being seen and lived

with and worked with all day, every day, are better

selected men than men are who, having been voted on
on slips of paper and having been seen in newspaper
paragraphs, travel up to London and begin thought-
lessly running a world.

The business man drops into the House of Commons
after the meeting of his firm in Bond Street, Lombard
Street, or Oxford Street, and takes a look at it. He sees

before him a huge tool or piece of machineiy—a body of

men intended to work together and to get certain grave,

particular, and important things done, that the peojile

want done, and he does not see how a great good-hearted
chaos or welter, a kind of chance national V/eather of

Human Nature like the House of Commons, can get the

things done.
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So he confines himsell more and more to business,
w here he loses less time in wondering what other people
think or if they think at all, cuts out the work he sees,
and docs it.

He thinks how it would be if things were turned
around and if people tried to get expressed in business
m the loose way—the thoughtless reverie of voting
that they use in trying to get themselves expressed in
politics.

He thinks the stockholders of the Sunlight Soap
Company, Limited, would be considerably alarmed to
have the president and superintendent and treasurer and
the buyers and salesmen of the company electrd at the
polls by the people in the county or by popular suffrage.
He thinks that thousands of the hands as well as the
stockholders would be alarmed too. It does not seem
to him that anybody, poor or rich, employer or
employee, in matters of grave personal concern, would be
willing to trust his interest or would really expect the
people, all the people as a whole, to be represented or to
get what they wanted, to act definitely and efficiently
through the vague generalizations of the polls. Perhaps
a natural selection, a dead-earnest rigorous selection that
men work on nine hours a day, an implacable, unremitting
process during working hours, of sorting men out (which
we call business), is the crowd's most reliable way of
registering what it definitely thinks about the men it

wants to represent it. Business is the crowd's big,
serious, daily voting in pounds, shillings, and pence its
hour to hour, unceasing, intimate, detailed labour in
picking men out, in putting at the top the men it can
work with best, the men who most express it, who
have the most genius to serve crowds, to reveal to
crowds their own minds and supply to them what they
want. '

As full as it is—like all broad, honest expressions

W
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of human shortcomings and of things that are soon to be
stopped, it does remain to be said that business, in a
huge, rough way, daily expressing the crowds as far as
they have got, the best in them and the worst in them,
is, after all, their most faithful and true record, their

handwriting. Business is the crowd's autograph its

huge, slow, clumsy signature upon our world.

Buying and selling is the life-blood of the crowd's
thought—its big, brutal, daily confiding to us of its view
of human life. What do the crowds, poor and rich,

really believe about life ? Property is the last will and
testament of crowds.

And the man-sorting that goes on in distributing

and producing property is the crowd's most unremitting,
most normal, temperamental way of determining and
select -ig its most efficient and valuable leaders—its men
who can express it, and who can act for it.

This is the first reason I would give against letting

the people rely on having a House of Commons compel
business men to be good.

Men who meet now and again during the year, after-

noons or evenings, who have been picked out to be at the

top of the nation's talking, by a loose, absent-minded, and
illogical paper process, cannot expect to control men who
have been picked out to be at the top of a nation's buying
and selling, by a hard-working, closely fitting, logical

process—the men that all the people, by everything they
do, every day, all day, have picked out to represent

them.

Any chance three blocks of Oxford Street could be

relied on to do better.

Keeping the polls open once in so often, a few hours,

and using hearsay and little slips of paper,—anybody
dropping in,—seems a rather fluttery and uncertain way
to pick out the representatives of the people, after one

hat considered three blocks of Oxford Street.
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The next thing the crowd is going to do in getting

what It wants from business men is to deal directly with
the busmess men themselves and stop feeling, what many
people feel, partly from habit, perhaps, that the only way
the crowd can get to what it wants is to go way over orway back or way around by Robin Hood's barn or the
House of Commons.

But there is a second reason.
The trouble is not merely in the way men who sit in

the House of Commons are selected. The real deep-
seated trouble with the men who sit in the House of
Commons is that they like it. The difficulty (as in the
American Congress too) seems to be something in the
men themselves. It lies in what might be called, for
lack of a better name, perhaps, the Hem and Haw or
rarliament Temperament.

The dominating type of man in all the world's
legislative bodies, for the time being, seems to be the
considerer or reconsiderer, the man who dotes on the
little and tiddly sides of great problems. The greatness
of the problem furnishes, of course, the pleasant, pale
glow, the happy sense of importance to a man, and then
there is all the jolly littleness of the little things besides
—the httle things that a little man can make look big
by getting them in the way of big ones—a great nation
looking on and waiting. ... For such a man there
always seems to be a certain cosiness and hominess in
a Legislative Body. . . .

As a seat in the House of Commons not unnatur-
ally, every year it is hemmed or hawed in, gets farther
and farther away from the people, it is becoming more
and more apparent to the people every year that the
Members of their House of Commons as a class are un-
ikely to do anything of a very striking or important or
lasting value in the way of getting business men to be
good.

Ill

(i'l.;
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The more efficient and practical business men are

coming to suspect that the Members of the House of
Commons, speaking broadly, do not know the will of the

people, and that they could not express it in creative,

straightforward, and affirmative laws if they did.



CHAPTER II

OXFORD STREET HUMS, THE HOUSE HEMS

jD UT it is not only because the Members of the HouseLJ of Commons are selected in a vague way. or because
ftey area vague kind of men, that they L to ropre!
sent the people. ^

trv tl'^LmniT
'°" ''^""'' ''"^'"^ ^ "°"^^ °f Commons

oiftofT^
"''' '"'" '° •'^ Sood, by law, is itsout-of-the-way position.

The out-of-the-way position that a Parliament
occup.es .n getting business men to be good, caHe
best cons.dered, perhaps, by admitting at the outset thata government really is one very real and genuine way agreat people may have of expressing themselves, of ex-pressing what they are like and what they want, andthat busmess is another way.

Then the question narrows down. Which wav of
expressing the people is the one that expresses themhe most to the point, and which expresses^hem wher"
tneir being expressed counts the most ?

have'^Busin^sf
''" ' Government. And the people

What is a Government for ?

What is Business for ?

Business is the occupation of finding out and anticipajng what the wants of the English people really ajand of finding out ways of supplying them
The^ business men in Oxford Street hire twenty or

"U
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thirty thousand mer. and women, keep them at work

eight or nine hours a day, five or six days in a week,

finding out what the things are that the English people

want, and reporting on them and supplying them.

They are naturally in a strategic position to find out,

not only what kinds of things the people wan., but to

find out, too, just how they want the things placed before

them, what kind of storekeepers and manufacturers, sales-

men and saleswomen, they tolerate, like to deal with,

and prefer to have prosper.

And the business men are not only in the most

strategic and competent position to find out what the

people who buy want, but to find out, too, what the

people who sell want. They are in the best position to

know, and to know intimately, what the salesmen and

saleswomen want, and what they want to be, and what

they want to do or not do.

They are in a close and watchful position, too, with

regs J to the conditions in the factories from which their

goods come, and with regard to what the employers, stock-

holders, foremen, and workmen in those factories want.

What is more to the point, these same business men,

when they have once found out just what it is the people

want, are the only men who are in a position—all in the

same breath, without asking anybody and without argu-

ing with anj ody, without meddling or convincing any-

body—to get it for them.

Finding out what people want and getting it for

them is what may be called, controlling business.

The question not unnaturally arises with all these

business men and their twenty or thirty thousand people

working with them, eight or nine hours a day, five or six

days a week, in controlling business, Why should the

Members of the House of Commons expect, by taking a

few afternoons or evenings off for it, to control business

for them ?
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ng. I do ''not thinkTtor wa fto't
". "'1^' '=''"

wait several months nr^KoM .
'*''* "'^ '""e to

of Parliament and therw't a' ;r°"^^ ">' ^•='"''-

to convince the other M^r^K ^ T"^" '^°'^ ^°' •""'

vote his one vote I^'lX';" ° ffh"^"^'
^"'^ '''-

employer.
'**''=' ''^'' d"-«:tlj' with my

and as to how ^^ is^ntr:XtC ^'^'^^'^^
'V'him—if I once trft u; ^ "t""S wnat I am domg for
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down fo. hi,. ,„, no'oJe :i:e%xce;t"bvru""'''who e nat on all arr,i>„^ ,

^^'^^Pt oy turnmg a

should a n.a"ntr: [h r^?^S ^" '°7- ^'y
Bottomley, or with the kifyMZtr^.^r''''

"""'"'^

score of other people's bv el^r^ n
^"""^ *'*'' »

Hft his employer off his back^
"" ^"^'^"'' '°

There is a very simple rule for it

-Jt;s^Ul':^SnrttT^"°""^ ''-^ •-°
on it.

' *''^' ^^ "nnot afford to be

The first thing I would do would be to see if r mnot persuade my emplc »r to tnL.» ,
' '^""''^

to make me efficient. him;ef aJT h
*"'':: "''' ''"'
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three times as ',tT '^
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'" "'^'^'"^ ^ "'an do
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This is what I would do if I wanted to make my
employer good. I would be so good that he could not

afTord not being good too.

If I were an employer, on the other hand, and under-

stood human nature and knew enough about psychology

to found a great business house, and wanted to make

my employee good, or make him work three times as

hard for me, with three times the normal strength, day

by day, and have a normal old age to look forward to, I

do not think I would wait for the House of Commons

to butt in and pension him. It seems to me that I

would be in a position to do it more adequately, more

rapidly, and do it with more intimate knowledge of

economy than the House of Commons could. And I

would not have to convince several hundred men, men

from rural counties, how I could improve my factory, and

get them to let me improve it. I could do it quietly by

myself.

In any given industrial difficulty, there is and must be

a vision for every man, a vision either borrowed for him

or made for him by some one else, or a vision he has

made for hii.iself, that fits in just where he is. In the

last analysis our industrial success is going to lie in the

sense of Here, and Me, and Now, raised to the »" power,

in what might be called a kind of larger syndicalis.n.

The typical syndicalist, instead of saying, as he does

to-day, " We will take the factories out of our employers'

hands and run them ourselves," is going to say, " We

will make ourselves fit to run the factories ourselves."

What would please the employers more, give them a

general or national confidence in trying to run business

and improve the conditions of work to-day, than to have

their employees suddenly, all over the nation, begin

doing their work so well that they would be fit to run

the factories ?

What is true of employers and employees in factories
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is still more true of the employers and employees in the
great retail stores. If there is one thing rather than
another the business men and women in Oxford Street
the managers, floor-walkers, and clerks all up and down
the street, are really engaged in all day, all their lives it
IS what might be called a daily nine-hour drill in under-
standing people. Why shouk employers and employees
Ike these, experts in human nature, men who make
their profession a success by studying human nature, and
by working in it daily, call in a few drifting gentlemen
from the House of Commons and expect them to work
out their human problems better than they can do it?

Employers and clerks in retail stores are the two
sets of people in all the world most competent to study
together the working details of human nature, to act for
themselves in self-respecting man-fashion and without
whining at a nation.

Who that they could hope to deal with and get what
they want from, could know more about human nature
than they do? Are they not the men of all others, all
up anci down that little strip of Oxford Street, who devote
their entire time to human nature? They are in the
daily profession of knowing the soonest and knowing the
most about what people are like, and about what people
will probably think. They are intimate with their
peccadilloes in what they want to wear and in what they
want to eat; they have learned their likes and dislikes
in human nature; they know what they will support and
what they will defy in human nature, in clerks, and in
stores, and in storekeepers.

And these things that they have learned about human
nature (in themselves and other people) they have learned
not by talking about human nature, but by a grim daily
doing things with it.

'

These things being so, it would almost seem that
these people and people like them were qualified to act,

r,
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and, as they happen to be In the one strategic position,

both employers and employees alike, to act and to act

for themselves and act directly and act together, it will

not be very long probably before the nation will be very
glad to have them do it.

It is likely to be seen very soon (at least by all

skilled Labour and all skilled Capital) that running
out into the street and crying " Help !

" and calling in

some third person to settle family difficulties that can be
better settled by being faced and thought out in private,

is an inefficient and incompetent thing to do.

And for the most part it is gorag to be only in the
more superficial, inefficient, thoughtless industry men,
either employers or employed, will be inclined to leave

their daily work, run out wildly, and drag in a House of
Commons to help them to do right.

I am only speaking for myself, but certainly if I were
an employer or an employee, I would not want to wait for

an election a year away, or to wait for the great engineer-

ing problem of compelling my Member of Parliament, by
my one vote, to act for me.

Perhaps working men in England and America are

deceived about the value of voting as a means of improv-
ing the conditions of working men. Possibly women
are deceived about the value of voting as a means of

improving the conditions of working women.
Possibly a woman could do more behind a counter

or by buying a store, than by voting to have some man
she has read about in a paper, improve business by
talking about it in the House of Commons.

There is ai j a kind of programme or vision of action

one can use as a customer as well as an employer or

employee.

I might speak for myself.
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I have about so much money I spend every year
in buying things. I have proposed to study with my
money every firm on which I spend it. I propose to
take away my trade from the firm that does the least a*
It should, and give it to the firm that does the most as
It should. I will vote with my entire income, and with
every penny I have, for the kind of employers I believem and that I want, for the kind of employers who can
earn and deserve and enjoy and keep the kind of sales-
men and saleswomen I choose to do business with.

All the year round, every firm with which I deal I
am going to study, not only with my mind, but with my
money. I will proceed to take my trade away from
the big employers who think tl it I want shoddy goods
or who think that I want or am willing to trade with
saleswomen who would let an employer impose on them
saleswomen that he thinks he can afford to impose upon!
I will proceed to vote with my money, with every penny
I have in the world, and I will earn more that I may
vote more for the kind of employer with whom I like to
trade. And there shall not be a man, woman, or child
of my acquaintance, if I can help it, or of my family's
acquaintance, who shall not know who these employers
are by name and by address—the employers that I will
trade with and the employers that I will not.

This is my idea as a customer, as a member of the
public, of the way for a people to express itself and to
get what it wants.

What I want may be said to be a kind of news—news
about me, so far as I go, as one member of the public.
As I am only one person, every item of the news about
me must be put where it works. I will deal directly
with the news of what I want, and I will convey that
news, not to the House of Commons, but to the men
who have what I want, and who can give it to me when
they know it.

»}

m
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News is the real government now and always of this

world.

When one has made up one's mind to tell this news,

obviously the best art-form for telling news to employers

and business men—the news of what we want and what
we do not want, and of what we want in thtm as -veil

as in the things they sell—is to tell them the news in

the language they have studied most—tell it to them in

pounds and shillings, dollars and cents, and by trading

somewhere else.

The gospel-bearing value, the news that one can get

into a man's mind with one dollar, the news that h*; can

be made to see and act on for one dollar—well, thinking of

this some days makes for me, at least, going up and down
the Main Street of the World feeling my purse snuggling

in my pocket, and all the people I can step up to with

my ^urse and tell so many dollars' worth of news to, tell

that dollar's worth of gospel to about the world—makes
going up and down with a dollar in a big business street,

and spending it or not spending it, feei like a kind of

chronic, easy, happy going to church.

One always has a little money in one's pocket that

one spends or that one won't spend, and sometimes even

not spending a dollar, practised by some people, at just

the right moment and in just the right way, can be

made to mean as much and do as much with a world as

spending a thousand dollars would without any mean-

ing put into it.

Sometimes I even go into a store on purpose, a

certain kind of store I know will try to cheat me in a

certain way, let them look a minute at the dollar they

cannot have. Then I walk out with it quietly.

I have said that the life-blood of my convictions

shall circulate in my money, and if I cannot express my
soul, my religion, my gospel or news for this world,

news about w'aat I want and about what I will have in
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a world, if I cannot make every dollar, every shillinK
» earn, go through the world and sing my own little
world-song in it may I never have another shilling or
earn another dollar as long as I live I

The very sight of a dollar now. when even I see oneonce more, fills me with deep, hopeful worlcing-joy, think-
ing of what a bargain it is and how I can use it twice
over thmking of the dollar's worth of news to say nothing
of the dollar's worth of things that bclor

. to a dollar I

For some generations, now. we have tried to make
people good in a vague, general way. by using priests
sacraments, and confessional boxes. For some centurieswe have been trying to make people good with lawyers
and jur.es and ballot boxes. We are now to try, at last
religion or gospel or news or ideals—practical, shrewd-
aimed Ideals, that is. news to a man about himself or
news about the man from the man himself to us. In
everything a man does he is expressing to us this news
about himself, and about his world, and about his God

I

**"" '*="''"g n=ws about the world and about our-
selves all the time, and we are all in a position for news
all the time.

What is it from hour to hour and day to day that
we will do and we will not do?

This news about us is the religion in us.
The average man is coming to have very accurate

Ideas of late as to just where his religion is located. He
has come to see that real religion in a man, very con-
veniently located (immediately at hand in him and
personally directed), is his own action, his own divine

1 will or " I won't."

He has come to be deeply attracted by this idea ofa religion for every man just where he is, fitted on
patiently, cheerfully, to just where he is, every day allday, h,s glorious, still, practical, good-natured, godlike «

I
•I" and " I won't," or News about hims?lf,

:1i
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CHAPTER MI

PRESIDENT W SON AND MOSES

*»

'4

WE are deeply Interested in the United States just

now, in seeing what will be the fate of President

Wilson's Government in getting men to be good. The
fate of a Government in 1 9 1

3 may be said to stand on

the Government's psychology or knowledge of human
nature, or of what might be called human engineering, its

mastery of the principles of lifting over in great masses

heavy spiritual bodies like peopie, swinging great masses

of people's minds over as on some huge national derrick up

on the White House, from one look out on life to another.

There are certain aspects of human nature when

power is being applied to it in this way, and when it is

being got to be good, that may not be b .side the point.

If one could drop in on a Government and have a

little neighbourly chat with it, as one was going by, I

think I would rather talk with it (especially our govern-

ment, just now) about Human Nature than about

anything.

I would have to do it, of course, in what might seem

to a government to be a plain and homely way.

I would ask the government what it thought of two

or three observations I have cc.ne to lately about the

way that human nature works, when people are getting

it to be good. What a government thinks about them

might possibly prove before many months to be quite

important to It.
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The first observation Is this

:

is thl!'hr!''°"/'"u ''If
"^"'K* ''•^'"'°' '» » bachelor

IS that he spends the first forty.five years of hi, life Inpicking out women he will not marry

«„,r°""''-^,"
.'" '^"""' """"y P«°P'« "" followlnB theMme pnncple in trying to be good and in getting other

"^
Posl?" r' *"'' '"'^^ "'""' ''"='' poor work'of ;

wlckSrlS.
"""" '"'°" ^''y "'"« «« "o -"anywicked people or seem to be. in proportion, among theHebrews >" the Old Testament, is "Ihat Moses was a

hr^en" Col' ".
'"=' '°r'

"'^ ' ^'"' P-P'« -'«h

thev mL '^''"''"*'-*'''" "• '^ '"' of nine thingsthey must never do any more, and of one that they must.

that wTn I °^"= '""'' ^'"^ Eood. have noticedthat when we have hit it orC being good (at least with

ge.tmg ones attention to what one really wants to do
Moses ,dea when he started his government thedea of getting people concentrated on not getting con!cen rated on nine things, was not conducive t'o goodness.

In^A fr P""''P''= ^°^" '""='' 'o make the people

tZ
""'.''7" " contradiction in terms. It is a principle

that would make wicked people out of almost anybody
It IS no a practicable principle for a government to reiyon m getting people to be good. It did not work with the
P ople in the Old Testament, and it has neve, worked
with people since.

.oodness. to point out to them nine places not to take

if h if T '''^'"' ^^^y ^"' ^^ *"owed to take hold-
it they know how.

obsefveT °"' ''" V° *° ''' '"^ '"'« '^^' ^. i'^ toObserve the groups or classes of people who are especiallynot what they should be. The people who never^et o"
"-.orally (as different as they may be' in most things anS

ll

»
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H

in the fields of their activity) all have one illusion in

common. There is one thing they always keep saying

when any new hopeful person tries once more to get

them to be good.

They say (almost as if they had a phonograph) that

they try to be good and cannot do it.

And this is not true.

When a man says he tries to be good and cannot do
it, if he sits down and thinks it over, he finds, generally,

he is not trying to be good at all. He is trying to be
not bad,

A man cannot get himself reformed by a negative

process, by being not bad ; and it is still harder for him
and for everybody when other people try to do it—those

who are near him ; and it is still, still harder for a

President down in Washington to do it.

An intelligent, live man or business corporation

cannot be got to keep up an interest very long in being

not bad. Being not bad is a glittering generality. It

is like being not-extravagant or economical.

Most people who have ever tried to attain in a

respectable degree to a pale little neuter virtue like

economy, and who have reflected upon their experiences,

have come to conclusions that may not be very far from

the point in a fine art like getting one's self to be good
or getting other people to be good.

To concentrate on being economical by going grimly

down the street, looking at the shop windows, looking

hard at miles of things one will not buy, cannot be said

to be a practicable method of attaining economy.

The real artist in getting himself to be good, pro-

ceeds upon the opposite principle. Even if the good

thing he tries for is merely a negative good thing like

economy, he instinctively seeks out some positive way
of getting it.

A man who is cultivating the art of getting himself
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to be economical or of getting his wife to be economical
does not make a start by sitting down with a pencil and
rnakmg out a list, by concentrating his mind on rows of
things that he and his family must get along without.He knows a better way. He goes down town with his
entire family, takes them into a big shop, and sits down
with them and listens to a Steinway Grand he cannot
get. As he listens to it long enough, he thinks he will
get It.

Then a subtle, spiritual change passes over him and
over his family while they listen. He would not have
said before he started, that sitting down and thinking of
things he could get along without, makin- lists in his
mind of things that he must not have, could ever be in
this world a happy, even an almost thrilling experience.
But as a matter of fact, as he sits by the piano and
listens, he finds himself counting off economies like
strings of pearls, and he greets each new self-sacrifice he
can think of with a cheer. While the Steinway Grand
fills the room with melody all around him, there he
actually is sitting and having the time of his life dream-
ing of the things he can get along without

!

When he goes home, he goes home thinking. And
the family all go home thinking.

Then economy sets in. The reason most people
make a failure of their economy is that they are not
artistic with it, they do not enjoy it. They do not pick
out anything to enjoy their economy with.

With some people an automobile would work better
than a Steinway Grand, and there are as many ways of
course, of practising the Steinway Grand principle in not
being bad as there are people, but they all consist
apparently in selecting some big, positive thing that one
wants to do, which logically includes and bundles all
ogether where they are attended to in a lump, all the
things that one ought not to do.

' il

•1'

i }
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Most sins (every one who has ever tried them kn
this)—most sins are not really worth bothering w
each in detail, even the not-doing them ; and
most practical, firm method of getting them out of

way (thousands of them at once, sometimes, with

hand) is to have something so big to live for that all

things that would like to get in the way, and would
to look important, look, when one thinks of it, sudde

small.

The distinctive, pre-eminent, official business for

next four years, of making small things in this coi;r

look small and of gently, quietly making small men
small, has been assigned by our people recently

Mr. Woodrow Wilson.

Now it naturally seems to some of us, the best \

for Mr. Wilson's government to do in getting the Tri

to give up lying and stealing, is going to be to pi

before them quietly a few really big, interesting, equ;

exciting things that Trusts can do, and then dare th

as in some great game or tournament of skill—all

people looking on—dare them, challenge them like gi

men, to do them.

There are three ideas President Wilson may hav(

the government's getting people to be good.

First, not letting people be bad. (Moses.)

Second, being good for them. (Karl Marx.)

Third, letting them be good themselves.

Democrat.)

The first of these ideas means government by Pri;

The second, means government by Usurpation, that

the moment a man amounts to enough to choose to

right or do wrong of his own free will, the moment h

a man, in other words, being so afraid of him and of

being a man, that we all, in a kind of panic, shove i

his life and live it for him—this is Socialism, a sea

machine that scared people have invented for not lett

(/
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people choose to do right because they may choose to
do wrong.

The third, letting people be good themselves, letting
them be self-controlling, self-respecting, self-expressing
or voluntarily good people, is Democracy, a machine for
letting men be men by trying it.

Moses was the inventor of a kind of national moral-
brake system, a machine for stopping people nine times
out of ten. The question that faces President Wilson
just now, while the world looks on, is, « Is a government,
or is it not, a moral-brake system, a mr -hine for stopping
people nine times out of ten ?

"

There is a considerable resemblance between Moses'
position and the new President's in the United States.
When Moses looked around on the things he saw the
men around him doing, and took the ground that at
least nine out of ten of the things should be stopped, he
was academically correct. And so, also. President Wilson,
gazing at the business of this country to-day, at nine out
of ten of the humdrum, thoughtless things that4rusts and
corporations have been doing, will be academically correct
in telling them to stop, in having his little, new, helpless,
unproved, adolescent government stand up before all the'
people and speak in loud, beautiful, clear accents and
(with its left fist full of prisons, fines, lawyers, of forty-
eight legislatures all talking at once) bring down its
right fist as a kind of gavel on the world and say to
these men, before all the nations, that nine of the things
they are doing must be stopped, and that one of
the things, if they happen to be able to think out
some way of keeping on doing it—nobody will hurt
them.

But the question before President Wilson to-day,
with all our world looking on, is not whether he would
be right in entering upon a career of stopping people.
The real and serious question is. Does stopping people

I
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stop them? And if stopping people does not stop
them, what will ?

Perhaps the way for a government to stop people from
doing things they are doing, is to tell them the things it
wants done. A government that- Joes not express what
it wants, that has not given a masterful, clear, inspired
statement of what it wants, a government that has
only tried to say what it does not want, is not a
government.

The next business of a government is a statement of
what it wants.

The problem of a government is essentially a
problem of statement.

How shall this statement be made ?



CHAPTER IV

THE PRESIDENT SAYS "YES" AND "NO"

T T was not merely because the seventh commandment
1 was negative, but be<-=.use it was abstract, that David
found It so hard to keep. If the seventh commandment
(hice Uriahs wife) could have had deep blue eyes or
could have been beautiful to look upon, and, on a particular
day in a particular place, could have been bathing in a
garden. David would have found keeping it a very
different matter. The tendency to r-ake a statue ofpunty as a lovely female figure carries us a little farther
in moral evolution than the moral statement that Moses
had managed to get, and it was farther towards the
concrete, but it was not far enough for a real artist orman who does things.

One of the things about the real artist that makes
him an artist, is that he is always, and always has been
and always will be, profoundly dissatisfied with a statue
of a female figure as an emblem of purity. He challenges
he world, he challenges God, he challenges himself, he
Challenges the men and women about him, when he
IS being put off with a statue as an emblem of purity
rie demands, searches out, interprets, creates somethine
concrete and living to express his idea of purity

How can President Wilson, in getting the Trusts not
to be corrupt, in <.rying to win them—how can PresidentWnson make tb. law alluring ? How can he make the
i^eopie have a low voice ?
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A great deal, if not nearly everything, depends, In

tempting business men to be good, upon the tone in

which they are addressed. Every government, like every

man, soon comes to have its own characteristic tone in

addressing the people. And, as a matter of fact, it is

almost always the tone in a government, like the voice

in a man, which tells us the most definitely what it is

like, and is the most intimate and effective expression

of what it wants, and is the most practical way of get-

ting what it wants. Everybody has noticed that a man's

voice works harder for him, works more to the point

for him, in getting what he wants than his words do. It

is his voice that makes people know him, that makes them

know he means what he says. It is his voice that tells

them whether he is in the habit of meaning what he says,

and it is his voice that tells them whether he is in the

habit of getting what he wants, and of knowing what

to do with what he wants when he ge s it.

A government does not need to say very much if it

has the right tone.

The tone of a government is the government

If President Wilson is going to succeed in tempting

business men to be good, he is going to do it, some of us

think, by depending on three principles.

These three principles, like all live, active principles,

may be stated as three principles or as thT3 personal

traits.

First, by being affirmative. (Isaiah, in distinction

from Moses.)

Second, by being concrete. (Bathsheba.)

Third, by being specific, by seeing the universal in

the particular. (Like any artist or man who does

things.)

The value of being afldrmative and the value of being

concrete have already been touched upon. There re-

mains the value of being specific.
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humour about himself, it may not be cons dered disrespectful .f I contmue a little longer dropping in on the ro!!ment and saying what I have toZy]nTkTnU-"T:
homely words.

^ '^ P'*'" *"<*

The trouble with most people in bpin„ »^ •

with their money is. that whe^th ^ peSlf thTsS.t on something in particular, anj w'hen 5,eyTatefthey try to save it in a kind of general wav Th^?=
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a piece of mince pie. If one could only make oneself
see the piece of mince pie as it is, it would not be
difficult. If one could see it on the plate there, and see
the not taking it as a little wedge-shaped rivet, a little

triangular link or coupling in the chain that keeps one
holding on forty years longer to this planet, a piece of
mince pie left on a plate would become a Vision.

This seems to be the principle that works best in
getting other people to be good.

Perhaps the President will succeed in getting Trusts
to be good, by taking hold of specific Trusts, one by
one, and setting them—all mankind looking on—in the
nation's vision, setting them even in their own vision

—

taking the Trusts that thought they had got what they
wanted, making them stand up and look (in some great
public lighted place) at what pathetic, tragical failures

they are, letting them see that what their Trust had
wanted all along, if it had only thought about it, was
not success one went to jail for,—success by getting the
best out of the most people, but success by serving the
most people the best.

A great many of us in America have been exercising
our minds for a long time now about the eagerness of
the Trusts, and the trouble we were going to have in

curbing the eagerness of the Trusts.

Sometimes I have wondered if, after all, it was our
minds we were exercising, for when one sits down
seriously to think of it, it is the eagerness of the Trusts
that is the most hopeful thing about them.

What is the matter with our American Trusts, perhaps,
is not, and never has been, their eagerness, but their

eagerness for things that they did not want, and for

things that almost everybody is coming to see that they
did not want.

The moment that the eagerness of our American
Trusts is an eagerness for things that they really want.
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more they cauJTZ „"/ ? investigate them. The
aboutthefrea^^L themo' H
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things for themselves that their business says or seemi
to say they wanted.

" They wish to ask the public to put themselves in theii

places and to refuse to believe that they deliberately sat

down, seriously thought it all out, that they had planned
to express to everybody what their natures really were
in a blind, brutal, foolish business like this which wc
have just been showing you. They beg to have it be-

lieved that their business misrepresents them, that il

misrepresents what they want, and they ask to be again

admitted to the goodwill, the hope and forgiveness, the

companionship of a great people.

" They declare " (the government will go on) " thai

they are not the men they seem. They are merely men
in a hurry. They want it understood that they have

merely hurried so fast and hurried so long that they now
wake up at last only to see, see with this terrific plain-

ness, what it really is that has been happening to them
all their lives, viz. : for forty, fifty or sixty years they
have merely forgot who they were and overlooked what
they were like.

" In hurrying, too, it is only fair to say they have
had to use machines to hurry with, and unconsciously,

year by year, associating almost exclusively with

machines, their machines (pump-handles, trip-hammers,

hydraulic drills, steam shovels and cranes, and cash

registers) have grown into them.
" This is the way it has happened. Let the nation

be merciful to them," the government will then say, and

dismiss the subject.

What our President seems to be for in America, is

to do up a nation in one specific, particular man who

expresses everybody.

This man deals with each other specific man, his
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•ggressions and services, as a nation would if a nationcould be one specific man.
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When the government takes hold quietly of the
National Cash Register Company, turns itlp, emptLit
contents ou -all its methods and its motives-and ai!rte thmgs It thought It wanted, and then proceeds topm« Its president and twenty-nine of its ofiicers into jail,my readers will perhaps point out to me that this action ofthe government as a method of tempting people to be
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''' virtue'of i^ng'concreSand the virtue of being specific, certainly does not have"le other virtue that I have laid down, the virtue of

norL"?*.™"" «
"C"'^'"'-"-" they will say, "there isno anything aflirmative about putting twe y-nine big

business men in jail." Many people would call it the
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most magnificently negative thing a President eoult
have done. Moses himself would have done it.

It does not seem to me that Moses would have don«
It, or that it was essentially negative. It could nol
unfairly be claimed that in spite of its negative look or
the surface, it was the most massive, significant, crushing
affirmation that a great people has made for years.

By putting the twenty-nine officers of the National
Cwh Register Company in jail, the American people
affirmed around the world the nation's championship of
the men that had been defeated in the competition with
the National Cash Register Company. They affirmed
that these men who were not afraid of the National Cash
Register Company because they were bigger, and who
stood up to them and fought them, were the kind of men
Americans wanted to be like, and that the officers of the
National Cash Register Company were the kind of men
Americans did not want to be like, would not do business
with, would not tolerate, would not envy, would not live
on the same continent with unless they were kept in jail.

The President of the United Staves, sitting in
Washmgton, at the head of this vast affirmative and
assertive continent, indicted the Cash Register Company—that is, by a slight pointed negative action, by pushing
back a button, he turned on the great chandelier of a
nation and flooded a nation with light. We, the American
people, suddenly, all in a flash, looked into each other's
faces and knew what we were like.

We had hoped we believed in human nature and in
brave men and in men against machines, but we could
not prove it.

Suddenly, we stood in a blaze of truth about our-
selves. Suddenly, we could again look with our old
stir of joy at our national Flag. If we liked, we could
swing our hats.

Perhaps I should speak for myself, but I have been
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he says, " from Jack Johnson and Miss Elkin's engage
ment, and look, oh look, ye People, here is a man ii

this world like this I He has been in the world all thii

while without our suspecting it. Did you know then
was or could be anywhere a man like THIS ? And hen
is a man like this I Which do you prefer ? Which arc

you really like ?

"

There is nothing really regal or imperial in a man
nothing that makes a man feel suddenly like a whok
Roman Empire all by himself, in 1913, like savine
"Look I Look!"

Sometimes I think about it. Of course I could takt
a great reel of paper and sit down with my fountair
pen, and say for a mile, " Look ! Look ! Look I Look II!'

—^President Wilson says it once, and without exclamation
points. Skyscrapers listen to him. Great cities rise

and lift themselves and smite the world. And the faint,

sleepy little villages stir in their dreams.
Moses said, "Thou shalt not!" President Wilson

says, " Look !

"

Perhaps if Moses had had twenty thousand news-
papers like twenty thousand field-glasses that he could
hand out every morning and lend to people to look
through—he would not have had to say, " Thou shalt

not."

The precise measure of the governing power a man
can get out of the position of being President of the

United States to-day is the amount of advertising for the

people, of the people, and by the people he can crowd
every morning, every week, into the papers of the country.

A President becomes a great President in proportion
as he acts authoritatively, tactfully, economically, and
persistently as the Head Advertising Manager of the

ideals of the people. He is the great central, official

editor of what the people are trying to find out—of a

nation's news about itself
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1

n s dictating the subjects the people shall take uo bvhis sorting out the men whom the people shall noJ--

call the United States—comes to order.

I.l

! i\
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CHAPTER V

THE PRESIDENT SAYS " LOOK !

"

OUR American President, if one merely reads wh;
the Constitution says about him, is a rather weal

looicing character.

The founders of the country did not intend him t

be anybody in particular—if it could be helped. The
were discouraged about allowing governments to b

efficient. Not very much that was constructive to d
was handed over to him. And the most importai
power they thought it would do for him to have, was th
veto or power to say " No."

Possibly if our fathers had believed in liberty mor
they would have allowed more people to have some ; o
if they had believed in democracy more, or trusted thi

people more, they would have thought it would do to le

them have leaders, but they had just got away. The)
felt timid about human nature, and decided that the lesi

constructive the government was and the less chance the

government had to be concrete, to interpret a people, tc

make opportunities and turn out events, the better.

Looked at at first sight, no more elaborate, im-
penetrable, water-tight arrangement for keeping a

government from letting in an idea or ever having one
of its own, or ever doing anything for anybody, could

have been conceived than the Constitution of the United
States, as the average President interprets it.

Each branch of the government is arranged carefully
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to keep any other branch from doing anything, and thenthe people, eveo' four years, look the who!; count^over for some new man they think will probablyK
Sdet" "°" '''" anybody.-and p^t him'^in Tr

Looking at it narrowly and by itself, all that a

to put n his time on, would seem to be: beine the
county's most importantly helpless man-the man whohas been given the honour of being a somewhat more

bTrSt?br'""^""'^- --"-•'-=

..trS^^;---,-t-Xstop

caree?'"of'l^? '', "T °' '=«« ^^^ately disguisedcareer of the typical American President. Merelvreading the Constitution or the lives of the Presentswijout looking at what has been happening to t£habits of the people in the last few years, we might al!be asking to-day, " What is there tha[is rklly construeve that President Wilson can do?" Wha^ is there

e 'dfm
"^.*° P^-nt him, with all that moral earnest!ness dammed up in him, that sense of duty thatPresbyt sense of other people's duties.-w'hat tstnere that is going to prevent him, with his school-ook habits, his ideals, his volumes of American hto^from being a teachery or preachery person-a kindTf

Schoolmaster or Official Clergyman to Business?
News.

The one really important and imperative thine tohe people of this country to-day is News. In sp"te ofnewspapers, authors, College presidents. Bank presidents

t"t:' T!''°''-
^'" »^>'-°''^- -d Trusts. the^eoSare bound to get this news, and any man who is so
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placed by his prominence thai he can scoop up the new
of a country, hammer its -lews together into events th
papers will report, express news in the laws, build new
into men who can make laws and unmake laws, an
man who is so placed that directly or indirectly he take
news, forces it in by hydraulic pressure where peopl
see it doing things, who takes news and crowds it int
courts, crowds news into lawyers and into legislature
pries some of it even into newspapers, can have, th
ordinary American says to-day, as much leeway in thi

government as he likes.

The ordinary American has never been able t

understand the objection important people have, ;.ha

nearly everybody has (except ordinary people), to neivs-
especially editors and publishers.

It is an old story. Every one must have noticed i(

One set of people in this world, always from th
beginning, trying to climb up on the housetops to tel

news, and another set of people hurrying up always anc
saying, " Hush, Hush I

" Some days it seems, when
read the papers, that I hear half the world saying, unde;
its breath, a vast, stentorian "Shoo! Shoo! SHSH
SHSH!"

Then I realize I live in an editor's world. I atr

expected to be in the world that editors have decided on
the whole to let me be in.

Of course I did not know what to do at first wher
this came over me.

I naturally began to try to think of some way of

cutting across lots, of climbing up to New;,
I looked at all the neat little park paths, with all

those artistic curves of truth on them the editors have
laid out for me and for all of us. Then I looked at the

world and asked myself, " Who are the men in this

world, if any, who are able to walk on the Grass, who
cut across the little park paths when they like ?

"
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countty—all these white Tu ^ ^^^^^ °^ *''«

m
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CHAPTER VI

THE PEOPLE SAY "WHO ARE YOU?"

IF News is governing, how does the President do h

governing ?

By being News himself.

By using his appointing power ana putting othi

men who are News Themselves, news about America

human nature—where all the people will see it.

By telling the people directly (when he feels espec

ally asked) news about what is happening in his mind-

news about what he believes.

By telling the people sometimes (as candidly as 1

can without giving the people's enemies a chance to stc

him) what he is going to do next, sketching out in ordi

of time, and in order of importance, his programme i

issues.

By telling the people news about their best businei

men, the business men and inventors who, in their dail

business, free the energies, unshackle the minds an

emancipate the genius of the people.

By telling these business men news about the peopl

—and interpreting the people to them.

It is by being news to the people himself that a

the other news a President can get into his governmen

counts.

A man is a man according to the amount of new

there is in him.
496
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America has become a totally new revealing profession

and men, instead of being selected because they wer(

blurred personalities, the ghosts of compromises, would'

be everybodies—men who had not decided who thej

were, and who could not settle down and let peopli

know which of their characters they had hit on at las

to be really theirs, men who had no cutting edge to d(

things, screw-drivers trying to be chisels—were revealec

to our people at last as vague, mean, other-worldlj

persons, not fitting into our real American world at all

and hopelessly visionary and impracticable in Americai

politics.

And now one more hand-made man has been allowei

to us.

The machines run very still in the White House.

The people of this country no longer go by th

White House on their way to their business, and jus

hear it humdrumming and humdrumming behind th

windows as of yore. The nation stands in crowd

around the gates and would like to see in. The peopl

wonder. They wonder a million columns a day wha

is inside.

What is inside?

An American who governs by being news himself.

The first thing that the people demand from on

President now is that he shall be news himself Th

news that they have selected to know first during th

next four years, have put into the White House to knoi

first, is Woodrow Wilson.

"Who are you, Woodrow Wilson, in God's name?

the steeples and smoking chimneys, the bells am

whistles, the Yales and Harvards, and the little countr

schools, the crowds in the streets, and the corn in th

fields all say, " Who Are You ?
"

Then the people listen. They listen to his " I wills'

and " I won'ts " for news about him. They look fo
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c'ai.y. hourly.4 Sr:; SmJ;/" ?"" "°-'^-
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CHAPTER VII

THE PEOPLE SAY "WHO ARE WE?'

II i
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IH
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BUT if the President governs first by being ne

himself, he governs second by his appointments,

gathering about him other men who are news to peo[

too.

One need not divide people into good and bi

because the true line of division bet c-n good and b;

instead ul' being between one man and another, is apt

be as a matter of fact and experience cut down throu

the middle of each of us.

But for the purposes of public action and decisi

and getting good things done, this line does seem to

cut farther over in the middle of some of us, than it

in others. Taking a life-average in any moral or soc

engineering feat, in any correct calculation of structu

strain, how far over this line cuts through in a man, I:

to be reckoned with.

The President by appointing certain men to offii

saying " I will " and " I won't " to certain types of nK

in saying who shall be studied by the people, who sh;

be read as documents of our national life, puts, if not ti

most important, at least the most lively and telling net

about his administration into print.

We watch our President acting for us, telling i

news about what we are like, sorting men out aroun

him the way ninety million people would sort them oi

if they were there to do it,
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NEWS ABOUT US TO THE PRESIDENT

A NATJON wakes up every morning, and for oi

minute before it runs to its work it says to i

President, " Here we are !

"

The best a President can do in the way of a plai
everyday acknowledgment of the presence of the peop
is News.

The news that the people are demanding from tl

President to-day is intensely personal. It is a kind i

rough, butting, good-natured familiarity a great peop
has with its President ; a little heedless, relentless, HI
some splendid Child, ready to forgive and expecting I

be forgiven, it jostles in upon him daily, " Here we are
What are you believing this morning ? Did you believ
in us yesterday? Did you act as if you believed in us
Did you get anybody to believe in us ? Who are the me
you say are like us? What are they like this morning

i

" We have asked a hundred times ; we can only asl

it once more. How do you think you are turning ou

yourself, Mr. President? Are you what you though
you would be ? Do you think it is a good time for u!

to decide this morning what you are really like ? And
after all, Mr. President,—if you please,—whoar* youi
And once more, Mr. President, in God's name, who an
WE?"

This is always the gist of what it says, " Who are

we?"
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It is the people's main point, after all asking . Pr-.-

Rows of little-great men file by all day Thevstand each a few minutes with his little Speck or Sorthejeople in his hands, and the/S^.'-fxt- ^^

He listens.

It is very hard to be always President of the Peoplewhen one .s listening and the little-great go by

or wS: ot L° ,^:.eM: ""?e
"" '"=

"•>'

V""'^^'

wea^^^af.Ln .. 'h ^T' ""' "'^'''y Child, hal

the ?hili"°""
'""' '' "°""' "" ''-^ '° •- g"b with

Sometimes it is so deep and silent

!

said""'^^^'"'"
" '"°,''" '" °" ^'"'^°'" '" «his way andsaid, tVffo AKE we?" he prar"c',

#1
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CHAPTER IX

NEWS-MEN

T T seems very difficult to get news through as to who
1 we really are to a President. When I look about me
and see what the President's ways are of telling news
about himself to us, I see that he is not without his
advantages. But when I looI< about to see what con-
veniences we have as a people for telling our President
news about us, I note some curious things. The fears of
the American people, the fears and threats of labour and
capital, are organized and expressed ; but their faiths
their wills, the things in them that make them go and
that make them American, are not organized and are
not expressed.

The labour unions are afraid and say, " We will not
work," to their employers, " You cannot make us work "

The President hears this. It is about all they say.
The capitalists and employers are afraid, and they

say, " We will not pay," " You cannot make us pay."
Shall the President act as if these men represent

Labour and Capital ?

We say, " No."

Neither of these groups of men express real live Amer-
ican labour or real live characteristic American money.

American money is free, bold, manful, generous and
courageous to a fault. American money swings out in
mighty enterprises, shrewdly believing things, imperi-
ously singing things out of its way.
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And now I have come to an awkward place in this

book, where I hope the reader will help me all he can.

There is nothing to do but to let out the real truth,

and face the music. The fact is. Gentle Reader

—

perhaps you have suspected it all along—that if it had

not been for fear of mixing my book all up with him

and making it a kind of arena or tournament instead of

a book, I would have mentioned Ex-President Roosevelt

before this. He has been getting in, or nearly getting

in, to nearly every chapter so far ; but of course I knew,

as anyone would, that he would spoil all the calm

equipoise, the quiet onward-flowing of the Stream of

Thought; and with one chapter after the other, with

each as the crisis came up, though I scarcely know how,

I have managed to keep him out. And now, O Gentle

Reader, here he is I I know very well that he is in

everything, and right in the middle of everything, and

that, in a kind of splendid, mixed, happy, uproarious

way, there somehow has to be a great to-do the moment

he appears. The beautiful clear water, the lucid depth

of Thought—will all become (ah, I know it too well,

Gentle Reader !) all thunder and spray, and underneath

the mighty grinding of the wheels—the wheels of the

Nation and the Mowing Machine of Time, and in the

background, in the red background of the Dawn, there

will be the face of Theodore—^just the face of Theodore

in this book—shining at us—readers and writer and all

—out of a huge rosy mist

!

But I have been driven to it. The fact seems to be

that I must find at just this point in the book, if I can,

a word. And the word will have to be a word, too, that

everybody knows, and that conveys a lively sense to

everybody the moment it is used—of a certain tone or

quality, or hum or murmur of being. No one regrets

this more than I, because it is so unwieldy and incon-

venient, and always bulges out in a sentence or a book
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the word that people S IS lL';y^7t^;V:J;
are using every day to express to one another a certa"nAmencan quah'ty or tone now abroad fn our world acertain hum. as one might say. or whirr of goodies

instlJr
^"'""'" ''"" °' ^'''-'^ °f g°°dness, which is

except that of course it over-expresses, a part of the

toTeVd
" about America which'we wa'nt ou'rPresidlnt

One cannot help wondering why it is that if un-
wanted to express to the largest'numbe o pfop e in the

:::S doTttst'^"^"'^
°^ '-'-• ^^^ -' ^---t

whai^SsS^^,-----^^--^^
he thinks it is. We might all disagreeImTh Umdealing quite strictly in this connexion with what eve^h^ enemies would say is his almost egregious ruccesHndvertismg goodness. While we might Jl disagree Is ohis goodness being the kind that he or anyone ought tolove, we would not fail to agree that it is his love of Wsown goodness, such as it is. and his holding on to it andh.s love of other peoples", and his love of getting hi,goodness and their goodne. together, that has^dehSthe most unconcealed person in modern life Thes"uah.es have established him. with his ability raised ^he „ power of attracting attention to anything he likess the world's greatest News Man-the world"s greatest'

What IS bad in our American temperament,

him
the people who disagree with him or dislikeh.-n_many of them would have to fall back on ulethe word roosevelt. or rather the verb to roosevelt ^

I i

, If!
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It does not seem to be because his goodness in itsel:

b extraordinary. It is even, for that matter—in th«

sense that anybody could have it, or some more just lik<

it—a little common.
What seems to be uncommon and really distinguished

about Mr. Roosevelt is the way he feels about his good-

ness, and the way he grips hold of it, and the way he

makes it grip hold of other people—practically anybody
almost, who is standing by. Even if they are merely

going by in automobiles, sometimes they catch some. 1

do not imagine that his worst enemies, however seriously

they may question the general desirability or safety ol

having so much goodness roosevelting around, would fail

to admit his own real enthusiasm about goodness any-

where he finds it indiscriminately, whether it is his owr
or other people's. He 6;rips hold of it, and grips like a

cable car—instantly.

His enthusiasm if .
• great that many people are

nonplussed by it The enthusiasm must really be, in

spite of appearances, about something else, something

wicked in behind, they think, and not really about good-

ness. An entire stranger would not quite believe it. It

would be too original in him, they would say, or in

anybody, to care so about goodness.

If one could watch the expression in Mr. Roosevelt's

face or his manner while he is in the act of having a

virtue, and if one could not see plainly from where one

was, just what it was he was doing, one would at once

conclude that it must be some vice he is having. He
looks happy, and as if it were some stolen secret. There

is always that manner of his when he is caught doing

right, as if one were to say, " Now, at last, I have got

it
!

" He does right like a boy with his mouth full of

jam, and this seems to be true not only when, with a

whole public following and two or three nations besides,

and all the newspapers, he goes off on an orgy of
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good man doing a tremendous good S affecU

like iNiagara Falls, like the screws of the Mauritania or

a^Ls°tf '"'^'' '^PP^ ^'''"^ "^^' " havers w°>

Mr. Roosevelt in doing right conveys the sense ofenjoymg .t so himself that he has made almostTartform of pubhc righteousness. He has found li^s^omplete, h.s most naive, instinctive self-exprcssSn taTtand while we have had goodness in public men befo.^we have had no man who has been such an imernaSchromo or goodness, who has made such a bTg o^
Sht a^ R

*''? ""^ ""^y "'"^" ""'-Po^t- for doingnght as Roosevelt. Other men have done thines thafwere good to do but the very inmost muscle and marrowof goodness itself, goodness with teeth, with a fist g^!ess that smiled, that ha-ha'd, and that leajd^^d

S=e?TT'"' '"°"°" °' ^°'^"-^' g-d„ess thatreeked-has been reserved for Theodore Roosevelt We
e'that

'°°'"" '''' "^'^ "'^"'^ °' P-Pe^. -d goTd

God S Thee'.f"°"
°^^«""™^"ta'-d sang-'Nearer My

t^tu- !' °' ^°°^"^'' "^^^ ^as kind and mushybut this goodness with a glad look and bounding heart
goodness with an iron hand, we have not had before It'

Cair! p" P^°°'""'
*•''' "^^ ""^^^ f'™ '""'""tingm Cairo, Pans. Rome, and Berlin. He has been con-ducting a grand tour of goodness. He has been

".

:ipaln™TH
°'

^°°'".T
-"d-ting^n'rdvSng

campaign. He has proved himself a master salesman formoral values. And he has put the American character

ihe worid
""^'' °" ''^ ™"''^'^ ^"'^ °" ''^e credits of

".11
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'V ui all his faults,—those big, daring, yawning fissures

ill him,—he is news about us, faults and all. Though I

may be, as I certainly am much of the time, standing and

looking across at him, across an abyss of temperament

'hat God cut down between us thousands of years ago, and

while he may have a score of traits I would not like, and

others that no one would like in anyone else, there he is

storming out at me with his goodness I It is his way

—

God help him !—God be praised for him I There he is

I know an American when I see one. He is a mar
who is singing.

A man who is singing is a man who is so shrewd

about people that he sees more in them than they see in

themselves, and who does things so shrewdly in behalf ol

God, that when God looks upon him He delights in him.

Then God falls to, of course, and helps him do them.

When American men saw that there was a man
among them who was taking a thing like the Presidency

of the United States (that most people never run risks

with) and putting it up before everybody, and using it

grimly as a magnificent bet on the people, they looked

up. Millions of men leaped in their hearts, and as they

saw him they knew that they were like him I

So did Theodore Roosevelt become news about Us,

<m

'^



CHAPTER X

AMERICAN TEMPERAMENT AND GOVERNMENT

I r°"^.° '"?' *° '^y ™°^^ specifically what I mean^y*" American or singing government
""*""''"

its temp 1' r' aT ''' "^^^ '" ^ ^°^^^"-"* «
havinT tl^r r

"*" government succeeds byhaving the German temperament. An Americangovernment must have the American temperament
If we were fortunate enough to have in Am^rir, ,

ftr.reT' Tdi" ^-"^t"
'-p-^nt^tTru,DC like ? And how would it differ from the traditional

riUrtoTv:',""'^^™^— -
"

it like !hr'
""""' '° °"' °' '^° -''^^ I -">'' put

itsays'-Na-"""''"
*'* '=°"^'"''°"^' temperament,

BUT^''.''.^'"*^
American temperament, it says, "YES,

The whole policy and temper of a true American

HoTto 'thisT^'
"" '" '^ ^^^''"^ «^

'' -^"S

for tL° g1? r"'"''
°^

^r*°"'
^''^" »>« ^^^ -"-de attorney

frnm f.
^?°'"P^"^ °^ ' "^'°" '° '^^fend the companyfrom the c„t.c.sms of the people, sent suddenly scares of

t^iJ'fatirrtrs "^ "^ '"' '°°^'" ^-"

-
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He spent thousands of dollars a month of t

Gas Company's money for a while in helping peoj
to be disagreeable, until they had it attended to and g
over it.

The Gas Company had the canvassers show t

people how they could burn less gas for what they g
for it, and tried to help them cut their bills in tv

Incidentally, of course, they got to thinking about g
and about what they got for it, and about other wa
they could afford to use it, and began to have the g
habit—used it for cooking and heatiiij.

The people found they wanted to use four times

much gas.

The Boston Gas Company smiled sweetly.

Boston smiled sweetly.

Not many months had passed and two things hi

happened in Boston.

The Boston Gas Company, with precisely the san

directors in it, had made over the directors into new me
and all the people in Boston (all who used gas) apparent

had been made over into new people.

What had happened was Brandeis—a man with :

American temperament.

Mr. Brandeis had defended his company from tl

people by going the people's way and helping them un(

they helped him.

Mr. Brandeis gave gas a soul in Boston.

Before a gas corporation has a soul, it would I

American for a government to treat it in one wa;

After it has one, it would be American to treat it i

another. There are two complete sets of conduct, prir

ciples, and visions in dealing with a corporation befor

and after its having a soul.

Preserving the females of the species and killini

males as a method of discrimination has l>een applied t

all animals except human beings. This is suggestive o

fx'i
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to keep reproducing the Zlt. " " "'^ """^ '"'"V
treated in one way and a IT ' '" °""" should bi
be treated in anoTher

''°""°" ""•' '>"» ""t should

thouIht'unTernTa°h'":eTacti ""'T'''' '''^''y^y's

Wh.chistheAn,erican:sTu:prn;' °"^ «°^^'"-"'-
People are going to be bad if they can

the^-Xxts-- -"i 1-*
"^" °"

can. it seems to some of us are Ti « ^^ '^ '"'y
scientific. It seems to us h.t^K

'"^"^c.ent and un-
and controlling fa«s ,n Amerl ^^ "'' "'^ °" '""^ •"""
not true that American r,"n

*""""" "'""'^ '' «
'hey can They .in^go'^dTL;::: -"' '^ ^^^ "

Th.s.s my assertion. I cannot prove it

to be^lt^reara^dr "1 V'' ^"^^^ ^^ ^^ler
^ant a censu^ofhutr;!:.''^"- '^ ^»

th.-n.;tTardotto:atc;r" """'^' '"- --' "«-
the most about human natuj " "'° '''^'" '° ''"°-

We put ourselves in their hands.

i action, IhaT'the^l ir'"\^'"'^^"""^ ^'^ *«>
I

temperament iLtter 'n Amfw
"°'^^^hat suits our

-= can manage to have tme "1 ^'"^ ^°°''- ^^
*e have thought of our,.?

""^ ?^ ''"'"^ ^ood that

Ke dote on Sne/s when T';
"" "'"^ '' ^*'" *"=««'•

'"owed to pufsome pulh in 1 U
° w "' "'^" "^ ^'^

to ^press our practical o'rdn -^V"' *° ''e e°°<l'

"ot be driven to M^^jZ ''°""e-deahsm
; but we will

"" drive us to bdn" iTn'':
'"'^ ^°P^^ *ho think theybeing good m a government or out of ft

• 1
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are incompetent people. They do not know who '

are.

We say they shall not have their way with us.

Let them get us right first. Then they can

other things.

What is our American temperament ?

Here are a few American reflections.

The government of the next boys' school of i

portance in this country is going to determine t

cuts and free hours and privileges, not by marks, but

its genius for seeing through boys.

And instead of making rules for two hundt

pupils because just twenty pupils need them, they v

make the rules for just twenty pupils.

Pupils who can use their souls and can do bet

by telling themselves what to do, will be allowed to

better. Why should two hundred boys who want

be men be bullied into being babies by twenty infai

who can scare a school government into rules, i.e. sc:

their teachers into being small and mean and second-ral

A government that goes on this principle w
business men, and that does it in a spirit of mut

understanding for those who are not yet free from ru!

and in a spirit of confidence and expectation and

talking it over, will be a government with an Americ

temperament.

The first trait of a great government is going to

that it will recognize that the basis of a true governmi

in a democracy is privilege and not treating all peo

alike. It is going to see that it is a - wardly, lazy, bru

and mechanical-minded thing for a government whicl

trying to serve a great people—to treat all the peo

alike. The basis of a great government, like the bj

of a great man (or even the basis of a good digestic

is disc.imination, and the habit of acting according
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enough and are Amerfcrn enouT? u***"
''"'°""' '°

to themselves, will conS to Z' he^"/'
" '»-

to make their business a nrnf- •
'"'Native and

form into which they pour£"°,"' " '"°"'''' «" «rt
or the lives of men liLThi into tie^K

^'^ P°"""«
one thing that the business and tie 1

""" " ""
Several things are Toin/to h^°'''""""'

'^»"t-

eood government seeks for 'f.h P*^" ^'"^ ^^at a
hi>n express himselHn it

^ ""*" ' ""'"""». » to let

ahigl'r^elTmoLnnl aTT'^'^
'"'' "' "«

to make his motives wo;k "he .n'^
'"' °' """'"«

ejve him a higher level of rights uZT""""!
'' ^"'"^ »"

The government will give fSu.w'"'^ ''"'^""'^

-ale. and with shrewd provS iL^'tte r".
' ^"'""^

government will not give spedal lih
"""''• ^''^

with higher motives than other ie I " '° '^' -"»"
higher abilities to make his moM ,*^'' '"''° »'»'' "ot
»i»cial liberties toThe ^aLho hT Tl''

"°' "'" '' ^-e
could ma., higher moTes I'^bifwr h'""""

'^'''=''

higher mr -s. ' ' *"° has not the

^hot"ve rro-v^d "Z^ ctS ''- °^-"' -'<
new sizes of bargains thatTh- " "^'^ ^'""^^ and
-ney) new kin'd and Lw L'eT

7''^ ^'°^ ^'^^ """=
incidentally make new kindl aTd

^°°'''' ^"'^ *ho
-t of the people who buy thf "T,

^'^" °^ P-Ple
achieved all these sunn«c-7 •

^ '^^' "'^" ^ho have
•nitiative, will be"iZed b, tTe""'^

''''' ""^ '"^"^ °-n
the initiative they wan7an/i''^°:"T^"' '° ''^^'-^ «"
-long as theyLerblel X'r^ndT '"^^"' '"'«
*hat they have shown they «„ do Th

'^ °" '^"'"^

«"" deal with each man JrL ^^ government

•il
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The government acU aecoidJng to scientific facta ir

everything except men—in pure food, in cholera—anc

the next thing the government is going to do is to b«

equally efficient in dealing with scientific facts in men.

It is going to give some men inspected liberty. I

these men say they can be more efficient, as a railroat

sometimes is, by being a monopoly—by being a vast

self-visioned, self-controlled body—the government wil

have enough character, expert courage, and shrewdnes

about human nature to provide a way for their x:> Uy it,

When the other people come up and auk why thc]

cannot have these special immunities, and why the;

cannot be a monopoly, or nearly a monopoly, too, th

government will tell them why.

Telling them why will be governing them.

When we once rerkon with new kinds and nev

sizes of men, everv'. tng follows. The first man wh

organizes a true r.-'anopoly for public service, and wh

docs it better than any State could do it, because h

thinks of it himself, glories in it, and has a genius for i

will be given a peerage in England perhaps. But h

woula not really care. The thing itself would be peei

age enough, and either in America or England he woul

rather be rewarded by being singled out by the goverr

ment for special rights and distinctions in conductin

his business. The best way a democracy can honour

man who has served it is not to give him a title or t

make a frivolous, idle monument of bronze for him, bu

to let him have his own way.

The way to honour any artist or any creative mar

any man a country is in need of especially, is to let bin

have his own way.

We are told that the way to govern trusts is t

untrammel competition.

But the way to untrammel competition is not to ti]
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This ii cumbersome.

ven.iTst r"""^ """
'• ""'y -""=" mo„ con-

"o rrwecort i2 ?'' '''"'"'^'' '""«* trusts cannot

ThTn ,?^ °f certain sum-totals of details.Then we could deal with the details in a lump,

ever'^Ltlerd'^armt"^'" ""^ ^'^ '^'--

charl'er""w£'ir: ^fi„T"c"'"
'-

a
definite, marked

anyone can see", of thi„,!s"ltTd:'^"'
"••"'°""' «"«

busin^'s'ihoTs'aT
""''" "^" ''" '"^ "-«= "- ^^

.hatp^o'pret'ht^tot:
""^"'^"' ^""''°''" °' '»-«'

Busiles's fsThTr/ ""r'"''
"^y^' " *f- Coach of

stand hJ Z ^^"" °^ ^^^ ^"""^ fo^ the people tostand by h,s man until he whips the other, ddves him

:s"'he°does"' " "^'" ''"" P'^y - e-'' '^ S-e

When a child finds suddenly that his father is "not

hT'souT'^hf f'ih 'T '"'"'' '''"''• '•>=" "'^ ^^'^e

ch,'d
'""' ^^^'"^ '° ^«' '=•*""« ""t of the

As a rule, a child discovers first that his father h=.»
-ul.by^noticin. that he insists on tre'attVhiraJT,

doos^Lr"'''
* =°^P°^=tion that has not a soul yet

so„l, .— „
t i-oui yet. When corporations without

et wi 1 b;T.S""t^ ''^V''
^°^^"""-' has a souley w. J be filled with a wholesome fear. They willtW ' '* ""' '° P"^"' '' ^-^ having aTouT."

But the moment it gets one and shows it, they will

^>i
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be glad. They will feel on firm ground. They will

know what they know. They will act.

In the hospital on the hill not far from my house,

one often sees one attendant going out to walk with

twelve insane men. One would think it would not be

safe for twelve insane men to go out to walk with one
sane man, with one man who has his soul on.

The reason it is safe, is that the moment one insane

man, or man who has not his soul on, attacks the man
who has a soul, all of the other eleven men throw

themselves upon him and fling him to the ground. Men
whose souls are not on, protect, every time, the man
who has his soul on, because the man who has a

soul is the only defence they have from the men
who have not.

It is going to be the same with governments. We
believe in a government's having as much courage in

America as a ten-dollar-a-week attendant in an insane

asylum. We want a government that sees how courage

works.

We are told in the New Testament that we are all

members one of another.

If society has a soul, and if every member of it has

a soul, what is the relation of the social soul to the in-

dividual soul?

A man's soul is the faculty in him for seeing the

Whole in relation to the part—his vision for others in

relation to his vision for himself

My forefinger's soul in writing with this fountain pen

is the sense my forefinger has of its relation to my arm,

my spinal column, and my brain. The ability and
|

efficiency of my forefinger depends upon its soul, that is,

its sense of relation to the other members of the body.

If my forefinger tries to act like a brain all by itself, as
j

it sometimes does, nobody reads my writing.
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The nZ ,. "^ according to their souls

wayas to fiv^i » ^ ^^"''^'^ '" ^"''"^^^ i" such a

upon :L Ln ""^ -Po-ibility and definite publicity

have^a facTf'T ^' " '°"'' '' ™"''' ^^ow. It must

Xt^^n^b'orr.::; trj^or^" -
-^^

if it has a face.
^ '^ * corporation

that^nVbTdTtr'sef
i T'^^

•=°^'^°'^''°"
'^ "^^^ ^.I

anonymous " "' ''°'""<^'>- ^ven this is

i^wr^^^^^-^tiifrhi^'^™-"
Let the government find out. If thp f!m„ n,

out what si«. rn^l .
""""^ 'P^"t '" finding

;e.r, or expressing"hl^ttrcL'T;Lt\rrr^ 'Ztypical dominating Englishman or A^
^^

successful as a Frenchman or as an UaH-'n"
" "°' ''

ne othpr th!„„. 1. . .
Italian m express-

Heca « ^ '

u
" *" ^^P'-^'^^-'ng his character

assertingT Tf"h "^ T""'"^ '^'^ '='^^-='- -<J

.He. tf.rthe"stampM7Hr;:' Irf" ''
r'"

™j Peop. he mak^ them "seeled ac^o^vl dgtthf
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m
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This trait may have its disadvantages, but if an
Englishman or an American is on this earth for any-
thing, this is what he is for—to express his character in

what he does—in strong, vigorous, manly lines draw a
portrait of himself and show what he is like in what he
does. This may be called on both sides of the sea
to-day, as we stand front to front with the more grace-
ful nations, Anglo-Saxon Art.

It is because this particular art in the present crisis

of human nature on this planet is the desperate, the
almost reckless need of a world, that the other nations of
the world, with all their dislike of us and their superiorities

to us, with all our ugliness and heaviness and our
galumphing in the arts, have been compelled in this

huge, modern thicket of machines and crowds to give us
the lead.

And now we are threading a way for nations
through the moral wilderness of the earth.

This position has been accorded us because it goes
with our temperament, because we can be depended
upon to insist on asserting ourselves and on expressing
ourselves in what we do. If the present impromptu
industrial ipachinery which, has been handed over to

us thoughtlessly and in a hurry, does not express us,

everybody knows that we can be depended on to assert

ourselves, and that we will insist on one that will. The
nations that are more polite and that can dance and
bow more nicely than we can, in a crisis like this would
be dangerous. It is known about us throughout a world
that we are not going to be cowed by wood or by iron

or by steel, and that we are not going to be cowed by
men who are all wood and iron and steel inside. If

wood, iron, or steel does not express us, we are English-
men and we are Americans. We will butt our character

into it until it does.

II
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^oon begin to sholthat an A •

"''','""^'^ '" A""'""
I imagine it mVht lork 0^'"" 1"''°""' "'^ "'*'='

The thoughtful wor^^
out something like this,

covers that the wlZan^'!
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I'ennsylvania work one-thL1 f";'
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Then let Meat and Potatoes do the same for one

another. Then two industries at a time, industries

getting brains in pairs, until, Hite the animals going into

the ark, little by little (or rather very fast, almost piling

in, in fact, after the first pair have tried it), at last our

true, spirited, practical-minded American workmen will

have made their labour machines as natural and as human

and as American as they are. They will stop trying

to lower prices by not working, each workman joining

(in a factory) the leisure classes and making the other

workmen pay for it.

The American workman, as things are organized

now, finds himself confronted with two main problems.

One is himself How can he get himself vo work hard

enough to make his food and clothes cheap ? The other

is his employer.

What will the American workman do to express hi.

American temperament through his labour union to his

employer? The American workmen will go to their

employers and say :
" Instead of doing six hours' work

in nine hours, we will do nine hours' work in nine hours."

The millers, for instance, will say to the flour-mill

owners : " We will do a third more work for you, make

you a third more profit on our labour, if you will

divide your third more profit like this

:

" First, by bringing down the price of flour to

everybody.
" Second, by bringing up our wages.

" Third, by taking more money yourselves."

American labouring men who did this would be

acting like Americans. It is the American temperament

They will insist on it. The labour men will contrive

to say to their employers, " We will divide the proceeds

of our extra work into three sums of money—ours,

yours, and everybody's." In return we will soon find
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the employers saying the same thing to the labour menEmployers would like to arrange to be good uZget men who earn more, they lant Z ^^y ihem m/re""The labourers would like to h^ „^L •
,

for employers who want to'p^ thern're?'-
''°'' """'^

But being good has to be arranged for

is that'tity rttTkTus^''
''-' ""'-^'-^ --•''-

as i?th^rwt:rthrAme"'
^"' T '"' ^" ''^^ -^"^

machines
Americans, and as if we were the

rtii tnat the American labourers and thaf n,

mills and all th, ,

*°'''""=" S°'"ff ^own to the

and tLn fn
^-"P'^y^s going down to their offices

:n'b;-mactLsi:!?L"r ^°"^^ ^ ''^^ ''^'"^^''-^^'

We make our industrial machines We are An,- •

-. Our machines must have our AmeLnemp":::

hislmeric'lntmL''"''"^""^" *° '"^'^*" °" Cutting

-^£hS'i--?is-:ri
n>ent to be like? '"

^'""'"" ^"^P'^^"'^ ^-P-a-

and i^itTaiKe o^i. 1> '?; "' "'""^ ^'^l* ''"'"nessmitiat.ve,ong.aHhtyand freedom, without being clut-
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^

tered up by precedents or running and asking Mamma

;

its clear-headedness in what it wants, its short-cut in

getting to it ; and above all a kind of ruthless faith in

human nature, in the American people, in its goods and

in itself.

The typical American business man of the highest

class, the man who is expressing his American tem-

perament best in his business, is the one who is ex-

pressing in it the most courage for himself and for others

and for his government. He has big beliefs every few

minutes a day, and he acts on them with nonchalance.

If he is running a trust, our most characteristic,

recklessly difficult American invention for a man to show

through, and if he tries to get his American tempera-

ment to show through in it, tries to make his trust like

a vast portrait, like a kind of countenance on a country,

of what a big American business is like, what will he do?

He will take a little axiom like this and act as if it

were so.

// in any given case the producers by collusion and

combination can be efficient in lowering wages to employees

and raising prices and cheating the public, this same com-

bination or collusion would be efficient in raising the wages

of employees, lowering prices, and serving the public.

He will then, being an American, turn to his govern-

ment and say: "I am a certain sort of man. If I am

allowed to be an exception and to combine in this

matter, I can prove that I can raise wages, lower prices

for a whole nation in these things that I make. I am a

certain sort of man. Do you think I am, or do you

think that I am not ? I want to know."

The government looks non-committally at him. It

says it cannot discriminate.

He says nothing for a time, but he thinks in his

heart that it is incompetent and cowardly to run a great

government of a great nation as a vast national sweep
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or flourish of getting out of brains and of evading v!,!o„

government in the eyes. What sort ,>f ,
Here an. oil ™.. j " °' ">*" am I ?

,.T u \ ^ ^°°" °P^"- My safes are your safesand my books are your books. Am I or am I no.
!'

a man who can conduct his business 'as a "at Jo
Sr^^r/ ''' '^-^'- -' --^'- -"Z^

" What am I like inside ? Is what I am like inside

a LhtT';'"'"
"'^^ °'^ bigsizeof motTv my hav"

quence to this government? Does the government ofthis country really mean that the most impo^tan^hL,a country ,ike this can produce, the dailyTuCmotfof the men who are living in it, have no weight whh thegovernment? Am I to understand that the gove nmlStoes not propose to avail itself of new sizefand Tew

9:^7^1^- - ri^s^rt

This will be the American trust of to-morrow Th.average trust of this country has not yet fo^" it'elf luthe moral and spiritual history, the religious me sal to

£rtrgM^irs.""^'^^^'"-^°-s;[n

we ^W^ h?'/"'"
"" """" " '™^' '•'''* ''^^ f°"nd itself

that hi r ^ government that has dared to find itselfhat has the courage to use its insight, its sense of differ-

Hhe ^X"""' " ^ ""''"' °^ ^^"'"^ -''^^ '•» -t«
As it is now, the government has not found itself,
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and it falls back on complex rules or machines for

getting out of seeing through people.

Where courage is required, it proceeds as it proceeds

with automobile speeding laws. Everybody knows that

one kind of man driving his car three miles an hour may
be more dangerous than another kind of man who is

driving his car thirty.

When our government begins to be a government,

begins to express the American temperament, it will be

a government that will devote its energy, its men, and its

money to being expert in divining and using differences

between men. It will govern as any father, teacher, or

competent business man does, by treating some people in

one way and others in another, by giving graded speed

licences in business to labour unions, trusts, and business

men.

The government will be able to do this bj demand-

ing, acquiring, and employing as the servants of the

people, men who are experts in human nature, masters

in not treating men alike. Crowbars, lemonade-straws,

chisels, and marsh-mallows, power-houses and aeolian

harps by the people, for the people, and of the people,

will be rated for what they are and will be used for

what they are for.

This will be democracy. It will be the American

temperament in government.

DH'i

W

Is President Wilson, or is he not, going to fall baci<

into a mere lawyer Moses-like way of getting people

to be good, or is he going to be a man like David, half-

poet, half-soldier, who got his way with the nation half I

by appreciating the men in it and being a fellow human

being with them, and half by fighting them when they

would not let him be a fellow human being with them
[

and would not let him appreciate them ?
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of M^o!r!:ry:btrrr? ^'" ^'* '»"'« >""«'

would not particular y notice a Mosf^TTM ^"^""''"1

Mosc, might do for a RocLfene/Ct ^ "T.
^

really do anything with a man ^^ tk ^
""'"^ "°*

who has th/ telephones an^ el g aJht'^S"'
""• '''"•

talking and ticking to us all allS u !
'""""^

kind of a man he h '
"'^'"' *" ''"y' '^hat

Jhts hard with the nexj a m'TntL l°gT h^ tT'the world, a man who goes on ahead an^ "fvs rl^ ?'
•3 the only man who can be nrart-vll : a

^
.

^°'"*

'

We want a poet in the White Houw if
have a poet for the White HouJ: "o" we waTt ITlwho w,ll make us a poet for the White kouse

""^
I do not believe it is too much to exn^rf = p -j

to be a poet. We have had a poet for Prel ''"'
in one supreme crisis of this na«on IZ 1

°"'°

booming now is so much deepe so much
''

"'t
'"*'

and world-wide than Lincoln!wLX J """^^
''r^"

«em as if a place like the Wh'^ Hou eTh ''""t'
P.t, .uld really work, would Lt" a' p^^ro^f

^-appallingcrisisoftheSVtpSrS

So we do not say, '• Have we a President th»f
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We «ay, " Have we a President who can swing Into

itep, who can join in the singing, who can catch up ?
"

Tunnel McAdoo too, when he lifted up his will

against the sea and against the seers of Wall Street,

was singing. When he conceived those steel cars, those

roaring yellow streaks of light ringing through rocks

beneath the river, streets of people flashing through

under the slime and under the fish and under the ships

and under the wide sunshine on the water, he was sing-

ing 1 He raised millions of dollars singing.

Of course he sang the way Americans usually sing,

and had to do as well as he could in talking to bankers

and investors not to look as if he were singing ;
but there

it all was singing inside him—the seven years of digging,

the seven years of dull thundering on rocks under the

city, and at last the happy steel cars all green and gold,

the streams of people all yellow light hissing and pouring

through—those vast pipes for people beneath the sea

!

If we have a President, let him sing like McAdoo, or

like Luther Burbank, or like Theodore N. Vail, or like

Colonel Goethals, picking up a little isthmus like

Panama, a string between two continents, playing on it

as if it were a harp ; or like Edward Ripley, playing with

the Santa Fi Railroad for all the world like Homer with

a lute, all his seven thousand men, all his workmen, all

their wives and their children, all the cities along the line

striking up and joining in the chorus ; or like Carborun-

dum Acheson, backed up by his little Niagara Kails,

oiling the wheels of a worid, weaving diamonds into

steel, hardening the bones of the earth into skyscrapers,

into railroads, into the mighty thighs of flying loco-

motives. ...
Any man who is seen acting in this world with a

thing, as if he believed in th- thing, as if he believed in

himself and believed in other f-eop!e, is singing.

Moses striking out with a rod, as we are told, a p
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stwVthinrr
'^ '^.'"°P''= ""'y ''»- ^°"'' a -ore

water oito^n
\'""""°"' P°'"' °^ ''"^^'^ '""'"8 the

Place in it fL' '"?'"'•' " ^"='" *P'»'"^ «"h an emp»

,

e sentiailv LL''"';
•'° ""'' "'~"'>'''' b"» "e was notessentially more religious than McAdoo with all thr^l

want to be expressed the wav MrA,i^r>.
Wc want a government that e^rtlL^^t f .^^r o";e
J^other. .n what we are doing, and in ourse.:^ anV in'

wouU 'noT*;il'"f^
°^" ^"^ °" '^'' ^°"""<="t- VVewould not all of us put it in just this way. But our^ngmg .s the main thing we can do, and a govcrl^

?L J u "^ "''"'*"== ^' °"^ '"°"ey and at ourUbour. and that does not believe in us and join i'\°thus m our smgmg, does not know what we are likeOur next national business in America is tj get thetal news over to the President of what we arc ^ke
It IS news that we want in the White House A

rrtTo.'"
''-"^''^ House.be he ever soTumblt.

Mr.^Roosevelt himself, with the word Duty on every

.: HI
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mllepost as he whirled past, with suggestions of thmgs

for other people to do buying like bees about hU head,

acquired his tremendous and incredible power with us

as a people because, in spite of his violent way of break-

ing out into a missionary every morning and every evening

when he talked, it was not his talking but his singing that

made him powerful—his singing, or doing things as if

he believed in people, his " I wills " and " I won'ts," his

assuming every day, his acting every day. as if American

men were men. He sang hi. way roughly, hoarsely,

even a little comically at timer, mto the hearts of people,

stirred up in the nation a i .ghty h-at. put a great

crackling fire under it, put two great parties into the put,

boiled them, drew off all that was good in them, and at

last, to-day, as I write (February 191 3). the prospect of a

good square meal in the White House (with some one

else to say grace) is before the people.

The people are waiting to sit down once more in the

White House and refresh themselves.

At least, the soup course is on the table.

Who did it, please ? Who bullied the cook and got

everybody ready ? ,,1,1
Theodore Roosevelt, singing a little roughly, possibly

hurrahing " / u>i//, I will; I won't, I won't;' and acting

as if he believed in the world.

Bryan, in the village of Chicago, sitting by at a

reporter's table, saw him doing it.

Bryan saw how it worked.

Bryan had it in him too.

Bryan heard the shouts of the people across the land

as they gloried in the fight. He saw the signals from

the nations over the sea.

Then Armageddon moved to Baltimore.

And now the table is about to be spread.

It is to be Mr. Wilson's soup.
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And we will wait f„

°°*"^" ""vour or tang to it.

with the other 1:," I "' """' ^'- W"-" *i" do

AmeilTi i Scj"* '""^ - 'hree exception,

in^,^V^n^K r - ^- '"- - "ave
particular art is o rs O h^r ^'T '" """P''- ThJ-
it is all we have. '^"P'" '"''y have it, but

coJon tSlnTSt^r'^rlr^' '"^—
•

-

E-opean gover„„,S have IfcedT" T^'" '""^

or had any reason to notice XvT
^°'

^T^ y""'
Mr. Roosevelt with Mr McAdoo ^ JT.'''^^''^ P''«
will pardon us. with Mr BranH^°> ^ '

'^ *^'- ^'''"«^'^"

before the eyes of the n »
"' * '^P'"' American

take Mr. r'o^ evelt as a ve^"-'"'
^' »"""•"""

latest news about u, ^ ""P°"«"' ?»« °f the

r^ctJ^f riraSlLTe 17^'"°''- "^^- '"«

preacher, professor, o aw" „ Jr o°l^'' Z'
'"'''°"'

poets of crowds are our m^TuZlu P'"'°''°P''"s. The
-n who have seen :LL '

r::;''?""^-"-
'"e

'Ml and daily thing, the darinVr
'""'' '" *>«=

-ci like Hughes. thV daring inTentfor "^\'^"''°"
houses, the men who havelnvented the f^'"/

^"""''''

*h'ch nations can stand nn u- u
'^"""'iations on

"•e men whose Tmalinadon, t '"'""''* '^''" •""
have played with the t^'-L"-;

--= of heaven."

«iled cities on the seas L ^^L ''"'"'='' ^^^'^^'

'-^ who have saTd -Corned "to"
"'" ''^' '^"''^""^^

'^o«.ht hundred-year thought,Xr^:^^^
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and-n'.iety-ninc-year leases, who have thought of mighty

ways for cities to live, for cities to be cool, to be light,

to be dark, who have conceived ways for nations to talk,

who have grasped the earth and the sky like music, like

words, and put them in the hands of the people and

made the people say, "O Earth" and "O Sky, thou art

great, but we also are great! Come, Earth and Sky,

thou shalt praise God with us !

"

Who are these men ?

Let the President catch up !

Who are these men ?

Therr is Edward A. Filene of Boston, who takes up

the pride, beauty, self-respect and right-mindedness of a

city makes it into a store, and makes a store that smgs

about that city up and down the world. And there is

Alexander Cassatt, imperturbable, inepressible, and like

a great boy who plays leap-frog with a railroad !
who

makes quiet-hearted, dreamy Philadelphia duck under

the sea, bob up serenely in the middle of New York, and

leap across Hell Gate to get to Boston

!

Let the parliaments droning on their benches, the

Congresses, pile out of their doors and catch up

!

Let the lawyers—the little swarms of dark-minded

lawyers, wondering and running to and fro, creeping in

offices, who have tried to run our world, blurred our

governments, and buzzed, who have filled the world

with piles of old paper. Congressional Records, with

technicalities, words, droning, weariness, despair, and

fear ... let them come out and look! Let thm

catch up! . ...

Let a man in this day, in the presence of men like

these, sing. If a man cannot sing, let him be silent

Only men who are singing things shall do them.

I go out into the street, I go out and look almost

anywhere, listen anywhere, and the singing rises round

me I
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in Ne;""'"' ''*' '"' '"^ ^""-y^ «"<<- the streets

lower stories of the c\nZ ^ .
skyscrapers into the

in New York iZtlh^'P"'""'^'^'' '•'^''"'^ heaven

the -ar.i,h^Ht;^rs:r
r.^vr''^'''.^"''

'"

s^;;".ntt°^----^'^^"^"-v
hills an"^ he citTc ofr ^"^' "' *'^ P'*'"^ ^"^^ the

heaven day ^yZ-l^Z^t^Z'Z :^
''''"'''

He shtrsrw7thT>:-;t°i:^ \Th"r-'--t men that belong with'skyrc/apTr:
' ^''" '"'"

hin, nlw wi h%';Ta;iV'^"r1 ^''^ P^°P'—
a .reat solemn shout

""''*^ ^"*="^= ^"^ "°- --th

The skyscrapers are their skyscrapers

^-th.nderonthe°d^s\;rSn,^t^

.te^^?;:tci2ir"^^-''-^--^vthe

Rewind inrh::rts:f'orprp;e*°^'°^
''''=-"-''

In America the free air breathes about us. and daily

t<l
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the great sun climbs our hillsides, swings daily past our

work. There are ninety million men with this sun and

this wind woven into their bodies—into their souls.

They stand with us.

The skyscrapers stand with us.

All singing stands with us.

Ah, I have waked in the dawn, and in the sun and

the wind have I seen them

!

That sun and that wind, I say before God, are

America ! They are the American temperament,

I will have laws for free men—laws with the sun and

the wind in them !

I have waked in the dawn, and my heart has been

glad with the iron and poetry in the skyscrapers.

I will have laws for men and for American men

—

laws with iron and poetry in them

!

The way for a government to get the poetry in is to

say " Yes " to somebody.

The way for a government to get the iron in is not

by saying " No." It is not American in a government

to keep saying " No." The best way for our government

in America to say " No " to a man is to let him stand

by and watch us saying " Yes " to some one else.

Then he will ask why.

Then he will stand face to face with America.
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day to day and keeps our courage up. We want in

America a literature, we want the thing done thoroughly

and for ever and once for all. We want an Aristophanes,

a master who shall go gloriously laughing through our

world, through our chimneys and blind machines, pot-

bellied fortunes, empty successes, all these tiny, queer

little men of wind and bladder, until we have a nation

filled with a divine laughter, with strong, manful, happy

visions of what men are for.

All we have to do is to have a News-book—a book-

ful of the kind of rich men we want, then we will have

them. We will see men piling over each other all day

to be them. Men have wanted to make money because

making money has been supposed to mean certain things

about a man. The moment it ceases to mean them,

they will want to make other things.

Where is the news about what we really want?

, when I took him to the train yesterday, spoke

glowingly of the way the Standard Oil Trust had reduced

oil from twenty-nine cents to eleven cents.

There was no time to say anything. I just thought

a minute of how they did it.

Why is it that people—so many good people—will

speak of oil at eleven cents in this way, as if it were a

kind of little kingdom of heaven ?

I admit that eleven cents from twenty-nine cents

leaves eighteen cents.

I do not deny that the Standard Oil Trust has saved

me eighteen cents. But what have they taken away

out of my life and taken out of my sense of the world

and of the way things go in it and out of my faith in

human nature to toss me eighteen cents?

If I could have for myself and others the sense of

the world that I had before, would I not to-day, day

after day, over and over, gallon by gallon, be handing

them their eighteen cents back ?
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A masterpiece is a book that has a thousand years

in it. No man has a right to say where these thousand

years in it shall lie, whether in the past or in the future.

It is the thousand years' worth in it that makes a

masterpiece a masterpiece. In America we may not

have the literature of what we are or of what we have

been, but the literature of what we are bound to be, the

literature of what WE WILL, we will have, and we will

have to have ;t jjefore we can begin being it.

First the Specifications, then the House.

From the practical or literary point of view the one

sign we have given in this country so far, that the stuff

of masterpieces is in us and that we are capable of a

great literature, is that America is bored by its own

books.

We let a French parson write a book for us on

the simple life. We let a poor suppressed Russian with

one foot in hell reach over and write books for us

about liberty which we greedily read and daily use.

We let a sublimely obstinate Norwegian, breaking away

with his life, pulling himself up out of the beautiful,

gloomy, morose bog of romance he was born in

—

express our American outbreak for facts, for frank

realism in human nature.

America is bored by its own books because ever)'

day it is demanding gloriously from its authors a

literature—books that answer our real questions, the

questions the people are asking every night as they s^o

to sleep and every morning when they crowd into the

streets—Where are we going? Who are we? What

are we like ? What are we for ?

A C , the little stoopy cobbler on stivet

in , bought some machines to help him last ycat

before I went away and added two or three slaves to do

the work- I find on comii-.g back that he has moved
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needs is news. His

He is merely eager

What I want is news about us,

All an American like C
eagerness is the making of him.

for what he will not want.

All he needs is the world's news about people, about

new inventions in human beings, news about the differ-

ent and happier kinds of newly invented men, news

about how they were thought of, and how they are

made, and news about how they work.

I demand three things for A C ;

I want a novel that he will v--d, which will make

him see himself as I see him.

I want a moving picture of 1 irn that he will go to

and like and go to again and agim.

I want a play that will send him home from the

theatre and keep him awake with what he might be all

that night.

I want a news-book for A C , a news-book

for all of us.

I read a book some years ago that seemed a true

news-book and which was the first suggestion I had

ever received that a book can be an act of colossal

statesmanship, the making or re-making of a people—

a

masterpiece of modern literature, laying the ground plan

for the greatness of a nation.

When I had read it, I wanted to rush outdoors and

go down the street stopping people I met and telling

them about it. Once ir. a very great while one does

come on a book like this. One wants to write letters to

the reviews. One does not know what one would not

do to go down the long aimless Midway Plaisance of the

modern books, to call attention to it. One wishes there

were a great bell up over the world. . . . One would

reach up to it, and would say to all the men and women

and to the flocks of the smoking cities, " Where are you
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When we want It, we wilt get it. Let the American

people put in their order now.

In the meantime the Piles and the Derricks.

All these young and mighty derricks against the

sky, all these soaring steel girders with the blue through

them—America I

Ah, my God I is it not a hoping nation ? Three

thousand miles of Hope, from Eastport, Maine, to San

Francisco—does not the very sun itself racing across it

take three hours to get one look at our Hope ?

Here it is I Our World.

Let me, for one, say what I want.

It is already as if I had seen it—one big, heroic

imagination at work at last like a sea upon our world,

poetry grappling with the great cities, with their labour,

with their creative might, full of their vast joys and

sorrows, full of their tussle with the sea and with the

powers of the air and with the iron in the earth !—the

big, speechless cities that no one has spoken for yet, so

splendid, and so eager, and so silent about their souls

!

It is true we are crude and young.

Behold the Derricks like mighty Youths I

In our glorious adolescence so sublime, so ugly, so

believing, will no one sing a hymn to the Derricks ?

Where are the dear little Poets ? Where are they

hiding ?

Playing Indian perhaps, or making Parthenons out

of blocks.

Perhaps they might begin faintly snd modestly at

first.

Some dear, hopeful, modest American poet mit;ht

creep out from under them, out from under the grcit

believing, dumb Derricks standing on tiptoe of faith

against the sky, and write a book and call it Beliefi

American Poets Would Like to Believe If They Could.
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singing our tune can save us. A great nation can

made out of the truth about us. The truth may be-

must be probably—plain. But the truth must sing.

It will not be the government that first gets t

truth that will govern us. The government that g(

the truth big enough to sing first, and sings it, will

the government that will govern us. The political pai

in this country that will first be practical with t

people, and that will first get what it wants, will be t

political party that first takes Literature seriously. C
first great practical government is going to see how

great book, searching the heart of a nation, expressi

and singing the men in it, governs a people. Being

President in a day like this, if it does not consist

being a poet, consists in being the kind of President w
can be, at least, in partnership with a poet.

It is not every President who can be his own Dav

who can rule with one hand and write psalms and chai

for his people with the other.

The call is out ; the people have put in their on

to the authors of America, to the boys in the coUeg

and to the young women in the great schools—

C

President wants a book

!

Before much time has passed, he is going to hi

one.

Being a President in this country has never b<

expressed in a book.

The President is going to have a book that expres

him to the people and that says what he is trying to

He will live confidentially with the book. It shall

in his times of trial and loneliness like a great peo

coming to him softly. He shall feel with such a bo

be it day or night, the nation by him, by his desk,

his bedside, by his silence, by his questioning, stand

by, and lifting.

In the book the people shall sing to the Presid(
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A literature is the expression on the face of a nation.

A literature is the eyes of a great people looking at one.

It seems to be, as we look, looking out of the past

and far away into the future.

A newspaper can set a nation's focus for a morning,

adjusting it one way or the other. A President can set

the focus for four years. But only a book can set the

focus for a nation's next hundred years so that it can act

intelligently and steadfastly on its main line from week

to week and from morning to morning. Only a book

can make a vast, inspiring, steadfast stage-setting for a

nation. Only a book—strong, slow, reflective, alone with

each man, and before all men, can set in vast still array

the perspective, the vision of the people, can give thai

magnificent self-consciousness which alone makes a grea

nation or a mighty man. At last humble, imperious

exalted, it shall see itself, its vision of its daily life lyinj

out before it, threading its way to God.
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aid MrV"r T :

^"'•'•/^y- ^"d Lord Robert Cecil,and Mr. T C. Taylor and others address tlie annualmeetmg of the Labour Copartnership Association

beliJlI°thi
7'1'^'" *' P'"'""'" °^ ^ ''°^y °f «>«=" ^ho

tMntct^
^"SHshmen are capable of bigger and betterthings than many men believe they are capable of. Thev

refuse to evade the issue of the Coal Strike and to agree

eSuh ""T
'*'' "'^^ ^^^^ «'"'=" "P '^««=-i"g thatEnglish employers can be competent, and who merely

^nt' "^""' """'' '° ""'y °" °"' governmentsnow to be employers; and they refuse to agree with
the syndicalists, who believe in human nature still -^
and^ have given up on employers and on governments'

I have retained three impressions as a result of the
meeting.

The first was that it was the most significant and
impressive event since the Coal Strike-that it brought thewhole industrial issue to a point and summed the Coal
btnke up.

The second impression was one of surprise that the
hall was not full.

The third impression came the next day when Itooked through the papers for accounts of what had been
said and of what it stood for.

Ml
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It was noted pleasantly and hurriedly as one of the

day's events. It was just one more of those shadowy

things that flicker on the big foolish drifting rolling

attention of a world a second and are gone.

People were given a few inches.

I read in the papers that same day a quite long

account of a discussion of nine bishops for five hours

(meeting at the same time) on a matter of proper clothes

for clergymen.

I would have said of that meeting of the Labour Co-

partnership Association, that it was a meeting of a

Society for Defence and Protection of Longer Possible

Religion on the Earth ; but the clergy, out of all the

invitations, did not seem very largely to have had time

to be there.

I wondered too a little about the papers, as I

hunted through them.

It set one to thinking if anything serious to the

nation would have happened, if possibly during the Coal

Strike the London papers had devoted as much attention

to T. C. Taylor—a mutual-interest employer—and to

how he runs his business, as to Horatio Bottomley ?

Possibly too whot Mr. Sandow prefers to have people

drink is not so important—perhaps whole pages of it at

a time—as Amos Mann and how he runs his shoe

business without strikes, or as Joseph Bibby and how he

makes oil cakes and loyal workmen together.

I read the other day of a clergyman in New Jersey

who was organizing a league of all the left-handed

men in the world. Everything is being organized,

whether or no. Some one has financed him. There

will be some one very soon now who will pay the bill

for organizing the attention of a world and for deciding

the fate of human nature. It would be worth while

spending possibly one fortune on getting human nature

to settle decisively and once for all whether it has any
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economics. The real problem that newspapers are con-

fronted with every night, every morning, to-day, is a

problem in human nature.

Some people believe that human nature can be

believed in, and others do not. The socialists, the

syndicalists, the trades unionists as a class, and the

capitalists as a class, are acting as if they did not. A
great many inventors, and a great many workmen—all

the more bold and inventive woricmen—and many capital-

ists and great organizers of facts and of men, are acting

as if they believed in human nature.

Which are right ? Can a mutual-interest employer,

can a mutual-interest worker, be produced by the human

ace? There are some of us who answer that this is

a matter of fact, that this type of man can be produced

is already produced, and is about to be reproduced in-

definitely.

The moment we can convince trades unions and

convince employers that this is true we will change th<

face of the earth.

Why not change the face of the earth now ?

In this connection I respectfully submit three con

siderations

:

1st. If all employers of the world to-morrow morn

ing knew what Lord Grey (as President of the Labour Co

partnership Association) knows to-day about copartner

ship—the hard facts about the waj copartnership work

in calling out human nature, in nerving and organ

izing labour—every employer in the world to-morrov

would begin to take an attitude toward labour whid

would result in making strikes and lock-outs as imprac

ticable, as incredible, as moony, as visionary for ever, a

ideals of a world without strikes look now.

and. If all the workmen of the world to- iiorroi

morning knew what Frederick Taylor (the America

engineer) knows about planning workmen's work s
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that they receive, for the same expenditure of strength

labour in every nation and of the trades unions of thewoHd-the attitude of doing as little work as pos iWe

wayso?""fS/f''"' ""' ^'^^'"^ away to'discove';

aZtf„rda^:""
""' "" '° employers-would face

,nH^fK"
^''^'. ^°"^ ^'•'y ''"°^'' ^''""t copartnershipand the way it works is in the form of ascertainablecommumcable, and demonstrable facts. What Frede,SkTaylor knows and what he has been doing with human

o^efreTl »:•"' '"'
''"u'
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And why should not all workmen know what a fewthousand workmen who have been trained under FrederickTaybr to work under bet-.er conditions and with morewages, know?

wo„?L' ?" ^" '"'P''"^ millionaire, the first thing Iwould do to-morrow would be to supply the funds fnd
find the men who should take up what Lord Grey knows
about employers and what Frederick Taylor knows abouworkmen, and put it where all who live shall see it andknow .t. I would spend my fortune in proving to theworld, in makmg everybody know and believe, that the
mutual-mterest business man and the mutu^l-interest

sT/lfr 'r "?" P^°'"'=^'^ ="^ "" ^ producedTnd
shall be produced by the human race

The problem of the fate of the world_in its essential
nature and m .ts spir'cual elements and gifts-has come
to be m th.s age of the Press a huge advertising problem—a great adventure in human attention.

The most characteristic and human and natural way,
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and the only profound and permanent way, to hand
the quarrel between Capital and Labour is by placir
certain facts, certain rights-ol-all-men-to-know, into tl

hands of some disinterested and powerful statesman i

publicity, some great organizer of the attention of
world. He would have to be a practical passional
psychologist, a man gifted with a bird's-eyp view (

publics, a discoverer of geniuses and crowds, son
natural diviner or reader o( the hearts of men. H
shall search out and employ twenty men to write i

many books addressed to as many classes and types t

employers and workers. He shall arrange pamphlel
for every door-yard, that cannot he'p being read.

He shall reach trades unions by using the cinema, b
having some master of human appeal take the fate c

labour, study it out in pictures—and the truth shall b
thrown night after night and day after day on a hundre;
thousand screens around a world. He shall organiz
and employ wide publicity, or rely on secret and carefu
means, on different aspects of the issue according to thi

nature of the issue, human nature and common sense
and organize his campaign to reach every type of person
every te.nperament and order of circumstance, each ir

its own way.

What Lord Grey knoivs and \ hat Frederick Taylor's
workmen know shall be put where all who live shall see

it—where every employer, every workman, every work-
man's wife, and every growing boy and girl that is passing
by, as on some vast billboard above the world, shall

see it—shall see and know and believe that employers
that are worth believing in, and that workmen who ran

work and who are skilled and clever enough to love to

wo'k, can still be produced by the human race.

If I were a newspaper man I would start what might
be called Pull Together Clubs in every community-
men in all walks of life, little groups of crowd-men or men
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branch in each industry, and I would try to get thli

branch to take it up with the other branches until ali

trades unions were brought to admit copartnerbhip

members on special terms.

5urM.—After getting copartnership tolerated for

certain workmen employed in certain firms, I would try

to make copai tnership a trades-union movement,
I would then let the trades unions educate the em-

ployers.

Seven/A.— I would prepare a list of apparent excep-

tions to copartnership as a working principle. I would
investigate and try to see why they were exceptions and
why copartnership would not work, and I would find and
set inventors at work, and find in what way the spirit

that is back of copartnership could be applied.
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them about themselves that they do not know yet,—who
would be practically at the head of the department in

two years? The Secretary, or the Secretary's news
engineer ? News is all there is to such a department

—

finding out what it is and distributing it. Anyone can

think of scores of labour-union fallacies—news they do

not know about themselves, that they will want to know
at once when their attention is called to it.

If nine members of the President's Cabinet were

national news agents, experts in nationalizing news, one

member could do with his subordinates all the other

things that Cabinet members do.

The real problem before each Cabinet member is a

problem of news. If the Secretary of Commerce, for

instance, could get people to know certain things, he

would not need to do at all most of the things that he is

doing now. Neither would the Attorney-General.

If everything in a Cabinet position turns on

getting people to know things, why not get them to

know them? Why not take that job instead? Why
not take the job of throwing oneself out of a job ?

Every powerful man has done it—thrown himself out of

what he was doing, by making up something bigger to

do—from the beginning of the world.

In every business it is the man who can recognize,

focus, organize, and apply news, and who can get news

through to people, who soon becomes the head of the

business.

The man who can get news through to directors and

to employees and make them see themselves and see one

another and the facts as they really are, soon gets to be

Head of the factory.

The man who can get news through to the public,

the salesman of news to people about what they want to

buy and about how they are to spend their money—very

personal, intimate news to every man—soon rises to be
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I

1HAVE tried to express in the last chapter somt

kind of tentative working vision or hope of whal

authors and of what newspaper men can do in govern

ing a country

This chapter is for anybody—any plain human being

Governments all over the world to-day are groping

to find out what plain human beings are like.

It does not matter very long what other things i

government gets wrong, if it gets the people right.

This suggests something that each of us can do.

I was calling on , Treasurer of , in his new

bank, not long ago—a hushed, reverent place with i

dome up over it and no windows on this wicked world—

a kind of heavenly-minded way of being lighted fron

above. It seemed to be a kind of Church for Money.
" This is new," I said, " since I've been away. Who

built it?"

mentioned the name of Non-Gregarious as if I

had never heard of him.

I said nothing. And he began to tell me how Non

built the bank. He said he had wanted Non from the

first, but that the directors had been set against it.

And the more he told the directors about Non, he

said, the more set they were. They kept ofTering a

S9>
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themselves, by trying to keep from seeing how high

their motives are, and when, in the stern scuffle of life,

they are unable any longer to keep from suspecting how

high their motives are themselves, they fall back on

trying to keep other people from suspecting it.

In 's factory in , the workers in brass, a few

years ago, could not hp kept alive more than two years

because they breathed brass filings. When installed,

at great expense, suction-machines to place beside the

men to keep them from breathing brass, some one said,

"Well, surely you will admit this time, that this is

philanthropy ?
"

•' Not at all."

The saving in brass air alone, gathered up from in

front of the men's mouths, paid for the machines. What

is more, he said that after he had gone to the expense of

educating some fine workmen, if a meic little sucking-

machine like that could make the best workmen he had

work for him twenty years instead of two years, it was

poor economy to let them die.

Nearly all of the really creative business men make

it a point, until they get a bit intimate with people, to

talk in this tone about business. One can talk with

them for hours, for days at a time, about their business

—some of them, without being able a single time to

corner them into being decent or into admitting that

they care about anybody.

Now I will not yield an inch to or to anybody

else in my desire to displace and crowd out altruism in

our modern life. I believe that altruism is a feeble and

discouraged thing from a religious point of view. 1

have believed that the big, difficult and glorious thing in

religion is mutualism, a spiritual genius for finding

identities, for putting people's interests together—you-

and-I-ness, and we-ness, and letting people crowd in and

..elp themselves.
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ing prigs of evil, putting on airs before everybody day

and night, of being worse than they are

!

It is not exactly a lie. It is a Humdrum. People

do not deliberately lie about human nature. The>

merely say pianola-minded things.

One goes down any business street—Oxford Street

Bond Street, or Broadway. One hears the same grea'

ragtime tune of business, dinging like a kind of streei

piano through men's minds, " Sh-sh-sh-sh !
Oh, SH

SH 1 Oh, do not let anybody know I'm being good I

"

II

I am not going to try any longer to worm out of m;

virtues or to keep up an appearance of having as \o\

motives as other people are trying to make me believ

they have.

They have lied long enough.

I have lied long enough.

My motives are really rather high, and I am going t

admit it.
, , , v

And the higher they are (when I have hustled aboi

and got the necessary brains to go with them) the bett<

they have worked.

Nine times out rf ten when they have not worked,

has been my fault.

Sometimes it is John Doe's fault.

I am going to speak to John Doe about it. I ai

going to tell him what I am driving at. I have turne

over a new leaf. In the crisis of a great nation, and i

an act of last desperate patriotism, I am going to gn

up looking modest.

For a long time now I have wanted to dare to con

out and stand up before this Modesty Bug-a-boo ai

have it out with it and say what I think of it, as one (
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to run the risk of being good. When driven to it, 1

will run the risk of saying I am good.

My motives are fairly high. See I here is my scaU

of one hundred I I had rather stand forty-five on m}

scale than ninety-eight on yours I

If there is any discrepancy between my vision ant

my action, I am not going to be bullied out of my lift

and out of living my life the way I want to by th<

way I look. Though it mock me, I will not haul dowr

my flag. I will haul up my life

!

Here !t is right here in this paragraph, in black anc

white. I *ake it up and look at it, I read it once more

and lay it down.

What I have written, I have written.

Ill

People do not seem to agree, in the present crisis o:

our American industrial and national life, about th<

necessity of getting at the facts and at the real news ir

this country about how good we are.

Last November in the national election, four and a

half million men (Republicans) said to Theodore Roo.se-

velt, " Theodore ! do not be good so loud 1

"

Four and a half million other men, also Republicans,

told him not to mind what anybody said, but to keep

right on being good as loud as he liked, for as long as it

seemed necessary.

They wanted to be sure our goodness in America,

such as we had, was being loud enough to be heard,

believed in, and acted on in public

The other set of men, last November (who were

really very good too, of course), were more sedate and

liked to see goodness modulated more. They stood out

for what might be called a kind of moral elegance.

The governing difference between the Roosevelt type
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to day and year to year, keeping the people scared into

not getting what they want.

There is not one o( them that will not evaporate in

ten minutes the first morning we get some real newt
through in this country about ourselves and about what
we are like.

What is the real news about us, Tor instance, as

regards being goody-good ?

I can only begin with the news for one.

For years, I have held myself back from taking a

plain or possibly loud stand for goodness as a shrewd,

worldly-wise programme for American business and public

life, because I was afraid of people, and afraid people

would think I was trying to improve them.

What was worse, I was afraid of myself too. I was
afraid I really would.

I am afraid now, or rather I would be, if I had not

drilled through to the news about myself and about

other people an-^ about human nature that I am putting

into this chapter.

I have written five hundred pages in this book on an

awkward and dangerous subject like the Golden Rule,

and I appeal to the reader— I ask him humbly, hopefully,

gratefully if he can honestly say (except for a minute

here and there, when I have been tired and slipped up}

if he has really felt improved or felt that I was trying to

improve him in this book.

On your honour, Gentle Reader—you who have

been with me five hundred pages 1

You say " Yes " ?

Then I appeal to your sense of fairness. If you

truly feel I have been trying to improve you in this book,

turn this leaf down here and stop. It is only fair to me.

Clore the book with your improved and btiog-improved

feeling, and never open it again until it passe; over. You
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have no right to go on page after page calling me name.

way behind my baek-you l-hundreds and thousand,of m.Ies away from me, by your own lamp, by your ownw.ndow-you come to me here between L^L herp-
less pasteboard covers where I cannot get out at you.where I cannot answer back, and you say that I amtrymg to improve yo. !

/ "'« i am

Ah, Gentle Re. der. forgive me! God forgive me IBeheve me, I never meant, not if it could possibly behelped, to improve you. If you insist on it, and keensaying that I have been improving you, all I can say is

yl iT> Tl^ '°°'''"^ "' '^ ' ^'=" improving you.you did It. 1 did not. God help me if I a,n trying toimprove you I I am trying to find out in this bo^k who
I am. If incidentally, while I am quietly working awayon this for five hundred pages, you find out who you are
yourself, and then drop into a gentle glowing improved
feelmg all by yourself, do not mix n.e up in It. I deny
that I have tried to improve you or anybody. I have
written this book to get my own way, to express myAmerica. I have written it to say "i," to say "I" to

we, WL about America—to drive the news through
to a President of what America is like

or J/"" "°'J'"P™^'"B y°"- I am telling you what may
or may not be news about you.

Take it or leave it.

I want to be good.
I do not feel superior to other men.
And I do not propose, if there is anything I ce-

about It, to be compelled to feel superior.
I believe we all want to be good. M
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The one thing I want to get in this world i» the proof
of this that would satisfy everybody.

I am not going to slump into being a beautiful

character. I have written this book to get my own way.
I have said I will not be mixed up in the fate of

people who do not know where the> are going, who
have not decided what they are like, who do not know
who they are. What do the people want ? Some people
te" me they want nothing. Th(/ tell me it would only
ri e things worse and stir things up for me to want to

be good.

Or perhaps they think it is beautiful to lower the

price of oil. They want oil at seven cents a gallon.

Do they ? Do you ? Do I ?

I say no. Let oil wait. I want to raise the price

of men and to put a market value on human life.

I find as I look about me that there are two classes

of statesmen offering to be helpful in making life worth
living in America.

There are the statesmen who think we are going to

be good and who believe in a programme which trusts

and exalts the people and the leaders of the people.

There are the statesmen who seem to believe that

American human nature does not amount to enough to

be good. They are planning a programme on the

principle that the best that can be done with human
nature in America in business and public life is to have
it expurgated.

Which class of statesmen do we want ?

In some of our state prisons men who are not con-

sidered fit to reproduce themselves are sterilized. The
question that is now up before this country is, Do we or

do we not want American business sterilize i ? Are we
or are we not going to put a national penalty on all

initiative in all business men because some men take

advantage of people with it ?
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him—well—do you remember, Gentle Reader, th
walking beams on the old sidewheel steamers ? We sa
do not eliminate him—lift him up—make him what h
naturally is and is in position to be—the walking bear
of Business

!

If the average middleman does not know how to b
a real middleman he will make one who does.

And all the other eliminations that we have watche
people being scared into, one by one, we will turn int

exaltations—each in its own kind and place. There i

not one of our fears that is not the suggestion, th
mighty outline, the inspiration for the world's next nev
size and new kind of American man. We say: plao
the position before the man—with its fears, with it

songs, with its challenge. We say: tell him what v/<

expect of him and demand of him. Put him in a higl

place on a platform before the world ! There with thi

truth about him written on his forehead in the sight o
all the people, call him by name, glorify him or beheac
him ! We are men and we are Americans. We wil

stand up to each of our dangers one by one. Each anc
every danger of them is a romance, a sublime adventure
a nation-maker. Our threats, our very by-words and
despairs, we will take up, and before the world forge them
into shrewd faiths and into mighty men

!

This is my news or vision. I say that this is where
we are going in America. I compel no man to follow

my news, but I will pursue him with my news until

he gives me his I

This news I am telling, Gentle Reader, is perhaps
news about you.

If it is not true news, say so. Say what it is. We
all have a right to know. The one compulsion of

modern life is our right to know, our right to compel

people who live on the same continent or who live in
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for living with beauty, living with considerateness an(

respect in this awful daily and sublime presence of on
another's lives I

We shall still have our splendid isolations when wi

need them, some of us, and our little solitudes of mean
ness, but the main common fund of motives for livinj

together, for growing up into a world together, thi

desires, motives, and intentions in men's hearts, thei

desires toward us and ours toward them, we are goin(

to know and compel to be made known. We will figh

men to the death to know them.

Have we not fought, you and i. Gentle Reader, all o
us, each man of us, all our years, all our days, to driv(

through to some sort of mutual understanding witf

our own selves ? Now we will fight through to som(
mutual understanding with one another and with th<

world.

We will knock on every door, make a house-to-house

canvass of the souls of the world, pursue every man, sinj

under his windows. We will undergird his consciousness

and his dreams. We will make the birds sing to hin
in the morning, " W/iere are you going f " We will pul

up a sign at the foot of his bed for his eyes to fall or

when he awakes, "Where are you going f
"

Whatever it is that works best, if we blow it out ol

you with dynamite or love or fear, or draw it out of you
with some mighty singing going past—ah, brother, we
will have it out of you ! You shall be our brother I We
will be your brother though we die

!

We will live together or we will die together.

What do you really want? What do you really

like ? Who are you f

We may pile together all our funny, fearful little

Dreadnoughts, our stodgy dead lumps of men called

armies, and what are they ? And what do they amount
to, and what can they do as compared with truth, the
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your souls in. Nor do we want to get used to your

hem-and-haw parliaments and your funny little perfumed

prophets—your prophets lying down or propped up with

pillows, or your poets wringing their hands. Nor will

we be put off with all your gracefully feeble, watery,

lovely little pastel religions for this grim and mighty

modern world. We are American men. We do not

propose to be driven out to sea, tc stand face to face

every day with what is true and full of beauty and
magic, or to have skies and mountains and stars palmed
off" on us as companions, instead of men !

This is what the five million men are trying to ex-

press in writing this book. If people deny that I have

the right to give them news about America for five

million men—if they say that this is not true about

American human nature, that this is not the news—then

I will say, lam the news ! /am this sort of an American

!

God helping me, I say it 1
" Look at me\" I am this

sort of man of whom I am writing ! If I am not this

sort of man this afternoon, I will be in the morning!

Though I go down as a hiss and as laughter and as a

by-word and a mocking to the end of my days, / am
this sort of man ! I say, " Look at nte !

"

If you will not believe me—that this is American

;

if you say that I cannot prove that there are five million

of men like this in America, then I will still say, " Here

is OHe\ What will you do with ME?" Though I die

in laughter, all my desires and all my professions in a

tumult about my soul, I say it to this nation :
" Your

laws, your programmes, your philosophies,, your ' I wills

'

and ' I won'ts,' I say, shall reckon with me 1 Your

presidents and your legislatuies shall reckon with Me !

"

Here I am. The man is here. Hp is in this book I

I will break through to the five million men. I will
|

make the five million men look at me until they recog-

nize themselves. If no one else will attend to it for me,
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There are two astonishing facts that stand face to

face with all of us to-day who are labouring with civil-

ization.

The first fact is that almost without exception all

the men in it who mean the most in it to us and to

other people for good or for evil—who stir us deeply

and do things—all fall into the inconsistent class.

The second fact is that this is a very small, select,

distinguished, and astonishingly capable class.

A man who is in a grim, serious business, like being

good, must expect to give up many of his little self-

indulgences in the way of looking good. Looking

inconsistent may be sometimes, temporarily, a man's

most important public service to his time.

One needs but a little glance at history, or even at

one's own pergonal history. It is by being inconsistent

that people grow, and, without meaning to, give other

people materials for growing. For the particular

purpose of making the best things grow, of pointing

up truths, of giving definite edges to right and wrong, an

inconsistent man—a man who is trying to pry himself

out a little at a time from an impossible situation in an

impossible world—is likely to do the world more good

than a very large cmwd of angels who have made up

their minds that they are going to be consistent and

going to keep up a Consistent Look—in this same world

—whatever happens to it.

If one is marking people on consistency, and if one

takes a scale of too as perfect, perhaps one should not

always insist on 98. One does not always insist on 98

for oneself. And when one does, and does not get it,

one feels forgiving sometimes.

In dealing with public men and with other people

that we know less than we know ourselves—if they
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things, and I want to stand by people who are doin|

things with their ideals, whether their ideals are m;

ideals or not.

Let us suppose. Suppose the reader were in Ml

Cadbury's place. What would he do? Here are twi

things—let us suppose he wishes very much that

certain class of peoph: would not bet, and he also wishe

to convince these same people of certain important socia

and political ideas for which he stands. If he told then

that he would have nothing to do with them unless the;

stopped betting, there would be no object in his pufa

lishing their paper at all. There would be nothing tha

they would let him tell them. If, on the other hand, h

begins merely as one more humble, fellow-human bein{

and puts himself definitely on record as not betting him

self, and still more definitely as wishing other peopi

would not bet, and then admits honestly that these othe

people have as good a rigiit to decide to bet as he ha

to decide not to ; and if he then deliberately proceeds t

do what every real gentleman who does not smoke, an

wishes other people did not, proceeds to do withot

question—namely, to ofTer them the facilities for doin

it—why should people call him inconsistent ?

Perhaps a man's consistency consists in his relatio

to his own smoking and betting, and not in his rushin

his consistency over into the smoking and betting c

other people. Perhaps being consistent does not nee

to mean being a little pharisaical, or using force, c

cutting people ofiT and having no argument with then

in one matter, because one cannot agree with them i

another. Of course, I admit it would be better if Mi

Cadbury would publish in a parallel column (if he coul

get a genius to write it) an extremely tolerant, humar

comrade-like series of objections to betting, which peopi

could read alongside, and which would persuade peopi
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of Hugh MacRae, one of the institutions of North

Carolina ; of Tom L. Johnson of Cleveland ; of nine men

out of ten of the bigger and more creative sort who are

helping cities to get their way and nations to express

themselves. I have believed that the principle at stake

—the great principle for real life in England and in

America of letting a man be inconsistent if he knowx

how—must have a stand made for it.

There is no one thing, whether in history, or litera-

ture, or science, or politics, that can be more crucial in the

fate of a nation to-day than the correct, just, and con-

structive judgment of Contemporary Inconsistent People.

VII

If I could have managed it, I would have had this

book printed and written—every page of it—in three

parallel columns.

The first column would be for the reader who

believes it, who keeps writing a book more or less like it

as he goes along. I would put in one sentence at the

top for him, and then let him have the rest of the space

to write in himself. In other words, I would say 2 plus

2 equals 4, and drop it.

The second column would be for the reader who

would like to believe it if he could, and I would branch

out a little more—about half a column.

2 -h 2 = 4.

20-1- 20 = 40.

The third column would be for the reader who is not

going to believe it if it can be helped. It would be in

fine type, bitterly detailed and statistical and take nothing

for granted.

2 -t- 2 = 4.

20 -(- 20 = 40.

200-1-200 = 400.
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'I'ruth in action mu.it always be in an order. Nine
idealists out or ten who fight against News-men, or men
who are tryiii),' to mal<e the beautiful work, and who call

them hypocrites, would not do it if they were trying

desperately tu make the beautiful work themselves. It

is more comfortable, and has a fine free look, to be blunt

with the beautiful—the way a I'oet is—to dump all

one's ideals down before people and walk off. Hut it

seems to some of us a cold, sentimental, lazy, and ignoble

thing to do with ideals if one loves them—to give every-

body all of them all the time without considering what
becomes ' •( the ideals or what becomes of the people.

4/// March 1913
As I write these words, 1 look out upon the great

meadow. I see the poles and the wires in the sun.

that long trail of poles and wires I am used to, stalking

across the meadow.

I know what they are doing.

They are telling a thousand cities and villages

about our new Presit'ent, the one they are making this

minute, down in Washington, for these United States.

With his hand lifted up he has just taken his oath, has

sworn before God and before his people to serve the

destinies of a nation. And now, along a hundred

thousand miles of wire on dumb wooden poles, a hope, a

prayer, a kind of quiet, stern singing of a mighty people

goes by.

And I am sitting here in my study window wondering

what he will be like, what he will think, and what he will

believe about us.

What will our new President do with these hundreds

of miles of prayer, of crying to God stretched up to him

out of the hills and out of the plains ?

Does he really overhear it—that huge, dumb, half-
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This is what a President is for—to give at last the

face of the United States an expression

!

If he is a shrewd poet and believes in us, we shall

accept him as the official mind-reader of the nation, of

the instincts and desires of the people. In the weariness

of the day he looks away ?—He looks up ?-—He leans

his head upon his hand ?—through the corridors of his

brain, that little silent Main Street of America, the

thoughts and the crowds and the jostling wills of the

people go.

If he is a poet about us, he becomes the organic

function, the organizer of the news about our people to

ourselves. He is the public made visible, the public

made one. He is a moving picture of us. He speaks

and gestures the United States—if he is a poet about

us, when he beckons or points, or when he puts his finger

on his lips, or when he says " Hush ! " or when he says

" Wait a moment !

" he is the voice of the people of the

United States.
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i:

Hamilton's lives? Why not drop Jefferson am
Hamilton and live ours?

The last thing that Jefferson would do, if he war
here, would be to be Jefferson over again. It is no
fair to Jefferson for anybody to take the liberty of bein|

like him, when he would not even do it himself. I

Jefferson were here, he would break away from every

body—lawyers, statesmen, and Congress—and go out

doors and look at 1 9 1
3 for himself.

I like to imagine how it would strike him. I an
not troubled about what he would do. Let Jeffersoi

go out and listen to that vast machine, to the New Yorl
Central Railway smoothing out and roaring down crowds
rolling and rolling and rolling men all day and all nigh
into nobodies. Let Jefferson go out and face the Nev
York Central Railway ! Jefferson in his time had no
faced nor looked down through those great fissures o:

chasms of inefficiency in what he chose to call democracy
the haughty, tyrannical aimlessness and meaninglessnesi

of crowds, too mean-spirited and full of fear anc

machines to dare to have leaders

!

He had not faced that blank staring hell of anony
mousness, that bottomless, weak, watery muck o
irresponsibility—that terrific, devilish vagueness which :

crowd is and which a crowd has to be without leaders.

Jefferson did not know about or reckon with In-

ventors, as a means of governing, as a means of getting

the will of the people.

A whole new age of inventors has flooded the live;

of the people ; the modern world is full of new inventions

in men—of men who have invented their own souls

democrats, self-made men.

And if we have a poet in the White House, he is

not going to overlook the main fact about our people,

He will not be found taking sides with Alexander

Hamilton or Thomas Jefferson or Karl Marx or Emerson.
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off over the edge of the world—of a real world, of a

man's world.

I do not believe that Christ spent five minutes in His

whole life in feeling like a Saviour, lie would have

felt hurt if He had found anyone saying He was a

Saviour in the tone people often use. He wanted people

to feel as if they were like Him. And the way He
served them was by making them feel that they were.

I do not believe that Thomas Jefferson, if he were

here to-day, would object to a hero or aristocrat, a

special expert or a genius in expressing crowds, if he

lived and wrought in this spirit.

The final objection that people commonly make to

heroes or to men of marked and special courage is that

they are not good for people b.cause people put them
on pedestals and worship them, They look up at them
wistfully. And then they look down on themselves.

Put I have never seen a hero on a pedestal.

It is only the Carlyle kind of hero who could ever

be put on a pedestal, or who would stay there if put

there.

And Carlyle—with all honour be it said—never quite

knew what a hero was. A hero is either a gentleman,

or a philosopher, or an inventor.

The gentleman—on a pedestal—feels hurt and slips

down.

The philosopher laughs.

The inventor thinks up some way of having some-

body else get up—so that it will not really be a pedestal

at all.

I agree with all the Socialists' objections to heroes, if

they mean by a hero the kind of man that Thomas
Carlyle, with all his little glorious hells, all his little cold,

lonesome, select heavens, his thunderclub view of life, and

his Old Testament imagination, called a hero. There is

always something a little strained and competitive about
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ly

a motto for heroes, " Keep your halo busy, and
won't hurt you." Modern democracy will never have
chance of being what it wants to be as long as it keej
on throwing away great natural forces like haloes an
pedestals. There is no reason why we should nc

believe in haloes and pedestals, not to wear or stand oi

but when used strictly for butting and seeing purposes.
We may know a real hero by the fact that we alwaj

have to keep rediscovering him. One knows the rei

hero by the fact that in his relation to people who pt
him OP a pedestal he is always kicking his pedest,
away and substituting his vision.

There is something about any real heroism that w
see to-day which makes heroes out of the people wh
see it. A real hero has his back to the people, and th
crowd looks over his shoulders with him at his work, an
he feels behind him daily, with joy and strengtl
thousands of heroes pressing up to take his place. Am
he is daily happy with a strange, mighty, impersonal jo;

in all those other people who could do it too. He live

with a great hurrah for the world in his heart The her
he worships is the hero he .sees in others. A man lik

this would feel cramped if he were merely being him
.self, or if he were being imprisoned by the people in hi

own glory, or were being cooped up into a hero.

It is in this sense that I have finally come again t<

believe that hero worship is safe ; that in some form, a
one of the great elemental energies in'human nature, i

must be saved
; that it must be regulated and used ; tha

it has an incalculable power which was meant to bf

turned on to run a nation with.

And I believe that Thomas Jefferson, confronted in

this desperate, sublime 191 3 with the new socialized

spirit of our time, placed face to face at last with ,i

Christian aristocrat or Crowd-Man, would want him
saved and emphasized and used too.
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they have fulfilled or saved themselves, cannot be trusted

to save us, the reply that will have to be made is, that

only people who do not know how inventors feel, or how
they are made, or what it is in them that drives them to

do things, or how they do them, will be afraid to let

men who give us worlds, and who express worlds for

us, and who make us express ourselves in worlds, the

freedom to help shape them and run them.

Men who have the automatic courage, the helpless

bigness and disinterestedness that always goes with

invention, with creative power, can be trusted by crowds.

The prejudice against the hero is due to the fact

that heroes in days gone by have been by a very large

majority fighters, expressing themselves against the

world, or expressing one part of the world against

another.

The moment the hero becomes the artist, and begins

expressing himself and expressing the crowd together,

the crowd will no longer be touched with fear and driven

back upon itself with the Thomas Jefferson bug-a-boo.
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ment, whichever we may call it, is the same tunc, but

played with a different and almost contrasting expression.

England is being played gravely and massively like

a violoncello ; and America, played more lightly, is full

of the sweeps and the lulls, the ecstasy, the overriding

glory of the violins I

But it is the same tune, and, God helping us, we will

not and we shall not be overwhelmed under the great

dome of the world, by Germany with all her faithful

pianolas, or by France with her cold, sweet flutes, or

by Russia with her shrieks and her pauses, pounding

her splendid kettledrums in that awful silence 1

Our song is ours—England and America, the 'cello

and the bright violins I

And no one shall sing it for us.

And no one sh;i'' V-eep us from singing it.

The skyscrapcis • ,'- singing " I will I I will
!

" to God ;

and Manchester and London and Fort Sunlight are

singing " I will ! I will I " to God. I have heard even

Westminster Abbey and York— those beautiful old

fr'lows—faltering " I will 1 I will I " to God !

And I have seen, as I was going by. Trinity Church

at the head of Wall Street repenting her sins and holding

noonday prayer-meetings for millionaires.

Our genius is a moral genius—the genius of each man
for fulfilling himself. Our religion is the finding of a

way to do it beautifully.

Let Russian men be an army if they like—death

and obedience. Let German men keep on with their

faithful, plodding moral machines if they want to ; and

let all French men be artists, go tra-la-laing up and down

the Time to the Beautiful—furnishing nudes, clothes, and

academies to a world.

But we—England and America—will stand up on

this planet in the way we like to stand on a planet, and

sing " I will ! I will I " to God.
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